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The Receiver for the new B.B.C. Regional
Scheme ... which will put old Sets outoof:date
Entirely Self.
Contained
Everything is contained within
the handsome oak cabinet -
set, loud speaker, batteries and
accumulator, away out of
fight! Or, if you prefer it, you
can build the .11.31:011,11 Re-
ceiver without the loud
speaker. Either model is a
Set far ahead of previous
home = built Receivers.

Pay as you
listen !
Any of the types of the
;11.iEJIVII Receiver can be ob-
tained for a small first payment
-and the balance in easy
monthly instalmen!s while you
listen. Ask your Wireless Dealer
for folder, " Why you should
build the 13TO1I'll Receiver,"
which gives full details of our
simple pay as you listen "
system.

SELECTIVITY is the great Radio need of to -day. The forthcoming
B.B.C. Regional Scheme will soon put old Sets out,of.date.
Higher powered British Stations will make reception of

foreign programmes more difficult than ever. That is why
you need the jsrown Receiver-a wonderful new Set that
smashes a'l previous ideas of Radio home construction. The
:Brown Receiver sets new standards in selectivity. With it
you can cut out your local station at will and take your choice
of at least twenty foreign programmes any evening. And you
can build it yourself-even if you've never made a Set before
-a handsome Receiver, in rich oak cabinet-one that you'll
be proud to own I Finally the 161: OV011 Receiver has a purer
tone and a greater volume than any previous home -built
Set. Prove our claims for yourself at your Wireless Dealer's I

The NEW

RECEIVER
The famous Polar Condensers, made by IVingrove & Rogers, Ltd., of

LiverPoel, are used ttrolighout 36t ;s1,11 R

For Eatiery
Operation
Type A, as illustrated above,
includes loud speaker already
assembled and tested in cabi-
net. Type B is similar to type
A, but without loud speaker.
Each model has space for bat-
teries and accumulator. Kit of
parts, less valves, batteries
and accumulator, but including
coils for 200=550 me!res :-
Type A -..e1Z ; Type 8 -.AO.

All= Electric
Models
Either model of the xrown,
Receiver can be borer wr
operation from either A.C. or
D.C. electric light mains. Type
A.M. includes loud speaker;
Type B.M. has no speaker.
Kit of parts, less valves,
batteries and accumulator, but
including coils for 200-550
metres : - Type A.M.-£20;
Type B.M.-Z17.

N , \
k, \M\ \%, \ \\\\ \ V,\\ :\\\\ ,

Adv. t. 6. brawn, Ltd., IF:5krn Asseue N. Ame, Lbnd,o,
687

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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NOTES
GIVEN AWAY
NEXT WEEK

OCT. 7-12.
to purchasers of EVER READY Lamps and
Batteries. The Every Ready man will visit
Hardware, Electrical, Photographic Stores and
Garages, etc., where special displays of Ever
Ready goods are made.
Brilliant illumination at the touch of a switch is
provided by an EVER READY SPOTLIGHT,
ready for every emergency in the dark Winter
nights.

EVER READY WIRELESS BATTERIES
ensure clear, powerful reception, and give the
best service at least cost.

Buy an EVER READY Lamp
or Battery, you may be one
of the lucky ones and receive

£3 notes.

PORTABLE SPOTLIGHTS

'W!t'stk V4A:Yt,4:v,ZiZ'

BRITAIN'S, BEST BATTERIES

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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THE
LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY and
SMITHS, Limited,
Church Rd., LEYTON, E. io
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LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE
(20 10 2,000 metres)

Price 7, 9

POTENTIOMETER
(Reg. 13..sign 740.579)

Price 4/9

1TE
COLOURED
CONNECTING

WIRE
Price

6d. per
ro ft. coil.

between
Transmitter &
Super Reception

Lewcos Components give Super
reception because of the superior
materials and workmanship used
in their manufacture. The fixed
Potentiometer is designed to give
smooth reaction control on all
radio receivers, and the quality of
the H.F. Choke makes it supreme.
Note the further reduction in the price
of GLAZITE Coloured Connecting Wire.
Descriptive leaflets of Lewcos Products
will be sent on application.

ItOqv
Itco Trade Counter and

Cable Sales:
7 PLAYHOUSE YARD,

GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.I

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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OW FOR THEE

CONTINENT

..fWITCH ON....

to London and listen to the quick -
fire patter of the Cockney
Comedian. Then to Paris and hear
the gorgeous massed orchestra.
But for the true lilting music of
the Spanish dance, you must go
to Spain. So-a turn of the dial of
the Pentovox Three and you are
there, with the rhythmical click of
the instruments in your ear. Every-
thing comes easily to the Pentovox

THE JUNIOR CONE
REPRODUCER

Is a thoroughly efficient speaker,
giving clear and faithful reproduc-
tion. A new Bowyer -Lowe -.2ci
model at a popular price JO

London Showrooms
Head Office and Works

tx.rxtrxre.nc.rxmc.2txxxxxxx.mcnc.re..1==tx.2txtx.mcnt.lmo.mn,a=m0.2 itt

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

THE PENTOVOX THREE

Three. No hesitation about sing-
ling out the station you want!
No intrusion between you and
the artistes. And the price,
The lowest of any Screened
Grid Three on the market. Easy
monthly payments if you wish.

TEN POUNDS
including valves and royalties

Ask your Wireless Dealer about
the comprehensive Bowyer -Lowe
range of Sets and Components,
or write to Headquarters for

illustrated literature.

In Association with

1 I 1 I 1 .

WC
CO., LTD.

Recordapnones Ltd.

- ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.z
- RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
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Better
than

ever!
More handsome, more power-
ful and more efficient than
either of its famous predecess-
ors - the wonderful 1930
Cossor Melody maker. It is
fitted with one -dial control
turn only one knob to hear
the programme you want. It
has enormous range - it will
bring you Radio from all the
great broadcasting centres of
Europe. Switch alters wave-
length - no coils to change.
Its two-tone blue lacquered
cabinet with oxydised silver
finished escutcheon give it a
striking and attractive appear-
ance never before seen in any
British Radio Receiver.

A Wonderful Achievement
The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is the last word its
Screened Grid Receivers. Because it uses the wonderful
NEW Cossor Valves it has enormous power and range.
It has razor-sharp selectivity. It will cut out the local
broadcast like magic and bring in programme after
programme with amazing ease-
only one knob to turn to hear the
station you want. Designed to suit
broadcasting conditions when
B.B.C. Regional Scheme comes
into operation-the 1930 Cossor
Melody Maker is next year's Set
which you can buy now.

PRICE

Price includes the three NEW
Cossor Valves, the handsome
cabinet and the to parts necal
sary for as rapid as.mbly.

Also for A.C. Mains operation. Price El 5 . 0 . 0.

Use this Coupon
To Messrs. A.C. Cossor Ltd.,

Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free of charge full particulars
of the wonderful 1930 Cossor Melody Maker
(a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.
(Please strike out one you do not require.)

Name

Address

A
C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove. London, N.5.

456 OCTOBER 5, 1929

Uses latest
Screened Grid.

Circuit
The circuit used in the 1930
Cossor Melody Maker has
been specially developed by
Cossor engineers to obtain
the highest possible results
from the wonderful NEW
CossorValves. No other make
of valve would give such
power or range or volume.

One dial control
By means of an entirely new
system of synchronised con-
trol, " tricky " tuning is done
away with in the 1930 Cossor
Melody Maker. Only one
knob to turn to bring in the
programme you want.

No coils to change
In the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker there is nd
coil changing - merely turn a knob to alter
from to short wavelengths or vice versa.
Never before has there been such a highly
efficient Receiver with such simple controls.

1000 miles range
Because of the power of its NEW Cossor
Screened Grid Valve the 1930 Cossor Melody
Maker will bring your Radio from stations
1000 miles away. And because of the careful
balancing of all the valves in the Set it gives
an amazingly life -like tone. For volume, tone
and range the 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is
unequalled.

(The 1930

ossor
"Melody Maker'
The World's lowest priced Screened Grid Receiver of

such advanced design.

Please Mention ".A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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The. Show, and After-The Lay Press-Short-wave Radio Pictures-Listening
to Law Courts-Commerce by "Mike" The B.B.C.'s New Musical Director

The Show, and After-The
end of the Show; and it is -to be
hoped that all who were able to
go to Olympia took the oppor-
tunity to do so. And, of course,
you didn't miss the AMATEUR
WIRELESS stands. The Show
was even better than ever this
year. We were confident that
this would be so, and this fact is
proved by the conversation of
everyone who went. For those
who live too distant from Ken-
sington we hope that our special
show numbers gave the second
best thing and enabled them to
make an "arm -chair" tour of the
Exhibition. When television is
really here there will be no need to go at
all ! Well, hardly)

The Lay Press-As is the case with
Motor -Show reports, some of the things
said by the lay Press in connection with the
Show were very amusing. One "daily"
heralded the general use of a " two -in -one
amplifier valve" which, after reading
through the pseudo -technical description,
seems to be no more or less than our friend
the pentode !

Short-wave Radio Pictures-Vienna
has started sending out Fultograph pictures
on a wavelength of 41-42 metres;
and this should be a good trial of
skill for all short-waveites. Tele-
graphy and telephony tests are
being given, as well. The tests will
be made twice daily, from ro.Io till
10.45 a.m., and from 3.10 till
3.45 p.m. The Fultograph trans-
missions will occupy the last ten
minutes of each programme. If you
manage to pick up the transmis-
sions successfully, then oblige our
Continental friends by, dropping a
card to Fultograph Gesellschaft,
N.B.H , Austria, IV, Prinze Eugen-
strasse 1o, Vienna.

Listening to Law Courts-And
while talking of Continental mat:
ters the Berlin Broadcasting Co.
are doing a novel thing in rigging
up a " mike" in the Law Courts, so

Behind the scenes at the Baird Laboratory-a
casts of talking films. The film strip passes

on the left, and the Scanning disc is
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transmitter for broad.
through the apparatus
on the right

that broadcasts can be, made. A big trial
of thirty anti -Republican -Fascists is shortly
down for hearing, and it is hoped to make
this the first broadcast.

Commerce by " Mike "-A trade
dinner was recently given at Frascati's in
London and speeches given by the chairman
were relayed to Manchester, Birmingham,
Leeds, Glasgow, Newcastle, and Bristol. By
means of _this land -line "broadcasting"
over G.P.O. lines, the enterprising company
was able to outline its trade policy for 1930
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to provincial members. An
AMATEUR WIRELESS representa-
tivelvas able to see the apparatus
and a more detailed technical
description is given on another
page in this issue.

Invading the " Castle "-
When a lady was summoned at
Watford for using a set without
a licence, a protest was made
against the high-handed methcd
of two Post Office officials. It
was alleged that the officials who
called " browbeat" her and,
after taking a statement,
threatened penalties and im-
prisonment. A trivial fine was
imposed, which rather indicates

that the Bench felt that an Englishman's
home is still his castle, no matter what the
P.M.G. may think.

The B.B.C.'s New Musical Director
-So Mr. Adrian Boult has taken over the
baton of the B.B.C.'s musical directorship.
We believe his duties commence with the
new year, but it is interesting to note that
he is conducting the City of Bintingham
Orchestra in a broadcast from 5GB on
October Ie.

Radio Drama-Those who hold that
only the play which has been specially

written for broadcasting can be
successful on the microphone should
listen on October 12 to 5GB's
transmission of The Test, by H.-
Simonis and K. J. Thomas. It has
been written for the B.B.C. and is
in the nature -of a problem play.

Next Week-Of course,when you
went to the Exhibition, you didn't
miss seeing the original "Music -
lover's Gramo-radio" on the AMA-
TEUR WIRELESS stands. The special
receiver -cum -electric gramophone
has been designed by the Technical
Staff and is being described on
page 459 this week. In next week's
issue will be described the construc-
ticn of the linen -diaphragm loud-
speaker (a new model) which is
incorporated in the Music -lover's
Gramo-radio instrument.

r-
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I REMEMBER once going over a hydro-
electric power station at Berne, in

Switzerland. We saw how the power was
generated and taken to a distributing
room from which feeders went in
various directions. Each of these feeders
had its own control panel and was marked
at the top with the name of the place or
district to which the power was being
transmitted. One of the feeders was
marked "Alsace Loraine" 1 This was my
first experience of exported power, and I
could not help feeling impressed at the
idea that this unassuming distribution
board was handling power quietly flowing
across from Switzerland into France.

One of the impressions I received at the
Brookmans Park station was of a similar
nature, only even more impressive. We saw
how the power was generated and converted
and passed into a distributing room,
from which it was distributed by two
feeders, one on each side of the building.
The feeders were not inatked With the
name of any particular country, but,
nevertheless, the power 'flowed away from
these feeders to supply an aerial gystem a
hundred Odd yards away, whence it was
radiated for the benefit of a vast number of
listenerq.

The impression, indeed, from start to

The power house at Brookmzns Park

finish was one of the simple generation and
distribution of power; in a slightly different
form from the usual, I grant you, but
otherwise treated in much the same manner.
It is indeed no longer a case of " What's all
them wires-them wires is wireless."
Radio engineering has become merely a
somewhat specialised branch of ordinary
alternating -current theory, and appears to
be as well ordered and dignified as any
central station.

12,000 Volts D.C.
Now perhaps a few particular impressions

will be of interest. I think everyone must
have been impressed with the beautiful
six -cylinder Diesel engines started off com-
pressed air in less than half a minute. I
remembered the troubles we used to have in
the old days starting this class of prime -
mover.

Next, the 12,000 -volt D.C. generators for
the main amplifiers were interesting to me,
largely because of the technical difficulties
in making such machines which were
unheard of quite a short time. ago. There is
quite a snappy fault -locating device on
these generators, too. ' The machines are
arranged to run with an artificial fault-
that is, a connection through a high -
resistance from the armature to the frame.

If, however, an actual
fault develops on the
machine, the current
flowing through the art i-
ficial fault is upset, a
relay operates and rings
a bell, at the same time
automatically discon-
necting the artificial
fault.

The machine there-
fore continues to run
exactly as if nothing
had happened. There is
still a connection to the
frame of the machine,
but the engineers now

know that it ought not to be there, and
when opportunity offers the machine can be
shut down and overhauled. Unless an-
other fault develops in the meantime,
however, the machine can continue to run
in this manner for weeks on end.

Cooling Arrangements
Silly points, of course, impress one. When

one sees filament leads nearly 2 in. thick,
one is amused. The cooling system for the
valves also is good. Water-cooled valves
are used, and in order to preserve the water,
the cooling system is entirely self-contained.
The water is pumped away from the
valves to external radiators, where further
water is sprayed on the pipes to dissipate
the heat. The actual cooling water, however,
never leaves the pipe, and is thus kept as
free as possible from impurities. This
method enables distilled water to be used,
but I was told that the first sample of
distilled water was obtained from a
battery maker and was found to be slightly
acid. This, of course, does not matter in a
battery, but it actually meant that the
alleged distilled water had a greater
conductivity than tap water. As the
cooling water is in contact with the anodes
of the valves, which are at a potential of
over io,000 volts, it is desirable to reduce
-the conductivity of the water, as far as
possible, and the leads to the individual
valves are in the form of a large rubber
spiral ; so that there is a very large column
of water between the anodes of the valves
and the earth, thereby minimising the
leak to the greatest possible extent.

There are, of course, hosts of points
which I should like to mention. The system
whereby any valve may be changed at a
moment's notice is extremely good. There
are two valves, one in use and the other
spare, and a simple operation of the push -
rod changes from one to the other. Mr.
Kirke demonstrated this to a number of us,
and Captain Eckersley, who happened to be

(Continued at foot of page 46o)
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ALLv AMATEUR WIRELESS readers who
the Radio Exhibition at

Olympia had the opportunity of seeing the
"Music Lover's Gramo-Radio " receiver,
and doubtless as a result of seeing the
instrument actually "in the flesh," many
were persuaded to make it up.

This electric gramophone -cum -receiver is
indeed well worthy of comparing with the
best that manufacturers have to offer, and,
as is always the case with home -constructed
instruments, the price is even more within
the reach of the average man's pocket.

A Complete Receiver!
Yet the performance is in no way inferior.

The receiver side includes a. high -quality
four -valve circuit, giving great selectivity
on the H.F. side and ample power from the
power amplifier. The electric gramophone
section includes a good -quality clockwork
turntable drive, a pick-up, volume control
and, finally, a linen -diaphragm loud-
speaker of special design.

The preliminary part of the receiver con-
struction was described last week, and the
construction of every detail of the loud-
speaker and gramophone will be explained
in due course. Further details will here be
given of the receiver.

PRE-SET
\/-0003
V MAX.

r4

2?' 5

000s'

Hr.

MUSIC- LOVER'S
G IC)

"All Amateur Wireless ' readers who visited the Radio
Exhibition at Olympia had the opportunity of seeing the

Music -Lover's Gramo-Radio ' receiver. . . . This
electric gramophone -cum -receiver is indeed well worthy
of comparing with the best that manufacturers have to
offer, and, as is always the case with home -constructed
instruments, the price is even more within the reach of
the average man's pocket." Preliminary constructional
details of the receiver unit, a four -valuer, were given last
week. Here are final constructional notes and operating

instructions.

It -is first necessary to explain that the
receiver unit is complete in itself. It may
be made up without any intention to use it
in conjunction with the gramophone, and
by itself will prove to be a most useful
distance -getter and local -station receiver.
If desired, it may be used in conjunction
with any electric pick-up attached to an
ordinary gramophone. There is no need to
build the complete instrument unless this is
particularly desired, but the final result is a
handsome piece of furniture and the most
up-to-date electric gramo-radio outfit that
one could wish for I

For the benefit of those who have not yet
started construction, a list of components is
given on the next page. These components
are for unit only.

The receiver includes a screen -grid H.F.
stage, with binocular transformers, both
for the aerial and H.F. tuning, a leaky -grid
detector, an R.C. stage, and a final power
stage with a choke -output circuit.

Special points to note are the following :
The aerial is coupled via a pre-set condenser
with a maximum of .0003 microfarad, and
through a loose -coupled binocular trans-
former. This arrangement results in the
very best selectivity to commence with, and

is a great im-
provement on the

LIARIRBLE
HIGH RES.

OHMS

/50,000
OHMS

HE CHOKE

'0004 GRAM..__

"0002

2MFD.

OP., OS

0

0

2M,

more convention-
al method of
coupling the
aerial almost
direct to the H.F.
stage grid : the
H.F coupling . is
a second binocu-
lar transformer
(resulting, again,
in a high selec-
tivity factor) and
reaction is ob-
tained by making
a connection to a
mid -point formed
by placing ythe
primary and re-
action windings

in series; the secondary of the transformer
is tuned by a .0003 condenser; in the grid
circuit of the detector is incorporated a
switch to change from "radio" to "gramo-
phone"; in its mid -position this switch
cuts off the L.T. supply; it is not recom-
mended that this switch be omitted from
the receiver, even if the unit is not to be
used with a pick-up.

Assembly
Last week a useful hint was given in

connection with mounting the components.
It is suggested that in a fairly large receiver
such as this the components should first be
placed out on the baseboard, when the
panel has been drilled and the panel

In this rear view the arrange-
ment of receiver, loud -speaker,
motor and batteries can be seen

components mounted, and pencil marks
made around the base of each part, so that
they may then all be removed' and sub-
sequently screwed in place as the wiring
progresses. There is really no need to delay
mounting all the panel components.

A small reproduction of the blueprint was
given in last week's i su( , but it is strongly
recommended that all who want to make
up this receiver should obtain the full-siz.)
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" THE MUSIC -LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO" (Continued from preceding page)

blueprint, which can be had from the Blue:
print Dept. of AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4, price is. 6d. The blue-
print number is AW2o2a, and a special note
should be made of the fact that two other
blueprints 2o2b and 202C have been pre-
pared for the loud -speaker and gramophone
sections respectively. Print 2o2b costs Is.,
and 202c, 9d. Provided all three are
ordered at one time, however, they will be
supplied at an inclusive price of 2S. 6d.

Wiring
There is no special constructional feature

which merits mentiorr,--the assembly is quite
straightforward. A small drawing on the
blueprint gives the shape and dimensions
of the screen which passes between' the two
coils. Note the small slot which is cut to
allow of the passage of the coil switching
arm.

Wiring should be carried out with rigid
insulated wire, such as Glazite, for this
minimises the possibility of short circuits.
Battery connections are made by means of
lengths of flex, to the ends of which are
attached wander plugs, marked for con-
venience. It is intended that the H.T. and
L.T. batteries should be placed in the
compartment below the receiver,' if it is
used with the special Clarion cabinet, and
if the arrangements are made as shown in
one of the accompanying photographs.
The grid -bias battery is held in clips on the
receiver baseboard.

Components for the Receiver
Ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 in., and two strips, one Tin.

by in., and one 3 in. by in. (Becol, Raymond).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Cyldon, " Juni-

log," Lotus, Lissen, Ormond).
.000r-mfd. reaction condenser (Peto-Scott, Bulgin,

Polar, Dubilier, Lissen).
i-megohm volume control (Igranic, " Megostat,"

Gambrell).
'Fwo slow-motion, dials (Bowyer -Lowe, Lissen, Brownie,

Lotus, Burndept).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin, Raymond).
Double -pole double -throw switch (Utility, Lotus,

Lissen).
Four valve holders (W.B., Lotus, Wearite, Benjamin,

Igranic).
Dual -wave aerial coil (Lewcos, D.B.A.).
Dual -wave screened -grid transformer (Lewcos, D.B.G.).
Ganging switch for coils (Lewcos).
Screen (Parex, Ready Radio).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.000r-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
i-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.).
Two 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier,

T.C.C.).
Pre-set aerial condenser (Formodenser type J, Igranic).
Grid leak holder (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier),
3-megohrn grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen, Ediswan,

G raham-Farish).
H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Tunewell, Ready -Radio).
15o,000 -ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
5o,000 -ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Lissen, Ferranti).
L.F. transformer, ratio 4 to / (Marconiphone " Ideal,"

Ferranti, Lissen, Varley, Igranic).
L.F. choke (R.I., Ferranti,Igranic, Varley).
Variable resistance 25o ohms to 4 megohms (Regenstat,

Clarostat, Volustat)
Six terminals marked, Aerial, Earth, Pick-up (a), L.S.

(z), Belting -Lee, Eastick).
Baseboard, at in. by to in. (Clarion, Raymond).
Seven yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Six wander plugs, marked, H.T.-I-,

G.B.--2, G.B.--3 (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Spade terminals (Clix).
Connecting wire (Glazite).

If the blueprint is followed, no difficulty

at all should be experienced in making all
connections. Note particularly that the
coils are the right way round, and that the
terminal connections are
correctly made. The same
particular care should be
exercised when connecting
up the switch on the
panel.

Make a care-
ful check when
all connections
have been put
in place. It is
always wiser to
find out any
little mis-
takes before
the "juice"
is turned on !

A preliminary test may b3
made of the receiver, though
operation will be more fully
gone into in the section des-
cribing the complete gramo-
radio outfit.

Any good screen -grid valve should 'be
used in the H.F. stage, the impedance being
of about 15o,000 to 200,000 ohms. The
detector should be a general-purpose valve
of the HL type, the first L.F. valve a
DEL -type valve of about 'woof) ohms
impedance and the final valve a power job,
preferably of the " super " class, having an
impedance of the order of 2,000 ohms. At
least 120 volts H.T. should be used for good
results, while the grid bias on the final stage
will depend entirely on the type of valve
used. About 3 volts will be right for the
R.C. stage.

Next week will be described the con-
struction of the linen -diaphragm loud-
speaker specially matched for this gramo-
radio outfit.

Here is the complete
receiver for which
the components are

specified

BLUEPRINTS
For the complete Gramo-Radio

instrument three blueprints have been
prepared :-Blueprint for four -valve
set (A W. 2o2a) is. 6d. Blueprint for
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (A.W.
2o2b) is. Blueprint for motor board
(A.W. 2o2c) 9d. Total 3s. 3d.

Provided all three are ordered at one
time they will be sold at an inclusive
price of 2S. 6d.

" MY IMPRESSIONS OF
BROOKMANS PARK"
(Continued from page 438)

behind, remarked in a loud aside : " He's
done it, Ashbridge, and it's worked !"

The feeders taking the power out to the
aerial have already been referred to. This
system bristles with points, and I shall
possibly discuss this question in a separate
article on some future occasion. When we
actually get the power, to the aerial,. how-
ever, a further point of considerable
interest arises in the arrangement of the
aerial. With a normal aerial the current
gradually diminishes as we go up the aerial.
The aerial is acting as a capacity, and
current is leaking away through this
capacity the whole time. Consequently, in
making any calculations as to the effective -

NEXT WEEK !
THE LINEN -DIAPHRAGM.

SPEAKER FOR THE ORAMO.
RADIO SET

ness of the radiation, one must replace
the actual aerial with an effective aerial in
which the current is uniform all the way
up, and the height of such an aerial would
obviously be distinctly less than the actual
height. The effective height of an ordinary
aerial is something of the order of one-half
the actual height.

If we can increase the effective height of
an aerial, then for a given height of mast
we obtain a greatly improved radiation.
By arranging to work the aerial at Brook -
mans Park below the natural wavelength, it
is possible to arrange that the current at the
top of the aerial is greater than the current
at the bottom. By this means the radiation
efficiency goes up enormously, and, indeed,
I was told that the effective height of the
13rookmans Park aerial was in the neigh-
bourhood of 90 per, cent. of the total
height-an astonishingly high figure.

To sum up, I came away from the new
station with the impression of a sound
engineering job well conceived and admir-
ably executed-in fact, a worthy example
of British engingering._
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VOU can't help being interested in the
loud -speakers at the dirt tracks. They

add to the thrills and it would be impos-
sible to follow the racing without them.
They have a radio' interest, too, for the
announcing is being done with the aid of an
ordinary mjcrophone and L.F. amplifier.
And, when the announcer has finished
giving out the results of the racing he turns
on a " super ".electric gramophone and the
music passes away the time until the next
race is due to start.

Different. Systems
How is it done? Well, it should first be

explained that the equipment is not stan-
dard, for on some tracks they have Marconi
plant, and on others Siemens-Halske, and
in the north the Philips travelling van has
had a large share in entertaining the crowds.
In all cases, however, the arrangements, so
far as the dirt -track people are concerned,
are the same, and it is only on the electrical
side that there is any difference For
instance, Marconi's always use the well-
known trumpet -type moving -coil loud-
speakers, such as you might have seen at
the Hendon Air Force Pageant. Siemens-
Halske use the flat honeycomb -type Blat-
haller loud -speakers, which are really a
kind of moving -coil job on a large scale.

And now to take a peep behind the
scenes, as an AMATEUR WIRELESS Special
Correspondent did recently, accompanied
by that familiar personality of the dirt
tracks, Mr. R. J. Samuel, publicity director
of International Speedways. Let us start
at the tail end first and go to the little

By a Special Correspondent
control room, generally situated right away
from the track and under one of the grand
stands. Here, all the time the racing is in
progress you Will find a man in his shirt
sleeves, wearing phones and closely follow-
ing the progrkmme with one eye while he
keeps the other on the amplifier panel !

A buizer " bzzz-z-z-z's " once, and he
flicks a switch which puts the announcer's
microphone into circuit.

The Amplifier
The Siemens apparatus is typical of

most, and the L.F. amplifier is arranged in
the following manner. First, there are four
stages of R.C. amplification, with H.T.
supply by dry batteries in order to prevent
the possibility of ripple. Then follows
another R.C. stage incorporating a valve of
the LS5 class. This valve has its anode
"juice," 75o volts, supplied by one section
of an H.T. generator. The i5 -volts grid
bias is supplied by a dry battery, again to
prevent the possibility of ripple or H.T.
hum. The next stage is a super -power one,
with a valve driving both H.T and L.T.
from the generator. The H.T. voltage is
1,5oo volts. This is transformer -coupled to
two valves in parallel, the H.T. again being
1,500 volts and the filaments consuming the
somewhat startling figure of 9 amps. each

With the Marconi plant a carbon micro-
phone 'is used, though a magnetic type has
been tried, but the Siemens people use a
German strip microphone bearing a faint
resemblance to the condenser microphones
which the B.B.C. engineers are now trying.
out.

(Left). A peep behind
the scenes at the
Siemens-Halske appar-
atus as at the White
City Track. Gramo-
phone, amplifier and
power hank are all in
the one little control
room. (Right). Giving
out the results. The
" mike" is on the right,
and the signal button

on the left.

So far as the gramophone music is con-
cerned, there is an electrically -driven record
turntable mounted in a case somewhat
similar to an ordinary table grand gramo-
phone. The turntable spins continuously
during the whole of most of an evening's
programme. In this way records can be
changed with only a moment's delay. This
is important, because none of the equipment
has a dual turntable gramophone. Mar-
coni's use a magnetic pick-up like a
balanced -armature loud -speaker unit, with
a needle carrier in place of the diaphragm
drive, but Philips and Siemens have pick-
ups of their own design.

H.T. Supply
In all cases the H.T. supply for the ampli-

fier is derived from the mains. A simple
little motor generator gives two or three
values of H.T., and one fixed L.T. voltage.
Marconi's sometimes use an Exide accumu-
lator bank, which is charged from the
mains.

At the White City track only will you see
the Blathaller loud -speakers, which are
most interesting instruments. Each one is
a rectangular frame clamping firmly a sheet
of aluminium. On the surface of this is
bolted (but insulated from the aluminium
diaphragm) a zig-zag-shaped conductor,

-(Continued at foot of next page)
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only this, but also the very high and
very low notes. And there is a further
'point. -

What is that?
Wearing telephones, however light

and well designed they may be, for any
length of time is always rather an
uncomfortable business.

That is true, now you comb to
mvitic.ii ii.: - - - ._ - _

tically nothing to run., jos-M.4.mM- Again, you will not be tied down to

g tAoferta. but isn't it worth while to just one station.
obtain enormously increased pleasure That's certainly a big advantage, for
from broadcasting by spendinrjust a f often see items in other programmes
little more? that I would like -to- hear. Can one

Please explain how the valve set really bring in other transmissions so
increases one's pleasure. that they are worth hearing?

I am taking it that you will want to If you install a goad three -valve set
1:1 have a loud -speaker ? with one high-ficquency stage,- a 'detec-

illYes, of course. tor, ' and a note -magnifier you should
hi Well; that means that you arc going have something like a dozen alternative

to hear the - real richness arid -tone of prcgrammes available, and they will be
music as you never could with tele- really worth hearing. -

phones.  What sort, of stations should I be
Why exactly? able to receive?
It is physically impossible for ordin- On the medium band you ought to

111 ary telephones to reproduce properly obtain splendid reception from Nurem-
anything but the middle of the musical berg, Cologne, Turin, Barcelona, Ham -
scale. . A good loud -Speaker, on the burg, Toulouse, Frankfurt, Berlin, and
other hand, enables one to hear not probably Brussels, Vienna, and Buda -

lei

111
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For the Newcomer to Wireless : CRYSTAL T.T:PALvE

LIKE
so many people, I bought a

crystal set some time ago, and I am
wondering whether I ought to make a
change and install a valve receiver.

I don't think that there can be any
question about that !

How do you mean?
Well, there are many excellent points

about the crystal set. . . .

It costs little to install and prac-

pest. These stations you will hear best
after dark.

What about the daytime?
You will find the long waves best for

daylight reception. Here you should
have a choice of Hilversum, Radio -
Paris, Kalundborg, and Mott I
additica. -ti; then; -You will also, of
course, have 5XX, 5GB, as well as the
local station.

Does a valve set cost much to run?
Very little indeed. First of all,

modern valves require only a tiny fila-
ment current; your accumulator, there-
fore, will require recharging only at
long intervals.

What about high-tension?
 A high-tension battery of a capacity
to suit your set should last you at least
a year.

But can't I run directly off the
mains ?

Yes, of course, you can-I didn't
know that you had them in your house.

Will that be economical?
Distinctly so. Your. set will draw so

little current from the mains that you
probably won't notice the slight in-
crease in your electric -light bills at the
end of any quarter.

" LOUD -SPEAKERS ON THE
DIRT TRACK "

(Continued from preceding page)
along the length of which are placed a
number of powerful magnets. The output
from the amplifier is taken to a step-down
transformer, the secondary of which is con-
nected to the conductor strip. The strip
thus acts as the coil of a moving -coil loud-
speaker, although it is not in coil shape, anl
it moves the diaphragm.

The Marconi speakers are also somewhat
similar to moving -coil jobs. They have
small round diaphragms carrying on the
surface cone -shaped wooden pieces which
fit into the throats of the horns. The horns
are of the exponential type, and it is found
that the presence of the wooden pieces in
the throat gives a better sound reproduc-
tion.

And now to see how the whole scheme
works.

A race has just come to a conclusion.
Immediately the winner passes the line a
gun goes off and all lights come on. The
announcer pushes his little button three
times, and the man under the grandstand
puts the pick-up needle on to a record.
Jazz then keeps the interest alive until the
results and times have been worked out.
The button is pushed once. The announcer
breathes into the " mike" to see if the switch
has been thrown over. A faint rustle can
be heard if the microphone circuit is "live."

Then : "Hello everybody. The winner
of that heat was Flying Jim Somebody;

time, eighty-three seconds dead. Second,
So-and-so. Third, so-and-so. The next
event will be . . ."

The button is then pushed again to tell
the control man to 4` put over " some more
music.

Immediately the
machines are ready
to be pushed off for
the next event the
announcer touches
his button and the
loud -speakers are
switched off.

Then the thrills
begin; but the control
man has to have a
record handy in case
one of the riders
crashes and the race
has to be stopped.
Music always comes
on immediately in
such an event. The
control man hasn't a
veryenviable job, for
in most cases he can
neither hear nor see
the racing and has to
go entirely by the buzzer indications.

Considering the difficulties under which
the giant -loud-speaking installations are
worked it is surprising that there are not
more breakdowns. The only trouble which
is ever experienced is interference with the
microphone lines.

Hi

Hi

Hi

ii

111

The microphone is always situated on the
grass in the centre of the track, and the

,lines have -.to pass up standards, over the
track, and down to the back of the grand-
stand. They are likely to come in contact
with electric light and telephone wires, and

Marconi apparatus in use at Harringay

it is easy to get pick-up from these sources.
On one occasion the White City engineer
reports having faintly picked up part of a
very private telephone conversation. And
that may explain why the loud -speakers
were suddenly switched off for a few
moments on one occasion 1
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PUSH PULL TRANSFORMERS

Here is a problem which is totally different from that of other
Transformers and which our Research Department has tackled
thoroughly and efficiently, enabling us to market two up-to-date
models designed on sane, sound, scientific lines.

In our Heavy Duty Push -Pull Input Transformer
the primary winding will carry the Anode current of a small power
valve without saturation thus ensuring that overloading does not
take place in the early stages and giving pure undistorted input to
the output valves. The secret of successful push-pull design lies
largely in arranging the winding symmetrically in the electrical
sense. This feature has received very close attention in all our
Push-pull Transformers. The secondary of the Heavy Duty
Push-pull Input Transformer is wound in two sections, so that
different Grid Bias Values to each Push-pull Valve can be applied
as may be necessary, when the valve characteristics differ.

Further, when two valves are employed with their outputs in paral-
lel, each can have its grid circuit connected to its own input wind-
ing. Alternatively the valve output circuits may be connected to
different loads when it is desired to operate two widely differing
Loud -speakers from the same receiver. Ratio, 2.5-1.

Price, .el : 3 : 6
Royalty 1/6 extra

Our Double Ratio Push-
pull Output Transformer
can be used after the
largest super power valves
and is tapped to give two
ratios for high and low
resistance speakers.

Ratio i-i and 2o -t. Maxi-
mum current per pair of
val ves zo m.a.

Price, LI : 2 : 6
Royalty ii6 extra

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London,
IV.C.2. Telephone: Holborn 5303.

HEAVY DUTY PUSH-PULL
INPUT TRANSFORMER

C),

Arley
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MADE IN
ENGLAND

[o/d by all
Wireless Dealers

PRICES
STANDARD TAPPINGS
L.4920
60 r ott 9/6
L.4922
KO cat 18/6

WITH GRID BIAS
TAPPINGS

L.4921
60 cat 11

SUPER CELL TYPE
L.4903
66 cot( 21/.
GRID BIAS BATTERIES
L.6095 ... 6 volt ... 1/6
L.6096 ... 9 volt ... 1/9
L.4908 ... colt ... 3/3

meteor WtreiT 464

An entirely NEW MANUFACTUR-
ING PROCESS is employed in the
construction of MAGNET Wireless
Batteries. It gives a standard of
battery performance hitherto non-
existent and maintains smooth,
effortless power for a greater length
of time.

All MAGNET Batteries
we fitted with super grip

screw terminals.

to

WIRELESS
BATTERIES

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kinwszuar, London, IV.C.2
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0?4 teLte Ctiave-ef-s%eit
An American View .one; but I am quite sure that the general

DR. C. F. BURGESS, head of the big
Burgess Batter y Company in

America, whom I saw at the exhibition,
told me that he was very fivoutably
impressed with the quality of the exhibits
and the attractive way in which they were
displayed: "One thing, he told me, struck
him particularly. Wireless exhibitions are
held at many big centres in the United
States, and he said that atIliese you would
find the stands in the charge, 'as a rule, of
quite junior salesmen. "Your people;" he
said, "give their products a much better
chance, for they don't leaVe the showing
in the hands of juniors.. I've found at
stand after stand that one or more of the
big men in the firm was in charge." And
that, when you come to think of it, shows
the keen way in which our manufacturers
conduct their business. You could hardly
go to a stand- without ,finding that the
managing director, the sales manager; or
even the proprietor of the business was
there himself,_ not only supervising the
work of his assistants, but also ready at
any moment to interview prospective
buyers or to explain. his wares -to those
who had questions to ask. Dr., Burgess
was very much impressed with ,the state
of our radio industry and with the -high
efficiency to .which we have brought our
apparatus. "Tau don't see," he Said, "so
many highly ornamented and expensive
cabinets. as you might at an American
show, but -beauty may be only skin deep,
and your sets certainly have the right stuff
inside them."'

The One Fly
I have only one adverse criticism of any

moment to make about the exhibition
itself, but the sole fly in the ointment was,

 to my mind, rather a fat one. Though
twenty-five sound -proof demonstration
rooms were provided so that those in-
terested could hear loud -speakers per-
forming, the management for some reason
or other permitted loud -speakers to be
operated at intervals on many of the
stands: Though there is nothing that I
like better than a good loud -speaker well
operated, there are few things that -.I hate
worse than a bad one run absolutely all
out. Also, by the way, even the best of
loud -speakers can be made to sound
utterly loathsome if it is overloaded, and
many of the loud -speakers that were being
allowed to raise the roof were receiving
vastly more juice than they could possibly
deal with. The result was at times a
horrid din. This may,. of course, have
resulted in the sale of a few instruments to
those who don't particularly care what
sort of a noise it is so long as it is a noisy

influence upon business was distinctly b4,4,
A musical person hearing some of these

.horrible things perform might well say to
himself : "Well, if that's 1929 wireless,
I am not havingany." And the pity of it is
that most of the instruments that were
being worked at fa.r, too big volume and
hopelessly overloaded were capable of
quite pleasant reproduction if only they
had'' been given a chance.' I do hope in
Infiire. years either that lOud-speaker
demonstrations will be confined to sound-
proof rooms or Herculean fellows with
Sledge hammers will go round and pulverise
any instrument that is an example
of blaring beastliness.

Brookmans Park
I haVe just been listening to Brookmans

'Park, which, by the way, is on the air
most days rickv between 11.3o a.m. and
noon, besideS coming into action after the
'LoridOn "programme. It is borne in upon
me that though my present receiving set
'was in the pait selective enough for all
ordinary purposes, it will have to be
revised to, some extent to meet new
requirethents. It was not designed as a
super:seleetive receiver: Actually, it
enables either Seville or Barcelona to 'be
'tuned in comfortably without intetierence
when 2L0 is working: The wipe, -out froM.
'the Okford Street station thUS extends
over about tweiVe or fOurteen metres on
either Side of his wavelength.

A Corning PrOhleM
But with Brookmans Park with more

poWer at shorter range it is a very different
pair of shoes. With the circuit as it stands
I should be able to receive nothing between
Cardiff and Frankfurt, 'owing to the vast
wipe-out of the new super -power station.
This would mean that when simultaneous
30-kilaWatt transmissions take place on
356 and 479 metres I should hear nothing
much between Budapest at the upper end
of the scale and Madrid, and then between
Frankfurt and Cardiff. I live about forty-
five miles from 5GB and fifteen from
Brookmans Park. Owners of some of the
.elder sets in the locality tell me that when
Brookmans Park is working on 356 metres
they will find it impossible with present
apparatus to separate him, from 5GB.

Great Stuff!
Passing down Kingsway the other day.

I noticed quite a crowd assembled outside
a shop windoiv. All seemed rather amused
and some were rocking with langhter.
Naturally, I joined to see what the fun
was. At the back of the window was a
very large poster of the Wireless. Exhibi-

00%,.....0%%000%,,,04bo'Nso

tion, and pasted across it was a wide strip
bearing the words "Great Stuff This Bass."
In the middle of the window was the
familiar little bill -sticker, striding away
after his fell work, complete with ladder,
brush, paste -pot, and smile. The rest of
the window was occupied by various wire-
leSs components, .and notices informed the
public that these brought out not only the
bass, but also all other parts of the musical
scale. It was one of the most effective bits
of wireless advertising that I have seen,
and I would like to congratulate whatever
member of the Varley people's staff who
was responsible for it.

Have We All Gone Mad?
Speaking of bass, though (I am referring,

mind you, to the stuff that goes in at the
ear), prompts me to ask qUite seriously
whether we have all gone mad on a cer-
tain point at the present time. Early ,
wireless receivers produced nothing what-
ever of the lower tones, the result being
that it was difficult to tell a clarinet from
a penny whistle or a harp from a piano
until the announcer told' us what we had
just heard. Then, as transmission became
better, it was borne in upon us that we
ought to hear a good deal more of the
middle and lower parts of the scale.
"Does your set bring out the bass ? " was
the question that everybody began to ask
eve! ybody else. The moving -coil loud-
speaker showed us that there was plenty
of bass if 'we could only deal with it.

First Attempts
' And then I think the first symptoms of
bass insanity began -Co manifest themselves.
Those 'who couldn't design loud -speakers
to bring out the bass that really was there
made instruments which, by means of
various resonances and sometimes with the
help of fat condensers, brought out quite
a lot of what wasn't really there at all.
The high notes, like silver and gold in
Solomon's time, were nothing accounted
so long as plenty of booms and grunts
'came through. And I am afraid, reader,
that many of us are still suffering from
this peculiar form of madness. When a
friend takes -me in to hear his latest set or
loud -speaker I very often find that the
pride of hi; heart gives reproduction that I
should describe as " tubby," or " drummy."

'Curiously enough, the fever has spread
.to the talkies, all of whose heroines appear
to have single -bass voices, whilst those of
the heroes are double -bass. I heard a story
-the other -'day 'which I believe is literally
true: The maker of a piece of apparatus
which provides really natural reproduction 
of sound films gave a demonstration to
members of the talkie trade. They turned
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    Qn Your Wavelength ! (continued) 0    
the thing down at once, saying that the
public would not have it because it did
not sound a bit like what they expected
from the talkies !

An Interesting Device
I have been trying out recently a very

interesting gadget which hails from
America. This is the Cockaday Tone-
Tilter invented by a wireless expert whose
name is almost a household word on the
other side of the Herring Pond. You con-
nect it up between the receiving set and
the loud -speaker, which having been done,
you proceed to do things with the two
knobs with which it is provided. The one
on the left is labelled "High" and that on
the right "Low.' Turning the left-hand
knob has a surprising effect. The higher
tones are more and more strongly brought
out as it is rotated, and if you go a step
further and at the same time move the
right-hand knob towards its minimum
position, you can almost entirely suppress
the lower tones. A deep male voice becomes
like a squeaky schoolboy's, whilst a full
orchestra sounds like a hurdy-gurdy with
half its strings missing.

An Accommodating System
Then, if you reverse the action you get

just the opposite effect. The higher
pitches are eliminated almost entirely and
the lower ones are brought out at full
strength. I think that there is a great
future for a device of this kind, for by the
careful manipulation of the knobs you can
arrive at a setting that very much improves
the reproduction of a loud -speaker which
by itself is not quite perfect. If it is
" woOmphy" (is not that a beautiful and
highly descriptive word ?) you can raise
its voice, so to speak, from its boots to
the place where it ought to be; and if it
does not have quite enough to say about
the bass in the ordinary way you can
greatly improve its performances. The
tone-tilter has not yet come to this
country in quantities-I believe that mine
is the only one over here-and I don't
think that any of our manufacturers are
turning cut a simi'ar -cle'vice. I believe,
however, that there should be a great
future for such an instrument, not only in
cur homes, but also in talkie theatres.
Tastes in loud -speakers are notoriously
different, and a tone -titter would enable
anyone to adjust his own loud -speaker
exactly to suit his requirements.

Radio Gramophones
The fact that there were so many radio

gramophones on view at Olympia has
prompted several people to remark, rather
unkindly, I think, that such a development
is the natural outcome of unsatisfactory
B.B.C. programmes. Throwing bricks at
the B.B.C. programme builders has become
a national pastime, but it is quite a new
move on the part of the critics to put the

"blame" for a normal scientific develop-
ment of receiver design on these much
maligned folk. Advanced amateurs and
set constructors have used gramophone
pick-ups in connection with the low -fre-
quency side of their receivers for a long
time, and the non -set -constructing public
is now demanding the same facilities. The
electric gramophone record reproducer is,
on the whole, better than the mechanical
gramophone, especially in the matter of
quality and- the ease withch one can
adjust the volume of sound

Mechanical Gramophones
Mechanical gramophones have pro-

gressed, too. During the last few months
I have heard several mechanical machines
which have reproduced with amazing
quality, but they have all been large both
in' bulk and price. A curious fact emerges
in connection with the design of these
super -mechanical gramophones. The whole
process of picking up the sound and repro-
ducing it by mechanical means has been
worked out with formulae used in similar
electric circuits. From ' the mechanical
soundbcx to the aperture of the long
logarithmic horn the transmission and
attenuation of the musical -.frequencies has
been traced out in equivalent network
diagrams of resistances, condensers, and
inductances. The even reproduction of the
whole range of sound frequencies depends
on the correct matching - of impedances,
whether the chain of " circuits" be me-
chanical or electrical. The needle arm in a
mechanical soundbox, for instance, is the
equivalent of a transformer, the ratio of
which is equal to the relative length of the
arms on each side of the pivot.

Colour Frequencies
This question of even reproduction . of

a range of frequencies or vibrations has
not been the exclusive possession of sound -
research engineers. Light, for instance, is
apparently a close relation of sound; the
difference is merely a matter of frequency.
I mean that, while "Middle C" of the piano
has a fundamental frequency of 256 cycles
per second, "Middle Green" of the spec-
trum has a frequency of 600 x ro" cycles
per second.' Thus, we find the photo-
graphic research, man working out fre-
quency response curves for the emulsions
of plates and films in much the same way_
as the L.F. transformer manufacturer does.
In, photographic work the curves are
plotted on a wavelength basis of Angstrom
units, the special range being from 3,000
to 7,00o. The Anbvtrom -Unit is equal to
a ten -millionth of &millimeter, and there-
fore rather lower than the range of your
radio set ! The "bass notes" of the photo-
graphic man's curves are the red tones of
light ; green come in the centre, while
blue -violet tones constitute his "treble."
And it is the correct rendering of the

" bass notes," otherwise red tones, which
gives him the most trouble.

Photographic Bass
In the old days, photographic plates

were like the early L.F. transformers : the
lower frequencies were not responded to
at all. Thus, pillar box's, the red uniforms
of soldiers, and ginger hair all "came out
black. With the development of research
on photographic emulsions came (as with
L.F. transformers) improved rendering of
the middle and low frequencies, and the
modern panchromatic plate will do the
same work in the correct grading of, colour -
values in shades. of black, white, and grey
as the modern L.F. transformer does for
bass and treble notes. Colour photography
is but a step further from the correct
rendering of colour values in mOnoChrome,
and the latest colour moving pictures,
especially the film On With the Show,
demonstrate how Much progress has been
made in this particular "range of fre-
quencies."

A Novel Tele-cinema Scheme
I was rather intrigued when delving into

some literature the other day by a special
television transmission arrangement which
appears to have been tried out on the
Continent, where they are so keen on tele-
vising cinema films. Readers will call to
mind that in the normal spotlight arrange-
ment the transmitting disc, which serves
the purpose of allowing an elemental light
area to traverse the whole of the scene or
object, is perforated with a series of thirty
holes, so that they form a complete spiral.
Thus, when one spot has moved across or
down the object, another spot performs a
similar function through the medium of
the next hole, and so on. This produces
thirty adjacent light strips which together
cover the scene.

Now; in this other scheme the disc is
made with a circle of holes near the peri-
phery instead of a spiral. When' the disc is
rotating these would 'only produce light
strips over the same portiOn of the picture,
and in order to change this to a series of
strips it is suggested that the object to be
scanned should be moved a strip distance
just before each hole performs its function.

With human subjects it is obvious that
such a scheme is wholly impracticable, but
with films a mechanism could be devised
which would keep each picture of the film
moving its requisite distance so as to .be
completely scanned. The film wheel could
be geared to the rotating disc, and I under-
stand that tests with a mechanism designed
in this fashion have shown that the idea is,
quite practicable for film work. The con-
struction of the scanning disc is, of course,
simplified, but I am sceptical whether this,
saving is advisable in view of the added
complication which is required in the film -
projector mechanism. THERMION.
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The new " Q " Coil

THIS is an age of progress, and although
the original " Q " coil supplied the need

when it was first introduced, a number of
points have arisen as a result of the exten-
t ive practical use of these components
which have made it desirable to bring out
an improved type. In addition, certain
problems which were difficult of solution
when the " Q " coil was first invented have,
as a result of persistent investigations, been
satisfactorily overcome. A particular
example of this is the new QAT (aerial) coil,
as will be seen.

It should perhaps be emphasised at the

--Allr-

6
Fig. 1. Connections of QSP Coil

H.T.

outset that the new form of " Q " coil does
not depart in any radical particular from
the principles which were laid down as
necessary when the coil was first designed.
Eighteen months ago, I felt the need for
some improved method of obtaining two
ranges of wavelength within the one coil
and did not feel at all satisfied with the
system then in use, that of short-circuiting
the long -wave winding. A number of tests
showed that the extra resistance intro-
duced on the short-wave band by this
practice was considerable and after some
research, the expedient of paralleling the
ccils in the short-wave position was adopted.

INTRODUCING
THE NEW "Q" COIL

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.114.I.E.E.
Experiments had been under way at the

same time with a view to the production of
a new form of astatic coil, and it was
decided to combine the two effects. The
coils, therefore, were placed in opposition
when paralleled, while for the long -wave
band the two sections of the coil were
placed in series. By arranging the two
sections concentrically, it was then found
that a suitably placed primary winding
could be made to operate equally success-
fully on both wave bands. This made it
possible to construct dual -range H.F.
transformers having a performance on
each wave -band equal to that obtainable
with a specially -constructed transformer
rriade for either wave -band alone.

Improved Construction
None of these important advantages has

been sacrificed in the new version of the
coil. The improvements which have been
made are in the nature of improving the
ease with which the coil can be employed.
In the first place, the switching has been
greatly simplified. Despite all efforts to
the contrary, cases did occur where trouble
was experienced due to imperfect switcang
and numerous somewhat curious effects
would result if one of the switch contacts
was not properly home. The problem of
simplifying the switching was therefore
tackled, and it was finally found possible,
without losing any of the valuable pro-
perties of the coil, to reduce the switching
to a simple push-pull arrangement. To do
this, the original idea of utilising the two
coils in series on the long waves had to be
abandoned, only onecoil being employed,
the other section being made to exert a self -
screening action.

This alteration brought in its train
advantages and disappointments. In the
first place, it was found that the secondary
could be made distinctly more efficient-
indeed the mean short-wave resistance of
the present type of "Q " coil is in the
neighbourhood of 7 ohms, less than half the
figure with the older form. Oa the other
hand, the H.F. transformer features were
distinctly more difficult to obtain and, for
some time, it appeared doubtful as to
whether the new system could be success-
fully employed.

After a while, however, it was found that
by resorting to very careful methcds in
manufacture .the desired results could be
produced and the final coil, owing to the
reduced secondary resistance, showed a
marked improvement on every previous
type.

The H.F. transformers were otherwise
unaltered. We have the two types, the

QSP and the QSG, suitable for ordinary and
screen -grid valves respectively, the con-
nections of these coils being as shown in
Figs. i and 2. It will be seen that, as bcf are,
they conform 'to the standard 6 -pin
convention.

The Aerial Coil

The aerial coil, however, received more
attention. Hitherto, there had been three
different types of aerial coil. One, the
simple QA type, utilised an aerial coupled
through a .000r fixed condenser. The other
two types -utilised a coupled aerial ccil,
but certain difficulties were experienced
due to the tuning of the aerial winding by
the aerial capacity itself. This is one of the
greatest difficulties in a dual -range aerial
coil, for it is very hard to obtain one aerial
coupling winding which serves equally well
on both wave bands. Fortunately, how-
ever, as a result of a careful investigation of
the underlying principles, it has now been
found possible to achieve the desired results
to a quite unexpected degree.

REIICTIO\ 5
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Fig. 2. Connections of QSG Coil

The three types of aerial coil hitherto
marketed have therefore been replaced
with one coil only. This coil is known as the
QAT coil in order to distinguish it from the
others, and is provided with a coupled aerial
winding which serves equally well on both
wave bands. It is quite free from the
troubles, so often experienced, of inter-
ference from the local station towards the
bottom half of the long -wave scale, while its
selectivity is better than anything previ-
ously devised in the way of dual -range coils.
The connections of this coil are shown in
Fig. 3 and it will be noticed that a separate

(Continued at foot of next pages
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TYPICAL SCENES AT THE SHOW

Watching others work ! (1) Girls busy winding coils at a demonstration. (2) A really " super " gramo-radio set. (3) The great and the
small of it ! (4) A talkie film projector in which all sound -film " fans " were interested.

" INTRODUCING THE NEW
Q ' COIL "

(Continued front -preceding page)

reaction winding is provided so that the
reaction condenser may be arranged with
its moving plates at earth potential.

A further improvement which applies to
all the coils and which will be welcome to
set constructors, is that the size of the
coil has been reduced. The diameter of the
coil is now zi in. and the base has been
reduced to 3 in. by 3% in. It has been
found necessary to increase the height of
the coils slightly, but this is not a trouble-
some feature in the modern set where there
is always plenty of head room in order to
house the valves. The actual overall
height is about 3% in. from the bottom of
the base to the top of the coil, this figure
varying slightly with different manu-
facturers. The switch is of the push-pull

variety instead of the rotary type and this
has a number of advantages.

Fig. 3. QAT aerial coil connections

An innovation is the introduction of
6 -pin "Q" coils. The standard type of " Q "
coil is mounted on a rectangular base,
having 6 terminals, this being done in order
to conform as far as possible with what
has become conventional. Many readers.
however, have sets incorporating 6 -pin
plug-in coils and they would welcome the
opportunity of changing to a dual -range
type of coil which could be done without
any alteration to the wiring. The three
types of "Q" coils already outlined are
therefore marketed in the form of a 6 -pin
coil, suitable for plugging into any standard
6 -pin base. The connections remain
exactly the same as before, while the switch
now becomes a small push-pull switch or
link, fitted on top of the coil.

The coils are manufactured by Messrs.
Lewcos and Wright and Weaire and will
shortly be marketed by Messrs. Ready
Radio Supply Co.
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A BAD Filament 6 29

WITHOUT
"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouche
microphotograph showing part of the
filament of a badly coated valve before
use, showing a serious gap in the coat-
ing. A gap such as this start; the valve
off in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.

WRITE for booklet
"OSRAM WIRELESS
GUIDE" (1929 edition)
giving full particulars of the
full range of OSRAM
VALVES with the " TEN -
AC IO US COATING.
Also helpful wireless infor-
mation of importance to every
listener. Sent post free.

MADE IN ENGLAND

TENACIOUS COATING
soared

igher than ever
A GOOD Filament

WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES.
Notice the absolute evenness of the
coating. There are no gaps, the coat-
ing clings, so that the full benefit of the
coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific pro-
cess of "TENACIOUS COATING."

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway London, 1 V .C.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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SET BUILDERS!

Lotus H.F.
Choke,

5,'6

Lotus L.F.
Power Choke,

15/ -

Lotus L.F.
Inter -valve

Transformer,
12/

Draw the curtains and gather round the table.
Now's the time to try your hand at building
one of the new radio sets with Lotus components.
You'll enjoy the trouble -free building, the easy
slipping together of these well made units.
Each is a masterpiece of mechanical perfection.
strong, neat and accurate.
Instead of buying a number of varying makes
of components, choose all yours from the Lotus
range. Lotus components are made to work
together in harmony, and they ensure easy assemb-
ling and the achieve-
ment of all that th
designer claims.

EralflpiS
COist DoNI IESI

Lotus Logarithmic
Condensers in all
capacities, from 51 -

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain

,i0DUR

v. DEALER 0
TO GIVE YOU A
COPYOF THE NEW
LOTUS CATALOGUE
OR SEND DIRECT
TO THE MAKERS
AND IT WILLCOME

POST FREE

Lotus All
Mains Unit,

£7/7,0

Lotus Power
Transformer,

£1/15/0

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LOTUS WORKS, LIVERPOOL

Causlon

You will Help Yourself and Helo Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertiser
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BY THE
WONDERFUL

IN THREE MODELS :
Mahogany or Oak.
Design as illustrated.

Model V10 £5 10 0
Model V12 £7 10 0
Model V15 - 12 10 0
Also obtainable by easy
payments, ask your Dealer

for particulars.

HERE is one of the greatest achievements in the history of
the Radio-a loud speaker that reproduces the broadcast

in your home exactly as it is played in the studio. It omits
nothing! It invents nothing! It finds notes that other loud
speakers miss. It reveals instruments you've never heard by
Radio before. It is the new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker.
The greatest of many Brown triumphs, this wonderful new
loud speaker owes its superior performance to two entirely
new features of design-the new "Vee" Movement and the
new Duplex Cone. In no other loud speaker will you find
them. That is why from no other loud speaker will you get a
tone so sweet and so mellow-a volume so rich and so full.
Only the Brown Duplex Loud Speaker "re-creates the living
artiste." Ask any Wireless Dealer.

DUPLEX LOUD SPEAKER
Adi.t. S. G. Brown, Ltd. Westcra Avc , N. Acton, Lontidn,W 3.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

687 f
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"TWANG** A TAUT WIRE

MICROPHONIC
NOISES ARE
LARGELY DUE
TO FILAMENT
VIBRATION

On the right you see how
the new Cossor filament
would appear if viewed
through a powerful micro
scope. Note the tungsten
core and the thick coating
which definitely damps out
vibration. This wonderful
new filament is tougher
than steel yet as pliable

as whipcord.

NO NOISE
100% PURE

MUSIC WITH

THE NEW
COSSOR

The NEW Comm. it avail-
able in a 'complete range of
types, including Screened
Grid, B.F., Detector, L.F.,
R.C., Power, Super Power
and I entodes. Your Wire-

less dealer stocks them.

A. C. Coss r Ltd., Higkbury Grove, London, N.

THEN TRY TO
"TWANG A RUBBER
COVERED CABLE

-Mu CANT

NOW COSSOR FILAMENT
CAN'T VIBRATE ITS
COATING IS TOO THICK
Because of their wonderful tungsten core filament and.
their rigid construction, the NEW Cossor Valves are
definitely non-microphonic-they give you 1001. pure
music. And because this new Cossor filament has a
281. greater emission the NEW Cossor Valves give

greater volume, longer range and sweeter tone.
No other filament has such enormous emission. Put
new life into your Receiver-use the NEW Cossor-
they make old Sets like new- they improve even the
most up-to-date Receivers. Your dealer sells thert.

(The NEW

Cossor
DEFINITELY NON0MICROPHONIC

M.621

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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PUSH-PULL SIMPLY EXPLAINED
'THE amount of the volume to be

I obtained from a receiver without over-
loading is dependent amongst other factors

11.14/ tH.T+2 Hp'

HT. -

L.T+
POWR.le

upon the size of the output valve and its
high-tension supply.

Thus, we might obtain r unit of strength
when the output valve has a high-tension
of r 20 and a suitable grid bias. By increas-
ing the high-tension to 200 volts and
adjusting the grid bias to suit, we should,
however, be able to deal with a strength
of say, 4 units.

Now, the particular output valve being
used might be of a type which would not
stand a high-tension of more than 20o volts,
with the result that if we wanted still more
volume we should have to employ either a
bigger power valve and give it more high-
tension, or else employ a second valve of
the same type.

By W. JAMES
This second valve might be connected

in parallel with the first one as indicated
in Fig. TB. Then, with 200 volts high -

l.totDf

two valves in parallel is exactly the same
as for one valve, and increased volume is
only secured because the anode impedance

TRRNSI

n5.
THRNS2

Left : Fig. 1. Single output valve and a pair in parallel.
Above : Fig. 2. Connections of a push-pull stage

tension as before, tile anode current will' be
double, and therefore the amount of power
supplied to the valves is doubled. These
two valves may be considered as one haaiing
exactly half the impedance of one of the
valves and the same value of amplification
factor.

In order to obtain the increased output
which we are entitled to expect from the
two valves, we must alter the anode circuit.
If we use the same anode circuit as before,
we might be disappointed-with the volume,
but by fitting a transformer of the correct
ratio, a suitable increase in the volume will
be obtained.

We cannot apply stronger signals to the
grids of the valves as the grid bias for the

rs
I

TRIM/52

is halved by joining the two valves in thii
way, which in turn enables one to employ
a transformer of different ratio.

The primary winding of this transformer
has to carry the current flowing through
both valves. This is a disadvantage, 2:3
when the current is heavy, a transformer
having a large iron core and windings of
thick wire, must be used in order to avoid
distortion. This disadvantage is avoided
altogether and other benefits are obtained
by connecting the two valves in push-pull
instead of in parallel.

Fig. 2 shows how the two valves are con-
nected for push-pull working with trans-
formers. Notice that transformer Ti
has an ordinary primary winding and a

Ei

L.S.

Fig. 3, A and B. Showing flow of steady current Fig. 4A. Speech currents d3 not pass through H.T. Fig. 4B. If a epple
is present in the H.T. it passes th:augh er.ch hrlf zs sown.
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secondary winding which is tapped exactly
at its centre. The output transformer T2,
is arranged in exactly the opposite way, as
its primary' winding has a centre tap,
whilst its secondary winding is joined to
the loud -speaker.

Transformer f is known as a push-pull
input transformer, and T2 as an output
transformer. A usual ratio for the input
transformer is 3.5 to r, including the whole
of the secondary winding. But it will be
clear that if we apply one volt to the
primary, the voltage developed across the
two halves of the secondary winding will
De 1.75 volts, whilst the total voltage across

Fig. 5. Resistances for preventing spurious
oscillations

the secondary is 3.5. This is the first point
to notice in connection with a push-pull
:ircuit.

The second point is this. Only one-half
A the full voltage is applied to valve v r,
-aid one-half to valve vz. We may there-
fore use more amplification in the receiver
in order to apply the full input voltages
to the valves.

Now, the grid bias of the two valves is
just the same as when they were used in
parallel, or for that matter when one of
them was used by -itself. It therefore
follows that we may usefully employ
exactly twice the amplification in the
receiver, because the two valves are
capable of dealing with a total of twice the
input.

An Interesting Point
An interesting point to observe is that

when one grid is made positive by the
incoming signal, the other grid is made
negative by an equal amount. Thus, if
the voltage in the secondary winding of
transformer r is as indicated by the arrow,
end b is positive and end a is negative,
whilst the voltage of c is exactly half that
of B. If, therefore, at a given instant the
total secondary voltages is fo, end a will
be negative 5 volts and end b. positive 5
volts, with respect to the centre point c.
The voltages have the effect of increasing
the anode current through valve vz, and
of reducing the current through valve vr.

Now let us examine the anode circuits
to learn the effect of the currents. The
primary winding of T2 is tapped at its
centre and joined to the positive side of the
high-tension. Therefore, as the anode
current of the two valves is equal when
not receiving, the current flowing through
one half of the primary exactly balances
out the magnetic effect of the current
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passing through the other half (Fig. 3A).
This is a most important effect as it

means that so long as the wire employed
will can y the necessary current, a com-
ponent of small size may be used, as the
iron is not magnetized by the steady anode
current. There are also several other most
important points to note, which I will
mention presently. What I want to
explain now is how the output from the
two valves is combined to provide a strong
signal.

We have seen that when the current
:through valve V2 increases, that through
vi decreases, and of course, vice versa. The
net result is therefore, that the current
produced by the incoming signal passes
through the primary winding in one direc-
tion only, and it sets up a current in the
secondary winding to which the loud-
speaker is joined. This is indicated in
Fig. 3B.

None of the varying current passes
through the power supply, and at the same
time if the power supply should be varying
in any way (through improper filtering in a
mains unit for example) no effect will be
produced. The diagram Fig. 4 will make
these points clear. If there is a ripple
in the high-tension supply it will cause an
equal current to pass through the two

'halves of the primary winding, as indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 4B. These two
currents being in opposite directions tend
to set up magnetic fields which cancel

L. S.

Fig. 7, A and B. Choke -output circuits

out, with the result that no hum will be
produced.

In this description, I have assumed
first, that the input transformer Tr is
tapped at its exact centre, secondly that
the two valves are identical and thirdly,
that the output transformer is tapped at
its exact mid point, and has a ratio which
suits the valves and the loud -speaker.

Ratios
This ratio will be quite different from

that when valves in parallel are used, for
the reason that the effIctive anode im-
pedance of two valves in push-pull is twice
that of a single valve. A suitable trans-
former must always be used, and the pair
must be of good construction or the cir-,
cuit will be out of balance.

The valves, too, should be reasonably
alike, although there is no need as a rule
to have them specially matched. In
practice the parts may not be so correctly
proportioned and so perfect electrically
that the above description is exact. Some -

OCTOBER 5, 1529

. times, for example, it is necessary to connect
a resistance of the order of roo,000 ohms
in each grid wire as indicated in Fig. 5 for
the purpose of preventing spurious oscilla-
tions which might, were they allowed to
flow, spoil the quality and heat the valves.

Using Grid Leaks
It is not essential to employ a special

input transformer having a centre tap.
An ordinary transformer may be used with
a pair of grid leaks, as in Fig. 6. The grid
leaks RI R2 should be alike, and may have
resistances of roo,000 ohms each, or a little
more. Two resistances are used in order
that the equivalent of a centre tap may
be available for the grid bias, and whilst

RI

Fig. 6. Use of ordinary transformer and two
grid leaks

they load the transformer, they improve
rather than detract from the quality.

From the description of Figs. 4A and 48
it will be clear first, that the push-pull
stage will not tend to produce " motor -
boating " in association with the other
stages of the set. In this respect it resembles
a power stage fitted with a choke -condenser
filter circuit which also tends to prevent the
passage of speech currents through the H.T.
supply.

Eliminating Hum
The second point is that if the filaments

of the valve are heated with alternating
current, no hum will be set up. From Fig.
4.13 it follows that if the anode current of
both valves varies according to the alterna-
tions of the filament current, the two anode
currents produce effects which cancel.

Instead of an output transformer a tapped
choke may be used as shown in Fig. 7. The
choke must be centre -tapped for the high-
tension feed, as indicated. But there is a
further point to watch here. If the im-
pedance of the speaker is not suited to
that of the valves, there will be a loss of!,
power. The choke may therefore have to
be tapped about its mid -point in order to
enable a favourable connection to be made.

Choke output circuits have the dis-
advantage that the loud -speaker is not
isolated from the H.T. supply and it so
happens that the saving effected is very
little.

Push-pull amplification is greatly used
when . considerable volume with good
quality of reproduction is seeded, and
the high-tension voltage is limited either
by its cost or by, the construction of the
valves. I, personally, have usecrit for years,
with good results.
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Looks
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WELL, the 1929 exhi-
bition has come, and

by the time that these notes
get into print it will have
gone. On the whole I think
it was by far the best wireless show that
we have yet had. Of course, there were
'grgiusers. One fellow whom I met in the
.afternooisi tf opening day shook his
head sadly and said there w-ErClIft pearly
SO many people present as there had bden
on the corresponding day last year. I
pointed out that there wasn't a corre-
sponding day, and when he asked what
I meant I said that in 1928 and in previous
years the exhibition had opened on a
Saturday, when all the world and his wife
and family were free to attend.

Grouser number two said that he had
seen nothing especially attractive; so I
said : "Well, what about the Mullard
Girls? "-just to cheer him up. He ex-
plained that he meant that there was
nothing what, he called especially striking
in the strictly wireless exhibits. And this,
deal' reader, was, in my humble view, one
of the very best features of 1929 Olympia.
What grouser number two meant, as I
dragged out of him by questioning, was
that there was nothing startling, such as
a five -valve set in a cigar box, a set tuned
by pedals in order to eliminate hand
capacity, or anything of that kind. He
had come, in fact, expecting stunts, and
he had not found them.

Then and Now
Though they may attract a certain

amount of passing attention, stunts are
not serious wireless and they don't do any
real_pod. A distinguished American wire-
less man who. was there told me that in
comparison with our exhibition of
this one struck him as being immeasurably
superior owing to the almost entire absence
of " junk." By "junk" he meant flashy
but almost useless components and sets, of
which we saw far too many when wireless
was in its infancy-probably, I suppose,
because infants must always have toys,
This year one noticed everywhere sound
engineering electrical and constructional
jobs. You don't find freak coils, tinpot
slow-motion dials that freewheel or advance
in jerks and valve holders constructed of
that queer black compound which is
known to the trade as "mud."

Coils
Everywhere one noticed a return to the

solenoid coil in one form or another; in
fact, I only remember seeing a few odd
specimens of other types. I am perhaps
using the term "solenoid" rather widely,
but I mean it to include anything that
consists of single -layer helical windings.

Binoculars and cylin-
drical coils, wound
half right - handed
and half left-handed,
thus fall into this
category. And what
beautiful pieces of
work these coils are.
One has only to visit
the stands of such
firms as Wright &.
Weaire or. Lewcos
(to mention but a
couple) in order to
see to what a high
pitch the art of coil=
making has been
brought.The interest taken in the construction of kit sets was very noticeable

Ci mattur WirdeD

At
The
Show

Batteries or Mains?
We were told that this

was going to be an all -from -
the -mains year, and many

visitors went expecting to find hardly a
battery -operated set in the place. There
were plenty of mains -driven receivers, it
was true, and I will turn to them in a
moment; but there were also any amount
of battery sets, and when you come to
think of it this is likely to be the case for
many a long year. 0:11:7 small proportion'
of our houses have electric light, so ilia
for some time to come large numbers of
wireless enthusiasts will rely largely upon
batteries. Long-distance men, too, and
particularly short-waveites, like batteries;
for, good as mains units are, it is an
astonishingly difficult task to entirely sup-
press hum when a set with a great deal of
amplification is brought into the sensitive
condition necessary for long-range wOrking.,

The Most Popular Set
The typical set this year is a three-valver

of very high efficiency. In a large number
(perhaps the majority) of cases the com-
bination consists of a screen -grid H.F.
amplifier, a triode detector, and a pentode.
Many firms, such as McMichael, Marconi -
phone, Burndept, and others, are turning
out alternative models for mains and
battery operation. Some of these can be
converted from one method to the other,
supposing that the purchaser subsequently
installs electric light, by the simple pro-
cess of removing the batteries and placing
an eliminator in their compartment. There
are portables galore, and very much better
portables they are than those that came
on to the market when this type of set
first made its appearance. Some of the
earlier models tried to ask a standard
capacity battery to deliver anything up to
28 milliamperes with the net result that,
the poor thing lay down and died very
quickly. Makers have now realised that
current can be cut down considerably
without any loss in quality and provision
is made for H.T. batteries of larger cell
size. But one of the most interesting de-
velopments in the complete receiver is the,
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transportable, which i§ shown by many
firms. This is a completely self-contained
set intended for indoor use. It is light
enough to be carried from room to room,
but since weight does not matter very
much it contains either good-sized bat-
teries or an efficient eliminator.

Batteries of All Types
Amongst the dry batteries I noticed a

promising newcomer in the Dubilier,
whilst both Ever Ready and Siemens were
showing very attractive new mcdels incor-
porating many improvements. One dry
cell may look very like another, but the
work which the research chemist does on
its inside makes all the difference to its
performances. Accumulators shown by
Exide, Oldhams, Peto-Radford, and C.A.V.
were extremely pleasing. Oldhams showed
very neat power units for both H.T. and
L.T., each containing in one and the same
case an accumulator battery and a trickle
charger, connections being made auto-
matically by the insertion or the with-
drawal of a plug.

Valce Progress _

Valves this year are better than ever.
Our old friend the S.G. has been developed
in a wonderful way. In the earliest models,
which provided the sensation of the 1927
rhow, inter-electrcde capacity was cut
down by the screen, but there was still so
much of it there that it was impossible to
use highjy efficient circuits for both plate'
and grid tuning. Careful design has now
cut down this capacity to but a fraction of
what it was; modern screen -grid valves

remain perfectly stable and provide enorm-
cus amplification with tuned circuits that
Come quite into the low -loss class. The
pentcde has ceased to be the fragile con-
traption that it was last year. In the
triodes we have now a splendid range for
all purposes, including some excellent
detectors (in which high mag. anti low
impedance are combined) and the best
collection of output valves that any
country in the world can show. A new-
comer into the valve world this year _is
Lissen, who exhibited a comprehensive
series of good -locking valves. Mullard and
Cossor vied with one another in the good
lcoks not only of their valves, but also of
their highly attractive mantraps I

What of the Crystal Set?
I hope that the B.B.C., which is still

suffering from a crystal complex, carefully
noted the number of crystal receiving sets
on show. There may have been more than
one; but one, at any rate, was all that
I saw. It doesre_tlysk, sorheliniv, as if they
heeded to bother quite so much about
providing big crystal -Service areas.

Variable condensers are always a joy to
me-good ones, I mean, of course. At the
exhibition I simply revelled in the new
mcdels shown by Ormond, Formo, G.E.C.,
J .B., and other makers. Some are particu-
larly interesting for the small space that
they occupy, some for their excellent slow-
motion arrangements, some for their
ingenious methods of securing positive
contact with the moving vanes; but all are
things of beauty and sound mechanical

jobs. Considering the work put into them,
the lowness of prices is simply astonishing;
yzu can buy a first-rate condenser to -day
for half the price demanded two or three
years ago for something quite crude and
wobbly.

Better Transformers
Some people thought last year that we

had reached the high-water mark in the
matter of low -frequency transformers. We
hadn't, for 1929 showed that designers
could go still one better. There were many
intervalve transformers well worth atten-
tion; the new Varley, for example, when
used in the resistance-capaci' y -cum -trans-
former circuit, of which I am very fond,
shows an absolutely straight-line curve
under N.P.L. tests. More and more people
are realising the importance of having an
cutput transformer with a low -impedance
valve in the last holder and of havinrY
transformer with a rat;c. ",at Midis valve
inafaeaahn Aria loud -speaker impedance to
be matched. Manufacturing firms are to
be congratulated on the way in which they
came forward to meet the demand for
these components. With the pentode valve
having the right output transformer makes
all the difference between thorcughly good
and thoroughly bad results. R.I., Igranic,
Varlcy, and Marconiphone are all making
transformers that enable this fine valve to
do its best.

Well, that's hoW " Thermion" looks
back at the 1929 Wireless Exhibition-
and he is already looking forward to that
of 193o.
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Weekly
Cores Which Change
T OW -FREQUENCY transformers having
1--4 cores made up from stampings from
sheets of one of the new steels may change
their characteristics if by accident a relat-
ively heavy current is passed through the
primary winding or if the component is
dropped. It is usual to heat treat the core
stampings after they have been punched
from the sheet in order to improve their
magnetic properties, but it would seem
that a user must exercise a certain amount-

- or care, .or the special properties will be
destroyed. The manufacturers _themselves
handle the stampings with care during
assembly, as it is known that even bending
will impair the magnetic properties of the
steel.

Choosing H.F. Valves
So large an amount of magnification is

to be obtained from a well -designed high -
frequency stage' having a shielded, valve
that it is a pity the results are so often
spoiled because the valve used is not
a'ccording to specification. I have found
that 'when self -oscillation occurs the valve
is often of too low' an impedance. If the
anode current of such a valve is measured
it will often be found to be rather more
than that indicated in the instruction
slip.

Some valves that I have tried have
passed an anode current of as much as

Milliamperes instead of the 2 or 3 milli-
amperes of a normal valve. When unsatis-
factory results are being obtained; there-
fore, I would recommend that the anode
current be measured, and if it is found to
16e much higher than normal for that type,
it should be returned. '

Shielded valves having 2-voIt filaments
usually have an impedance of 2oo,000
ohms, -and coils and other parts ' are
naturally adjusted to suit a valve of this
impedance. A fair proportion of the valves
issued have, however, according to my"
tests, an impedance Of as little as roo,000
ohms, with tlite result that selectivity is
poor and self-okillation occurs.

Measuring Grid Current
The average amateur does not include

a micro -ammeter in his equipment, and
is therefore unable to. measure very small
currents. Fortunately, .however, it is
not alwaysnecessary to measure a current

Tips-Constructional and Theoretical by W. JAMES
so long as one is able to detect its presence.

As an example I would refer to amplify-
ing or power valves which, as everyone
knows, should have so good a vacuum
that no current flows through the grid -
circuit under normal conditions when a
negative value of grid bias is used. Ill-
treatment may result in the valve becom-
ing soft, however, or a faulty valve may
have slipped through the valve manufac-
turer's test -room, and one may desire to.
test Whether grid current is actually
flowing. 

I have found that if a milliameter be
connected in the anode circuit of the valve
being tested, and a -grid leak of, say,
2 megohms is joined in the grid circuit as

GRID
LERK,N

H.T+

MT -
A method of detecting the presence of grid
current without the need for a micro -
ammeter. An ordinary plate -current

milliameter is connected as shown.

indicated in the diagram, there will be a
difference in the anode current when the
grid leak is in circuit and when it is short
circuited. This testis easily made; and
it is not hard to see why the pieserice of
grid current is so easily detected. If the
current is very small; such as .i micro-
ampere, for instance, it will, as it passes
through a grid leak of 2 megohms, alter
the grid bias by .z volt, and will therefore"
change the anode current.

A grid leak of as much as io megohms

NEXT WEEK!
W. JAMES on

MAKING THE MOST OF
THE POWER_ STAGE

may be used in this test. One could, o f
course, estimate the amount of the grid
current by noting the equivalent voltage
needed to change the anode current, and
then.find from Ohm's law the current flow-
ing through the grid leak ; but this i not
always necessary.

Frame or Indoor Aerial?
The assumption is generally made that

even a small indoor aerial is better than
a frame aerial, but I recently met with an
instance where a frame aerial was much
better than a well -constructed indoor
aerial over 3o ft. in length. The difference
in the volume was most marked, and I
therefore endeavoured to find whether the
frame used was a particularly good one.

I soon found that any ordinary frame
aerial was better than the indoor aerial,
and it seemed that no matter how it was
arranged the results obtained were always
better when a frame was joined to the set.
This in spite of the fact that the set was
not designed for a frame aerial.

The set was installed in a flat not far
from the London station and the signals
were rather weak, partly because of the
construction of the building and partly,
no doubt, because of its situation with
respect to other large buildings in the
neighbmghood. 

Tests showed that the fraine had to be
pointed in one direction-, and that by
moving it more than a few degrees the
station could not be heard. Evidently this
is a rather special instance, but tests in
another ;district have shown me that a
good frame aerial collects as strong a signal
as a poorly constructed indoor one. In the
interests of neatness, an indoor aerial is
often fastened to a picture rail or is con-
cealed in another way, with the result it is
not a defy good collector.

In Lettland, travellers with motor -cars
touring the country are allowed to bring in
their wireless set free of charge, providing
they can shown broadcasting licence from
their country of origin.

The new 75 -kilowatt Moscow high -power
station, which for two years has been
under construction, is now completed.
Tests are being carried out daily during
the midday hour on- a wavelength of 95o
metres.
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THE piezo-electric action of quartz and
certain other crystals is finding a

steadily increasing field of useful applica-
tionin modern wireless practice. This curi-
ous crystalline property, by which mechani-
cal pressure is converted into electricity,
was first discovered by the brothers Curie
in 1880.

For many years after that date it was
regarded as an interesting scientific curio-
sity, with little if any practical application.
Some early attempts were made to use it
in connection with gramophone reproduc-
tion, and also as a substitute for the
ordinary microphone, but they did not

prove successful from the commercial
point of view.

However, in 1922 Professor Cady, of
Oscillator slab

Quartz

Fig 1. The -crystal is cut from a piece of
natural quartz

Connecticut, U.S.A., discovered that by
applying a high -frequency voltage, a piezo-
electric crystal could be made to vibrate
mechanically at an amazing rate-in fact
at more than a million oscillations a
second if necessary. At that time such a
rate of mechanical or bodily vibration vas
absolutely unique. It was generally be-
lieved that such frequencies were only to
be found in the realm of electricity.

Crystal Resonators
Not only does a quartz crystal behave

in this unique manner, but each crystal,
according to its particular dimensions, has
a. definite fundamental frequency which it
will maintain at a perfectly constant rate.

Professor Cady's discoyery at once led to
the idea of using the crystal "resonator"
as an independent master control for high -
frequency electrical circuits. For instance,
a -piece of quartz crystal, cut to have a
fundamental frequency of, say, one million
a second, can now be employed to control
or "anchor -down" a broadcast trans-
mitting station to an allotted wavelength
of 30o metres.

Fig. r illustrates the manner in which a
crystal oscillator is cut out from a block of
natural quartz, whilst Fig. 2 shows the
crystal operating as a master control in the
grid circuit of a back -coupled valve oscil-
lator, used, for insIance, to feed the power
amplifiers of a transmitting station.

By so  stabilising the transmitter, all
fluctuations in wavelength due to varia-
tions in the power supply to the broad-

PIEZO-ELECTRIC CRYSTALS
An Account of Some Recent Developments

By MORTON BARR
casting equipment, or to other causes, can
be prevented. This in turn avoids -mutual
interference and Iretercdyning, _ and so
makes it possible to increase the 'number
Of broadcasting stations working within
any given -wavelength band in the ether.

Selective Reception
More recently the use of piezo-electric

crystals has also been applied to selective
reception. Utilising the tendency of each
crystal to favour one definite frequency,
a series of crystals, which have been cut to
"accept". a given wavelength and its side
bands, can be arranged .either in the input
or in the intervalve ,coupling circuits so as
to -cut out powerful interference from a
nearby station.

Although the crystal -controlled selective
receiver has not yet reached the stage of
commercial exploitatiOn, it is probable that
we shall hear more of it in the near future,
particularly when the new high-powered
broadcasting stations come into operation.

Crystal Pick-ups
Now that the development of the ther-

mionic amplifier has made it possible both
to manufacture and reproduce gramophone
records by electrical methods, the original
suggestion to use the piezo-electric crystal
as a convenient means for converting sound
waves into corresponding voltage variations
and vice Versa has been revived. With.
modern methods it is likely that piozo-
controlled reproduction will prove more
successful, the crystal acting as a sub-
stitute for the ordinary pick-up.

A type of crystal possessing piezo-
electric properties to a marked degree is
made from Rochelle salt. The crystals are

Porous end cavity

/z=
Fig. 3. Diagrams explaining how occluded

water is reamed

deposited when a saturation solution.of the
salt is rapidly cooled.

Rochelle -salt Crystals
If the deposition is carried cut fairly

rapidly, as is desirable in practice, it is
found that a concave portion is formed at
the end of each crystal, as shown in Fig. 3,

W. JAMES ON " MAKING THE
MOST OF THE POWER STAGE "

IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

containing part. of the mother liquor of the
original solution. These portions are
opaque and porous, and are extremely
troublesome to dry cut.

Unless they arc treated in some suitable
manner to drive off the occluded liquor
before the electrodes are fitted, subsequent
trouble is likely to arise. For inStance,
after the crystal has been in operation for
some time the water tends to dry up by
spontaneous evaporation, and this de -

Fig. 2. How the crystal is used as a control

creases the electrical contact between the
crystal and the end electrodes.

- Usually- one electrode consists of a
metal-fOil band lapped around the body of
the crystal. The other contact is shared
between two metal caps pressed into close
contact with the porous ends. It may
happen that after the crystal has been
suitably mounted the water contained in.
the porous ends will suddenly leak out
and creep around the outside, beneath the
foil baud or the _ varnishing or : other
insulating coating.

A " Contact " Problem
In order to avoid this source of trouble

an ingenicus method has recently been
protected for :clearing -out the cccluded
crystal water under air pressure. Drain
holes are bored into the end portions from -
underneath, and the crystal is mcunted in
an airtight chamber and subjected to
heavy air pressure. The bore holes are
mcunted so as to fit over exit holes, and
the undesirable water content is in this
way forced out of the crystal.

When the crystal has been treated in
this way it is found necessary to restore its
electrical conductivity by first boring -out
the desiccated end portions as indicated
in the dotted lines (Fig. 3) and then
applying a solution of silver nitrate to the
new surface. As the solution dries off it
deposits a thin coating of metallic silver on
the surface of the crystal, and the end
terminals are then fitted tightly against
this film so as to make perfect electrical
contact
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A Weekly
ITHINK it was nearly a year ago when

we had that interesting controversy in
AMATEUR WIRELESS regarding the respec-
tive merits of the dance bands.

The time has come to review the posi-
tion because the situation has changed so
much since then. As my jazz correspon-
dent writes : "Now that there are new
dance bands broadcasting, I wonder which
of them is the most popular? It is now
some time since we thrashed out the
Jack Payne-Padbury controversy."

"Harold" encloses for my perusal a list
of current broadcasting bands arranged in

Lissenden's idea of Frank Braidwood

order of merit according to his judgment.
Here they are :-

I. Ambrose's May Fair Hotel Band.
2. Billy Francis'Xand.
3. Jack Payne's B.B.C. Orchestra.
4. Bertini's Orchestra.
5. Ambassador Club Band.
6. Cafe de Paris Blue Lyres.
7. Teddy Brown's Orchestra.
8. Piccadilly Players.
9. Piccadilly Grill Band.

"

Let us see how this accords with the
views of other listeners. So far as I am

Programme Criticism by Sydney A
concerned-but let's hear what my readers
have to say. By the way, do any of these
bands come up to the standard of the
Savoy Orpheans or Elizalde's Band? I will
ask Sir Henry Wood.

One of the prettiest pieces which we
hear only too rarely is "An Album Leaf"
by Wagner. I was glad to hear the Wire-
less Orchestra play it the other night, but
I should like to hear it more often.

The B.B.C. has certainly had everything
to do with the revival of part singing, but
I doubt whether it has hit upon a really
well-balanced combination. In some cases
the singing is good, but the selection of
music is bad. In other instances it is the
reverse.

For example, the Tudor Singers relayed
from Manchester sang thirteen songs, and
frankly one tired. The band, composed of
goodness knows how many instrumental-
ists, played only five pieces. This, I ven-
ture to say, is a badly balanced programme.
By the way, we still get "by request"
items. One always wants to -know by
whose request. The conductor, of course,
is justified in including a piece of his own
composition, if it is popular enough.

But why "by request"? Even if it is
by his own request !

Nina Doria, like most of these Con-
tinental. singers, sang Neapolitan songs
charmingly. At least, I took her to be a
Continental singer. I wager she is, judging
from her voice.

The artiste (I have forgotten his name)
whom I asked to repeat his clever imita-
tion of a quarrel between five French
people, obliged. Many thanks I

D.L.S., of Neath, wants my opinion on
the pronunciations of the following words
by one of the London announcers ;-

Fire - - Far.
Ireland - - Arland.
Showers - - Shars.
Wireless - - Warless.
Modern - Moddne
Hours - - Ars.
Flowers - -  Flats.
Power - - Par.
Britain - - Brit tne.
Deliberately - Deliberater

1

. Moseley

I

Australia - - Australiah.
Clear - - Cleah.
County - - Garrity.
Europe - - Yorrop.

My opinion would be unprintable

There may be different views about these
national programmes; but not for me,
thanks. Like having a dinner of all soup
or, as in the case of Spanish programmes,
all onions. Spain is my spiritual home, of
a place somewhere near there. But a
whole evening-for that is what an hour
amounts to --was too much at one gulp.

People still ask me when the dance
titles are to be announced again. Per-
sonally, I would just as soon do without
them. Particularly in view of the fact
that the announcing led to a good deal of
abuse. It may be annoying, as one of my
correspondent§ puts it, to hear a catchy
tune and to be unable to refer to it by
name when buying a record. Also, it
might well have been "a blow to musical
publishers and record manufacturers."
Since, however, a good many of these
people are to blame for the ban, the best
thing they can do is to go out in the
garden and kick themselves.

An Impression of Lou Abelario
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A Two or Three at. Will

HERE is a receiver which is really
adaptable. Not many people
need less than two valves nowa-

days, for it is usually barely possible to
operate a loud -speaker unless one L.F.
stage is used. So two valves are the
minimum for good working from the local
stations.

But something more is sometimes needed ;
it is tantalising, to say the least, to be able
to receive stations faintly on a two-valver,
knowing that were another stage available
it would be possible to bring them out at
full strength on the loud -speaker. It is not
always necessary for this that the addi-
tional stage should be an H.F. one. Pro-
vided that the low -frequency amplification
is carefully carried out, there is much to be
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gained by the addition of an L.F. stage to
boost up distant signals. No amount of
low -frequency amplification will make up
for signals which are too weak to be
detected, but provided that the weak
input is just sufficient to operate the
detector, then the detected signals can be
brought up to generous strength by reason
of the added L.F. stage.

Two or Three at Will
The result of this is that there are a good

many folk who find a two -valuer ample
enough for their needs when the local pro-
gramme is pleasing, but badly want a
"three" when the foreigners are being
brought in only faintly on the "two."

The "Talisman Two," described in
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 373, is certainly
one of the best "two's" yet. It gained
instant popularity, firstly, because it was

The Talisman Two -
Three -is a simple set

to make

TALISMA. TWO H
so compact, simple to build, and inexpen-
sive, yet made of good parts; secondly,
because this set included the Talisman
dual -range coil, a most compact panel -
mounting tuner covering both the medium
and long wavebands at the touch of a
switch.

Cutting out a Valve
Very many readers who made up the

"Talisman Two" were so satisfied with its
performance that they said : " Why not
design three- and four -valve editions of
the ' Talisman' ? Not everyone is satisfied
with a two.' " A three -valve " Talisman"
receiver, however, would not differ funda-
mentally from many other excellent
"threes" which have been given --in
AMATEUR WIRELESS from -.time to time. It
was felt that in the basic " Talisman " was
the opportunity to produce a "three"
along different lines-to prcduce a " three
which could be "economised," as it were,
when only local -station working was
desired, and yet which would give the
advantage of the added low -frequency
stage when the maximum performance is
needed.

What is the saving? Not in initial cost,
true. The "Talisman Two -Three" neces-
sitates the same number of components as
if it were a full "three." The real saving is
in running costs. The method of switching
will be dealt with later, but it may be
mentioned at this stage that the valve
cut out by the switch is the "middle" or
first L.F. valve. When it is switched off

COMPONENTS
REQUIRED

Ebonite panel, 1.1. in. by 7 in. and strip,
9 in. by 2 in. (Becol, Ebonart, Raymond,
l'eto-Scott).

.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Burton,
J.B., Polar, Igranic, Formo).

Talisman coil (Wearite).
.000z-mfd. reaction condenser (Lotus,

Peto-Scott, Igranic, J.B., Burton). -

Double -pole change -over switch
(Wearite, Utility).

Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin,
Benjamin, Lissen, Trix, Wearite).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin)
Cabinet, 54 in. by 7 in. with a 9 -in.

baseboard (Clarion, Cameo, Pickett).
Three valve holders (W.13., Lotus,

Benjamin, Lissen, Wearite). ,

.cooz-mfd. fixed condenser with series
clips (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham -
Farish).

.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,-
Lissen, Graham-Farish).

both filament and H.T. current are saved.
The saving in filament current will, of
course, not be very noticeable to the
pocket, for accumulator charging is inex-
pensive. The advantage is just that the
accumulator will last a few hours longer at
each charge and that the expenditure in
valve replacements over a number of years
ill be lower than if all three were con-

stantly in use.
To very many people the H.T. saving

will be considerable. If an eliminator is
employed, then the number of milliamps
used is not of great importance. But if a
dry battery is the source of H.T., then it is
essential for economy that the drain on
the cells should be reduced to the minimum.

With the " Talisman Two -Three" the
average man will be running for the greater
part of the time on two valves only; here
is the H.T. saving. Only when the best
reception from distant stations is desired
is the full load placed on the battery, and
the length of time for which this is done is
extremely short in comparison with the
whole time during which the receiver will
be worked.

A Simple Sy3tern
It certainly sounds a simple proposition

to design a straightforward "three" with
a switch to cut out one valve. The ques-
tion is "which " valve. The detector is
best left alone, because complicated switch-
ing would be needed to transfer grid con-
denser and leak, and so on, to the grid
circuit of the L.F. valve. If the first L.F.

This plan view should be compared with the wiring diagram
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valve is cut out in the obvious manner, by
connecting the detector anode through a
coupler to the last valve grid, then the
operating conditions of the detector are
upset.

In this particular receiver, for example,
if the middle valve were cut out in this
manner, then the H.T. current to the
detector valve would
have to, pass through
the loud -speaker only,
instead of through the
primary of the L.F.
transformer. The im-
pedance of the loud-
speaker is almost certain
to be less than that of
the transformer pri-
mary, and the result is
that the detector valve
would have to be re-
adjusted every time the
change -over was made.

The method of switch-
ing adopted in this set
overcomes all such diffi-
culties. When the switch
is in one position the
circuit is a " det. R.C. trans." threc-valver. 
When the switch is changed over, the L.T.
supply to the middle (R.C.) valve is cut
out, and the detector is connected to the
final power stage in an ingenious manner,
eliminating all need for readjustment of
battery values.

Just follow out the way in which the
centre valve is cut out. When the switch
bladeS are "up" (as in the theoretical

PRE- SET
.0003 MAX.

r" CHOKE

A.0005,
.0002

e

TAP I
HT."=' 3/412

'770002
C

""R

COMPONENTS (Contd.)
t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,

Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Combinator,

Dubilier, Graham -Farish).
Two grid leaks, one z-megohm and one

3-megohm (Lissen, Dubilier, Graham
Farish).

Pre-set series aerial condenser value
.0003-mfd. maximum (Form °denser type
J, Igranic).

3o,000 -ohms wire -wound anode resis-
tance with holder (Lissen, Varley,
Dubilier).

High -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen,
Burndept, Varley, Wearite).

Low -frequency transformer (Telsen,
R.I., Lissen, Varley, Igranic).

Eight terminals marked Aerial, Earth,
L.T.-, L.T.-f-, H.T.-, H.T.--, L.S.-F,
L.S.- (Eelex, Belling -Lee, Igranic).

Three wander plugs marked G.B.--,
G.B.-t, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee, Igranic).

One yard of flex (Lewcoflex),
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Dial indicator (Bulgin).
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circuit diagram below the direct anode
current to ---,the detector valve passes
through the .59,00o -ohm resistance. The
aiterniting -speech currents, however, take
an easier path via a I-mierofaracl fixed
condenser and, through the primary of the
low -frequency transformer, to H.T. posi-
tive, and thence to earth.:

Before going farther with a technical
analysis, the practical man will . want . to
know just what parts are needed for con-
struction. Only two parts, a change -over
switch and the r-microfarad condenser; are
needed, in- addition: to  the components
usually needed for a straightforward three -
valve circuit.
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The Talisman Circuit
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An accompanying list shows the com-
plete components needed. The set is inex-
pensive-a point which will appeal to the
majority of " three-valvites "-but good
performance has not been sacrificed to
cost. As is usual, the first -mentioned com-
ponent is that used in the original set and
illustrated by the accompanying photo-
graphs. In most cases a number of alterna-

Note the ample spac-
ing of components

and wiring

-,...- so/S.,
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A Two or Three at. Will

HERE is a receiver which is really
adaptable. Not many people
need less than two valves nowa-

days, for it is usually barely possible to
operate a loud -speaker unless one L.F.
stage is used. So two valves are the
minimum for good working from the local
stations.

But something more is sometimes needed ;
it is tantalising, to say the least, to be able
to receive stations faintly on a two-valver,
knowing that were another stage available
it would be possible to bring them out at
full strength on the loud -speaker. It is not
always necessary for this that the addi-
tional stage should be an H.F. one. Pro-
vided that the low -frequency amplification
is carefully carried out, there is much to be
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gained by the addition of an L.F. stage to
boost up distant signals. No amount of
low -frequency amplification will make up
for signals which are too weak to be
detected, but provided that the weak
input is just sufficient to operate the
detector, then the detected signals can be
brought up to generous strength by reason
of the added L.F. stage.

Two or Three at Will
The result of this is that there are a good

many folk who find a two -valuer ample
enough for their needs when the local pro-
gramme is pleasing, but badly want a
"three" when the foreigners are being
brought in only faintly on the "two."

The "Talisman Two," described in
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 373, is certainly
one of the best "two's" yet. It gained
instant popularity, firstly, because it was

The Talisman Two -
Three -is a simple set

to make

TALISMA. TWO H
so compact, simple to build, and inexpen-
sive, yet made of good parts; secondly,
because this set included the Talisman
dual -range coil, a most compact panel -
mounting tuner covering both the medium
and long wavebands at the touch of a
switch.

Cutting out a Valve
Very many readers who made up the

"Talisman Two" were so satisfied with its
performance that they said : " Why not
design three- and four -valve editions of
the ' Talisman' ? Not everyone is satisfied
with a two.' " A three -valve " Talisman"
receiver, however, would not differ funda-
mentally from many other excellent
"threes" which have been given --in
AMATEUR WIRELESS from -.time to time. It
was felt that in the basic " Talisman " was
the opportunity to produce a "three"
along different lines-to prcduce a " three
which could be "economised," as it were,
when only local -station working was
desired, and yet which would give the
advantage of the added low -frequency
stage when the maximum performance is
needed.

What is the saving? Not in initial cost,
true. The "Talisman Two -Three" neces-
sitates the same number of components as
if it were a full "three." The real saving is
in running costs. The method of switching
will be dealt with later, but it may be
mentioned at this stage that the valve
cut out by the switch is the "middle" or
first L.F. valve. When it is switched off

COMPONENTS
REQUIRED

Ebonite panel, 1.1. in. by 7 in. and strip,
9 in. by 2 in. (Becol, Ebonart, Raymond,
l'eto-Scott).

.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Burton,
J.B., Polar, Igranic, Formo).

Talisman coil (Wearite).
.000z-mfd. reaction condenser (Lotus,

Peto-Scott, Igranic, J.B., Burton). -

Double -pole change -over switch
(Wearite, Utility).

Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin,
Benjamin, Lissen, Trix, Wearite).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin)
Cabinet, 54 in. by 7 in. with a 9 -in.

baseboard (Clarion, Cameo, Pickett).
Three valve holders (W.13., Lotus,

Benjamin, Lissen, Wearite). ,

.cooz-mfd. fixed condenser with series
clips (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham -
Farish).

.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,-
Lissen, Graham-Farish).

both filament and H.T. current are saved.
The saving in filament current will, of
course, not be very noticeable to the
pocket, for accumulator charging is inex-
pensive. The advantage is just that the
accumulator will last a few hours longer at
each charge and that the expenditure in
valve replacements over a number of years
ill be lower than if all three were con-

stantly in use.
To very many people the H.T. saving

will be considerable. If an eliminator is
employed, then the number of milliamps
used is not of great importance. But if a
dry battery is the source of H.T., then it is
essential for economy that the drain on
the cells should be reduced to the minimum.

With the " Talisman Two -Three" the
average man will be running for the greater
part of the time on two valves only; here
is the H.T. saving. Only when the best
reception from distant stations is desired
is the full load placed on the battery, and
the length of time for which this is done is
extremely short in comparison with the
whole time during which the receiver will
be worked.

A Simple Sy3tern
It certainly sounds a simple proposition

to design a straightforward "three" with
a switch to cut out one valve. The ques-
tion is "which " valve. The detector is
best left alone, because complicated switch-
ing would be needed to transfer grid con-
denser and leak, and so on, to the grid
circuit of the L.F. valve. If the first L.F.

This plan view should be compared with the wiring diagram
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valve is cut out in the obvious manner, by
connecting the detector anode through a
coupler to the last valve grid, then the
operating conditions of the detector are
upset.

In this particular receiver, for example,
if the middle valve were cut out in this
manner, then the H.T. current to the
detector valve would
have to, pass through
the loud -speaker only,
instead of through the
primary of the L.F.
transformer. The im-
pedance of the loud-
speaker is almost certain
to be less than that of
the transformer pri-
mary, and the result is
that the detector valve
would have to be re-
adjusted every time the
change -over was made.

The method of switch-
ing adopted in this set
overcomes all such diffi-
culties. When the switch
is in one position the
circuit is a " det. R.C. trans." threc-valver. 
When the switch is changed over, the L.T.
supply to the middle (R.C.) valve is cut
out, and the detector is connected to the
final power stage in an ingenious manner,
eliminating all need for readjustment of
battery values.

Just follow out the way in which the
centre valve is cut out. When the switch
bladeS are "up" (as in the theoretical
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COMPONENTS (Contd.)
t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,

Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Combinator,

Dubilier, Graham -Farish).
Two grid leaks, one z-megohm and one

3-megohm (Lissen, Dubilier, Graham
Farish).

Pre-set series aerial condenser value
.0003-mfd. maximum (Form °denser type
J, Igranic).

3o,000 -ohms wire -wound anode resis-
tance with holder (Lissen, Varley,
Dubilier).

High -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen,
Burndept, Varley, Wearite).

Low -frequency transformer (Telsen,
R.I., Lissen, Varley, Igranic).

Eight terminals marked Aerial, Earth,
L.T.-, L.T.-f-, H.T.-, H.T.--, L.S.-F,
L.S.- (Eelex, Belling -Lee, Igranic).

Three wander plugs marked G.B.--,
G.B.-t, G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee, Igranic).

One yard of flex (Lewcoflex),
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Dial indicator (Bulgin).
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circuit diagram below the direct anode
current to ---,the detector valve passes
through the .59,00o -ohm resistance. The
aiterniting -speech currents, however, take
an easier path via a I-mierofaracl fixed
condenser and, through the primary of the
low -frequency transformer, to H.T. posi-
tive, and thence to earth.:

Before going farther with a technical
analysis, the practical man will . want . to
know just what parts are needed for con-
struction. Only two parts, a change -over
switch and the r-microfarad condenser; are
needed, in- addition: to  the components
usually needed for a straightforward three -
valve circuit.
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An accompanying list shows the com-
plete components needed. The set is inex-
pensive-a point which will appeal to the
majority of " three-valvites "-but good
performance has not been sacrificed to
cost. As is usual, the first -mentioned com-
ponent is that used in the original set and
illustrated by the accompanying photo-
graphs. In most cases a number of alterna-

Note the ample spac-
ing of components

and wiring
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" THE TALISMAN TWO -THREE " (Continued from preceding page)

fives are given, which can be used with
but slight modification of the original
design. It is most certainly not recom-
mended that constructors should try to
make shift with any other alternatives
than those mentioned.

In a simple set such as this there is no
need to go deeply into technical considera-
tions. A further glance at the circuit
diagram, however, will reveal one or two
points of interest.

The aerial is connected to a mid point
on the coil, through a pre-set variable con-
denser. This is a great aid to selectivity
and ensures a satisfactory sharpness of
tuning, no matter whether the two -valve
or three -valve circuit is in use.

Wiring
Reaction is obtained in the normal

manner, a variable .0002-microfarad Con-
denser with a solid dielectric serving as a
reaction control. Leaky -grid rectification
is employed, the grid condenser having a
value of .0002 microfarad and the grid leak
being one of 3 megohms. This combina-
tion results in satisfactory rectification
both for distant and local -station work.

A 50,00o -ohm anode resistance is in-
cluded in the plate circuit of the detector
valve and the R.C. coupling condenser has
a value of .005 microfarad. This con-
denser is put out of circuit, of course, when
the R.C. stage is omitted.

The final power stage is quite straight-
forward. No complication has been intro-
duced, such as a choke -output' circuit; but
such an arrangement could easily be
added if desired and, as has often been
pointed out, is an undoubted advantage in
many cases, particularly if H.T. is derived
from the mains.

One of the accompanying illustrations
shows a wiring diagram and panel layout
on a reduced scale. As is the case with all
AMATEUR WIRELESS sets, a full-size blue-
print is obtainable from the Blueprint
Department, 58-61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4.
The blueprint to ask for if making up this
set is No. 203, and the price is is., post free.
It will make construction ever so much
easier, and is the fullest value for money.

Simple construction is a particular fea-
ture of this "Talisman Two -Three." There
is plenty of room on baseboard and panel,
and the wiring is childishly simple.

Coil Connections
There is only just one place, where

particular care is necessary, and that is
when connections are being made to the
switch contacts. The blueprint shows this
in a much clearer way than could be
explained in a written description, and the
type of switch used in the original design
has conveniently placed contacts to which
it is a simple matter to make soldered
joints.

The coil connections are as follows
Terminal R to the detector -valve plate
terminal; H.T. positive to one side of the
reaction condenser; "tap" to the Formo-
denser series aerial condenser; terminal A
to one side of the grid condenser; and
terminal R c to the other side of the
reaction condenser.

NEXT WEEK:
FULL DETAILS OF A NEW
LINEN -DIAPHRAGM SPEAKER

All wiring is carried out with insulated
wire:but flex is used fOr the three grid bias
connections.

In next week's issue instructions will be
given for testing and operating the set, and
those readers who are making it up would.
be well advised to' react -the concluding
instalment before plugging in valves and
connecting up the batteries.

CRYSTAL DETECTORS
IN spite of its apparently simple nature,

no convincing. theory of the action of
the' crystal detector has yet been estab-
lished.

According to_ one school, of thought,
rectification is due to the difference in
electron emission between the two sub-
stances making contact, i.e. between
crystal and cats -whisker, or between
crystal and crystal in the perikon type. To
some extent this theory is supported by the
observed fact that in certain cases improved
rectification results when a slight biasing
potential is applied; this having the effect,
of heating the contact and so increasing the
electron emission. On the other hand it has
been observed that the rectifying action is
almost completely destroyed if the contact
Point is exposed to the action of X-rays.

B. M.

BLUEPRINT
N°A.W203 AERIAL
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The wiring diagram of the " Talisman Two -Three." Blueprint available, price T-
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REAL PRECISE
ADJUSTMENT

A UNIT
WITH WHICH

YOU CAN
BUILD

ANY CONE
TYPE

SPEAKER

niatezirWiretT

12/6
exactly as -you've
heard it at Olympia

The crowds around the Lissen Stand at
Olympia heard the performance of the
new Lissen 4 Pole Balanced Armature
Unit with astonishment-compared its
noticeable bass, its lively treble with the
utterance of even moving coil speakers
ard decided that the Lissen 4 Pole
Balanced Armature Unit was undoubt-
edly wonderful.

It has a fine adjustment and you can
therefore get the utmost volume from
it without chatter; you can use it with a
big baffle board or put it in a cabinet;
you can build a linen diaphragm or
any other type of cone loud -speaker
with it.

This Lissen 4 Pole Balanced Armature Unit brings something approaching loud -speaker perfection
within the easy reach of everybody who owns a radio set.

LISSEN 4 POLE BALANCED ARMATURE UNIT, 12/6
13" LISSEN CONE, 2/6

All Lissokdealers are stocking this new Liss2n trium2h-ask fir a denvmstrati3n.

LISSEN LIMITED joch.mpoilaR, ISLEWORTH,d
n.

Ma nIagDl/Lg E iErXe Factorieslhos also
N. Colei.R

You will Help Yourset and Help Us 1.1, Mentioninz "A.W." to Advertiser!.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

New Lissen Pick-up
RECENT improved designs of pick-up

have shown that the complicated type
is not necessarily the best; this is true,
perhaps, of the new Lissen pick-up, which
combines simplicity and an improved per-
formance. Instead of the needle being
clamped to a vibrating armature, it is
merely inserted directly between the poles
of an electro-magnet in which position it
forms the core of a _pick-up coil.

The needle is kept in position by a
rubber surround, which prevents excessive
movement when the weight of the pick-up
is supported by the needle on the record.

Although this pick-up is simple, the
results obtained are surprisingly good,
giving freedom from resonance and a com-
mendable uniformity of reproduction
throughout the musical scale. Due to the
flexible nature of the armature, record
wear should be appreciably low.

The magnets and windings of this pick-
up are mounted in a small moulded case
with an attachment for fixing to a normal
gramophone. The recommended types of
needle should, of course, be used, and

New Lissen pick-up, in which the needle acts
as the armature

when one of these has been pushed into
the hole it is ready for use.

We have no hesitation iri recommending
this interesting but practical device to

1 ais AIL EM
readers. Lissen's address, of course, is
Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

New Cossor Valves
WE have recently tested the new range
of Cossor 2 -volt valves introduced

for the coming wireless season. The char-
acteristics of these, as will be seen from the
figures given, are a distinct improvement
on last year's type, such results being
obtained with the aid of a filament capable
of providing a still greater emission.

It is interesting to note that the position
of the electrodes have now been altered,
and the filament grid and plate are mounted
horizontally in the bulb. A V-shaped fila-
ment, of course, is employed, supported at
three points.

The first valve tested, a 2 oRC, proved
to.have an A.C. resistance of approximately
6o,000 and an amplification factor of 32;
for _such a valve the mutual conductance
is commendably high. This valve is in-
tended for use with resistance coupling or
normal H.F. coupling, and should prefer-
ably be employed with 'a high impedance
in the anode circuit.

The next in the series, 2roHF, with an
A.C. resistance of 20,000 and an amplifica-
tion factor of 17, makes an excellent
general-purpose valve, suitable either for
H.F., detector, or even first -stage low -fre-
quency work.

The third in the series, known as the
2roLF, is designed primarily as, a first -
stage low -frequency amplifier, and hasan
A.C. resistance of 13,000 with an ampli-
fication factor of

The ,224,. which, as its designation
implies, consumes .2 amp., is intended as
a normal pOwer valve and. has an imped-
ance of approximately 4,500 ohms with
an amplification factor of 8. The 23oXP
is a special power valve capable of handling
grid swings of 15 volts at 15o volts H.T.
and makes anexcellent final -stage amplifier.

A pentode, known as the 23oPT, is also

included in the range and has greatly
imprOved Characteristics. The A.C. resist-
ance is only 20,000, but the amplification
factor reaches 4o.

The final valve in this :series is known as
the 22oSG and, with an A.C. resistance of
200,000 ohms and an amplification factor
of 17o, is exceptionally Suitable for screen -
grid work.

Dario Valve Holders
TN these columns we have previously
I reported on a number of Dario valves,
which come from one of the most flourish-
ing factories on the Continent. A Dario
valve holder has -now been received for
test and ' represents the manufacturer's,
endeavour to provide a high-class anti-
microphoni.: holder at a reasonable cost.

The four sockets of this holder are spaced
in the conventional manner, and connec-
tions from these are taken to soldering
tags and terminals mounted on the outer
insUlated casing. These connections are
made in the form of semi -circular strips of
metal which serve to -spring the holder.

A number of valves placed in the holder
fitted securely making g (ci electrical cdn-

Dario Valve Holder
. .

tact with.the sockets and proved to 'be
adequately insulated from external shOck.

At a price of is. od. this component
represents excellent value for money.

TIGHTENING LOOSE NUTS

UNDOUBTEDLY
it is very tiresome

for constructors to find, after having
wired up a set and soldered the connecting,
leads to the soldering tags on the various 
components, that the nuts holding these
tags in position have worked loose. It may
be the result of an oversight in not tighten-
ing them down before screwing the com-
ponents to the baseboard or panel, or the
outcome of keeping the soldering iron too
long on the junction during the soldering
operation, the excessive 'heat serving to

work the nut loose. Whatever the cause,
the defect has to be remedied, otherwise
those unpleasant.crackling noises are likely
to evidence -themselves when the set is
working, owing to the crazy . contacts.
While some of the nuts may be in accessible
positions, 'it is more than likely that others
are in awkward places and the fingers
cannot reach them. Pliers might do the
job, but there is a much better plan that

"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems

can be adopted to meet such contingencies.
Any of the component nuts which are

likely to be located in difficult positions
should, before mounting the components
in position, be removed and a saw cut
made across the top so that a screwdriver
blade can be used to twist' them round.
Very likely it will be necessary to cut off
a little of the thread on the screw so that
it does not project above the nut, but that
is quite simple. Now, when any of these
nuts loosen it is necessary merely to insert
a -screwdriver blade. -- H. J. B. C.
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THAT'S THE
eight -and -sixpenny
LISSEH TRANSFORMER
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SILENT BACKGROUND
mein itk 'WHISPER

Turns ratio
3 to 1.

Resistance
ratio

4 to 1.

Over half a million Lissen 8/6 Trans-
formers have been sold -and still Lissen
have never heard of one breaking
down in normal use. These huge
sales have been built up on perform-
ance ; they are undeniable proof that
for every ordinary purpose of L.F.
amplification the Lissen 8/6 Trans-
former gives perfect satisfaction.

WE ll S
HI ST HASS

s?" Tow
TREI3LE

There is no sound in the background
of reception when you use the Lissen
Transformer ; not a trace of ex-
traneous noise. Amplification is re-
markably pure over the whole band
of audible frequencies-you hear the
bass distinctly, and the highest notes
are clear and true-people call it a
wonderful transformer and it IS.

You can pay more but never get a transformer that will give you more
return for the money you pay.

USE
TRANSFORMER

in 8's
Turns ratio

3 to 1.
Resistance

ratio
4 to 1.

LISSEN LIMITED WORPLE RD., ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX. Factories also at Richmond
(Surrey) and Edmonton. (Managing Director : T. N. Cole).

Advertisers Appreciate Mention or !*A.W.Iwith Yaw; Order
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The ampli-
fier used in this

unique relay

THE toasts and speeches of a trade
dinner in London were recently relayed

to Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Glas-
gow; Newcastle, and Bristol, and Mullard,
the company concerned, was thus enabled
to outline to the trade its policy for 193o.

The main amplifier and microphone were
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Dinner Speeches
via the "Mike"

installed in Fras-
cati's Restaurant,

London, and connected
by G.P.O. trunk lines to

the six towns in the pro-
vinces, where further amplifiers

were used to build up the speech
currents sufficiently to operate the

loud -speakers.
Dealing with the main amplifier first, this

consisted of four stages. The input from
_a> A:4tiae, microphoner transformer was fed to the

4.1 ir orvt.,grid of a which was transformer
coupled to a PM6D. This in its MI WO
transformer coupled to a P114256. In these
three stages the H.T. was 15o volts, with
the grid bias suitably adjusted for each
valve. The final output stage consisted of
six DFA9's, with 200 volts H.T. Each
valve fed a G.P.O. trunk line to every
town through a choke and transformer, the
choke being used to avoid saturation of the
transformer primary. Standard Permacore
transformers were used throughout for

intervalve coupling, together with R.I.
chokes.

The speech currents were then carried
by the G.P.O. lines to Manchester, Bir-'
mingham, Leeds, Glasgow, Newcastle, and
Bristol. At each of these towns a further
amplifier was installed. The output from
this was fed to a PM6D, which in its turn
was transformey coupled to a DFA9. The
output from this was choke fed to two cone
type loud -speakers in parallel.

In order to avoid overloading, eight
volume controls were used in the first
amplifier. The first was across the secon-
dary of th.,4? input transformer, the second
across the secondary tho trandornieL
coupling the PM5X to the PM6D, and the
final six across the primary of each trans-
former of the output stage.

The amplifiers used between the trunk
lines and the loud -speakers had one volume
control. This was across the secondary of
the intervalve transformer.

THE UNNECESSARY
PERFORMER

WHAT is the necessity for a narrator
in the transmission of plays?  The

idea, up to a point, is quite all right; but,
unfortunately, the performance leaves
much to be desired.

Taking a case in point, we had a play
adapted from a novel by a well-known
author for a two hours' transmission. A
well-meaning gentleman played the role of
the "man telling the story." In the first
place, his job was unnecessary for the
success of the transmission, and in the
second place, as there was incidental music
going on while he was " narrating," it
would have required a special type of
brain to ingest the music and speech at
one and the same time. So, not only was
the action of the play disjointed by its
very (so called) arrangement, but further
mental disorder was caused to the listener
endeavouring to hear too many things at
the one time.

If it is really a necessity to tell the story
of a- play which is down on the trans-
mission programme, why not tell that
story first of all, preferably by an expert
of an announcer's calibre; then we will
know what to expect.

The technique of the broadcast play has
not yet been completely mastered. Occa-
sionally we get specially written little gems,
like The Crossing and A Congo Night, which
take, something like twenty to thirty
minutes to perform, the result being a

complete success. A few explanatory
phrases were spoken by one of the an-
nouncers, and that was really all that was
necessary-the play told itself.

There is the further point to consider of
permitting listeners to allow their imagina-
tion some scope, and this goes quite by
the board when an orator introduces a
play, butts in at awkward intervals, and
then adds a final exhortation after the play
is finished.

Doc PAGE.

FLEXIBLE LEADS AND
HOWLING

WHEN a receiving set has just been
completed, naturally one is eager to

make the necessary external connections
to batteries, loud -speaker, etc., in the
shortest time in order to ascertain whether
one's hopes as to the set's capabilities will
materialise. This eagerness, however, has
been known to give rise to a condition
which can upset performance, and as an
example of the care which should be meted
out in every direction, let me quote the
following instance.

A three -valve set-detector and two low -
frequency stages-had been made up, and
before placing it in the cabinet an aerial
test was made. Previous to this, the wiring
had been checked carefully, 'while the
valves and batteries were known to be
quite in order. As the test was really only
of a preliminary nature, the leads to the

batteries, aerial, earth, and loud -speaker
were laid about in rather a haphazard
fashion, and when the set was switched on
the loud -speaker began to emit an un-
pleasant howl. This was most disconcert-
ing, and although one or two stations were
tuned in the howl predominated and would
not cease. At first it seemed difficult to
suggest a reason for this occurrence, but
when moving the temporary external leads
to find out the cause the problem was
unexpectedly solved. -

A multi -way battery cord was in use
with the leads at the set end, joined direct
to the required positions inside the set.
The loud -speaker flex had been joined to
the two terminals, and then brought round
the set and over the components and aerial,
and to the loud -speaker itself. This was
situated on a small table a few feet away
on the left, but in front of the set. The
loud -speaker flex was instrumental in pro-
ducing the howl, for on lifting it so that it
was clear of the set and other leads-
the, howl- vanished completely, and all
went well.

H. J. B. C.

To its programmes Radio Wien has now
added the relay of foreign stations, and,
as a beginning, on August 29 last gave its
listeners a native entertainment provided
by the Bandoeng station at Java. During
the coming winter relays are to be at-
tempted of the American, Canadian, and
Australian broadcasts.
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WHAT ARE BENJAMIN', GOING TO DO!

4L4
447,

Vt 1)

ita

-and theyve yotallthe
quality and finish you
expect fromaBeniaminproduct

ROTARY
BATTERY SWITCH

An attractive alternative to the usual Push
and Pull type of Switch. All insulated, with
indicating "On" and " Off" dial,
pointer knob, double contact and
suitable for use with panels up
top in. thickness. Price each 1/9

S -PIN VALVEFIOLDER
Designed for use with the new 5 -pin A.C. valve
with centre leg. The well-known Benjamin
anti-microphonic feature is incorporated, and
also patented contact, which ensures
perfect contact when using either
solid pin or split pin valves.

Price each

TURNTABLE

1/9

Ball bearing Turntable, 9 in. in diameter,
brown crystalline finish. Fitted with
hinged and foldir,g legs which enables
the set to be used on uneven ground,
while.-naintaining perfect level. For in-
door use, the legs can be folded up,
being equipped underneath
with rubber buffers, to prevent 7/6damage to furniture, etc.

Price each

PENTODE
The famous Benjamin Clearer -Tone
Valveholder equipped with small
attachment enabling same to be used
with the Pentode valve.
Flexible connection is pro-
vided for attaching to the
terminal on the cap of the
Pentode valve. Price each
Pentode attachment only for use with
existing Clearer -Tone Valveholders
or Vibrolders, 3d. each.

2/3

The continued popularity of Benjamin Valve -
holders, Vibrolders and Switches is proved by the
past year's sales, which have exceeded all expecta-
tions, and with the additional new lines now
featured, we are anticipating a still greater
demand for Benjamin Wireless Products for the
coming season.

The same outstanding features and finish
which have done so much to popularise Benjamin
Components are incorporated to the full extent
in the new lines, and adequate stocks are
available.

TO GET BETTER
RESULTS-

BETTER GET
BENJAMIN

Wilt%

* The original CLEARER -TONE
VALVEHOLDER in face of consider-
able low price competition has more
than held its own, and will be continued
at Es. each list.

* The BENJAMIN VIBROLDER was
last season's most successful accessory,
the self -aligning feature ensuring
positive contact with all types of
English 4 -pin valves. Price 1/6d. each.

* The popular Push and Pull double -
contact Battery Switch. It's off when
it's in. Price, with terminals 113c1. each,
without terminals Is. each.

RADIO PRODUCTS
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD. BRANTWOOD WORKS

TOTTENHAM s LONDON N.17

Don't Forget. to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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OUR lNFORMATION BUREA
,

S.-71:1/41-lV dill

1{1 wi;te. cbsbnctly and keep to the roint. We rcp:y promptly by post. Please give a.l necessary details. Ask on:
question at a time to ...mute a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name. .

and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Linen -diaphragm Speakers
Q.-I have made up several linen -diaphragm

loud -speakers, but in every case I have more or
less deviated from printed instructions. I now
wish to make up one of your designs, but would
like to be advised on certain particular points
before making a start. What, in your opinion, is
the best dope to use and how should the dope be
applied ? If you can give me information on
these points, I think I shall be able to improve
upon my other attempts.-H. J . (Londpn).

A.-You are advised to use Collodion
Methylated, obtainable from almost any
chemist for approximately three and sixpence
for so oz. The linen should be doped lightly
before being stretched. The diaphragm centres
should then be joined together and the stretch-
ing process should be begun whilst at the same
time further coats of dope should be applied.
Dope and stretch alternately until the dia-
phragm, when flicked with the finger, gives
forth a definite " ping." This is the best pro-
cedure to follow, but be very careful that the
diaphragms do not split at the centres.-C. L.

Faulty Variable Condenser
Q.-I have built up a simple receiver consist-

ing of a detector and two low frequency valves,
and although I receive the local station, the-

41AVVVVVVVVVWVVVVP
When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany

° each question and also a stamped
o addressed envelope, and the coupon

which will be fonnd on the last page.
c, Rough sketches and tircuit diagrams

can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

O plans and layouts cannot be supplied°. (

M\.,0 0 0 0 a 0 AAAAAV/ A/A /\

0

0

0

C.0

0

tuning condenser appears to make no difference
to tuning.-H . B . (Roehampton).

A.-The fault appears to be in your tuning

condenser. You should test it by arranging a
battery ,and a measuring instrument .between
the terminal of the condenser and the plates to
which the terminal is connected. With either
the fixed plates or the moving plates you may
detect a disconnection- between the plates
themselves and the actual terminal to which
the plates should be connected.-L. C.

Super -power Valves
Q. Ordinarily I use a power valve in the last

stage with about 126 volts H.T. ReCently I was
advised to use a super -power valve to get more
volume, but I. find that on introducing a super-
power valve into my set the volume is less and
distortion is experienced.-L. L. (Alperton).

A.-If you are using a super -power valve,
you must apply the required amount of H.T
voltage. You do not say whether you have
done this, nor do you say whether you are
using ordinary capacity H.T. batteries or those
of the super -power type. The latter are neces-
sary in any case. The H.T. voltage should at
least be 18o volts, and preferably more. If
you will attend to these points and also apply
suitable grid bias, we feel sure you will over-
come your difficulties.-L. A.

Models
from

E3-15-0

COMPARISON

Prove for yourself
by comparative
demonstrations at
any radio dealer's.
Write for an interest-
ing and informative
book on Sound Re-

production.
Showrooms: 106, Victoria St,

S.W.1
Telephone: Victoria 3955

Write to : Celestion Ltd., Dept. K.
Kingston -on -Thames

cELESTION
The CVery Soul of Oliusic

LOUD -SPEAKERS.
407

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray " 0 -volt Grid
Bias Type 2/-

" Wirin " 60 -volt KT
Type .. 10/6

' Wirup " 99-volt- H.T.
Type . 10/-

" Yi isol " 108-voltH.T.
Typo - 20/ -

Treble Capacity.
" Kciin " 60 -volt MT.

19/-
" Kolup " 99 -volt H.T.

Type ... 32/0

ECONOMICAL
IN THE

LONG RUN
I am essentially an economist. I

Con 't mean to say that I buy things
tecauce their first cost is low, that's
very often false economy.

But what I do study is how to get
the utmost return for the money I
spend on anything. That's why,
when it comes to high tension bat.
testes, I invariably buy a Hellesen.

It costs me a bit more, and actually
I tet a larger capacity battery than
n y set really needs, but, by Jove, It is
cccncmy in the long run, and of
course I get simply perfect reception
for months on end-decidedly Hello.
Erns every time for me.

Srprcree for 27 years.

H N DRY BATTERIES,
ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMIT MICA am PAPER CONDENSERS,

NANDLAMBS. TORCHES. ETC,

A. IL RUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY
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TELSEN ELECTRIC CO, LTD.,

A

wrm .4E1401ff
01111T OF THE
AtEDLEY

tviolv
The Dtums - The sign of an
approaching storm-how often it
is that these flood out the delica'e
notes of the band, drowning the
other instruments and so losing
that balance of Tone which
is essential to any musical
performance.
Fit a Telsen Transformer in your set-
Notice the liver.ing up of your reception
with perfect Balance and Tone throughout
the entire musical scale.
Try one now. They are entireltBritish.
" Radiogrand " Model " Ace Model

12/6 8/6
Ratios S-1 and 3-1 Ratios 5-1 ,m1

THANSIMILAIMS
MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

ADCRAFT, LTD.
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ONE OR MORE

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
In every NOTABLE CIRCUIT PUBLISHED during past year.

"1930" CONDENSERS
For CO APACTNESS. EFFICIENCY and RELIABILITY UNEQUALLFD

"1930" LOG (mid) CONDENSER

CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

a

SINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

BRACE

WEIGHT

4i OUNCES

In four Capacities
.0005
.00035
.0,0025

" .00015

4,6 each

* Double spacing of vanes
for Ultra Short-wave work.

"MIDGET" Reaction CONDENSER

:ONCEALED
PIGTAIL

Capacity : 0002 mfd.
The FORMO "MIDGET" Reaction
Condenser, like all other Formo Condensers
has incorporated the patented Formo
internal "PIGTAIL" undoubtedly she
finest collector or "Pigtail" yet devised.
and thereby is absolutely noiseless in
operatien.

WEIGHT

24 OunCES 2,9
1 he finest VERNIER DIAL °Yainable
MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE BRASS CONTACT drive
on SOLID BRASS SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with absolutely
NO BACK -LASH. ROBUST in Construction and Trouble Free.

SMALL. EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE CROUCH OR STOOP.

1'4

10 31-
Black, Brown, Mahogany, Walnut
(Black supplied unless otherwise stip-
ulated). (Centre kno5 nickel plated).
As pictorially shown, the scale and
aperture are inclined at an angle of
30' from perpendicular thereby per-
mitting convenient unobstructed
view of scale without need to crouch
or stoop.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,

CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

rA noisy v
crackle
is the ;%
only way
your set,
can say
'Please solderall

nThjfjoins with

FLIIXITE'
FLLIXITE is sod in tins, SOLDERING
price 8d., 1/4 and 2/j

SET CornpleleAnother use for Flux-
ite : Hardening loafs 7/6and Case Hardening

Ask for leaflet on or LAMP
improved methods. only

FLUIg1;E LTD., 2 6
Rotherifithe, S.E.1

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

WEA
compavE/ws

For "Amateur Wireless" Circuits

IMPROVED TYPE IRON
CORED H.F. CHOKE

CENTRE TAPPED
Inductance 300,000 microhenries. Resistance 200 ohms.
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F. Effective Range 10-2,000 metres.

price 6/6

TALISMAN COIL-PATENT APPLIED FOR
The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Circuits is due to
the special Dual Range Coil Designed by Mr. Chapman

111 MAME COIL IS WADE EXACTLY TO HIS SPECIFICATIO

J. H. REYNER'S NEW IMPROVED Q COILS,
Patent No. 304891

Q.A.T., Q.S.G., Q.S.P., 15/- each

KNIFE EDGE 3 WAVETRAP COIL 3/6 each
2 x 3 FORMER 91d. each

A.C. VALVE HOLDER, 5 PIN, 1/3 each

Vertical type for A.C., S.C. Valves 1/9 each
WRITE FOR FREE LISTS

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
140 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

Telephones: Tottenham 3847/8

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

II

1
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STARTLING ADVANCE
IN RADIO VALVE
DESIGN
rr HE discovery of an amazingly efficient new
1 filament alloy-MIRILIUM-at last makes it

possible to offer coated filament valves of the
highest efficiency at HALF ring prices.

Exhaustive tests by independent experts prove
beyond doubt that the new series of CLEAR-
TRON MIRILIUM COATED VALVES attain a
standard of performance unsurpassed by any
other valve at any price.

Unprecedented activity, long life and tensile
strength have been secured. Microphonic noise
has been eliminated, power and range have been
increased. A glance at the characteristics of
these New Cleartron Valves will satisfy the most
critical that their qualities are really superb.

There are 18 valves in the series -2, 4 and
6 volt types for every purpose, including screen-
grid-and TWO of them cost no more than ONE
ordinary valve.

Ask your dealer for them. Let him prove
their value by test when you buy. Send us a
card for illustrated brochure free.

1 The new shock -absorbing
spring filament suspension

that makes Cleartron Valves
proof against mechanical
shocks and practically un-
breakable.2 The Double Welded Grid

with 80 to 120 separate
weldings for strength and
rigidity.

3 The wonderful Mirilium
Filament of unprece-

dented activity.
4 The Bilinear Grid Mount -

ing mechanically aligned
for perfect results and absolute
uniformity in every valve.

CL RON
5- I= Aiirilium Coated 6,6

VEGENERAL
vA POWER.

UPRPOSE (S.G.time 12'6)

CLEARTRON (1927) LTD., 21 CUMBERLAND Si., BIRMINGHAM
London : 310 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.2 Telephone : Holborn 8378

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers



Consider
particularly
the diaphragm
in your loud-
speaker (the
source of many
troubles).
IT MAY BE

PAPER
BUCKRAM or
VULCANITE

OrtuittnrWireIT

A RANGE OF GOOD
VALVE HOLDERS

1/3

The W.B. Universal model is shown here.
Equally suitable for 4- or 5 -pin valves and for
either vertical or horizontal use. This grips
both solid and resilient pins and costs only
1/3. Other types include an ordinary 5 -pin
and an antiphonic model, 1/3, and also a Rigid
Valve Holder, with terminals, 9d. without.

The W.B. Cone Unit, by reason
of its 4 -pole Balanced Armature,
achieves remarkably good results.
Central adjustment --cobalt steel
magnet --best bahelite casing, 12/6.

WB
WHITELEY BONEHAM & CO., LTD., Nottingham Rd.,
Mansfield, Notts. Telephone: Mansfield 762. Telegrams:
" Whitebon Mansfield." London Office: 21, Bartlett's
Buildings, Holborn Circus, E.C.4. Telephone: Central 6669.

CAN YOU SAY WHAT COIN IS n
ILLUSTRATED HERE :

Not from the outline !

IT MAY BE
COPPER
SILVER
OR GOLD

It is not only the
size of the coin which
deter mines its value,

but its comcosi-
tion. Carry the

analogy further,
and apply it

to your
wireless

set.

The NEOPHONE fs
The only Vulcanite
Diaphragm. A Perpet-
ual Guarantee given
with every mounted
cone.
OBTAINABLE FROM PRINCI-
PAL, DEALERS AND STORES.

or direct from

141 OP H 014ib
A' ENGINEERING C?

)-to LITTLE ST. ANDREW ST., 2 d
ST. MARTIN'S LANE, W.C.2

11/6 14;'16/6See our exhibit at -The Inventions ay
Exhibition, Central Hall, West- nimbi

piaster. (Stand L.2.)

8" 10" 12"
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12(IDIOGR(INTS
Cy' October 3 a relay will be made -to
2L0 and 5XX from the. Vaudeville

Theatre, London, of a part of the Co -
Optimists' autumn programme prior to their
departure on tour.

October to is the date fixed for the pro-
duction at the 2L0 studio of a drama en-
titled The First Second, from the pen of
Peter Godfrey. The subject of the broad-
cast is the beginning of the end of a man's
life and should prove gruesome enough to
please all lovers of thrillers.

Mr. Dudley Glass, from 5GB on October
9, in co -operation -with Miss Colleen Clifford,
will present three musical plays; each
taking three minutes to perform. They are
highly condensed versions of. The Merry
Widowr The Belle of 'New York, and The
Beloved Vagabond. Mr. Glass claims to
be able to play from memory the entire
score of any musical comedy heard in this
country during the past thirty years.

The ,Test, by H. J. Simonis and. K. J.
Thomas, is in the nature of a problem play;
it has been specially written for the B.B.C.
and will be broadcast for the first time
from Daventry Experimental on October
I2.

The Nottingham Goose Fair, which has
been held annually for over a thousand
years, will provide entertainment for
listeners- to 5GB on October 3. -

A portion of the Faust broadcast from
the Manchester Opera. House, with Sir
Thomas Beccham conducting, is to be
relayed for transmission through 5GB on
October 8. On October 12, Manchester
li#eners will have an opportunLy of hear-
ing The Flame of Love, an operetta by the
well-known composer Walter Mudie who
will personally conduct the performance.

The power of Radio Cataluna (EAJ- r3),
Barcelona, has loen increased from r to
to kilowatts, but for the present the station
is only testing at cdd hours. It has 'been
acquired by Union Radio, Madrid. The
call is : "Atenci6:a ! Atencion ! esta es la
stacion Union Radio Catalana." The
broadcasts are made on 268 metres.

A new motor lifeboat which has just
superseded the old pulling and sailing
craft hitherto stationed at Stornoway is

St the first vessel of the type, to be fitted with
Tyl 141- 17/- 21/- wireless telephony. The installation is
mount  rendered necessary on account of the fact

that the lifeboat has an effective range for
service up to 8o miles from her station.

During the -coming winter, the Scottish

stations of the B.B.C. intend to put on a
series of broadcast performances by local
groups of community players. The first
of these is The Kim, an Ayrshire harvest
play, full of local colour and written specially
by Mr. Gilbert Pitt for the Carrick Players,
a group of actors who themselves live the
life it depicts.

According to the terms of the recent
International Conference on Safety of Life
at Sea, all passenger ships and all cargo
"ships of over 1,600 tons gross will be
required to be equipped with wireless.

With the consent of the Polish Ministry
of Posts and Telegraphs, the Polskie Radio
Broadcasting Company intends to reorgan-
ise its entire system. According to the
accepted, plan, Warsaw is to be endowed
with a r2o-kilowatt transmitter so con-
structed that its power can be boosted up,
on cccasions, to 16o kilowatts, thus making
it the most powerful European station.
With such a power at its, disposal, the
comiiany hopes to secure 'ciygtal reccption
within a distance Of three hundred miles
or more. In addition, the Polish capital
will also possess a 2 -3 -kilowatt station to
be used solely for weather forecasts, news
bulletins, and lectures mainly of interest
to city dwellers. The present Warsaw

(Continued on page 494)

THE REPRODUCER WITH
A STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT

A Linen diaphragm,steel
chassis built,loud speaker
kit for home construction

i111111

Constructed in half an hour with a screw.
driver. Size 20" x 20". Has a double linen
diaphragm and adiTtable damping attach.
ment. Will take any popular Cone Move-
ment, "G. E. C.," "Hike Spot," " Triotron."
" Have," "Brown," etc. Kit includes Dope,
Brush, Instructions, and Ornamental Sides

2 I Postage 1,3
FOR BEST RESULTS USE A

TWIN CONE MOVEMENT, 15: -
Postage 6d. - Patents and Reg. Pendmg.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE LT°
COVENTRY
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ALL POSITION

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator
Have you had details of our
new range of high tension
accumulators? Supplied in to
volt units or 3o volt groups of
250o, 5000 and zo,000 milli -
amp hour capacity, this en-
tirely new and original H.T.
is suitable for eve:v class of
receiver.

The Ordinal
dray acid
_Battery .

NON -SPILLABLE

Weight for weight and size for size the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery has a better capacity
and higher efficiency than other non -spillable types. The special construction

of the container, and the use of Jelly Acid allow it to be placed and
used in any position, without the risk of spilt acid. It is both

the safest and best for your portable. Recommended in
the constructional articles of the wireless press, and

standardised in many popular portable sets,
the C.A.V. Jelly Acid battery provides

the most reliable and the safest
non - spillable batteryobtainable.

wl riAn Larn 5tr;
/ ACTON. LONDON. W.3.

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator
To those seeking a perfect
source of H.T. current we
recommend the new C.A.V.
H.T. Accumulator. Absolute-
ly silent in operation, hand-
some and compact,inexpensive
in first cost and cheaply
maintained. Of all forms of
H.T. current supply available,
accumulators are used and re-
commended by radio experts.

The Perfe ci
Ballery for
allPoriahles

DR. NESPER A. C. TRICKLE CHARGERS
for 100-130 volts or 200.250 volts.
For 2 and 4 volt accumulators - 29'6
For 2, 4, 6 volt accumulators

ASK YOUR DEALER.
38/6

DR. NESPER, LTD., Colindale Avenue, London, N.W. 9

The phenomenal success of the British General
Tuning Unit during the past year and increased
production in all directions have enabled us to
reduce considerably overhead charges and to
make a big reduction in the cost to the public.
And besides being cheaper it is better. The
reversible moulded dial is now marked with white
filled degrees and figures. Owners of last year's
model who desire one of the new dials can obtain
same for And remember that this new
A.T.U. gives you all wave lengths between
220-2,000 metres on one dial.

From all Dealers of
Repute or direct from

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING
COMPANY LIMITED

Prockley Works, . London, S.E. 4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Brottnie

,:the
`DOMINION'
.Sloan) Motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 2'6 I Bring your set
up-to-date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special
non -back -lash construction which
makes very fine tuning easy. Finished
in smooth black or beautifully
grained mahogany bakelite, thi3
unique dial gives high-class finish
to every set in which it is included.

Brownie
wLY

NFLSCN ST. WORXS. LONDON. N.W.1

A Contact
Problem ?

ONE OF CLIX
21 VARIETIES
will solve it for you

CLIX " ALL -IN "
PLUG & SOCKET
Ideal for use when com-
plete Insulation is essen-
tial. Better' than a screw
terminal and cheaper.
(flack.

Price complete 8d.
Flex Portion, 4d.
Panel Portion, 4d.

Both Portions Engraved.

CLIX-LOX
WANDER PLUG

Adjustable to fit any
socket: A turn of the
insulator locks it. Special
short insulator.
Red, Black and r)1.1
Green .. 42u

CLIX CONNECTOR.
A completely insulated wire link. A neat anti
sure method of connection in extension Al

tawork. Red and Black  "-A 2

Write for the Clix folder containing
full details of the 21 Variea.s.

LECTRO LINX, LTD',
254 vauxiian Bridge Rd., S.W.I

4:4
" RADIOGRAMS"

(Continued from page 492)

transmitter will be transferred to Wilno,
and the latter's station to Gdingen. More-
over, ro -kilowatt transmitters are to be
installed at Lemberg and Lodz.

Owing to the gradual expansion given to
radio advertisements in the German pro-
grammes, it has now been decreed that no
microphone publicity shall be carried out
in future on Sundays and' holidays. It is
also'foreseen that such " puffs" will shortly
,be confined to the morning transmissions
only.

The scheme for the re -organisation of
broadcasting in Switzerland provides for
the installation of a special telephone cable
system in order to link up all transmitters,
to_ permit of simultaneous transmissions.
New studios are also to be built at Montreaux
a d Neuchatel, as well as at other important
centres.

Radio Zagreb (Jugo-Slavia), which up
to the present was supported by voluntary
contributions, has been compelled to appeal
to the authorities for financial assistance,
failing which, it has threatened to close
down.

The German Reichsfunk has obtained
permission to instal' microphones in the
Berlin Law Courts with a view to the relay
of famous trials which may be of interest
to the general public. It is probable that
the first transmission of this kind to be
carried out will be that of the trial of the
thirty Fascists who were arrested during
the recent anti -republican demonstrations.

A public wireless telephony service
between England and Australia will be
opened within the next few weeks. Recent
tests made have given satisfactory results.
Transmissions from GreatBritain are
carried cut by Rugby, the receiving station
having been installed at Baldock (Herts).
Although the rates to be charged have not
yet been definitely fixed, it is expected
that they will apprcximate those at present
eharged for Canada, namely b) for a
minimum three -minutes call. At the outset
the service will be limited to the period
7 to 9.3o a.m. G.M.T. coinciding with 5 to
7.3o p.m. Australian Standard Time, but
if and as demand increases, the service
will be, extended. At the outset, British
calls will only be taken from London.

In the neighbourhood of Prangins (Swit-
zerland), between Geneva and Lausanne,
Radio Schweiz has installed a so -kilowatt
wireless telegraphy station to ensure a
1-egular oversea service to SwitzZtland. The
wavelength to be used will be about 4,400
metres. It is also proposed to instal a short-
wave transmitter on the same site. By
special arrangement, although mainly des-
tined to ordinary official and commercial
services, should any critical political situa-
tions arise, the transmitter will be placed
at the disposal of the League of Nations.

(Continued on page 496)
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The majority of so-called fuses will not protect
the delicate filament of the ill standard valve.
Prove for yourself the consumption of Cornpeta
Type "A" fuses with a milliammeter-they take
only 60 MA. and are well within the safety
margin. Don't experiment with unknown
makes of fuses, insist upon this branded
and guaranteed product with over
two years reputation.

OMPETA
FUSES

The name and
trade -mark are
branded on the
cap and carton

A. F. BULCIN & Co. CHANCERY LANE,
SLTORNEDEOTi

--WHY BUY
A VOLUME CONTROL

- if you cannot purchase
one which is truly Variable ?

The most important
and discriminating
Radio Manufacturers
in the United Kingdom
are using Rotor.ohms
for Volume control.
Positive proof that
Rotor -ohms are dead
accurate, smooth as
velvet and truly
variable.

If difficu'ty is experienced write to us
mentioning your dealer's name. If
su5stitutes are offered do not accept
them, make sure they are genuine
Rotor -ems before purchasing.

Type Ohms Milliamps
F 0-2,000 37.5
K 0-5,000 23.0
G 0-10,000 16'5
H 0-25,000 16.5
C 0-50,000 7'5
D 0-70,000 2.0
B 0-100,000 5.0
J 0-200,000 4'0
L 0-500,000 2.5
M 0-1 Megohm 1'3
A 1/10-7 Meg ohms 6!2

5'9 (Standard Type)
Prices

6 6 (Potentiometer Type)

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD
(Dept. A.W.)

2-3, UPPER RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1
Telephone : MUSEUM 2641-2842
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Glasgow Depot:
45 Clyde Place

W.T.2

P.G.F.5 Indicating
(as illustrated)
20 a.h. 2v. 11/9

P.G.F.7 Indicating
3o a.h. 2V. 13/9

P.G.5 Non -
Indicating
20 a.h. 22. 7/-.

P.G.7 Non.
Indicating

3o a.h. 2v. -

P .G.51 Non -
Indicating

40 ads. 20. 23/ -

Like an
Alarm Clock

They give you warning. Peto
& Radford P.G.F. Accumula-
tors tell you at a simple glance,
whether they are charged, half -
charged, or run out. Add this
handiness to their virtues as
batteries, and you will agree
that, at 11/9 for a 20 a.h. 2 -
volt cell, they are the best
value on the market.
The Peto & Radford P.G.F.
accumulator embodies these
further special features. The
plates are sturdy. Paste is held
by interlocking grids. The lid
is of crack -proof, acid -proof
Dagenite, hermetically sealed
at the edges. Terminals have
acid -proof glands, and, because
of their different diameters,
they cannot be reversed. There
is ample acid -room, and plates
are held in place by glass key-
ways in the box.
Like every other P. & R. Battery, the
P.G.F. is guaranteed six months.
Send for particulars of this and other
P. & R. Batteries (H.T. included) to

PETO & RADFORD
93, Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

(Telephone: Longhorn 1(73)

London Sales and
Repair Depot:

107a Pimlico Road,
S.W.1AN D

PETO Ark2191_113

ACCUMULATORS
The beginning and the end in

Pow ER,
This announcement is issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

MORE POWER
TO YOUR RADIO

RECEIVER
with these three
BURNDEPT
Accessories for
use with Mains

Burndept Ethopower H.T. Unit
£6 :18 :3. Plus royalty, 12/6.

Burndept L.T. Battery
Charger £2 : 9 : 6

Burndept Automatic Power
Control . - : 5 : 0

Your modern super-
power valve needs a
Burndept Ethopower
H.T. Unit to bear
heavy currents at a
high voltage ; to elim-
inate hum, shrillness,
and "motor -boating"
to overcome variable
voltage ; and to do it
efficiently and econo-
mically, consuming
only 1 unit of electri-
city per 60 hours.

Let the Burndept
L.T. Battery Charger
renew your accumu-
lator after every per-
formance without
removing it from its
position. Economical,
too-it uses only 1/7th
the electricity of an
ordinary light, and
necessitates only a
single small accumu-
lator instead of two
large ones.

Connect your receiver
to the nearest lighting
socket with the Burn -
dept Automatic Power
Control. With this
labour - saving device
the H.T. Unit is auto-
matically started when
the set is switched on,
and the L.T. charger is
brought into'operation
when the set is switched
off.

Iturndopt
MAINS ACCESSORIES

Write (or full particulars of these
components.

BURNDEPT WIRELESS
[19281 LTD.,

17 EASTNOR HOUSE,
BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.

11. 22

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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H & B=---
RADIO SHOW
COSSOR 1930 SEALED KIT

Battery operated model complete with 3 valves and
full Instructions.

Cash Price - £8 15 0
Or 16/- down and it monthly payments of 15;9.
COSSOR 1930 A.C. MODEL KIT

Complete. Kit with Cossor A.C.valves, full instructions
Cash Price - £15 0 0

Or 30,'- down and 52 inenthly paythents Of  24:-.
Both these kits have cabinets included:

MARVELLOU I

REYNER'S KNIFE-EDGE THREE -

(The set you will eventually build).
H. & B. Kit contains all the exact parts as tiled by
Mr. Reviser in his set. Panel drilled, Wire, and
Screws included. Full-size Blueprint free with all
kits. Packed in carton. ready for immediate
dispatch. CASH PRICE £4 5 0 -

Cabinet, 17,6 extra. Valves 33/6 extra.
Remember -Immediate Dellvery.

Write for Detailed List. Any parts sold separately.
EASY TERMS

17'6 down and 8 monthly payments of 101-.
Kit with Cabinet and Valves, 301- down and 10.
monthly payments of 1272.

If you want to build a Two, don't hesitate
BUILD THE TALISMAN TWO

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled, Baseboard; Wire, and Screws included.
Full-size Blueprint with every kit.

Cash 'Price 67/ -
Cabinet 7 6 extrd. Two Mallard Valves, 23/. extra,
EASY TERMS, 10; down and 6 monthly pay-
ments of HY-.
Kit with Cabinet and two Mallard Valves, 18/- down
and 0 monthly payments of 10/-.
Easy as ABC to build.

THE A.B.C. TWO
(Described in October issue of Wireless Magazine)

The H. & B. kit contains all you require to build, this
two-valver. , All parts used are_exattly as used by
"W.M." We include Wire, Screws, Baseboard, and
Full-size Blueprint. Panel and Strip drilled.
Cash price 50/-, earn paid.
Packed in cartons, ready for immediate dispatch.
Two Mallard Valves, 23/,- extra. Oak Cabinet 8/6
extra. Detailed List sent upon request.
Above kit can be supplied upon our gradual payment
system. First payment of 15/- and4 monthly pay-
ments 10/-. Or complete kits with Valves, Cabinet,
Batteries, and BrOwn'at13 Speaker, -£1 down and
so monthly payments of 13/-. No references. Strictly
confidential.

Buy your Radio Requirements the

H & B WAY
Remember, there are many easy ways,

But only ONE H. & B. Way

°SHAM NEW S.G.3
Kit complete with three valves and oak cabinet.
TERMS AT CASH PRICE. 51 down and 8
monthly payments of £1.
Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis.
8;7 down and 4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Ultra Air ChrOme Speaker, 14_ by 14.
Cash Price 52/-, or 11;- down and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 11/-.
Moving Coil Speakers. B.T.H. Junior RK Model,
£6 6s. Od. 12;'f0 dawn and 0 monthly payments
of 1210.

MULLARD PURE MUSIC SPEAKER
Cash Price £6 6s. Od. Or 12;10 dowurand 9 monthly
payments of 12:10.
New M.P.A. Popular Cabinet Speaker, Oak Cabinet.
Cash price 45,-, or 5/- down anti g monthly payments
of 5',
Squires New 97 Model Chassis. Cash prier 151-,
or 6/-, don'n, and 2 monthly payments of 5/-.
Ekco D.C. Eliminator, iiiutlet 1 VZ11. au. 0-120,
120/150, 20 m/a.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-.
Ekco A:C. Eliminator, Model 3F20. S.G. 60, 120/
150, 20 m,'a.
10/- down and 8 monthly payments of 9/8.
B'ue Spot 66K Unit and Power Chassis.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of W...
D.T.H. Cone Speaker, a perfect speaker. Cash
price £3 3 0, or 11/. down and 5 monthly payments
of 11/..
Ready Radio Selectivity Unit. The perfect station
separator. Cash price 20/., or 5,'. down and 2
monthly payments of 8/..
Valves on terms. Any make supplied. Write,
stating requirements. Our terms are the Lowest in
the trade. No References Required. Carriage Paid

on all orders.

H. & B. RADIO CO.,
34, 36, 38, Beak Street, Regent Street, London, W.1

Gerrard 2s3

- .4%

" RADIOGRAMS "
(Continued from page 494)

The small private station of Ste. Etienne
(France), operated by the Radio Club
Forezien, during four years, has been dis-
mantled, and all transmissions definitely
suspended.

Rugles, the experimental broadcasting
station run by Journal des 8, the leading
association of French wireless amateurs, has
increased its wavelength from 47 to 55
metres,

SO great was the success of the "physical
jerks" transmissions last 'winter, Radio
Paris has decided to broadcast a similar
course of exercises daily at 6.45 and 7.3o
a.m. from October 14 next.

The recent decision taken to erect a
State broadcasting station in the neigh-
'bourhood of Nice (France) has coitipelled
the little Juan-les-Pins transmitter to
close down at the end of September.

Radio Vitus, Paris, which is undergoing
alterations, will resume its daily trans-
missions on higher power towards the end
of October. In the meantime, short con-
certs of " canned " music are broadcast at
8.30 p.m. every Tuesday and Friday.

Although established one year later and
in spite of the fact that the licence costs
more than double, the German broad-
casting system has overhauled Great
Britain, and now possesses nearly 400,000
more listeners than registered by the
Postmaster -General in the British Isles.

Radio Maroc (Rabat), which up to the
present has been working on 4 kilowatts,
will shortly increase its power to ro kilo-
watts in the aerial.

The new Leningrad (Russia) 20 -kilowatt
transmitter has been working. daily since
September 1; the broadcasts are clearly
heard in the United Kingdom.

Work on the Prague high -power broad-
casting station is progressing rapidly; the
site of the transmitter is Cesky Brod, some
sixteen miles distant from the Czecho-
Slovakian capital.

It is stated in Rome that when the -Vatican
station is in regular operation, an attempt
will be made to relay religious services from
St. Peter's (Rome) and from the Sistine
Chapel; should this prove successful, broad-
casts would be made on important Roman
Catholic holidays.

Radio Wallonie (Liege) has resumed its
concerts on 28o metres; they may be picked
up on Sundays, Tuesdays, and Friday:,
between 9.10 and 11.50 p.in.

Lewcos Prices. -A mistake unfor-
tunately occurred in the advertisement of
the London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., on page 391 of last week's AMATEUR
WIRELESS. The second Lewcos centre -
tapped coil should be designated C.T.
loo-3oo and the price of the Lewcos
potentiometer should have been- 4s. 9d.
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TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINALS

(T2LC) 41d.
each, or with-
out indicating
tops (TzLN)

3d. each

Cheap -efficient --safe!
Makes five different
connections, holds
securely spades, pins,
eyes or plain wire -
and, with the names
clearly marked on top,
minimises wrong con-
nections'.
SPADES, PINS & EYES
Parts of the . HELEN Standardisation
System of connections -all interchange-
able -wit every need-rmade in ex
different colours, 2d. each.

Write for Illustrated
List J 81

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
"Eelex House," 118 Bunhill Row,

Moorgate, London, E.C.1
Telephone : Clerkenwell 9282/3/4

Oat

1 %BRITISH FIRM
I of.a CentanA

Standing
UM MN 000

I ANY RADIO MATERIALS
specified

or advertised in
this

or

other
I

ItIrMSTT-,,,,,
iOw,
r'1"U  4:

Irite saga
 Or =DM=

Publication supplied at the prices quoted therein. SPECIAL CASH
PRICES oil! be given whenever possible, whatever the value 011ie order

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS
GUIDE
New Exhibition
Edition shortly
to be distributed
Send your name
and address for
registration to
ensure your
getting FREE
COPY

5)14SA EW114-.
=OPENED. Shop hones as regu-

; I :how. No Sunday Trading.
SPECIAL VALUES

I ('one Speaker Unit, unequalled
Ivalue 5/13; 18 feet Loudspeaker
Cord 111. Double Scale Voltmeter

BRITISH -MADE RELIABILITY
SPECIALITIES

H.T. BATTERIES
80 volt, 7/6; 100 volt 11/8.1
FREE GIFT of a 9 -volt Grid
Bias Battery with the first 12
order, received day for

BRANDS STOCBSO AND
RECOMMENDED

Hellesen, Gecophone, Ekco,Tu ne.
well, C.A.V., Clarostat. Bradley -
ohm, Hydra, Exact, C.D.M., Per -
trig, Faller Accumulators, Tung_
atone Accumulators, Mullard,
McMichael, Magnum, Oldham, 
n auxin mEN Dap

Loewe Gramophone Pickup 18/8
13.A.T.IH.T.! Power Switches 2/6
Gripso Indicating Switches 176

0 to 6 and 0 to 120 -volts 5/ ; .0005 Philips Lightning Arrestor 9!6
IBall Bearing Log Variable Con- Amplion Plaque Speaker, .. 211 -
denser 3/-; Double Action Slow M.A.P. New Cone Unit .. 12/6

 Motion Dial ; Telephone Plug Clarostat Volume Control .. 7,6
 11-; Push Pull Switch 9d.; .0001 'B.T.H. Gramophone Pickup 45/- 

mid. Reaction Condenser 2/1; 9 White Spot New Cone .. 3/6 
Ivolt Grid Bias Battery 1'-. Hegra New Cone Unit 13/6 

s 6. n value, so you purchase at
most favourable prices from an ex-
tensive stock, as though our prem-
ites Were in Yon, neighbourhood.
(Udder value stated, Id. per 1/-
for Packing, etc.)

We pay all "'Mae 'r"" ORDERS FOR ABROAD- I
Special care given to packing and
to urgent dispatch. Postage extra

See Competition 'in "Wireless
W

I
World " Miscellaneous Columns

0

Mar of I
Reliabtlity

I
Reliability
Mar. of

J.1-1TAYLOR &co
3. RADIO HOUSE.

MACAULAY ST HUDDERSFIELD
7w.' 341. Grams:"THOROUGN-HUOPERSFIFLD.

 a'0/ways the Centre of Racilo ficflintles =1 SIMI _._ aim _..
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Outliner
airid his Band

Four members of the famous Dubilier
Band. Individually their performance is
supreme-in co-operation they are perfect
R.C. COUPLING UNIT
Complete with 1,17/Dumetohms I
Combined R.C. Coupling Unit
and Valve holder. Complete
with Dumetohms 8/6

DUCON AERIALFor use on electric
mains. Absoltaecl?;
safe.

TOROID H.F.
TRANSFORMERS.

A complete range of models,
covering a wavelength band of
from 221 to 2,000 metres, from

10/6 to 15/-
H.F. CHOKE.

Four types to meet A
all uses. Each ""r

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
direct to us, giving his name and address.

UBILIE'
RADIO PRODUCTS

Hare you got the booklet" A Bit ow", Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co.
about a Battery" ? If not, ask 0 `4 ((9s5)Ltd.,DuconWorks,Victor:a

your local dealer. 1ff Ro'si N Acton. London 147.

PC 268/c

fOTOS
VALVE!
SP made

imPuVe
YOUR Set /

FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS

AND BETTER RECEPTION

Type Volts Amps. Use in Set Price

B A.9 1.9v 0.05 General Purpose 5/6

B.C.9 1.9v 0.1
General ePruvataolsvee and 5/6

B.D.9 1.9v 0.2 Super Power Valve 7/6

Same Types in 4 volts, also Pentode, and screened Grid

Ask Your Local Dealer or Write Dept. A.W.3.

CONCERTON RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO LTD.

256/7, BANK CHAMBERS 329, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
'Phone: Hot, 8667

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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ELIMINATORS
will Solve Your H.T. Trouble
There is nothing to go wrong with POWQUIP
Eliminators. Our Technical staff assured that!
The right material in the right place-that s the
secret of the brilliant POWQUIP performance
and the reason why POWQUIP is best.
MODEL "A.S. ' for 2- or 3 -valve sets has
tappings for 60 volts and 120 volts, gives an
output of 12 m/a. Price £2 10 0. Royalty
paid. Valve extra.
MODEL "A." (illustrated) for 4 -valve sets,
has 5 voltage tappings, viz : 60, 80, 100, 120
and 150 volts, with an output of 20 no/a.
Special features of POWQUIP Eliminators are low
initial cost, low funning cost and perfectly silent in
operation. Send for particulars of the complete
POWQUIP range of A.C. and D.C. Eliminators to

THE POWER EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9.

Royalty Paid. Valve
Model " A "

498

FIBRE NEEDLES
r ROSE who have not already tried

fibre needles, either for the gramo-
phone or for the radio gramophone ampli-
fier, Will be astounded at the differehce
they will obtain in results generally. Thp
fibre needle gives distinctly better results
with the latter owing to the fact that with
almost any record, even an old one, there'
is an absolute absence bf surface noise.
This cannot truthfully be said of the steel
needle,, however good the record or the
pick-up or amplifier may be, as even undla-
the best conditions there is a noticeable
indica.tion of the needle noise on the record.

The advantage of the fibre needle is as
a result its mellow tone and softness of
reproduction, and with the radio amplifier
there is ample volume obtainable so that
We can well afford to sacrifice. a slight drop
in favour of more perfect tone. Another
point of interest is that record wear is far
less. This is an obvious deduction, as
where there is any indication of surface
noise at all this undoubtedly indicates that
there is a degree of wear proportionate to

the degree of noise noticeable. One inu-,t
remember also that where there is ;t11%

surface noise at all when the pick-up i,
used this noise is amplified through the

radio amplifier, just the same as the sound
vibrations from the record are; so that it
the noise is particularly bad it will utterly
spoil reproduction.

H. BR VIIFPHI)
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USE THEM
for the' I

MULLARD
ORGOLA
RECEIVERS

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

nertions "
Advertisement of BELLING& LEI', .1 d.

Ask your Realty for

book " Radio Con-
olling-Lee Sand-

book

Works, Ponders End, hid I

EVERYMAN'S
WIRELESS
By Ernest H. Robinson (5 Y.M.)

A handy book telling in plain,
non -technical language all that
the average man needs to know
about Wireless.

CASSELL'S 3/6 net

The Sensation of
the Olympia Show

The

TUNEWELL
"CUT OUT"

The last word in station selectors.

Price 10/6 Each

WRITE FOR LEAFLET.

TURNER AND CO,,
54, Station Rd., NEW SOUTHGATE, N.11

/OLYMPIA
WILL DAY ILT.P

Large stocks of all the new lines at the Radio
Exhibition are now obtainable. There

have been many new innovations
produced in Radio Apparatus :

MULLARD ORGOLA components
NEW MUSIC MAGNET KIT
NEW COSSOR KIT
BROWNIE COMPLETE 3 -VALVE SET

EKCO ALL MAINS A.C. ELIM-
INATORS

COMPLETE RANGE OF PORTABLES

Don't fail to write for our
new 72 -page fully illustrated cata-

logue of radio and gramophone sets,
components and accessories, post free 6d.

FREE TO CALLERS.

(THE BEAT IN THE WE,OT
18 LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE. LONDON:MC.2.
%67lome: Illoutrilerieut 09iquad U9ly I le.,"14,1nr nil .1.1,11,11
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WAT S
VOLT -AMP
RADIO TEST METER.

PANEL MOUNTING MODEL
The meter fits on to the panel, below which is
placed a bakelite disc fitted with sockets and
plugs. A neat, Ivorine instruction plate fits
above this, detailing the exact location of the
plugs, which are merely re -arranged in the
coloured sockets to obtain the various readings
on the three scales.
This model is extremely ingenious and
presents unrivalled possibilities to all set
owners who have long felt the need of a " 3 in
1 " meter for panel mounting purposes.
Meter finished in highly polished nickel. Supplied
complete with plugs, sockets and discs, drilling
dimensions and fitting instructions. Obtainable direct
or from Hallords Stores, Curreys Stores, and all
Radzo dealers.

[READINGS :
0 -150 volts
0- 30 milliamps
0- 6 volts
Res. 5,000 ohms.
Fully guaranteed.

Illustration
shows meter and
discs i n position
on piece of ebon-
i te. Note pleas-
ing appearance

of fitting.

PRICE :

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY COmy

(Dept. A.W.), 184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2

M.B.MIN

You will Help Yourself and Help

M.P.A.
COMPONENTS
-BEST IN

RADIO !
MADE TO A STANDARD THAT

SETS A STANDARD !

M.P.A. ELIMINATORS
Wide research and experience are behind these new components
Every Eliminator is tested to over 1,000 volts A.C. for breakdown and
complies in every way with I.E.E. regulations.
UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C.-For input voltages from 200-250 volts.
Supplies H.T., in 6 tappings from 200/60 volts, output at 200 volts
50 m.a., L.T. (A.C. 4 v.-4 amps.). Grid Bias in zo one -volt steps.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties). Price £12 10.0.
GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C.-For input voltages from
200-250 volts. Supplies H.T. in 6 tappings from zoo/6o volts-output
at zoo volts, 50 m.a. L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) valves variable 2/6
volts, and Grid Bias, 20 one -volt steps. Price £16. 16.0
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties).
POWER MODEL A.C.-For Public Address Systems and Power
Amplifiers. For input voltages from 200-250 volts. Supplies H.T.
400 volts and six for 200/60 volts. Output at 400 -volts, too m.a.
Output at 200 volts, 45 m.a. L.T., (A,C.) valvos,,4 volt, and 6 volt.
Grid Bias, 20 one -volt -steps and one variable supply to 150 volts.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties). Price £23 . 0 .0

wesiow.rawr«wpwwwww...."..04.4kossooata.0~04.

M.P.A. CHOKES
Power Smoothing Choke (Type S M/500).
EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY ! FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP !
Carrying capacity soomillialffias,-suitable for smoothing- in power
amplifiers. Tested to over 1,000 volts for breakdown. Complies in all
respects with I.E.E. regulations. Price 60/-
M.P.A. Chokes; L.P.' . - - -
M.P.A. CHOKES, L.F.-Maximum inductance at full load. No increase
in temperature. Comply with I.E. regulations. Tested to over i,000
volts A.C. for breakdown.
"A" Series : Carrying Capacity "B" Series : Carrying Capacity
3o Henries .. 170 m.a.
5o Henries .. 90 m.a.

150 Henries .. .55 m.a.

3o Henries .. 55 m.a.
5o Henries 28 m.a.

150 Henries .. 12 m.a.
Price 25/-

twolownwearlawkwaroamemparrowsworriimmoreimmawnwairewesseofooPoropo

M.P.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
High efficiency with first-class workmanship. Tested to over 1,000
volts A.C. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every
respect. Blueprint of suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.
AMT/50.-Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 200+200
volts. Full wave. 45 milliamps output. Filament -heating, 2 VOI1S+2
17011S-.4 amps. output. 2.5 volts -(-2.5 volts, 2 amps output. Price 65/-
AMT/I00.-Primary tapped forall A.C. voltages. Secondary 400+40o
volts full wave, too milliamps output. 200+200, 45 m.a. For G.B. or
intermediate or both. Filament heating 4+4 volts -3 amps. output,
2+2 volts -3 amps. output, 2.5+2.5 v0115-2 amps. output, 2.5+2.5
volts -2 amps. output. Price 105/-

tworeoiwooromose.c wimewaseomazget AkozosoewowertsatiMIWN

M.P.As CHANGE OVER SWITCHES
SILVER -GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS. HIGH-CLASS PRECISION
WORKMANSHIP. Rotary cam switches of very low capacity. Positive
contact in each position. Highly efficient.
TYPE "A "-3-pole 2 -way switch with additional adjustable pair of
contacts. Ideal for radio gramophone combinations .. Price 9/ -
TYPE " B "-3-pole 2 -way switch .. .. Price 7/6
TYPE " C "-z -pole 2 -way switch .. Price 8/6

owassormotrawkikvirmtamo

M.P.A. POTENTIAL DIVIDER
For H.T. and G.B. supply. Another product of the M.P.A. Research
Laboratory. 20,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 2,000 ohms
(heavy duty) for H.T. supply. 8 values H.T., 20 tappings G.B. in
one -volt steps. Carrying so m.a. on H.T. tappings. Pric9 7/8

SEE THEM ON STANDS 21-22
at the MANCHESTER RADIO
EXHIBITION. Demonstration

Room : 49, Liverpoo Road
- All the best deafen stock M.P.A. Products
M.P.A. IVIRELESS Ltd., Dept. 19,
Radio Works, High Rd., -Chiswick, W.4

Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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The Remarkable Performance Curve
,f the Ultra Air Chrome Speaker.

Ait The Ultra Air Chrome Speaker combines
'T the patented Double -diaphragm Principle
and a perfected balanced -armature movement
which form an exclusive sound reproducing
system in no way rivalled for its faithful
quality.

At. Naturalness of tonal values is an inherent
'T merit and an established triumph of the
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, as it is highly and
accurately responsive to the tone -forming
harmonics which lie in the upper register of
the musical scale.

ye. The relative dimensions of the two dia-
phragms are scientifically calculated to

secure uniform frequency response unequalled
by any other system yet used for the reproduc-
tion of broadcast radio and gramophone
records.

IN ATTRACTIVE CABINETS
Model U 12 ... Price £3 19 6
Model U 24 ... Price £5 5 0
Model U 18 (in oak) £11 0 0

(in mahogany) £11 17 6
Model U 24 £16 16 0

IN 'CHASSIS FORM
Type L 12" X 10" X3I" 42/ -
Type IC 14" x 14" x51" 52/ -

*Type F 18" x 23" x 51" 84/ -
Type J 24" X 24" X 61" 105/-

7,,,TritiF.4ggIV,11'1..1:1°L';
11.7.71in

ROA C ST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country end in order of wavelengths). For the purpose of better comparison, the

power indicated is serial energy.

Kilo.) Station and Power
Metres cycles Call -Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
2:.5311,751 Chelmsford

-s (5SVV) 15.0
*200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
' 242 1,238 Belfast (2BE) 1.0
*261. z,z48 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

(GST) 0.13
2881 r,040 Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.61,040 Liverpool (11LV) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Hull (6K11) 013
288.61,040 Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
283.5 2,040. Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(2LS)
1.0

288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13
'301 995 Aberdeen (281.3) 1.0
* 310 968 Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
' 866 842 London (2L0) 2.0
*877 797 Manchester

1.0(9ZY)
*899 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
*4Td 626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0

01,554 293 Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA
*246 1,220 'Linz 0.5
' 283 1,058 Innsbruck
*352 85r Graz 7.0
* 453 666 Klagenfurt- 0.5
*517 581 Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
216 r,39z Charleroy (LL) 0.25
246 1,219 Antwerp

(Anvers) 4ED 0.4
:50 1,r 02 Schaerbeek-

Brussels 0.23
250 1,200 Ghent 0.5
280 z,o7r Liege 0.1
312 961.4 Arlon 0:25

"809 590 Brussels 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
* 263 1,139 Morava -Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava

(Feriby) 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
* 342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 6.0
214 1,400 Luxembourg 0.5

DENMARK
* 281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Ejobenhavri) 0 75
1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.0

ESTHONIA
' 297 x,Pro Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
.221 1,355 Helsingfors 0.0

.1,7e6267 Lahti 40.0

FRANCE
170 1,750 St. Quentin 0.23
211.3 1,42Q Beziers 0.1
220 1,354 Fecamp 0.5
238 1,262 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
240 1,250 Radio Ntines 0.2.3

"255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.6
* 965 1,130 Lille (PTT) 0.7
268 7,121 Casablanca 0 5

"217 1,183 Rennes (PTT) 0 5
277 1,r 83 Pic du Midi de

Bigorre (weather
forecasts 9 p.m.)

* 186 Montpelier
PTT) 0 ;

292 1,028 Radio Lyons 0 a

Kilo. Station and Powe
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

* 294 1,020 Limoges (PIT) 0.5
g88 Bordeaux (PTT) 0

.2o
309 970 Radio Vitus .- 1 0

*316 950 Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
326.5 918.9 Grenoble (PTT) 0.3
336 893 Petit Parisien 0.5
646 869 Strasbourg 0.1
184 1-24 Algiers 2.11

166 615 Radio LL
(Paris)

* 381 788 Radio Toulou s
411. 729 Radio Maroc

(Rabat)
438 687 Radio Flandre

(Lille)
447 672 Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 1 5
468 640 Lyons (PTT)

1,350 222 Tunis (Kasbah) 111.6

1,461 205.3 Eiffel Tower 12 U
*1,725 174 Radio Paris 12 0

GERMANY
*218 1,373 Flensburg 0 5
"227 1,319 Cologne 4.0
"234 1,283 Muenster 3 0
*239 2,256 Nurnberg 20
*246 1,220 Kiel 11.35

,._"246 1,220 Cassel 0.25
f'253 1,184 Gleiwitz 21)

*259 2.157 Leipzig 1 5
*270 z,rra Kaiserslautern 0 2 i
*276 1,085 Koenigsberg 2 5
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0 5
* 283 1,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5
* 283 1,058 Stettin 0.5
*319 941 Dresden 0.2i
*325 923 Breslau 15
*339 887 Bremen 0.3
'360 833 Stuttgart
"372 8o6 Hamburg 15
"390 770 Frankfurt 1 5
*418 716 Berlin 15
* 453 663 Danzig 0.21
*456 657 Aachen 0.31
"473 635 Langenberg 13 0
*533 563 Munich 15
*560 536 Augsburg 0.2'
'560 536 Hanover 0.35
570 527 Freiburg 0.35

"1,635 283.5 Zeesen ..... s 310
23e0 .7421. Norddeicb 10.0
2,290 131

GRAND DUCHY
1,220 246 Luxembourg 2

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ1 25.0
*293 zso4 Huizen via Hil-

versum aerial
(until 5.40 p.m.
13.S.T.1

*1,071 t8o Huizen via Hil-
versum aerial

B(a.fste.Tr 5.40 p.m.
6 5

"1,070 . t8o Scheveningen -

*1,875 160 Hilversum via

(AV 1201

.T.)

Huizen aerial

Haven11.m

6 ;

(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40

HUNGARY
550 545 Burlaps" 20 3

ICELAND
"1,200 250 Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
*225 1,337 Cork (1FS) 1 0

0.5
8.0

2.0

0.1

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

"413 725 Dublin (2121i) 1.0

213 1,200
ITTrA(e2LYte

(fling)
* 274 1,094 Turin (Torino) 7.0
3. 0.3 go8 Naples (Napoli) 1.5

:4384.31 779GRenomoea ((RIGon8)2) ... 1.0

453 66: Bolzano(IBZ)... 0.3
* 501. 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

LATVIARiga3 3
LITHUANIA

*1,933 155 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
39 /,2L6 Rjukan 0.18

*MO 1,058 Notodden <5
"365 820 Bergen 1.0
*394 762 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 at Tromsoe 0.1
458 662 Aalesund' 0.3

"493 6o8 Oslo
0.7453 662 Porsgrund
1.5

1071 28o Oslo (testing) ... 7.3
959PPOLAND

Cracow 0 S
"335 896 Posen 1.2
835 779 Wilno 0.5

'408 734 Kattowitz 111.0

*1,411 012.5 Warsaw 8.3

ROUMANIA
*301 76r Bucharest 0.12

RUSSIA
"351 855.5 Leningrad 1.0
"427 702.5 Kharkov (N 1(0) 4.0
'483 621.5 Homel 1.2
'825 364 Moscow (PI'T) 20.0
950 3r5.8 Moscow

(midday tests) 75.0
1,060 283 Tiflis 10.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0

'1,304 930 Kharkov 4.0

SPAIN
251 2,103 Almeria (EA J18) 1.0
268 1;121 Barcelona

(EAJ13) 10.0
314 926 Oviedo (811_119) 0.5/

* 349 86o Barcelona

*3415 ( Seville (E(EAAJ5j)1) Ri.n5

403 743 San Sebastian
(EAJ8)

' 421 707 Madrid (EAJ7)
458 662 Salamanca

SIVEDENCE"22)
231 1,301 Malmo

*257 1,r6o Hoerby
270 1,722 Trollhattan

'322 932 Goeteborg
322 932 Falun

* 436 689 Stockholm
*542 554 Sundsvall
"770 389 Ostersund

1,200 25o Boden
"1,348 222.5 Motata

SWITZERLAND
*403 743 Berne .1.0

0.634

760

5 9

Geneva

3 Zu c ia
680 442 Lausanne 0.0

0.2
1,010 297 Basle ...... . 0.35

n.5
2.0

1.0

0.6
10.0
0.45

10.0
0.5
1.5
0.6
0.6
0.6

30.0

Alt wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

3! .

t VOIDER PUIG Wry,
ProtE ?OWERFUI, cklift

Horizontal
Entry

4d.
Look at its prongs of special spring -metal that
grip the socket -its insulated holder -the near
engravings on the head -its finish. Replace }'our
old wander plugs with Belling -Lee to -clay, and
put an end to 'had contacts and loose plugs.

Ask your dealer for Belling -Lee Handbook "Radio
Connedions."

BELLING -LEE
Ultra Electric Limited, 661463 Harrow Road, .11l.W.io

Telephone: Willesden itit p 8,T .4 Ireaisentent of &May& Lee, LId.,QaPe,Rfroy York.., Ponders End, Middles,.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

FCR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION
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CHIEF EVENTS
OF THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (SXX)
Oct. 8 A vaudeville programme.

9 Russian Twilight, by M . H. Allen. M usic
selected and arranged by Doris Arnold.

to The First Second, a sequence for broadcasting by
Peter Godfrey.

12 Peep-Bo-Hemia, a revue by Clifford Seyler.

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Oct. 7 A vaudeville programme.

8 A programme of selections from the light
classics.

to Reminiscences of Chevalier.
t f Peep -Bo -Hernia, a revue by Clifford Seyler.
12 The Master of the House, by Stanley Houghton.

MANCHESTER
Oct. 8 Excerpts from Gounod's Faust.

12 The Flame of Love, an operetta by Walter
Miadie.

GLASGOW
Oct. it A programme of works by modem Scots

composers.

PI

A BURNDEPT DINNER
PPRICE-CUTTING, servicing, receiver

design, and other vital points of inter-
est to set -users and the trade alike were
raised at a dinner held last week at the
Criterion Restaurant, London, by Burn -
dept Wireless (1928), Ltd. The guests were
Messrs. Burndept's wholesale distributors
and service agents, including agents and
friends from Holland, New Zealand, and
India. Held, as it was, right at the com-
mencement of the Radio Exhibition, the
dinner formed an excellent method of
gathering together all those interested in
Burndept products, and gave the direc-
top.te the opportunity to explain in very
happy surroundings the Burndept policy
for 193o. It is obvious that this go-ahead
concern anticipates a greater than ever
demand for mains -operated receivers and
portables, and giant manufacturing plans
are being laid down for the production of
the Burndept portable and "A.C. Screened
Seven."

In order to improve the reception of the
Breslau radio programmes, alterations are
to be made in the Breslau and bleiwitz
wavelengths. In future the former station
will work on 325 metres (923 kilocycles)
and the latter on 253 metres (1,184 kilo-
cycles).

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range PETO SCOTT offer YOU
every known Radio Receiver or Component. The list given below
merely illustrates our terms for a few well-known lines and we ask you
to fill in the coupon, or send us a list ofyour requirements, for which
we shall be pleased to quote for cash or on our famous system of

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

CONSTANTLY COPIED BUT NEVER EQUALLED
We have been associated with all that is best in Radio since the incep-
tion of the industry, and we still offer the best terms with unrivalled

SERVICE backed by ten years' experience.
FIRST IN 1919 , FOREMOST TO -DAY

MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in last week's issue%
Complete kit contains exact parts as specified, inblnet and
drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint free with complete kite. Send
only 33/9; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 1.912, Valves
extra.
AAyy ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION THREE (described In" Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable all -mains receiver.
No batteries required. Complete kit contains exact parte as
epecitied, Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint free
with complete kits. Send only 2818; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 26/6. Valves extra.
1930 MDLLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including; cabinet and
valves. Send only 20/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of
20,-.
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 19/0; balance in
11 monthly instalmente of 18/8, valves. included.
LISSEN S.G.3 MT. excluding valves, accumulator and cabinet.
Send only 8/3, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 813.
THE BROOKMAN THREE, (See "Wireless Magazine," October
issue). Complete kit including cabinet, panel and valves. Send
only 18/11, balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 18/11.
9.0. BROWN MODEL B. Three -valve Sersened-grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 18/-; balance in 10
monthly instalments of
McMICHAEL SCREENED GRID THREE. Complete kit of
component,,, excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc. Send only 16;3;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18(3.
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, including
Collator 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 48/4; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 25/8.
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home constriction, using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 m/a, for
A.C. mains. Send only 401-; balance in 11 monthly Instalments
of 2218.
MAINS COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Full details in our Catalogue. For
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Tyne H.T.1,
with Regentone Power Transformer, type W.R.I. Send only 9;2;
balance in 11 monthly instaltnents of 9/2.
B.T.H. R.E. UNIT (for 0 -volt accumulator or D.C. mains).
Send only 11/7; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 1117.

All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available for cash if preferred.

THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE (4,,,,,ihed is " A ozza!eitr Wiesless.*.
2119/29a Complete kls ineludine ,cabinet, drilled panel, valves
and vernier Alpha. Full size Blueprint free xilh complete kit.
Send only 14,4, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14,4.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Send only 16...; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 18/-.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
27,8; balance in 11 monthly imtaluients of 27/8.
COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.C. MAINS SET. Send only 19;3;
balance in 11 inonthly instalments of 19,3.
REGENTONE I.B. S.O. (A.C. mains), for S.G. and pentode
or,,. .sly a, balance iu 11 monthly instalments of 9/2
EKCO 3.F.20 (A.C. mains), also fur S.G. and pentode sets. Send
only 7/4: balance in 11 monad), instalments of 7,4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS, from 4/7, first
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. Uses
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Send only 10/10; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10/10.
CELESTION 0.12 in Oak. Send only 10/4:balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 10/4. In MahoganY, 10/9.
CELESTION Z Ek in Oak. Send only 14/3; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 14/3 In Mahogany, 15/2
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Loud -speaker
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
BLUE SPOT 66.K. UNIT. with SQUIRE MODEL 101 GONE
KIT. Send only 5,11; balance I n 11 moutgly instalments of 5/11,
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, type W..5., in Crates.
Send only 8/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of SAL
STANDARD WET H.T. 141 -VOLT BATTERY, 10,000 m/a,
absolutely complete. Send only 7/2; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 72. All parts for these batteries available.
THE ADAPT/MAE converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takes prac-
tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up, Balanced -arma-
ture Loud -speaker. All fitted in a handsome Oak Cabinet.
Send only 39/8; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/-.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS at all types by leading makers.
See catalogue for lull &Mite.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 48 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed des.
criptions of the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact, you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue a

veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETO SCOTT ITD
Free Demonstrations and Ad vice by Qualified

Engineers at our Shops:

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,

Manchester.

Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under 3d, stamp.

COUPON,
Please send me your New 48 -page Illustrated

Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS ..... A. W .5 10
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We started easy
J /payments in Radio .

-._

-...
Er-,
,-;
.;_-_--!

-,--1
--1

and we continue to provide S!
sets. components, and acces...
sorics on generous deferred
payments.

For example :- I? monthlyFor Iustaintents of

E.--

..-

7--7.

---'

.
-......
F-_-

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve 16/mKit ... ...

--._.

1---:-
_

-_-_-

E------

Ccssor 1930 3 -Valve 27/6All Mains Kit ...

Cossor 1930 2 -Valve 1 E---9/.2
All Mains Set ... 1 a T,-_-

---Z:--

Mullard " Orgola " 14/63 -Valve Kit inctuai.g. --_-_4

Oak Cabinet. Valves extra.

F,.

New Osram Music
Magnet Kit inehith., 6/6
Valves and Cabinet ..

--,-_-_.
sr -4

1:4 DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
Write now for List No. 18 containing Prices and E. -l-

imns of EVERYTHING RADIO -zr----

'-_-2

1 NEW Ximez SALES CO .11 I
..----f-

56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4 f.----_

-m--.. g

dmpitrvelPuir_k-

w-ItiFoToS Valves/
See Adveirtisesnent on page 497

New Polish Broadcasting Scheme
TH E Polish broadcasting organisation

is to be remodelled so as to provide
alternative programmes for the greater
part of the country. The new equipment
will comprise one 120 -kilowatt aerial input
broadcasting transmitter with full modu-
lation, two high -power regional stations
with 16 -kilowatt aerial input,' and- three
local relay stations.

Provision will be made for simultaneous
broadcast facilities throughout' the whole
of Poland, the 'relay stations transmitting
on a common wavelength employing the
tuning -fork system of control, such as has
been in successful operation in Great
Britain.

The 120 -kilowatt station will be situated
near Warsaw, and will be used in addition
to the 12 -kilowatt Marconi station, which
is already giving such an excellent service
at Warsaw and has been in operation there
since 1927.

The new high -power station will take
the wavelength of the present 12 -kilowatt
station, which is t,itt metres, and the
12 -kilowatt station will work on a lower
wavelength. The two stations will be
employed simultaneously for the trans-
mission of alternative programmes.

The two new' i6 -kilowatt stations will be
situated at Lemberg and Vilna to provide
,programmes for the areas outside the range
of the lower -powered station at Warsaw.

Of the three local relay stations, one will
be situated at Lodz-the Polish Manches-
ter -8o kilometres from Warsaw.

The Marconi Company is entrusted with
the supply of everything connected, with
these stations, including all constructional
services. The whole scheme is expected to
be in operation before the end of 193o.

In November, 1928, the Tokio Wireless
Telegraph and Telephone , Company in-
stalled. the first broadcast transmitter in
the Island of Formosa. In order to arouse
interest, up to the present no licence fee has
been charged, and the number of listeners
to date is -computed at 8,000. It is now
proposed to install a to -kilowatt station at
Itabashi in the neighbourhood of Taihoku,
with a view to the organisation of a regular
broadcasting system.

C.A.V. Accumulator Booklet

-i A.V.'s have just produced a handy
 booklet giving in an easily under-

standable manner particulars of the whole
accumulator range suitable for radio work.
The non -spillable L.T. accumulators and
the new H.T. units are of particular
interest. AMATEUR WIRELESS readers can
obtain a copy of the book on application
to Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.,
Acton, London; W.3.

All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 11d.
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Build the
successful
][10271U1S

S.G.P. Set puts&
a

Here's a chance to secure the best set of
the season-the new Lotus S.G.P.
For tone, range and selectivity the new
Lotus S.G.P. 3 -valve set is voted by press
and public to be the most outstanding set
of the season, and in order that home con-
structors may enjoy its possession and also
enjoy building it, Lotus are supplying it in
kit form for home assembling.
The kit is complete without valves, bat-
teries and cabinet, and the main com-
ponents are already mounted. Follow the
simple diagrams and instructions given
free and you can have a new Lotus S.G.P.
in a few hours.
DO YOU WANT AN ALL -MAINS MODEL :
Then get the Lotus S.G.P. Kit for all -mains
operation. It is just as easy to build.
Prices from all retailers : Kit for battery
operated set, £7 12s. 6d. Kit for all -mains
operated set, £14 10s. Od.

MEWS
S.G.P. Kit Set
Supplied with main components mounted and ready for immedi-
ate ass mbling. Prepared by the makers of Lotus components.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

To GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD.,
LOTUS WORKS, LIVERPOOL.

Please send me Free copies of the latest Lotus Booklets
and instructions for building the Lotus S.G.P. Set.

NAME

ADDRESS

mow. 5/9129

ma tofir Wirelzsj

6*--* icA
80

The BurTON Transformer has
been designed with the same care
and precision as its fellow Com-
ponents, and will be found to give
perfect rendering of all Bass
notes, which is a most important
feature of all Transformer con-
struction ; try one now and notice
the perfect rendering of all notes
throughout the musical score.
PRICE

104'6
EACH

The BurTON Valve Holder
is unique in construction;
it gives the effect of a
Floating Action to your
Valves, thus prolonging
the life of your Set. It
has four Floating Points,
has no Rigidity, and gives
prolonged life to your
Valves.
PRICE EACH

sr

0:44 ANTI - PHONIC a
fr

SELF -LOCATING
VALVE HOLDERS

The BurTON Reaction
Condenser-the smallest
in the world - the little
brother to the famous
BurTON S.L.F. Condenser;
it is a remarkable pre-
cision instrument and
retains perfect control
over all volume values

EACH

THE WORLD'S SMALL -

**,Co
EST REACTION CON-

DENSER

149eREACTION CONnwwoRs
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR FULL DETAILS

C. F. & H. BurToN, PROGRESS WORKS, WALSALL, ENG.

II I !IV I I I I IN I I SW I In It 115 II
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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2 FREE GIFTS
with the October

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
A Broadcast Identifier
AND STATION LOG, printed in

two colours, on white card.

A Full-size Blueprint
of the "ABC Two"-the components

for which cost under 55/ -

Although so simple to build and operate, the ABC
Two is powerful for its size, and under normal con.
ditions, will ensure the reception of a number of
alternative programmes on the loud -speaker.

Other Contents include :

" W.M." BROOKMAN'S THREE,
specially designed by W. James for
the new Station.

1930 MONO DIAL, designed by
J. H. Reyner.

A SIMPLE A.C. MAINS UNIT.
THE ELECTRIC FOUR, a powerful
Radio Gramophone Set, which takes
L.T. and H.T. from the mains.

124 pages, including a 12 -page
Colour Supplement ; 46 Features

Get Your Copy To -day USUAL
PRICE
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"Amateur Wireless"
HANDBOOKS 3,1,n,
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 219 post free from Cassell

and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

The Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
on radio science and practice, and his book is a complete
guide to the principles under which this latest and most re-
markable valve should be operated.

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs. By Raymond Phillips
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range Wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het" Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful.

The Wireless Man's Workshop
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
materials used in constructing wireless sets.

The Book of the Neutrodyne.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
CONTENTS : Why Neutralising es necessary; Systems of Neutralising; Difficulties En-
countered in Neutralised Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity Without Loss of
Quality; Design of High -Frequency Transformers; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers;

Some Suitable Circuits.
Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9

Bullphone Products
the Great Attraction

at Olympia.
THE NEW WONDER

BULLPHONE CONE UNIT
Duplex Reed, 4 pole, three im-

pedances available.

15a
,

EACH
Adjustable
tone, in a dust -
proof bakelite

case.

Hearing is Believing !

SEE OUR

NEW

DUAL
COIL

 Suitable for any and
every circuit.

COMPONENTS ON

 9
38 HOLYWELL LANE, E.C,2 Phone: Bishopsgate 9180

STAND 60
BULLPHONE LTD

\ \ \\IS \\ \ \
1 o 1:,nsure Jpeedy Lieiwery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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ASSEMBLE
HT IN A MINUTE

AMAZING
INVENTION
that males

-.1triRc

orlWl!rAltft;
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the wonderful

S S ACi: LAIC L A N ralitiat
PERMANENT IAL SUPPLY.

diefittitcly PARAMOU NT
2

To -day the Standard Wet Bat-
tery offers a wonderful proposi-
tion to listeners to solve the
bugbear of costly replacements.
In a matter of a few moments
Per cell it is ready to suit*
abundant H.T., br twelve months
or more AND CAN THEN BE
RE -FILLED SIMPLY, EASILY
and at low cost AT HOME an I
again READY FOR A FURTHER
PERIOD OF SERVICE. It can
literally be made to last for
years. It is absolutely trouble -
free, reliable, and SELF -
REGENERATIVE. The power -
pressure is so smooth and non -
varying that reception is im-
proved out of all knowledge.
Now the wonderful Cartridge
Sacs are the final development
making the operation of re-
charging at home absolute sim-
plicity. Before wasting further

"
afsiii0°`
tgoos

money out replacements we
seriously ask every listener to
learn about STANDARD-send for the book FREE.
DEFERRED TERMS. NO DEPOSIT.

roag, or capacity battery supplied to suit all
sets. Obtainable direct or frpon Ifni fords Stu.,
Currys Stores, and all Radio Dealers on rash or

deferred ternts.
No. 3 cell, 7d. No. 4 cell, 941
Spare Cartridge Spare Cartridge

5d. 7d.
No. 1 and 2 cells are manufactured as previously,

complete with all accessories.
Write to THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (Dept.
A.W. , 104-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.B.

Ho"' "".
real

-97
Unibloe Teays, supplied with lid

;r4 I I

1 11111

Etil
M.B.

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in this journal
cLould make full use of our Blueprint Service ant

avoid all risk of failure.

It:TIERS TO THE EDITOR

The Editor goes not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

Brookmans Park
QIR,-With reference to your article in

AMATEUR WIRELESS dated Septem-
ber 21, entitled, " Brock:mans Park-and
What it Means to You," it is stated that
Brookmans Park estate consists of thirty
acres of field, practically dead flat. This is
an error, as Brookmans Park is some
r,000 acres in extent and is rapidly becom-
ing a residential district.

There -is a station on the main L.N.E.R-.
line betwden Hatfield and Potters Bar,
and the place is also served by the buses on
the Great North Road.

Brookmans Park has a supply of gas,
electric light, and water and is connected to
sewers. There is an r8 -hole golf course now
being constructed,  which is due to be
opened in the spring.

AN " A.W." READER
(Brookmans Park).

Appreciation
SIR,-The "All -Britain Three" is the set

I am using now, and it is excellent.
Other sets I have made are the " Proms 3,"
which, with a mains unit and a linen -
diaphragm speaker, receives London and
the two Daventrys, the quality being unsur-
passed by any set I have. ever heard.

The Chapman "Reinartz Two is hard to
beat; to make the coils, as I found it
impossible to procure bell flex as specified,
I twisted two strands of ordinary d.c.c.
wire together and got marvellous results.

B. (Outwood).

Loud -speakers at Science Museum
IR,-I was rather interested to read in
AMATEUR WIRELESS 0 f September 14

the alteration of the reproduction of the
demonstration set in the Science Museum
at South Kensington, as I had particularly
noticed the same myself. I went there
casually on the Tuesday after the August
Bank holiday and saw the moving coil, also

. You Can't go wrong-the name is engraved on both
Plug and Socket. The high voltage plug will not..
fit into the low voltage socket-absolute safety-

absolute reliability.
(Paned Portion 3d.) 9d, (Flex Portion 8d.)

.Ask :lour dealer for Belling -Lee Handbook "Radio
Connections."

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO .CONNECTION

Add. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., QueenswaV Works
Ponders End, Middlesex.

Correspondence should be brief and to the
point and written on one side of the paper.

an Amplion Lion speaker installed. I had
a look at the set, and thought I saw one
output valve where there used to be three,
if I remember right, so thought here is a
chance to hear some improved reproduc-
tion, but after I heard the start on the
moving coil I did not stop to hear any
more, as it was  far inferior to what I
expected and certainly not so good as it
used to be. I made the " Touchstone " set
last winter, one of Mr. James's ((Fireless
Magazine, November; 1928), and am work-
ing a moving -coil speaker with it. I was
pleased to think the reproduction I get
seemed a lot superior to this. I should
think the installation wants overhauling
and adjusting to bring it up to the natural
reproduction we ought to expect from an
exhibition set. It is wonderful to what we
get accustomed, thinking it is - all -right
until we hear something better. -

T. (Colchester).
(Continued on page 508)

PRODUCTS

PAR EXCELLENCE
Used and Recommended by the Technical Dept. of this Paper

THE CLARION ALL -ELECTRIC
Pares Screening Box, as specified, 6 x 5 x 6, 5:6-

H.F. Choke, 3 6
PARER WAVE SELECTOR
Entirely Screened 12/6

Indispensable for cutting
out the local station

Improves Sektivity 150%

Screen for "Gram°
Radio 4," as
specified 5/6

E. PAROUSSI
10 Featherstone Buildings, London, W.C.1

Phone: Chancery 7010

YO CA N TA KE I T
FR OM ME./

Send
addressed
envelope

for a coPti

That there is

not a reader of
"Amateur Wire-
less " who is

not catered
for in the
low priced
selection of

RADIO BARGAINS
contained in our new

OCTOBER
SALE LIST

Wonderful low prices. In addition to everyday lines that
everyone needs there are many of those Hard -to -get Thints that
experimenters and you want moat.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS 481,Nit; ar.074 14"
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Copies of the 'Wireless Magazine and
el" Amateur Wireless " containing des-
criptions of all these sets can be obtained
at Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free.

Index letters " A.W." telex to 'Amateur Wireless" sets and " Wad."
to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d. each)
A Daventry-Local Crystal Set .. AW185

ONE -VALVE SETS (ls. each)
Reinaitz One . . WM127
The A.t . WIa1153

TWO -VALVE SETS (13. each)
ion Favourite Two (D, Trans) AVMS
Loud -speaker America Two .. AWteo
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
Hyper -selective 'Fwo (D, Pentode)
Meteor Two (D, Trans)
Clipper Two (D, Trans)
Continental Two (D, 'Frans)
Stay -put Two (Alt -AC, D, Trans)
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) ..
ABC Two (D, Trans) .. .

BLUEPRINTS

AWto4
AVV198

WM114
.. W114135
 WM143

WM155
WMI56
Whlino

WN1152
Fanfare (D, z Trans) .  .. .  WM157
Brookman's Three (SG, 13, Trans) .. WNII61

FOUR -VALVE SETS (Is. 6d. each)
Overseas Short-waver , z

..AA:120303
Clarion All -electric Three (Sd, D, Trans, AC'

Rectifier)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( SG, D, RC,

Trans. -1s. 6d.) AVirzoza
*M usic-lov, r's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker-

.. AVVzinh
*Music:lover'sGramo-radio (Motor -board --3d.) AM/zinc
Touchstone (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..   WM169
Binowave Four (SG D, RC, 'Frans) WMt to
Standard -coil Four ?HF D, 2120 WMizz
Dominions Four (2SG, b. Trans)    WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. NMI tao
Music Player (I -IF, D. RC. 'Frans) .. .  WM144
Arrow (SG, HF. D. Tram) ..  W34154
293o Mondial (2SG, D, 'Frans)" 58
AU -electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans) WMI62

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 2I1C) . WMtao
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

pull) _ WM146

SIX -VALVE SETS (1 s, 6d, each)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans) AW67,
Eagle Six (a HF, D, RC, 'Frans) WMIo6

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC) ANI7r6z
Searcher Unit (HF) AVV176
Gramophone Amplifier (a v.) AW187

. ,Signal Booster (HF Unit) WMI28
Auditrol Amplifier .. WM132.

MISCELLANEOUS (1s, each)
D.C. Unit (HT) .. AW178
Short-wave Adaptor (t v.) AW183

Maim Unit for Valves ..High-tension Battery Charger .. AAwWilig931

Scratch filter (6d.)  AVVi 95
Simplest H.T. Unit (1/-)  AWn97
H.T. Unit for A.C. MaMs WMI25
Lodestone Loud -speaker WMI26
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains yy.Mr33
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit  wM147
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. WNI149
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM t it
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. WM159

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG D, a Trans) with -

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWs77 1/6
£5.5.0 Portable (D. Trans) .. AWLS t t/6
Talisman Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) .., AVirdlig
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) AW186 a/ -
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) WMI39 1/6
1929 Chummy (SG, D. Trans, Re) .. WM ta: 1/6
Picnic Portable (El, RC, Trans) .. WMt4C 1/-
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Tram) WMi so 1/6

 The three prints are obtainable for as. 6d. post free.

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
AU -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans) _ AW158
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) AW172
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) AW475
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) AWt7e
Broadcast Three (SG. D, Trans) . AWtez
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) ,. AW196
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, 'Frans) .. AW199
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWzo
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) ... AW2o3
All -wave Screen -grid Three (HF, LI, Trans) .. WMito
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .. .. WM t t 7
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans) .. WMizo
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) .. WM123
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) 129
Simple Screen 'three (HF, D, 'Frans) WM131
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) .. WM t36
At Home Three (D, 2RC) WS.414t
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) WM142
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, 'Trails)  

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58-61FETTER LANE
LONDON E.C.4

FOR ALL
CIRCUITS

Please send detailed Cash quotation 25/
list of requirements. for orders over

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the aacic of Daly'sTheatre Phones Gerrard 4637 arid 2821

WE ARE OPEN
COSSOR, MULLARD,

ALL DAY SATU "P DAYALL DAY T 11.IRSDAY VALVES
,ALL DAY EVERYDAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m 10/6, 12/6, 1 5/-.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. S.G. 22/6. Pentode 25/-.
Sunday morning 11-1 COSMOS A.C. VALVES

Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
.,EACitr tu

U E

In Handsome
Cabinet.

'receives London
1GB, 5XX, and
many Conti -
'yenta! Stations.
Many testimoni-
als.
NO COILS TO

CHANGE.
SWITCH ON --THAT'S ALL

'MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (simplified)
Jack Hobbs, Esq. I N CABINET (Hinged Lid)
(M ,sici/ Comedy Saari

says:
"Please supply me
with another set.
They are S MPLY
WONDERFUL." .

WITH MULLARD VALVES. C Nur
" PACK. & CARR. PASS. TRAIN'/'r CASK

NOT C.O.D.
SPECIAL OFFER

THE SET witii 100 volt 2 volt L.T..6
s-,/ ". Cone Unit, Cabinet, Carriage Paid for

the surns.,,gT £5:196
EASY SET IN CABINET. 3 valves, 100 volt

MT.,. 2 volt L.T. Slow motion tuning
TERMS(as above), Cone Cabinet Speaker, aerial
equipment. DUAL COIL. READY TO USE.

1 P+4
1 9 EQUAL MONTHL

S OY
1/9.AYMENTF

NO REFERENCES. IF A FLAT OR HOUSEHOLDER,
SEND FOR FORM.

TALISMAN 2
KIT OF PARTS. 4.W., Aug, and
mem S.M. Condenser. .0002 Re-
action, 2 Spring V.11., .0002 and
series Clip, 2-meg., Weasite Talis-
man Coil 7/0, H.F. Choke. Lotus
L.F..Typa".1" Forms, P.P.Switeh,
Cane', Strip. S Engraved Termin-
als, Bageboard, Wire. Plugs, Clips.

READY TO USE
IN AM)RICAN CABINET
with Dull emitter Valves,
Cone Speaker, 100-v. MT.,
2-v, L.T., Aerial, etc.
Supplied to Flat or H'holder
For 19 Equal Monthly 91/310. payments of lui

49/6 Cost, Past Free Previous offers cancelled

KITS OF PARTS

TUNk.W.E.L1.
CLARION COILS

DUAL RANGE
PANEL MOUNTING
Aerial or Anode 10/6
Dual 6 -Pin ... 7/9
Latest Dual 8/6

(No base required)

LATEST OSRAM
S.G. MUSIC MAGNET

Kit of Parts
OAK CABINET
3 OSRAM VALVES
Instruction Chart Carriage Paid. NOT C.O.D.

H.T. HM1281E6.-14- P. & Poet, 120/. frees. SIEMENS. -6t -v.. 8/-;
11; -. Power, 18/2; 6. PERTRIX.-60- v.. 9,-;

100-v.. 13/.4,120,.,15 6; LLB., 1/6. Ilgeolid Portable Size, 9.2 a x 8,100-v.,
13;-. Very highly recommended. EVER -READY.- V.; 66.s., T/6;
99-s. ,11/6. 120-v., 14.-; Pop. rower. 65-v..13, 103-v 20.; 120-v
P., Mg; CARMALITIN-CU-s., 5/9; 100-v., 9,4. Fully guaranteed.

HISILLENEN--60-... 10/6; 99-v., 18,..

MARCONI, ETC.

emitter Valves, 2 L.F.
Coupled, Dual Range Coil
(200/2000), Bat-
tery Leads, grid
bias, various
panel designs,
Slow Motion -

£9

THE ORIGINAL
COSSOR MELODY

Kit of parts with AF3,
splendid wound coil, Ameri-
can Cabinet, 3 Cossor valves.
high-grade panel and strip.
all terminals, nuts, screws,
etc. Wiring diagram.

Arc': £6-6-0
THE LOT

W. 2-3-29
KIT OF PARTS

Any other Condenser. H.F. Choke,
or L.F. 'invent add balance.

.1101.1.1 A, o,
on kt-.. 2 Dual range C. C

:oils with Reaction
 neje 10/6; Aerial, 10AL 3 Lotus
or Formo V/1 . at 1/3. Forma.
knee-. "./." 2/, raid., 2/6. .02
direct T.C.O., 1/9. 3eueit.

H.F. F. ehrisre, (9,,
GA L-5. Tiausformer, Lotus. 19/9
(or Telmen Rediograud, ) _

oers, 14x7 Ebonite
Panel- &Tem 8126. 6 Engraved
Terminals. Plibepull Smiles r
Play. 16g, ehre, S.N. Dials.

The Let 70/ -
Neff threh only. E., Eree U.K.

DARIO v ALVES
TWO VOLTS

Universal, .1 amp. ... 5/6
Resistron, .1 amp. 5/6
Super H.F., .18 amp.... 5/6
Super -power, .15 amp. 7/6
Hyper -power, .3 amp. 9/6
Perod ton, .3 noon, 19/9

SOW'
Universal, .075 amp.... 5/0
Resistron, .075 amp.'... 5/6
super H.F., .075 amp. 5/6
Super -power, .1 amp.... 7/6
Hyper -power, .15 amp. 9/6
Pentodron, .15 amp....111/6

Post 3d. (3 free
HATES' V,..LTMETER

(3 in 1)
Readings 0-150 vans: 0-60
volts; 0-30 milliamps.

Resistance, 5,000 ohms.
8/6

OCTRON
VALVE (2v.) 12/6
recommended

CLARION S.G.3
STILL CUTS CUT 2LO.
A CHILD CAN USE IT.

SET READY to USE in

sauSictraeebniede

2 -Volt L.T.

AmericanCabinet

Cone Speaker

EASY TERV1S

3 D.E. Valves

sal I sP:_eriA3

''tailor 3 made from vOut

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL
Proof with A. W.

,rnEsgeligireed 11 wSiciti,

s. I shall

Payments at

12 Equal

allp

Aerial, etc.
PREVIOUS OFFER CANCELLED.

DUAL COIL
(WEARITE) AP

WE STOCK
J.B. Condensers, R.I.Chokea
Transformers and all usual
products, Lewcos Coils,
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
componets, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Dullard, Osram,
Edlawan, Marconi Valves.

MORON VALVES
H.F., net ILO., 5/2 each;
Power, 619. 2-v. or 4-v.

Post 4d. (3 post free).
CLEARIRON S.G,. 12/6
R.O., 5/.; Power, 5/.; H.F.,
3/.; L.F. 3/.. Post 4d. each.

Not less than 3 by post.

CALLER'S -BARGAINoP
gm

BYNOT
SENT

ST.
OAK CABINET, complete D.C.C. Wire I lb. reels,20 gd,
with cone speaker unit, 15/11 22 9d., 24 10d., etc. 18 & 16
4 -way Battery Leads, 1/S. Round T. copper, 9g1. 30 ft.
Wander Plugs, doz., 1/.. best connecting wire, 10Id.
Large Sleeving, 3 for 9d. Coil plugs, 6d. Engraved
Best RA 13 11vinfler, az yds. terminals, 3d. Alum. screens,
1/3. Stranded Rubber. 12 Six 6 1,13. Copper from 2/..
yds. V, 7 ra/In Lead in, 3 H.T. 100 volts, 5/11 (fully
yds. 1/3. Very small ter- guaranteed). Good head-
minals, .00483 phones. pair 3/11. Grand
S.L.F. 3111. Phone Cords L.F. Transformers, 5/11.
front 3d. Nickel W.O. Ter- .06 9 -volt Fuse and holder,
minals, doz. U.. Sd.

BE SURE IT'S RAYMOND'S.

.0WICS aTT 25/- - Chassis 15/.
WATMt L UNIT 18/6 - Chassis 12/6

HANDSOME OAK SPEAKER THE LOT

and
CABICHASSIS,NET 13 x 1and3 x 6LAMS

1'

, CONE 41.5/ 1 1

MODEL 66K BLUE SPOT Post 1/3
(With year's guarantee) Not C.O.D.

CATALOGUE 1/- Reloaded First Tol. Order.

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
A.W., Sept. 21/29 (Mr. Reyner)

First Selection Second Selection
Forma .0005, .00035, De Luxe .00t, .00035,
Lissen 400 ohms, Wearite Ormond 400 ohms, "Q"

Q " Coil, 15/-, 3 Lotus Aerial (any good make in
valve holders, .0003 SIP stock) 151-, 3 Swum
Dubilier, 2 meg. do., Valve Holders, T.C.0
Liman R.C. Unit, Leweos .0003 SIP 2 meg, leak.
Choke Tit Igranie 6-1 Lissen R.G. Unit, P.1'
L.F. 1T/6, Bulgin P.P. Switch, H.F. Choke (any
Switch, 4 B.L. Terminals, good make about 5/-).
P.L. Brackets, Igranie Igraine 6-1 17/6, 4 En-

graved Terminals.
Brackets, Formodensel

Total £2-19-6
For 2 6 extra

Pre-set.

Total £3-13-9
For 1/- extra
WITH ABOVE PARTS
YOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 10 by 8,
2 Strips, Tube, Wire,
Flex, Plugs, Spades, 16 by
10 Baseboatul. 2 4 -in.
Dials. Not C.O.D.

WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by s.
2 Strips, Tube, Wire.
Flex, Plugs, Spades, 16 by
10 Baseboard, 2 4 -in
i)ials Not C.O.D.
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There's nothing to
beat it at any price

sr
LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT

HEAR it but ONCE. Conviction is forced upon you by the amazing
refinement of reproduction-the glory of golden melody, the
clarity of the spoken voice. The Wales Star is seriously acknow-
ledged by experts, and all those who have heard it. as a truly
sensational advance over any reproducing instrument yet Pro-
duced-irrespective of price I
The cost is higher because of exclusive innovations and expen-
sive improvements in design and material, but the RESULTS we
are convinced are the deciding factor, and we ask every listener
considering the purchase of a loud -speaker to HEAR the Wales
Star First!

YOUR SET IS
ONLY AS GOOD

AS ITS
,SPEAKER.

Operates on new principle.
Tour co-la-cannot be

orer(ooded. Double Mag-
nets. Condenser. Upper

adjustment for map
nets. Lower adjust
aunt for armature.

Write to : THE SHAFTESBURY RADIO CO., Dept. A.W.
184,188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

imploveitow_A-

4"FoToS Valves/
See Advertisement on page 497

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET ! lir dmi o 2F1 nit! ut roe Lux

Sent ON APPROVAL -you may return ail our aspens
if you wish to part with it. Used by Radio Press --over

3.060 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d.

Pickett's Radio Furniture Workshop, A.M.) Berle yHeath

MAKE A GRAMOPHONE
Or buy Cabinets for Wireless. At a
quarter shop prices. Order Set as
shown. British double spring motor
12in. velvet turntable, swan arm,
metal rioundbox, amplifier, needle
cups, for 11. 15 .6 p.p. and build
your own Cabinet. Machines sold by
others at 110-120 do not contain better
fittings. Motors from S /6. Repair
parts. Lists free. 64 pp.1030 Catalogue

Portables, Gramapho-,es from 21/. drawing and how ti make Gramos 31.
Post 1,6. Regent Fittings Co 120 Old Si., London, E.O 1
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"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
(Continued from page 506)

Modern Valves and Efficiency
SIR,-" Thermion's" figures regarding

the greatly improved efficiency of
modern valves are undoubtedly impressive,
and as regards the H.F. side of the set
there can be no doubt whatever of the vast
improvement which has taken place since
the old days, when a stage gain of six was
a great achievement. It seems *to .me,
however, that the engineers responsible
for our modern valves take this stage gain
as a criterion for each and every valve,
instead of, in the case of detector and L.F.
valves, that of purity of reproduction and
output. Am I correct in saying that the
steep curves of the modern L.F. valve and
its high mutual conductance have been
achieved at the expense of purity?

All I can say is., that the most perfect
reproduction I myself have been able to
achieve, without colossal voltages, LS5a's
and moving -coil speakers (and, barring
these arrangements, I have tried literally
scores of different schemes, dozens -of out-
put valves, and loud -speakers of every
type), was with a crystal and two L.F. set
in 1924-5, using one of the first Primax
speakers, two ex -Government transformers
in polished wooden cases, and two V2.4's,
the last being afterwards substituted by
one ofthe early American power valves, a
Rolls-Royce. Ever since (like a fool I
broke up this set) I have been seek-
ing the lost quality, buying more and more
expensive transformers, valves, and speak-
ers, and trying every conceivable form of

_hook-up without success.
This is why_I smile when I read the

apologies which every designer suggesting
a two -transformer -coupled L.F. set feels
it incumbent upon himself to put forward
nowadays.

I have separate and independent testi-
mony of value that the quality obtained
at *he time I mentioned was real, and not
a case of distance lending enchantment to
the ear. In those days we took no heed of
grid bias, matching impedances, and all
the technical fuss which we make td -day,
and yet-

What does "Thermion" say about it as
regards his own experiences?

W. J. N. P. (London, S.E.).

A S K.LAKE
STEEL MASTS

AND OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT
The most efficient Aerial Supports. As supplied to
B.B.C., MARCONI, H.M. GOVERNMENT, etc.

Ask your Dealer for details, or write
direct for illustrated catalogue to

J. & J. LAKER, CO., LTD.
Kent House Latile. Beckenham, Kent

OCTOBER 5, 1529

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minim m c1arge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

tcna fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
thculd be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily b3
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of SI
End under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
cf persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
Ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Festal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

PATENTS,-Trade Marks, Advise Handbook free.-B. T. Ring, Regd,
Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria Street, London.

DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF. Transfers giving
Painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal, etc. Sample and catalogue

A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey, England.

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient Showeard
Writer. We train you by poet and sell your work through our
epecialized Sales Department. Show Card Service, Ltd., Hitehin.

INQUERS
SAVE YOUR ACCUMULATORS

Sinquers tell you the exact state of your accumulators
and warn you when they need recharging ; you cant
fool a Simmer I dust drop them in and leave them to it.
They last for ever.
1/- per carton from most dealers or 1/3 post free from

actual makers:
FIDANIM11.111MDIANBAWTREE CO., Oakhill Road, Sutton.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.

JARS (waxed), 21 in. x 11 in. sq., 1'3 doz.
ZINCS, new type, 10d. doz. SACS. 1:2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 41, post 9d. Sample unit, 6,1.

Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 301, 3 -VALVE SET, £5. -
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY
Leyton Primary H.T. Battery,PI Porous Pot Cells =-=

-7-f- SI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly.
1 -cell. 6 -cell. 12 -cell. 30 -cell. "=

P1 6id. ... 3/3 ... 14/.
SI 6d. ... -. 5/3 .- 12/..

"Easeful "Filler 1/-; Pint I/6. Post 3d extra =
Send stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-

THE LEYTON BATTERY Co.,
305 CHURCH ROAD - LEYTON E.10

EVERY SCREENEDGRID
VALVE WANTS IT

PRICE

6d.
must unscrew ordin -iry metal terminal and plug on the Belling -
Lee Safety Anode Connector. A neat spring makes quick
efficient contact and the whole socket is completely insulated
Even if it flicks round and touches metal screens, wiring, etc.
it can't 'blow' the valves.
Ask yo tir dealer forBelting.Lee HandbooL'Eadio Connections

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works:
Ponders End, Middlesex.

mat.wirdest, COUPON
AvaiIableuntil Saturday,

OCTOBER 12, 1929
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LOEWE RADIO
ItiAcnord RECEIVER

TYPE R.O. dffil

7o,
Including Royalty
and two coilN for

icar.,band:

The Set for YOU!
For reception of local and distant
stations the NEW LOEWE RADIO
-REACTION RECEIVER with the
Triple Valve is unsurpassed. Even
under. the most unfavourable condi-
tions with a small temporary aefral,
this 'wonderful set has given fine and
clear reception. The triple valve
Type RNF 7 incorporated in the set
makes it possible to work with
reaction. With a go -volt battery the
set works splendidly, but extra power
naturally follows if higher voltages
(up to 150 v.) are employed. , Send
to -day for further particulars of

RADIO'S NEW
WONDER

THE LOEWE RADIO Co., Ltd.
4,FOLNTAYNE ED., 'TOTTEN-
H A.114 , N.15. Tottenham 3qt 1/3912

THE PANEL WITH A REPUTATION

Registered

The original BECOL Low
Loss Former, made in
sizes 1 up to 4 outside
diameter in lengths up to
36 in. The former that re-
mains rigid when w mud.

LOOK FOR
TRADE
MARK

Trade Mark

BECOL Panels tested to
1C4,409 volts. Ground
square to size and can

be relied upon.

DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION.
1's rile for copy of BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits. Full data of

windings and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.
ole Makers:

1HE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HARWELL, LONDON, 117.7

FREE

nunauu cps -NETS

woo

CABINETS
for PORTABLES
CONE SPEAKERS
RADIO GRAMS

etc.
Fully ilhstrated Cata:ogue showing
our latest range of CABINETS will

be sent tree on application.
Carrington Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Cameo Works, Sanderstead Road,
South Croydon. Tel.: Croydon 0623 (21,nn)

CASEWORO PAk._
uuumIN EL S

ED

LOOK
to Au Kt

ot4 Dines
s00#414

Two wells, equal in diame-
ter, their water content. at

. the same level . but une
is deeper. One could still
 be drawn upon lung after

the ,other had been
exhausted.

So the new Dubilier H.T. .

Battery differs from all
the good makes in having

a materially lover work-
ing life. No other battery

of equal size lasts so long.
Prove this for yourself.

Use a Dubilier II.T.
Battery in your set now.
"A Bit about a Batter, " is an

interesting booklet which 3

can obtain free from your dea'cr,

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
9r. -1/6 66 v. (with C. B. Tappings) 7/11

63 v. -7/6 99 - - - 11/4
66 v. - 108 v. 19 4

SUPREME fTrelfle Capacity)
60 v.: . 13/6 b3 v. . 14/3

100 -

ATTERY
LONGER LIFE AT LOWER COST.

Dabilier Coadenser Co. -(1925) Ltd:, L'atarle IF...rks, North Acton, .1.0.4. IVA

I Ed

To Ensure Speedy Delivery. Mention !.A.W." to Advertisers
-  _
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Blue Spot 29 (Goliath) £6 : 6 : o

Blue Spot 99 - £4 : 4 : o

Blue Spot ioi
£4 4 : o

Speakers of
the future
Here now!
The Blue Spot unit is in all of these
speakers-fidelity of reproduction is
therefore assured. Each speaker has
been carefully designed to give perfect
tone, at the same time to present an
appearance that is at once modern,
distinctive and pleasing.

The Blue Spot range, like the Blue
Spot unit, is the acme of loud -speaker
reproduction. Hear a Blue Spot at
your dealers, and you will know wh'y
we are so confident in our claims.'

1

Blue Spot 49
£2. : 2 : 0

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.i
Museum 863o (4 lines) .

,

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland & North Wales: H. C. Rawson (Sheffield & London), Ltd., zoo, Lon-
don Road, Sheffield (Tel.: Sheffield 25006),; 22, St. Mary's Ironage, Manchester (Tel. : Manchester City 3329).

r ' ath .-7, .,:... ,:, T;::..,.1.' ." ' ' . ; 44

Printed in England. par", 5r-Prentral,ines F'dblications;.Ltd.,58/6t Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sole Agents for South Africa: CENIRAL NEWS AGEXCY,-1.4mtnizt,-Sele-Agents 1.3r Australasia:,GORDON & Gotat, LIMITED. Saturday, OCtobn- 5, tip.)
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Regd. Design

Met. S. G. Ertakn, Ltd, Western Ave.. N. Acton, London, W.3.

vittI§NrAta
FANS

ins
sitcSs

"%TOL hear so little of the drums in oaf*,
ary loud speaker reproducian that the
drummer might as well have no sticks!

But ... . now there is a loud speaker that
does not cheat you of half the broadcast.
It finds the missing drumsticks. It reveals
instruments hitherto silent. It reproduces
notes you've never heard before. It is the
new Brown Duplex Loud Speaker.
If you want to hear the broadcast in your
home as it is played in the studio, buy a
Brown Duplex Loud Speaker. In no other
speaker will you find. the features which are
reepomible for such amazingly realistic re-
production. Only the wonderful" Vee" move-
ment and the new Duplex cone can give a tone
that is so much sweeter and more mellow
and a volume that is so much richer and
more magnificent. Ask any Wireless Dealer

IN THREE MODELS :
Design eta illustrated. Mahogany or Oak.

V1O £5 10s. V12 £710s. V15 £12 10s.
Obtainable by moo payments. Ark year Dealers.

DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER

E

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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EAR
CAN DETECTCTJI

A GOOD Filament
WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings, so
that the full benefit of the coating
is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific
process of "T E N A CIO US
COATING."

WRITE for booklet, " OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE " (1929
edition). Sent post free.

WHAT
THE

MICRO-
SCOPE
REVEALS

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold by all

Wireless Dealers

.41 orlittoo..aim
ERE

. !R. :Iiimfilcm :hip?.. ,

A BAD Filament
WITHOUT

"TENACIOUS COATING"

Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing part of
the filament of a badly coated valve
before use, showing a serious gap
in the coating. A gap such as
this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor, performance. The
valve then prematurely fails.

"TENAciovs COATING"
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery; Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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CFL

PAPER CONDENSERS
.01 to .1 ... each 2/-
.125 and .2 ... each 213
.25 and .3 ... each 2/5
.4 and .5 ... each 2/6
1.0 each 2/6 2.0 each 3/6

Priees of higher values
on appin,:11 inn.

MICA CONDENSER
Type 610

.00005 to .0009 2/6

.001 to .000 3/-

.007 to .009 3;6

MICA CONDENSER
Type 620

.00005 to .0000 ... 2;6

.001 to ... 3/-
1107 to .009 31'6

MICA CONDENSER
Type B775

.01 - 4/- .1 - 8:6
.5 - 37/6

Intermediate capacities
at proportionate prices.

If unobtainable from your dealer, write
direct to us, giving his name and address.

UBILIE
FIXED CONDENSERS

Free for the asking-" A Bit ...- 001L,, Dubilier Condenser Co. (r 925) Ltd.,
about a Battery." There's a copy 0 s4 Ducon Works, Victoria Road, N.

for you at your dealers. Iti Acton, London, W.3.

Get a Guaranteed
H.T. Accumulator

Besi des being a wonderfully efficient
H.T Battery, the Peto & Radford
R.H.T. Accumulator - like all
P. & R. batteries-is guaranteed
for six months.

It is very inexpensive, too-only
6/3 for a Io volt unit of 5,000
Milliampere hours actual capacity.
If fitted with shrouds as illustrated,
price 7, 6.

For purity of reception and general
all - round efficiency tests have
proved these batteries to be the
best. The plates are sturdy and
the internal resistance of the
P. & R. R.H.T. is very low, so that
the voltage remains absolutely
steady under all variations in dis-
charge rate. One very handy
feature is the R.H.T's hollow
terminal tops by means of which
wander -plug tappings -may be taken
without disturbing battery con-
nections.

Send for particulars of this and other
P. & R. Batteries (H.T. included) to :-

PETO & RADFORD
93, Great Portland Street, London, W.r.

(Telephone: Longhorn 1173)

Glasgow Depot:
45 Clvde Place PND

W.T,10

London Sales and
Repair Depot :

107a Pimlico Road,
S. W. 1

PETO & RADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
The beginning and the end in

Po w
This announcement is Issued by

THE NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.

14.F

Advertisers Aooreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Lew -cos
H.F. CHOKE

Price 7;9

to get distant stations
when the new Brookm an's
Park Station is operating.

SUPER COIL
(Pat. No. 285723)

COILS

Lewcos Fixed
POTENTIO-

METER
Price 419

Recidi

LEWCOS
the name thatstands for
superiority in
Radio Coils.
With Lewcos
Coils in your re-
ceiver you canbe sure of
Selectivity.
Descriptive
leaflets will be
sent on request.

AkAAMAMAALLAIL

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton,

LONDON, E.10

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mentton to ,-,avertiseri,
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Sensational Filament
strength of the

NEW Cossor

The Strength of its filament
is only one of the many
striking features of the NEW
Cossor. You can read all.
about the others in a 32 -page
Book-" All about the NEW
Cossor." Ask your Dealer for
a free copy or send a post-
card to A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.5

HE wonderful NEW Cossor filament
is reinforced-just like ferro-concrete!
It has a solid tungsten core that is

actually tougher than steel. And this
core carries a thick, highly emissive coat-
ing. By a special Cossor process, core
and coating are combined into a filament
of enormous strength and pliability.
Because of its pliability the NEW Cossor
filament cannot become brittle. And
because it cannot become brittle it will
not break. Even after 1000 hours use the NEW
Cossor filament will easily bear the weight off
the whole valve. Not only in its filament but
lin its design, in its construction and in its
method of manufacture the NEW Cossor is a
wonderful stride forward in Valve development.
Try the NEW Cossor in your Set-you'll get a
new thrill from Wireless.

Evidence
you can see!

`This illustration shows an
actual test of the strength of
the wonderful NEW Cossor
filament - unaided it easily
supports a 6 oz. weight. Never
before has such a strong fila-
ment been used in any Valve"

am- it easily bears
a six ounce weight!

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of f`A.W." with Your Order

M800
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and Radiovision
The Leading Radio Weekly for the Constructor, Listener and

Editor : BERNARD E. JONES
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The Second Show-Our "Infant "-America to Australia !-A Giant Station-
Sun Spots-This Adult Education-British Singer for Canadian Radio

The Second Show-0:ynpia is over,
and now, for the consolation of those who
live in the Midlands and too far away from
Kensington to see the London Show, the
Manchester Exhibition will be held from
Wednesday, October 16, for ten days. The
Home Secretary (the Right Hon. J. R.
Clynes) will open the show, and his speech
will be broadcast. A great feature of the
Manchester Evening Chronicle Show will
be the concerts given daily by many of the
leading radio artistes.

Our "Infant "-As we hinted last
week, the dailies are rather apt to go "off
the lines" when it comes to describing
technical gadgets, as they have to during
show time. But they are to be congratu-
lated this year on dodging a most favoured
stock phrase, "Wireless is as yet in its
infancy. . . ." It really shouldn't tak3 the
least scrap of brain to see that in an age
when one -knob " fives" bring in the pro-
grammes of all Europe, and from America,
too, when almost any set can be operated
from electric -light mains, when loud-
speaker reproduction is wellnigh perfect,

5

5

5 Current Topics ..
§ Making the Most of the Output
5 Stage ..
§ The " Talisman Two -Three
§ Under Test ..
§ On Your Wavelength
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and when very successful television is being
demonstrated daily from 21.0, radio is
getting to be a very experienced "infant."
Moreover, all this talk about infancy is
damaging to the progress of radio.

America to Australia!-America
talked with Australia by means of instru-
ments of the ordinary telephone service

for the first time last
:f

- -
"A
depression

II

A SPECIAL GIFT NEXT WEEK-
SEE PAGE 514

week, when several
officials of the American
Telephone and Tele-
graph Company ex-
changed greetings with
Australian telephone
officials in Sydney. The
occasion was an in-
formal demonstration
by the British Post
Office . of the practica-
bility of connecting its
existing transatlantic
telephone system with
the new short-wave
radio channel between
Great Britain and
Australia, which may
soon be open for com-
mercial use. One of the
short-wave transatlan-
tic radio channels now
in regular use for the
American service was
used between London
and New York, and the

voices of the speakers were thus carried a
total distance of T5,000 miles An interest-
ing aspect of the conversations was that they
took place at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
New York (Eastern standard) time, which
in Sydney was 6 o'clock in the morning of
the following day !

Aerials Go Underground!-Experi-
ments are still being conducted in the
States with subterranean aerials. A well-
known engineer succeeded in transmitting
over a distance of 600 miles on this system,
and later established communication be-
tween Hyattsville, in Maryland, and the
Pacific coast. The aerial used consisted of
four cables each about 15 yards in length,
and placed three feet below the -surface.
They were so placed that each pointed in
a different direction. Should a trans-
mission be effected to a point north of the
transmitter, the "north" aerial would be
used, and so on.

Sun Spots-By the time this appears
in print we shall be about half -way through
October. The scientists predicted that this
would be a month of " maximum sun spots,"
and that accordingly it would be a bad
month for radio men. Well, things don't
seem to have turned out that way. Condi-
tions haven't been strikingly good this
summer, but this is probably more likdy
to be due to the extremely dry season.
Never mind. The long, evenings and
good radio conditions are only a little way
ahead, which is good news for DX folk !
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CURRENT TOPICS (C°ntinited)
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FREE GIFT BLUEPRINT
NEXT WEEK

B With Every Copy of Next Week's "A.W."
will be presented

O

A LARGE FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT
of a remarkably fine set which our Construction Department has
been developing and testing since last May. This set needs no
external aerial, no earth, is entirely self-contained, both loud-
speaker and batteries being included with the receiver in the one case
and it is delightfully easy to tune. It can be carried with ease
from room to room.
Members of our Staff have tried out an early model of this set
aboard two Atlantic liners, in many cities of eastern U.S.A. where
the radio conditions called for extreme selectivity, and also in a
number of places throughout England. They guarantee that the
set is a real winner and that it thoroughly deserves its name-

THE "MUSIC LEADER0

Next Week's "A.W." will give detailed instructions on building this set. The FREE blueprint will show
o the receiver panel layout and loud -speaker construction absolutely full-size. Pass the news to all your

radio friends, please, and order yoUr copy of "A.W." at once. Next Week's issue will soon go out of print.

The
VV o

"MUSIC LEADER" is a winner .

ANMAA,AAAAA UAW. 0.
This Adult Education-Not a. wit

abashed by the hard things that have been
said about adult education, the B.B.C. is
sticking to its guns and is formulating
further plans. For instance, the Arch-
bishop of York has accepted an invitation
to act as chairman of the Central Council
for Broadcast Adult Education in succes-
sion to Lord Sankey. How long will it be
before the authorities really do appreciate
the fact that forced adult education will
never be popular? The B.B.C. should read
the remarks of a special correspondent on
this subject in the next issue of the
Wireless Magazine.

British Singer for Canadian Radio-
The first of the British artistes which the
Canadian National Railways is engaging
to broadcast over its new Dominion -wide
wireless network Sailed last week from
Southampton. She is Miss Thea Philips,
the opera singer and concert artiste. The
engagement of British artistes forms part
of the most ambitious radio project that
has been attempted in Canada and by
means of which the Canadian National
Railways will broadcast throughout
Canada programmes twice weekly. To
make the project possible 15,000 miles of
telephone and telegraph wire will be used
to join the fifteen broadcasting stations
which will be involved, and the British
artistes will be heard not only throughout
Canada, but throughout the northern part
of the United States.

0

0

0

0

A Giant Station-Yet another link in
the transatlantic chain new short-
wave transmitter is now -in course of erec-
tion at Laurenceville, N. J., and will be
ready at the end of the year. Twenty-six
towers, each 600 ft. high, and placed in the
form of an "L", have already been erected.

These towers will support twelve aerials
which are to be used for working Europe
and South America. The long side of the
"L" is composed of nineteen towers for the
European service, and the remainder will
be used for South America. The aerials
will be of the directional type and trans-
mitting on either 16, 22, or 33 metres,
according to time of transmission. With
three alternative wavelengths it will be
possible to maintain a 24 -hour service.
New York will be the centre of the new
radio phone -cum -land line system.

The Loud -speaker " Nuisance "-
"Sir,-Is it not high time that something
was done to abate the loud -speaker nuis-
ance? My neighbour's loud -speaker is
turned on morning, afternoon, and evening,
day after day, with doors and windows
wide open. I am utterly distracted. I am
a music -lover and have my own loud-
speaker, but I am most careful to keep the
sounds within my own house." So runs a
letter in the Daily Express. We thought
that the "listen -to -my -speaker" fanatic
was quite dead; but apparently not. We
sympathise.

What Call -signs Mean-Is there any
significance in call -signs ? Of course, it is
obvious that 2L0 represents London, 2BE
Belfast, 6ST Stoke-on-Trent, and so on.
5SC (Glasgow) is appropriate for Scotland,
5WA suits Wales, and 5SW fits the short-
wave station. But has it ever occurred to
you that 2RN might be taken to mean
2 -Erin ? A bad pun on the officials' part,
but a good meaning 1 What will happen
When the regional scheme is fully working
and no stations are near big towns ? Will
Brookmans Park be 2BP?

Can you find the loud -speakers ? The photograph shows E. L. Rice, the well-known American
experimenter, with his " hidden " speakers. Loud -speakers are concealed in the photograph

frame, the wall tapestry, the vase, the cushion and even in the pocket book
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4), /he Ouipal Stage"

THERE is a power stage in the majority
of valve receivers. It is sometimes

fitted with a small 2 -volt valve and sup-
plied with high-tension current from a dry
battery of 1 20 volts, or it may have several

Fig. 1. Choke -condenser connections

valves, and be run from a generator or a
large rectifier.

But in order to obtain the maximum
volume with the minimum of distortion,
certain rules must be followed. They apply
to all last stages,

CHOKE

I'll
INPUT
TRANS.

Fig. 3.  Output stage having two valves

First, the grid bias must suit the valve
and the high tension, and, secondly, the
loud -speaker must suit the valve or valves.

J.3 us deal with grid bias first, as it

L.S

HT-

L.T

W. JAMES shows how to obtain maximum volume with
minimum distortion

affects running costs as well as results.
What is happening when there is not enough
grid bias? The anode current is more than
it need be and, the output stage overloads
and distorts before it is providing its
maximum volume. As a result, the recep-
tion is poor, and when a high-tension bat-
tery is used, it runs down more quickly
than need be. If the power stage has large
valves which are supplied from a high -
voltage mains unit, an effect of too little
grid bias is to tend to overheat them and,
indeed, their lives may be considerably
curtailed. The mains unit, too, may over-
heat because it is passing too much current.

Briefly, then, it is foolish to use too little
grid bias.

Excess Grid Bias
Suppose now we use too much grid bias.

Once again distortion is introduced before
the normal volume is obtained, but the
anode current is less than it should be. A
dry battery will, therefore, have a some-
what longer life than under normal con-
ditions. Between these two extremes is a
value of grid bias Which enables the maxi-
mum output to be obtained with the
minimum of distortion, and it is, as a
consequence, the value that gives econom-
ical woi king.

Too little and too large values of grid
bias are both wasteful. But if one has to
use the minimum of high-tension current,
it is necessary to apply rather more than
the normal bias. Moreover; when a little
extra volume is required and the necessary
signal strength is available by tuning, the
distortion will be least noticeable when the
last stage is over -biased.

Testing Grid Bias
The readet may now be asking : How

am I to know when the bias is correct?
Commence by applying the value suggested
by the makers of the valve itsed. Listen
carefully and then increase the bias.
Notice whether the quality has suffered by
the change and in general, use as big a bias
as possible, for then the high-tension cur-
rent will not be greater than necessary.

Before using less bias than suggested,
remember that the anode current increases
as the bias is reduced,

Let us now consider the second rule, that
the loud -speaker must suit the last valve.
This has to do with the amount of power
supplied to the loud -speaker by the valve.
It is really a question of impedances. The

Fig. 2. Transformer output circuit

valve has a certain impedance, and the best
results are obtained when the average
impedance of the loud -speaker approxi-
mates to twice that of the valve. The word
approximates is used advisedly, as it is not
essential that the impedances be exactly as

Fig. 4. Method of supplying two loud -speakers

described. They should be reasonably well
suited, however, or the volume and quality
will suffer.

Ordinary loud -speakers are made to suit
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the average small power valve and may,
therefore, be connected directly to the
valve or through a choke condenser filter
(Fig. 1).

A transformer or its equivalent must be
used when the impedance of the loud-
speaker is very different from that of the
valve. Such a transformer may be con-
nected as in Fig. 2, its ratio being suitable
for the purpose. Sometimes a i-to-i ratio

INPUT

CHOKE

01)
fli.
TRRNS.

Fig. 5. Filament heating from A.C. mains

is suitable, as when a high -impedance loud-
speaker is used, or it may have a ratio of,
say, 4o to r for the purpose of adapting a
low -impedance instrument.

When the characteristics of the loud-
speaker are not known, and the makers are
not very definite, a tapped transformer is
useful as the best value may be found by
trial.

An example of an output stage having
two valves is given in Fig. 3. A filter cir-
cuit is used, and it is assumed that the
loud -speaker is suitable for them, and then
only the benefit of the second valve is
obtained. Notice the two stopping resis-
tances, RI and R2, which may be of roo,000
ohms each. They are to stop circulating
currents, but are not always necessary.
Condenser c may be of z or 2 microfarads.

Using Two Loud -speakers
A method is shown in Fig. 4 of feeding

two loud -speakers. The advantage of this
arrangement over the more usual one of
joining loud -speakers in series or parallel is,
that one may be switched on or off without
affecting the quality of the reproduction
from the other. Here again stopping
resistances are used. Valves In and v2,
should be of the same pattern.

When a supply of alternating current is
available, the filament of the valve in the
last stage may be run from it as indicated
in. Fig. 5. The transformer adapts the
mains supply to the voltage required by the
filament. There is no hum from a single
stage of this description, but a centre tap
must be used, or, alternatively, a paten-
liometer may be connected across the
filament and its slider joined to negative of
high tension. It is possible to use a valve
having a large filament when it can be sup-
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plied in this way, as the cost of the current
consumed is so small.

A few transformer -coupled circuits have
been indicated, as it is usual to drive the
last stage through, a transformer. This
component must, however, be of correct
design and it does not follow that a model
suitable for supplying a single valve stage
is also satisfactory when a large power
stage is used. Ibis is- betause bigger
VOlfageS are applied to the grids of a large
stage, which also pass heavier currents
when grid currents flow. The windings and -
iron core must, therefore, be of suitable
sizes or they may be damaged. -

When the last stage is resistance coupled
and an amount of power is being dealt
with, the grid leak R2 (Fig. 6) must be of
the wire -wound type and have a fairly low
resistance. This decides the value of the
coupling condenser cr, and to a certain
extent that of RI, as the values arc related.
Thus RI need not have as much resistance
as R2, and may, indeed, have as little as
one -quarter of the resistance of R2, depend-
ing on the valves used. Resistance R2 may
be of roo,000 ohms, cr of .2 microfarad or
more according to the quality of the repro-
duction desired, and RI of from 20,000
ohms. The filter condenser ca may be of
I or 2 microfarads.

Watching for Distortion
It is worth while including meters in the

grid and anode circuits of the last stage
when considerable power is being dealt
with, as shown in Fig. 7. The grid -circuit
meter will show when grid current flows.
As a rule, its needle will only move when a
loud note is being dealt with. It should not
show current all the time, but will generally
indicate a particularly loud note when the
stage is adjusted for maximum volume.

It should be watched with the anode -

Fig. 7. Suitable positions of meters' - -

circuit meter, as when 'needles both
move the stage is overloaded. If the grid
meter does not indicate grid current whilst
the needle of the anode meter jumps about
over the scale, there is too much grid bias
for the best reSults.

Generally speaking, movement of the
grid -circuit meter indicates too little 'grid
bias, and movement of the anode meter too

A FREE GIFT. NEXT WEEK
(See page 514)
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much. When they both move, the input is
too great, although, as a rule, occasional
movements may be allowed.

Receivers and amplifiers are usually so
designed that the last stage overloads before
the others. This can be detected by includ-
ing meters in the circuit. But when the last -
stage is a small one, -and -meters are not
available, Careful listening and attention to
the rules given above is necessary.

Poor results are often due to the adjust-
mertt of the last stage. The tendency is
usually to overload, and therefore the cir-
cuit values must be such that the full

RI CHOKE
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Fig. 6. R.C. output stage

power possible is being obtained with of
course, the minimum of distortion and
anode current. Too much attention cannot
be given to this part of a set or amplifier.

A final point is this. Reduce the grid
bias as the high-tension battery discharges
and be satisfied for the time being with less
volume. But do not forget to increase the
grid bias again when a fresh high-tension
battery is fitted.

TRANSATLANTIC
BROADCASTS

ANEW type of submarine cable, incor-
porating the recently invented insulati

ing material paragutta, is likely to enable
radio engineers to relay wireless pro-
grammes from the United States long
before a sure method has been found to do
so via ether.

This new submarine cable, produced by
the Bell Telephone Company, is to be laid
between Newfoundland and Ireland, and
will respectively connect up with New
York and London.

Up to the present, with existing cables
it has been found difficult to carry speech
over long distances, but the new Type has

many difficulties and permits
of clear telephony between Europe and
America. The National Broadcasting Com-
pany of America is prepared to lease the
cable 'for a definite period per Week in
order to carry out an exchange of prc-
gra- himes with the Old World.' In this
Manner the American listening public
would be given wireless entertainment -
from every important city in Europe.

-
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*TALISMAN

TWOTHREE

UNDER TEST
The construction of this receiver, an optional two -three, was described last week.

Here are some operating notes and a report of tests
THE "Talisman Two -Three" being a

receiver which, as its name implies, can 
be changed from a "two" to a "three,"
is bound to appeal to the many who are
sufficiently close to a main station to get
ample strength with a two -valve combina-
tion, but who want that extra valve when
distance -getting.

In last week's issue full constructional
details were given. It is quite a simple job
to make up the set, and only few parts are
needed. Probably quite a number of
listeners, present owners of two -valuers, will
be able to use some of their parts in this new
"two -three.." But be sure to adhere to the
list of, components, given herewith, for the
convenience of those who did not start the
construction last week.

Wiring
To assist in the construction of the set, a

blueprint has been prepared. With it's aid
you simply can't go wrong !
The print costs only is , post
free, and the number to ask
for is A.W.2o3. It can be
obtained from the Blueprint

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, t; in. by 7 in., and strip,
in. by in. (Ilecol, Ebonart, Raymond,

l'eto-Scott).
.0005-mfd. variable condenser (Burton'

J.B., Polar, lgranic, Formo).
Talisman coil (Wearite).
.00m..-mfd. reaction condenser (Lotus,

Peto-Scott, Igranic, J.I3., Burton).
Double -pole change -over switch

(Wearite,
Push-pull filament switch (Bulgin,

Benjamin, Lissen, Trix, Wearite).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin).
Cabinet, 14 in. by 7 in., with a 9 -in.

baseboard (Clarion, Cameo, Pickett).
Three valve holders (W.B., Lotus,

Benjamin, Lissen, Wearite).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series

clips (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-
Farish).

.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier%
Lissen, T.c.c Graham-Farish),

r-anfti. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.; Graham-Farish).

Department of AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4. The
print is full size, and you can drill your
panel, mount all components in their
proper places, cut each wire to length, find
its exact position, and make a final check
of the wiring-all from the one sheet !

Last week's issue should be obtained by
all who want to make up the set. A number
of valuable hints were given for construc-
tion, and this week details will be given for
making a check of the complete set, and of
operating.

Checking
It will be assumed that all the wiring has

been done according to the print. There are
two preliminary checks to be made as
described below.

First, each wire should be ticked or
marked off on the print as its actual counter-
part is passed as " O.K." in the set itself.

And, when this is done, the positions of all
wires should be noted. In the original set a
deal of care was devoted to making a neat
job of the wiring, and the print is an exact
copy of the original. If you follow the print
in conjunction with the photographs, then
you will have an exact idea of the position .
of every wire. And if you have gone wrong
in the positioning of a wire, even though it
may be correctly connected, don't hesitate
to re -solder it. After all, it takes only a few
minutes to heat the joint, unsolder the wire,
replace it and re -solder.' Correct position-
ing of the leads is really highly important in
order that a set shall work well and be
stable. This is a point which is apt to be
overlooked nowadays, but which need not
trouble AMATEUR WIRELESS readers, who
carefully follow the constructional des-
criptions.

The various parts will be recognised upon reference to the
accompanying lists

Testing
When you are quite satisfied

that all is well with the wiring.
plug in a valve and connect the
accumulator to the L.T. ter-
minals. Switch on the set and

COMPONENTS (Contd.)
Grid -teak holder (Lissen, Combinator

Dubilier, Graham-Fatish).
Two grid leaks, one a-rnegohm and one

3-megolam (Lissen, Dubilier, Graham-
Farish).

Pre-set series aerial condenser value
.0003-rold. maximum (Formodenser type
J, Igranic).

3o,000 -ohms wire -wound anode resis-
tance with holder (Lissen, Valley,
Dubilier).

High -frequency choke (Igranic, Lissen,
Burndept, Varley, Wearite),

Low -frequency transformer (Telsen,
R.I., Lissen, Varley, Igranic).

Eight terminals marked Aerial, Earth.L.T.- , L.T.-H,H.T.+, L.S.- ,
L.S.± (Eelex, Belling -Lee, Igranic).

Three wander plugs marked G.B.-+-
GAL - G.B,- 2 (Belting -Lee, Igranic).

One yard of flex (Lewcoftex).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Dial indicator (Bulgin),
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" THE TALISMAN TWO -THREE UNDER TEST " (Continued from preceding page)

notice if the valve glows. If the valve is too
heavily "gettered " to _emit a glow _it will
usually be found that if one L.T. lead is
brushed over the accumulator terminal a
very faint spark will be noticeable in the
semi -darkness formed by cupping the -
hand around the terminal. The spark will

PRE- SET

MAX.

HE
9® CHOKE

.0005,
0002

rAP r

A70002
10

the best results are to be obtained by
supplying the anodes with, at least, 120
volts H.T., and a triple -capacity battery is
the best to use. A common H.T. tapping is
employed, the 50,00o -ohms resistance in
series with the detector valve anode
dropping the voltage down -to a value more

suited to a detector.

OHMS 0

IWO

The Talisman Circuit

be more noticeable if all three valves are
inserted. - -

If the L.T. wiring appears to be satis-
factory, then it is safe to connect up the
H.T., grid bias, loud -speaker, aerial and
earth.

So far as valves are concerned, if you are
buying an entirely new set; a medium
impedance HL -type valve should be obtained
for the first stage, an L.F. valve, or small
power valve for the middle stage, and a
power or super -power valve for the final
stage. New valves of many makes are now
no -3111MPESI
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Condenser readings for medium -wave stations

obtainable, and, given these three types
-HL -type, L.F. or power, and power or
super-power-no difficulty will be found in
selecting a trio of a favoured make. Given
these general types, a dealer will advise and
particularise so far as make and voltage are
concerned. Whether a power or super-
power valve is used in the final stage
depends, of course, on the amount of H.T."
available and the volume required.

With modest valves and too or less volts
II.T., the set will work very well, but by far

Before continuing
with details of opera-
tion, it is interesting

o+ to state that the
L.S "Talisman Two -

Three" was  tested
out in the London
area, within six miles
of 2L0, immediately
it was completed. The
results 'are given in a
convenient form in
the two accompanying
graphs: These are us'6-

because-. they. give
an indication .1 the
diStance-getting
properties and dial set-

. tings of the receiver.
The member Of the AMATEUR WIRELESS

 Technical Staff who. carried out..the test,
reports that the Control of the "Talisman

 is simple and extremely pleasant. Local
broadcast reception with the middle valVe
cut out was. most satisfactory, and ample
volume was obtainable. With the full trio
of valves in use the results on foreign
stations were distinctly also up to standard.

DeSpite the small maximum capacity of
the reaction condenser employed, reaction

needs to be carefully controlled to get the
best results. The fitting of a slow-motion
dial would be distinctly advantageous.

The two -three -valve switch on the panel
LONC WAVES
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Condenser readings for long -wave stations

is for the two- or three -valve combination,
and is used when either number is desired.
No' other alteration has to be made,- either in
wiringwin_bottery values. This is the great
feature of the "Talisman Two -Three," and
which 'pits it ahead of all other 'con-
vertible receivers.

, In order to'get.the most selective working
use should be made of 'the pre-set condenser.
'A turn or two either way of the knob will
-make a great difference . to . selectivity
_without_ effecting,: a noticeable . change in
sensitivity. The fact that the aerial is taken

'through 'the pte--set condenser to a mid-
point :on the " Talisman " coil, results in
most satisfactory selectivity. The " Talis-
man Two -Three " has ' been tested on
Brookmans - Park, of course, and the
AMATEUR WIRELESS staff man reports that
the tuning is amply sharp to 'deal with the
new conditions without causing tone dis-
tortion owing to extreme cut-off.

PROGRESS WITH BROADCASTING HOUSE
Fifty feet vlow the street level workmen are excavating for the foundations of Broadcasting
House in Portland Place. The site covers 20,000 square feet, and the floor space in the

building will amount to zoo,000 square feet
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YOU COULD SCE
the NEW "OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET" you
would realise at once what a wonderful wireless
engineering job it is.

WHY HOT
WRITE for Instruction Chart which gives full

particulars of how to
assemble the parts,
and results that have
been obtained in areas
up and down the
country.

PRICE
COMPLETE
with OSRAM

VALVES, GECoPHONE
components and pol-
ished heavy
oak construe -
tors' cabinet,

*UM MAGNET
MADE IN ENGLAND Sold by all Wireless Dealers

I. Single tuning
control.

2. No changing of
coils.

3. No soldering.
4. The simplest to

assemble.
5. Widest possible

choice of stations.
6. No aerial oscilla-

tion.

The finest home con-
structors' proposition
ever put before the
public.

WRITE for
INSTRUCTION

CHART
SENT POST FREE
This will tell you how to assemble the
NEW " OSRP.M MUSIC MAG-
NET." Gives details of stations
received in areas up and down the
country where stations have hitherto
been difficult or impossible totune in.

SEND A POSTCARD TO -DAY.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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uild your own
Super Loudspeaker

for

.1kiireg 12'6

If you want unusually good reproduction from your home constructed loudspeaker
then build with the Ediswan Cone Unit and Assembly. This wonderful unit gives
faithful reproduction over the whole range of musical frequencies and is built on the
balanced armature principle. The Cone Assembly, which is drilled ready for baffle board
mounting, although designed primarily for use in conjunction with the Ediswan Cone
Unit, is equally effective with other Cone units upon the market.

Advt. of

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO
LTD.

Incorkorating the Wiring Subblies, Lighting Engineering. Refrigeration
and Radio Business of The British Thomson -Houston Co.. Ltd.

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio Division :
la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.

SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

EDISWAN RADIO PRODUCTS
W. 26 EIMII.1

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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METALLIC RECTIFIERS
SUPERSEDE FRAIL
RECTIFYING VALVES

FOR ACCUMULATOR CHARGING
FOR L .T. SUPPLY UNITS
FOR H .T. SUPPLY UNITS

TYPE E 13 II

TYPE U8

WRITE TO DEPT D 132
FOR FULL

PARTICULARS.

LONG LIFE
WITH

DEPENDABLE SERVICE

1);---recnIficloriaiN
147

IGRANIC
ELECTRIC Co.ltd.

Works B ED FO F:

THE IDEAL FOUR

The BurTon S.L.F. Condenser. Bakelite End Plate Model.
Patent No. 302264. This Condenser, with which is incor-
porated the patented friction band, assures a clean cut

separation of all Stations regardless of wavelength.
PRICE, .0005, complete with 4 in. Dial - 61 each

THE "IDEAL" SET
OF COMPONENTS

FOR ANY

RECEIVER
Four First-class Components, ideal for any set or circuit,
made and guaranteed by us, a firm that has been in
Wireless Manufacturing since the inception of Wireless
Broadcasting.
Bur'FON Components rank in the fore front of Wireless
Components ; this prestige has been attained through the
continual manufacture and presentation of all that is best
in design and workmanship in the Wireless Industry,
When visiting your Wireless Dealer ask him to show you
these four Components ; fit them to your set and notice
the wonderful difference in your reception-then you will
never buy anything but Burro Components.
Go to your Dealer now; ask him to show you the com-
plete range of Burl ON Components.

ASK TO SEE THE
BurToN EMPIRE 3 -VALVE SETS
BATTERY & ALL MAINS MODEL  BUILT BY BurTuN

The ItorTon Resistor Control. Patent No. 302296.
Cripplied in 3. 6. 10, 15, 30 and 80 ohms resistances

PRICE - 2:9 each

The BOTT011 AndM Transformer m a first class Transformer

TbeBurTon Binocular H.F. Choke is scientifically designed
giving the highest efficiency possible. It is moulted M a neat

to avoid peaks and external magnetic field. Covers a wave-
moulded case and made in the following ratios

band of 50-3,000 metres. PRICE 5i9 each. Type B.3, ratio 3-1, 10ffi each Type B.5, ratio 5-1, 10,6 each

C. F. & H. BurToN. Progress Works, WALSALL, ENGLAND
Advertisers Appreciate Mention o. W. with Your Order

4
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MORE
STATIONS

ON E -DIAL
CONTROL

GREATER
VOLUME

..,00,01111

\

In Two Models:

A.C. MAINS
0 R

OATT ER?
OPERATED

E8 : 15 : 0
Price includes three latest type Cossor
Valves, the handsome cabinet and the
so parrs necessary for its rapid assembly.
Also for A. C. Mains operatio%

Price £15. 0. 0.

Better
than

ever !
Here's the last word in up-to-date Scr::ened
Grid Receivers-the 1930 Cossor Melody
Maker. It has one -dial control-no "tricky"
tuning. Turn only one knob to hear the
programme you, want. Switch alters wave-
lengths-no coils to change. Because it uses
the NEW Cossor Valves it has enormous
range - it will bring you superb Radio
music from all Europe. It has razor.sharp selectivity
-it will cut out your local station like magic-it has
been specially designed for the B.B.C. Regional
Scheme The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker has a
handsome one-piece cabinet lacquered in two-tone
blue with oxydised silver finished escutcheon. Get
full particulars of this wonderful Receiver from your
Dealer or use the coupon below.

?he 1930

Cossor
elody Makef9

The World's lowest priced Screened Grid Receiver
of such advanced design,

A. C. Casson Ltd, 11,shbury Grow, London, r4.5

Get full details of
this amazing Receiver
Post this Coupon To  day !...... - -  an am am NM

To Messrs A. C. Cossor Ltd.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.S

Please send me free of charge full
particulars of the wonderful 1930
Cossor Melody Maker (a) A.C. Mains
Model (b) Battery Model.
(Please strike out one you do not require)

Name ...... -
Address...

A

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in 1'A. W."

fa) 800
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Now For It
TAKEN all round, it has been a pretty

poor. summer for long-distance recep-
tion, especially during the latter part,
when we were so much bothered by atmos-
pherics. The long -continued drought was
.probably an important factor, since it is
well known that wireless waves travel best
over water and worst over arid ground.
During the summer of 1929 the soil was
parched many feet below the surface, and
this must have increased enormously the
resistance offered to the passage of wireless
waves. It is interesting to note that
simultaneously with the breaking of the
drought a sudden and remarkable improve-
ment in long-distance conditions occurred.
Good stations at once took on added
strength; those which had been only fair
to moderate jumped into the star class;
others which had been silent for months
past had made their voices once more
heard in this country. We are now on the
threshold of the best time of the year for
wireless listening.

The Real Test
We have now a real chance of testing out

the efficacy of the Prague Plan. During
the summer it was not possible to do so,
since when ranges are short heterodynes
do not occur to any great extent. There
were many who prophesied that with the
coming of darker nights the plan would be
found almost, if not entirely, unworkable,
for then increasing signal strength might
well cause heterodynes between trans-
missions of stations hundreds of miles
apart. Though I did not share these views,
having been always hopeful that the plan
would be a success, I must confess that
I had certain misgivings when I sat down
at the controls of the long-distance set on
the first night when conditions were good.

An Improvement
There are a certain number of hetero-

dynes, some slight, others rather bad; but,
taking the wave -band as, a whole, the
number of foreign stations that can now
be received free from all interference of
this kind, and with really excellent
strength and quality, is nothing short of
astonishing. The heterodynes are, I think,
mainly caused by stations which have
difficulty in adhering strictly to their
authorised wavelengths. The monthly
reports of the Brussels Laboratory do not
appear to have been published since the
Prague Plan came into operation, and the
only details of wavelength wandering now
given by the B.B.C. are those of stations
which have deviated by 1.9 kilocycles or
more from their proper frequencies. Since
the nominal separation is 9 kilocycles, an

error of nearly two is a very large one-
sufficient in many cases to cause something
like jamming. I hope that the European
authorities are not going to regard wander-
ings of anything less than 1.9 kilocycles as
allowable. In America, where the State
has evolved a scheme on the same lines as
the Prague Plan, any station which deviates
by only half a kilocycle is promptly and
thoroughly told off by the ether police !
It does seem, though, that the majority
of European stations are doing their best
in keeping to their wavelengths."

Stations Worth Going For
It is always as well when making a

search round to have a certain number of
stations in mind that one definitely wants
to pick up. They act as kind of landmarks
during the search, and when_ they have
been logged and their settings noted others
will soon be found. Here is a list of stations
that I have found best during the past
week or two. I start from the bottom of
the waveband, since searching upwards is
always by far the best method. The first
landmark is Flensburg on 218 metres,
which is often remarkably well heard,
despite the fact that a German, French, -
and Swedish relay all share this wave-
length. Flensburg's strength at present
seems strong enough to drown any inter-
ference from the others. Then comes
Cologne on 227 metres, Biarritz, Muenster,
Bordeaux, and Nurnberg. . There is at
present rather a gag- between Nurnberg's
239 metres and the 253 metres of Gleiwitz.
Above this comes an excellent patch,
which includes Toulouse PTT, 'Hamburg,
Leipzig, MorayskalOstrava, and Barcelona
Catalana, who appears to be coming into
action again. This station has been closed
down for some little time owing to a
mishap'which seriously damaged the trans-
mitting plant. On 274 metres Turin is -one
of the best of Continental transmissions, -
and above him we have- Kcenigsberg,
Bratislava, and Copenhagen, all good.

Higher Up
Passing over -the big groups just above,

the next station of note is Lyons. There is
rather a gap now, largely on account of
spark interference. Above it, on 316
metres, comes Marseilles PTT, Breslau,
Petit Parisien, Naples, Posen, Brunn, and
Barcelona (EAJI). .eaders living_ near
London may find Stuttgart rather hard to
separate from 2L0-it will be haider still
when Brookmans Park is at work !--,-but
this station is coming in very well just now.
Seville, however, on 368 metres should be
receivable with a selective set, and just
above this wavelength comes one of the
best portions of the medium band. This

includes Hamburg, Tolouse, Genoa, Frank-
 furt, Berne, Kattowitz, Rabat, Berlin
Witzleben, Madrid Union Radio, Stock-
holm, Rome, and Paris PTT. Langenberg
and Lyons Doua on the one side and
Prague and Oslo on the other are rather
overshadowed by 5GB, but on 501 metres
Milan is well heard, and above him stations
well worth noting are Brussels, Vienna,
Munich, and Budapest. It is not really,
much worth while going above Budapest's
wavelength in search of stations, for beyond
this much spark interference is experienced
from ship and shore stations.

Your Turn Now!
Well, I have given you a pretty lengthy

list of selections from my log. It is up to
you to pull up your aerial and your socks
and to see whether you can't knock
"Thermion" into all sorts of cocked hats.
More power to your elbow I Note, by the
way,. that. I mention these stations as
worth trying for, but I don't guarantee
that on any particular night you are
going to find the whole lot coming through
without interference of some kind. In fact,
on the other hand, I am quite preRred to
guarantee that you won't. You should,
however, be able to make a pretty useful
selection from them, and if I may offer
fellow DX enthusiasts one little hint, here
it is. Don't bother about any transmission
that is so weak that it wants heaps of
reaction, or is fading, or is heterodyned or
sparked. Simply- pass on to something
else, and when you find something that is
coming through to perfection make a note
of it. If you do this for ,a few nights you
will soon be able to compile a list of
"odds on" stations, by which I mean sta-
tions so nearly reliable that you can be
almost sure of first-rate reception from
them, whenever you feel so minded.

A New Idea
A Chicago correspondent informs me of

a new use which the police are making of
broadcasting in that city. There has been,
as you probably know, in recent years just
a tiny hint of crime in Chicago. Nothing
really serious, of course. Just that citizens
were bumped, off with sandbags, lead
piping, revolvers, machine guns or bombs
at the rate of about one a day, whilst a- few
trifling burglaries involving a paltry hun-
dred thousand dollars or so .occurred each
night. Toug4-babies will be tough -babies,
of course. At first the police were rather

 rough about it. I mean they used armoured
cars and tanks, and tear -gas and sawn-off
shot guns and things. But now they ha
discovered a far, far Vetter way. 'Whilst
you are listening to sweet music from your
loud -speaker there comes a sudden break in
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On Your Wavelength! (continued   
the programme and a voice calls ; "Police.
Urgent message. A gang is operating at
such -and -such a street. All police squads
in the vicinity are to report there imme-
diately."

Up to date, the results have been extra-
ordinary. Not only are the police put
quickly on to the job, but also householders
are warned that there is trouble afoot and
are therefore on the look out. I don't
anticipate anything of the same kind in
this country, but it just shows what
wireless can do, doesn't it?

People I'd Like to Murder
Though he is a peaceful person in the

ordinary way, your " Thermion" does have
blood -thirsty thoughts at times. There
are several people, in fact, that he often
feels that he would love to murder in a
variety of horrible ways. These are :-

(r) The man who invented the solder -
proof soldering tag. This is generally made
of perfectly good brass or copper nickel
plated. Solder won't stick to it as it is, so
you have to remove the plating before you
get to work.

(2). The man who evolved the scheme
for saving money by turning out under-
size B.A. nuts. Make your nuts a bit
smaller and you save brass. Also you
ensure that no constructor's box spanners
will fit them.

(3) The man who sells a reel of wire
with a break in the middle of it. You have
got.go per cent. of the turns on to a very
complicated coil. Your helper is holding
the reel so that the wire is under just the
right tension. Without any warning, you
come to a break. The wire flies off the
reel. The turns fly off the coil, and the
Recording Angel has to use shorthand to
get your remarks down quickly enough.

(4) The man who invented the over -size
valve socket. This is drilled about one
size too large. In the old days you could
circumvent this criminal by opening out
the valve pins with the blade of a knife.
Nowadays you cannot do it, because they
are not built that way. What you actually
do is to spend hours in hunting for the
reason why your set is silent, only to find
in the end that it is due to a sloppy valve
leg.

(5) The man who invented flannel pliers.
Of course, the stuff they are made of does
not look like flannel; it looks like steel.
When you try to grip something tightly
with them the handles come together
whilst the jaws remain apart.

(6) The man who invented the twist
drill that twists not in, but off.

The Moving -coil Pick-up
There was a demonstration at the

exhibition which particularly caught my
eye, and I think the eyes of many others.
I- refer to the ingenious "laboratory set
up" of a moving -coil gramophone pick-up.

A very large "working model" of the
pick-up was connected in series with a
galvanometer, and by its side a card
beseeched onlookers to " Try it." Of course,
the invitation could not be resisted, and
everybody took hold of the huge gramo-
phone needle and moved it backwards and
forwards in the imaginary record track,
sending pulsations of current through the
galvo. And the needle of the galvo. flicked
about in a most pleasing manner, attract-
ir g the attentions of more would-be
" triers." The moving -coil gramophone
pick-iip is something new, and I am look-
ing forward to " trying" one of these
gadgets on my own set during the next
week or so.

B.B.C. Behind the Scenes
Actually, the B.B.C. made quite a big

noise at Olympia. Hidden in a room below
the centre staircase was a fearsome -looking
apparatus, not unlike a large relay -station
transmitter. In this room B.B.C. engineers

 picked up the London programmes, the
music of the military band in the hall, or
relayed gramophone records by means of
the elaborate amplifiers and sent the
sound to hundreds of exhibitors' stands.
The word "elaborate" is well deserved, for
the output push-pull stage dissipated no
less than 600 watts I Huge valves of the
transmitting type were used for this stage,
mounted on what was actually a standard
relay -station transmitter frame. The push-
pull output transformers were each about
one foot cube in bulk and considerably
more than one hundredweight in weight.

" Seeing In "
As far as the protagonists of television

in this country are concerned, the long -
looked -for day has arrived. We know that
the courtship between the Baird Company
and the B.B.C. was not all smooth sailing,
but the engagement was announced a week
or so ago, and September 3o, 1929, was the
day when television and broadcasting wed
in this country. That the marriage will be
blessed with every happy association is
the fervent wish of all the wireless fra-
ternity.

Purely Experimental at First
The service to start with will be of a

purely experimental nature and at the
moment is confined to one wavelength, so
that speech and vision cannot be trans-
mitted simultaneously, and it is necessary
for the speaker to speak first and then
change over to television or vice versa.
This is due to the fact that at present
only one wavelength is available, the

HAVE YOU SEEN OUR
GIFT OFFER ON PAGE 

514?

Brookmans Park station, which is to be
used for television, not having been com-
pleted. Upon the completion of this sta-
tion two wavelengths will be granted to
television as soon as can be conveniently
arranged by the B.B.C. There is no tech-
nical difficulty in the way of sending
speech and vision simultaneously, and this
was successfully, demonstrated by the
Baird Television Company at the test
given through 2L0 in March last to the
Postmaster -General and a committee of
Members of Parliament. On that occasion
the station at Marconi House was used in
conjunction with 2L0, so that two wave-
lengths were available for the tests.

The Inaugural Ceremony
Being one of a privileged few, I was able

to witness the inaugural ceremony on one
of the few televisors available, and could
not help being thrilled at what may be
classed as an epoch-making event in the
history of electrical communications. The
studio from which the artistes were tele-
vised is at the headquarters of the Baird
Television Company in Long Acre, and
from there the televised images passed
along telephones line to Savoy Hill, where
there was a " check" receiver. From Savoy
Hill they passed through the usual land
lines to Oxford Street (2L0) and thence on
to the ether. Just after the scheduled
hour, I1 a.m. (the broadcasts are promised
daily from II a.m. to 11.3o a.m., except
Saturdays and Sundays), the proceedings

' opened with a message from Mr. William
Graham, President of the Board of Trade.

Someone Erred
Sir John Ambrose Fleming was then

introduced as the president of the Tele-
vision Society. A peculiar rhythmical
humming sound indicated that Sir John
had sat in front of the television trans-
mitter, and while I know this worthy
wireless pioneer quite well by sight I must
confess that I was mystified at what I saw.
His face was black; in fact, all light
appeared dark and shades light. I soon
realised that someone had erred, for we
were seeing the picture as a negative. One
pictured the flutter in the dovecots at
Long Acre, and very shortly afterwards
the true face came through. Sir John con-
gratulated the B.B.C. and the Baird Com-
pany on inaugurating this new service for
the benefit of the wireless public and paid
tribute to the genius of J. L. Baird.

It would be foolish to say that at this
first test the features as seen in the tele-
visor were perfect. Definitely recognisable
images were seen, however, with quite a
wealth of detail, and the daily test will
enable the two parties concerned to ascer-
tain rapidly the best conditions necessary
to make the broadcasts sufficiently stan-
dard for the general public to participate.

THERMION.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
CONSTANT INDUCTANCE

A number of constant -inductance chokes have appeared on the market recently and many people
are asking what is the exact merit of such a choke. Is there a real advantage in the use of a
specially -designed choke of this nature? Our Technical Editor supplies the answer below.

FIRST of all, it will be as well to consider
exactly what a constant -inductance

choke is. It is well-known that the iron cir-
cuit of an ordinary L.F. choke tends to sat-
urate according to the direct current flowing
through the winding. In the great majority
of cases in which .a choke is employed in
practice some steady current flows through
the winding in addition to the alternating

A typical constant -inductance choke
-the Varley

signal current. The larger this steady
current, the less the- inductance of the
choke and unless the Iron circuit is gener-
tiusly designed, the variation is apt to be
considerable. It is no unusual thing to
find a choke having an inductance of
5o to 6o henries without any current
flowing through it, whereas with a current
of only 5 milliamps, the inductance is less
than xo henries.

The constant -inductance choke over-
comes this defect by the use of a modified
form of iron circuit. This is not complete
as is in the case of the ordinary choke but
is provided, at suitable points, with a small
gap. The effect of this is to minimise the
saturation of the iron core, in consequence
of which a' much steadier inductance is
obtained and if the design is worked out
correctly it is possible to maintain the
inductance constant over a large variation
of current.

This is very pleasant from the point of

view of the curve enthusiast who likes to
see a straight line drawn on graph paper,
but some people will question its practical
utility. In a normal circuit, we find the
best operating position and leave the choke
in use under the particular circumstances.
The steady current flowing through the
winding is thus constant and therefore the
inductance is constant. Why then is it
necessary to go to special trouble in order
to provide a choke in which the inductance
does not vary?

This argument is, unfortunately, falla-
cious because the current flowing through
the choke is not constant even although
it appears to be so if measured with a
moving -coil meter. The average value
of the current remains steady (at any rate
providing the amplifier is operating with-
out distortion) but instantaneously the
current is varying above and below the
mean value by a considerable amount. We
apply a voltage to the grid of the valve with
the express object of causing the anode
current to vary and although for con-
venience we often regard the anode current
as being made up of a steady current with
a super -posed alternating current, yet
actually in practice, this is only one cur-
rent which varies above and below a mean
value.

What is more, this variation may be,
and indeed should be, considerable. If
we have a valve taking a mean current of
5 milliamps, then if the valve is utilised
in an efficient manner our anode current
will vary between about 2 milliamps and
8 or 9 milliamps. The characteristic of the
valve will be substantially straight over
a range of current of this order and if we
utilise the valve efficiently we shall have a
current swing of the order of 6 to 8 milli -
amps. We are, therefore, not at all justified
in assuming that the anode current of the
valve is constant. Actually, it is varying
very considerably and with it, the induc-
tance of any iron -cored apparatus in the
set.

Therefore, the need for a constant -
inductance apparatus immediately becomes
apparent. The amplification obtained
from the valve depends upon the impedance
of the anode circuit. Let us assume that

this is a simple choke -coupled amplifier
as shown in Fig. r. Let us also assume that
the impedance of this choke at Too cycles is

Fig. 1. Choke -coupled amplifier

equal to the internal resistance of the valve
(7,500 ohms) at the mean value of anode
current. Then theoretically, we should
obtain 7o per cent. of the maximum ampli-
fication factor of the valve under these
conditions, which would be 50.5.

We have just seen, however, that the
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inductance of the choke does not remain
constant. Let us look into the matter
further. The valve we are using is an L6 to
operating at 55o volts with 4% volts grid
bias. Under these conditions, the mean
anode current will be 4 milliamps and the

(Continued at foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless THE VOLTMETER

IWANT to buy a voltmeter. What How can it be used for measuring
kind would you recommend? voltage?

If I were you, I would not buy one What I recommend is a o to 25
at all l moving -coil milliammeter. This instill.

But you told me not long ago that meat is so arranged that a full-scale
every wireless man shOuld have a deflection is obtained when '?5 milliarn-
measuring instrument. peres are driven through it, and other

Quite so; but if I were yoU, I would deflections in proportion.
spend my money on buying a good Yes, I follow that.
milliammeter, a r,000 -ohm 1lre-wound By Ohm's law r volt drives r milliam-
resistance, and a ro,000-ohm resistance pere 'through a L000 -ohm resistance.
of the same sort. I see now; you mean that if you wire

But I thought the milliammeter only this resistance in series with the instru-
measured current? ment it at once becomes a o to 25 volt -

It does, but by means of the resis- meter?
tances it will give you all the voltage , Exactly. And if you buy a goodish
readings that you want in the wireless instrument with low -resistance windings,
set and with quite sufficient accuracy for and also purchase a good resistance,
all practical purposes. you will find that, though the method is

I would like to know more about this. rough and ready, the error will probably
To begin with, the milliammeter be quite small.

itself is by far the most useful instru- How can I find out what the error is?
ment that the wireless man can possess. Try the instrument with the resistance
It enables him to see that he is not in series against a good voltmeter, which
overloading his high-tension battery, it you can borrow, and note how much it
shows up some of the commonest -causes under -reads or over -reads. You will
of distortion, and it is the fault-finder easily be able to work out the percentage
par excellence. You will always be and so correct your readings, if the error
making use of the milliammeter, in is big enough to make this necessary.
fact, if you are wise, you will keep it And the ro,000-ohm resistance means
normally wired in the common high- that the instrument reads from o to
tension negative lead. A voltmeter you 25o volts I suppose?
will require only occasionally. Yes. It thus becomes most useful for

"THE IMPORTANCE OF
CONSTANT INDUCTANCE "

(Continued from preceding page)
variation at the maximum grid swing will
be from r milliamp to 7 milliamps.

Fig. 2 shows the curve of a choke which
would comply with the conditions which
we previously laid down, namely that the
impedance of the choke at lop cycles
should equal that of the valve. This curve
is taken from an actual choke and there-
fore fairly represents -practical conditions.
It will be seen that when the current rises
to 7 milliamps, the inductance falls from
23 henries' to 9 henries, in which ease the'
impedance at roo cycles will be only
5,700 ohms and the amplification will have
fallen from 10.5 to 9.

When the current falls, an even more
serious change takes place, the inductance_
at r milliamp being 6o henries. The imped-
ance is then 18,90o ohms and the amplifica-
tion rises to 14.

This example has been slightly exag-
gerated in order to show the type.of effect
produced, but it is not an unreasonable
estimate of practical conditions. It will
be seen that the amplification has not
remained constant but has varied well over
5o per cent. at the two ends of the scale,
the amplification when the grid is negative
being 14, while when it is zero the figure
falls to 9. Consequently, the wave form

dealing with the high-tension battery,
just as the smaller resistance suffices for
the accumulator and the grid battery.
One great advantage is that the scale
requires no alteration and that you have
-no complicated calculations to m'ake.
With the r,000 -ohm resistance the
instrument reads direct; with the r o,000 -
ohm you simply multiply the reading by
ten-a simple process, since you have
only got to stick on a nought.

It sounds a good scheme.
It is, though I say it myself, for you

really get three instruments for a few
shillings more than the price of one, and
they are good ones for two reasons.

What are those?
First of all, the recording instrument

is a moving -coil milliammeter, with its
dead -beat action and its reliability.
Moving -iron instruments often become
inaccurate as time goes on.

What is the second point?
In measuring voltages you take very

little current from your batteries. This
is particularly important in the case of
the high-tension battery. There is one
point, however, that you must be
careful of.

What's that?
Don't, in a moment of madness, try

to measure a voltage without placing the
proper resistance in series,

is not magnified truly, but is distorted.
The difficulty becomes rapidly worse as we
reach the lower frequencies where the
inductance of the anode circuit anyhow
becomes fairly small (Comparable with that
of the valve and a large difference in
amplification results from a relatively

An Impression of Sir Frank Benson
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small change in the anode impedance.'
These difficulties are obviated by the

use of a choke which really has a constant
inductance, irrespective of the current
flowing through it. There are several such
chokes on the market now as was men-
tioned at the beginning of the article.
The Varley choke is a very useful com-
ponent having an inductance of 20 henries
at any current between o and Too milliamps.
This is particularly useful for power work
where wide variations of current have to
be dealt with. Messrs. Wright & Weaire
make a range of constant -inductance
chokes from the H.T.r which is ro-henry
choke capable of carrying 125 milliamps
up to the H.T.4, a 12o -henry choke capable
of carrying 25 milliamps.

Needless to say the improved perform-
ance of these chokes is obtained at some
expense in other directions if the bulk is
to be kept the same and the sacrifice which
has to be made takes the form of a small
increase in the resistance. A constant -
inductance choke, therefore, may be
expected to have a, slightly higher resist-
ance than a variable -inductance one, but
the advantages gained from its use more
than out -weigh any possible slight dis-
advantage from this cause. With our
improved knowledge of filtering, the need
for a very low -inductance choke has
largely passed away.
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B.B.C. broadcasts
of Baird tele-

vision are now be-
ing made everyday.
except Saturdays
.and Sundays, be-
tween II and 11.30
a.m. Anyone can
"see -in"; amateurs
are invited to ca.
operate, . and so
soon as an initial.
experimental period
has expired, tele-
vision apparatus
\Xi/I be put on the
market.

Monday, Septem-
ber 30, was a red-
letter day for tele-
vision enthusiasts
for the B.B.C.
made the first pub-
lic broadcast from
the Baird studios.
At the invitation
of Mr. 'Baird,. an
AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS Special Correspondent was able -to
witness the whole of this first television
broadcast; and some of the pluatographs
on this page give a very good general idea
of the scene on this occasion.

The broadcast was carried out in the
Baird laboratories in Long Acre, London,
and the studio was connected by land line
to Savoy Hill's -control room, and thence to
the zI.fl transmitter, all the announcing
and television transmissions taking place
from the Baird studios.

A. picture at the Baird studio

Prompt at t t a.m. the announcer came
"on the screen" and a letter was read from
the President of the Board of Trade
(Sir William Graham, M.P.)-. Speeches
were then made by Sir Ambrose Fleming
(the inventor of the valve) and Professor
Andrade, who were also both televised, and
a light programme was afterwards given by
three artistes.
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Sir.j. Ambrose Fleming with Mr. Baird on the occasion of the first public television broadcast

Only one transmitter was allotted for
this test, so each artiste had to speak first
bekire the microphone and subsequently
repeat the speech while sitting before the
television transmitter. it is hoped to be
able to transmit television and speech
simultaneously when the Brookinans Park
dual transmitter is operating.

During the course of the transmission the
AMATEUR WIRELESS man was able to leave
the scene of operations and witness radio,
reception by means of a televisor installed
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lens,' about 8 in.
in diameter, and
the general effect
is similar to that
of looking into an
automatic picture
machine as installed
in amusement lhalls.
The image appears
as a "soft - tone"
photograph i 11 u
minated by a red-
dish - orange light.
The degree of detail
noticeable f r o
radio reception was
quite good, and
there appeared to
be no jamming or
interference. On
in a n y occasions,
however, the tele-
visor started to
-hunt," the image
moving out of its
proper square like a
cinematograph film
wrongly set, and

this had to be checked by fresh adjustment
taking about twenty seconds.

The general impression gained was that
the present televisor has reached the state
of development of the early, flickering
cinematograph. There is much, very
much, yet to be done, but the present stage
is highly creditable and the fact that public
broadcasts are now being given will
undoubtedly hasten progress.

Professor Fleming expressed himself
very pleased with what he had seen, and

and (right) the check television receiver in the Bairt premises in Long Acre

in an adjacent room. This was operat711 by
an engineer of the Baird Television Develop-
ment Company, and the results obtained
were of good quality, hut trouble with
"hunting"' (up and down movement of the
picture) was experienced.

For the benefit of those unacquaiated
with the Baird televisor, itmay be explained
that one sees the image through a wide

Mr. Baird, while claiming success for the
B.B.C.'s first public broadcast, said that in
even a few days an improvement in. quality
would be noticeable. He refused to ga into
technicalities, but conversation with some
of the engineers rather indicates that
further developments will be along the line
of getting more picture detail into the
frequency channel at present available.
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Previous to this television broadcast, a
demonstration of land -line television had
been given at a laboratory within a stone's
throw of Olympia, during show -time. Here
a glass -fronted studio and apparatus room
were fitted up so that visitors could sec the
whole process of transmitting sight and
sound. Two televisors were working, con-
nected by wire with the transmitter, and
simultaneous speech and, television were
given.

There are many amateurs in the country
with experimental television apparatus
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HOME TALKIES-
A SUGGESTION

THE construction of talking -picture ap-
paratus should present no great diffi-

culty to the advanced amateur wireless man.
Of course, with the use of his radio ampli-
fier and a home -projection machine, he is
unlikely to achieve the same standard of
quality heard in the leading cinemas.

the sound track on the edge of the film.
On the other side, of the gate was a box
containing a G.E.C. photo -electric cell,
mounted so that it received the rays of
light through the film. The photo -electric
cell had 120 volts impressed on it through a
2-megohm resistance and was coupled to

Pictures of the demonstration of television given during exhibition time near Olympia. Top (left) shows the glass -fronted studio and on
the right is shown the elements of a television receiver. Below (left) is the demonstration room, and right the transmitter

available, and the AMATEUR WIRELESS
Technical Staff is co-operating with the
tests so far as possible. Faces can be
"heard," of course, by the ordinary listener
to the r r o'clock transmissions. Speeches
are given by the announcer, and the tele-
vision transmitter is then switched on.
The characteristic note of a full -face view
of a head, " Brrrump . . . brrump
brr rump . ." is easily recognised.

A GIFT ANNOUNCEMENT
APPEARS ON PAGE 514

On the other hand; it could hardly be
worse than some of the unpleasant noises
that are given the mine of talking pictures.

I heard a small home machine the other
day in which the sounds were picked up
from the edge of a film and amplified to
loud -speaker strength with three stages of
L.F. In this case, the  picture was not
projected, but this, I was assured, would be
dealt with "in its stride."

' The apparatus was exceedingly simple.
The film moved continuously through, an
ordinary motion picture gate and a slot -
shaped beam of light was' projected on to

the first L.F. stage through a small con-
denser.

The chief trouble of this amateur job
w the difficulty of maintaining a constant
speed of travel for the film. The film was
drawn through the sound gate by a sprocket
wheel, the teeth of which engaged the film
perforations, and this was driven by a belt
coupling to a D.C. motor. The variations of
speed of the motor raised and lowered the
pitch of the musical sounds coming from
the film; on speech this variation was not
noticeable.

B. H.
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THEmodern portable set will pick up
on a small self-contained loop aerial as

many distant stations as could be brought
in, say a couple of years ago, with the same
number of valves coupled up to a too -ft.
garden aerial.

This remarkable development is, of
course, mainly due to the improved stan-
dard of performance of the latest types of=
valves, particularly , the screen -grid high-,
frequency amplifier combined with the.
pentode as note -magnifier. At the same,
time it opens the way for the abolition of
the unsightly outdoor aerial.

A

Y

B

Fig. 1. Directional curve of frame aerial
. .Apart altogether from purely asthetic

considerations, the, elevated wire aerial is
still regarded with suspicion by many
people, who consider it apossible source of
danger from lightning.: Experience has
proved this fear to be ill-founded iii prac-
tice, though it will no doubt help to hasten
the final disappearance of the gaiclen pole,
now that the latter is no longer indispens-
able for long-range reception.

Time was when the difference in efficiency
between the indoor frame and the outside
wire was estimated at two stages of high -
frequency amplification. That is to say,
other things being equal, the change -over
frorn a standard P.M.G. aerial to an inside
frame meant adding two high -frequency
valves to the set.

This no longer holds good. Even with an
outdoor aerial, one stage of ordinary H.F.
amplification is usually necessary to cut
out the local B.B.C. station. and receive
distant programmes. By converting the
cre H.F. stage into a screen -grid amplifier
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practically the same results can now be
secured on a small frame aerial: ;..f -

Although, as previously stated, thi.4 is; is
the main, due .to" recent dekelopnients 'irt^
valve design, some credit must" also be
given to the advantages of the fratte aerial,.
particularly its directional properties as an
aid to selectivity.

It is well known that a frame aerial
receives signals at iti-akimuni strength 'when
the 'plane of the windings is turned in the.
direction of the incoming wave. Conversely
the. same property helps' to cut bur any
interfering signals -coming from a different
direction.

For stations situated at right angles to
the plane of the frame windings, the pick-
up is practically zero, whilSt for stations ly-
ing between these two critical directions
the strength varies according ' to -the par-'
titular angle concerned. :

The reason for this -directional discrimin;
ation lies in the fact that afratne responds
only to the magnetic cohipenent of the'
signal wave. For the' ordinary B.B.C.
transmitter this must be conceived as an*
Oscillating flux taking place parallel to the
surface of the earth -and atright angles to
the direction in which the wave is moving
as a whole.

Directional Effects
It is, then, easy to see that if the frame is

plaCed so that the windings are end -on to
the.incoming signal wave, the open face of
the- windings lies 'athwart the magnetic
flue, and therefore picks up maximum
signal voltage. On the other hand when the
frame is turned through a right angle the
magnetic flux cannot thread through' the
windings (because they are now end -on to
the magnetic flux), and therefore no signals
are received from that direction.

For instance, suppose in Fig. t that the
transmitting station lies somewhere along
the line ox, and that the frame aerial is
gradually turned through 36o degrees,
starting with its plane lying along ox and
moving in succession through OA, or, and,
OB back to ox. The figure of eight curve
then indicates the manner in Which the
incoming signal strength varies during the
course of rotation.

It will be a maximum for the direction
ox, and will then gradually fall off until the
frame windings lie in the plane ON, when
signals fall to zero. From OA to 01- signal

strength gradually increases to a maximum.
This process is reversed as the frame is
swung around from or to os, and finally.
from OB to OX: '

The first point to be observed is that
When the frame is set fOr maximum recep-
tion from a station along the line ox or or,
it automatically cuts out 'any station that
may be transmitting simultaneously in
either of the directions OA and on.

The_ ordinary garden:aerial does not ex-
hibit this useful directional discrimination.

' The second point to be observed is that'
the 'frame when 'set to _receive a station
lying along the line ox responds with equal.
efficiency, to any other station of the same.
or similar wavelength located along the
line or. In other words, it does not dis-,
criminate between two stations lying in .the

B

Fig. 2. Effect of open and frame aerial
combination

same plane, although one may lie to the
front and the other to the rear of the,frame.

When using a frame for direction -finding
iri marine or aeronautical navigation, this
presents a problem which is overcome in
practice by combining a small -Vertical or
upright wire with the frame aerial. ,

The response in. the vertical aerial is the
same whether the signal wave comes in
from the fore or aft direction. In the case
of the frame aerial when used alone, the
received signal strength is also the same in
both directions, as is indicated in Fig. t.

In actual fact, however, the "phase" of
the frame voltage as compared with that
induced in the vertical aerial differs by
r8o degrees, according as the wave impacts
along the x line or along the r line.
Now by combining the voltages induced in
the vertical wire with those induced in the
frame, the two will combine or add together
when the signal wave is travelling along the
x line, whilst they will oppose each other

(Continued at foot of next page)
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when the wave comes from the direction
Y. The resulting signal strength is
accordingly indicated by the cardioid curve
shown in Fig. 2, and the listener is able to
determine in which_ of the two "critical"
directions, viz., xo or YO, the transmitting
station iglocated by comparing the relative
strengths of the received signals.

In the ordinary portable set, the com-
paratively bulky batteries form a 'counten-
pose "earth" to which the frame, as a
whole, is capacity -coupled. It will, there-
fore, act to a certain extent as a vertical
aerial, picking up the electrostatic com-
ponent of the wave in the same way as an
"earthed" aerial of the same height.

The combination of the two induced
voltages, namely, that due to the true
"frame" action caused by the magnetic
flux threading through the windi9gs with
the "accidental" electrostatic voltage in-
duced along the vertical wires to " earth"
through the batteries, is often sufficient to
discriminate between two transmitting
stations located i8o degrees apart.

When used aboard ship or on aircraft, the
directional action of a frame aerial is
affected to some extent by the action of
magnetic bodies in the vicinity, such as a
metal funnel, or the steel stays of the fuse-
lage which deflect the front of the incoming
wave from its true direction. This is called
"quadrantal" error, and must be allowed
for and corrected by an operation similar to
that known as swinging the compass:

Another source of error is "mast effect,"
in which the presence of near -by conducting
bodies set up a re -radiation field which
"blunts" the critical point of zero signal
reception, so that the frame aerial can be
swung over a definite arc, during which the
signals are heard at a small though constant
intensity, instead of sinking to zero. -
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In practice this is compensated by the
use of a small' auxiliary aerial, which is
designed to pick up a small voltage from
the re -radiation' field sufficient to nullify
the undesired effect on the frame when the
two voltages are combined in the receiver.

IF CONDITIONS ARE
FAVOURABLE

Jotiings from my Log
by Jay Coote

WfRING the past week or so conditions
or the reception of distant stations

have been gradually improving. In the
course of a few nights, I picked up at good
strength many foreign transmissions which
for the previous two months had been
conspicuous by their absence. Yet, my pet
morning paper, basing itself on information
supplied by pessimistic -scientists, forecasts
a bad October for wireless enthusiasts,
inasmuch as during this month we are to
suffer from an outbreak of sun spots, which
exercise a disastrous effect on the ether. I
am even told. that the intensity of these
unpleasant eruptions, although gradually
diminishing in November, may last some
five years, and until that time, radio
reception will not be at its best.

I am inclined to believe, however, that
this autumn will prove no worse than
previous years, and that the average
"fan" with the newly constructed set will
still declare himself . satisfied with the
results obtained. _

However, with daylight disappearing at
an earlier hour, -II y for weaker trans-
missions; ymi will find that they have now
gained strength. ' Such, giants as Zeesen,
Moscow, Leningrad, lotala, Radio Paris,
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Eiffel Tower, Kalundborg and Hilversum
have weathered the worst (wireless) period of
the year. To -day they will shout at you,
and weaker brethren such as Munich,
Algiers, Lahti, Kovno, Genoa, Seville,
Berne and others, which appeared to be
resting, are already adding their voices to
the radio community.

" If conditions are favourable," is a good
saving clause, but there is no need to be
depressed by the possibility, or even
probability, of spots on the sun.

Owing to interference, caused by morse
telegraphy` transmitted by the Dubendorf
and Basle aerodromes, the Zurich broad-
casting station has been authoriscd to work
alternately on two different wavelengths,
namely, on 466 metres during the afternoon
and on 459 metres in,the evening3. At odd
times this latter wavelength is also used by
the 2oo-watt military transmitter at Sottens
near Moudon (Western Switzerland) in a
series of experimental transmissions with a
view to obtaining the necessary data for the
erection of a i21/2 -kilowatt transmitter on
that site.

The Prague short-wave transmitter regu-
larly transmits on Tuesdays and Fridays
between 7.3o and 9.3o p.m. G.M.T., on a
wavelength of 58 metres. The call sign is
sOKIMPT.

The Post Office D.F. van is expected to
make a long Stay in Glasgow, so as to
ensure a grand "clean-up" of pirates.
Officials are confident that there are more
unlicensed wireless sets in Glasgow than in
any other large town in Britain, with the
possible exception cf London. In view of
the population, however, this is only to be
expected.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney
IWAS unable to listen -in and "see -in"

at the first transmission of television,
owing to the fact that I was doing the
announcing at the time !

More sunny Sunday programmes : --
Morning. Nix.
3.30. Brass Band.
5 30. Bible Reading.
5.45-6.15. Church Cantata.
6.25-7.45. Harvest Festival Service.
8.o. Religious Service.

Why not vary the business and have a
talk on the Stock Exchange?

A band of brass blaring out an alleged
liumoreske on "Lassies and Lads" is a
strange contrast to this other Sunday

Tarver Penna as Roberts sees him

saintlitiess, and a trombone solo, "The
'Joker," and other items like it, remind one
of the sort of thing the local Temperance
Band gives at Paddleton-on-Sea.

Why this sudden craze for brass bands,
anyway?

I listened -in to the "Vaudeville of Many
Countries" programme the other night
and, while applauding the idea (which had
the merit of sounding original), Wondered
exactly how "different" it would turn out
to be-but it didn't.

We had the usual nasal singers moaning
their way through some American songs,

FAVOUR
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A. Moseley
each song picking up the thread of senti-
mental slosh from the last; and then, "by
way of a change," an "English" composi-
tion, which differed from the others in one
respect only-the title.

I listened again "to Congo Night, the
interesting little sketch by Richard Hughes,
and found that, somehow, this time with-
out the atmosphere being created by the
announcere that it was not so dramatic.
I am not certain whether the same artistes
were engaged, but the, suggestion when the
little play was first produced to turn down
the lights, etc., might have had something
to do with the effect that the previous
transmission had. However, it is not at all
a bad little broadcasting sketch.

4,
When I was announcing the other day

at the Baird studios, somebody suggested
that the speeches ought to be applauded
in the studio.

I beg to inform readers that I acted up
to my principles in this matter and forbade
the applause. This particularly after
another example of the claque at 2L0
studio when a very ordinary overture,
played in an ordinary fashion, brought
forth vociferous applause.

Anna Fillipova, singing some Russian
songs, revealed a Voice of pure qUality.

Here is a piquant item for listeners :-
During the first television transmission

Professor Andrade came into the studio
and I asked him to broadcast a few words,
and he did so. It occurred to me after-
wards that the Professor no longer broad-
casts from 2L0. This was a pure coinci-
dence, and, as I say, was an Impromptu
performance. Nevertheless, it raises some
interesting questions, does it not?

4

Lovers of Massenet must have thoroughly
enjoyed the recent broadcast of Thais, a
lyric comedy adapted from the poem by
Louis Gallet after the novel of Anatole
France.

This transmission, in which Leonard
Gowings took the part of Nicias, the rich
young man, bears out his note to me
recently in which he gave' me some in-
teresting details about hiS repertoire. He
has subsequently written to .me to the
following effect :-

"I was interested and gratified to see
your reference in AMATEUR WIRELESS to
my letter apropos my repertoire, etc. We
still seem to be at cross purposes over the
title of the song, 'Songs my mother taught
me' ! This is quite correct. You first of all
referred to it as 'Songs that mother taught
me.' No doubt a slip of the pen, but I
could not resist correcting you when I
wrote. Now you have twisted it round
again !"

Not in the least. What Mr. Gowings
forgets to remember is that "Songs my
mother taught me," the music being by
Dvorak, must have had a foreign origin.
Therefore the translations would differ.

Anyhow, it is rather splitting hairs about
the word "that." So that's that !

Thus Harold :-
"As one of your readers said recently,

`You will never make a man appreciate
good music by inflicting it upon him.' "

I agree.. Nor swill you make the lowbrow
alive to the beauties of the classics if you

An Impression of J. A. N. Caruso

give it to him for nearly three hours at a
time. I am referring to the recent broad-
cast of Thais.

"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
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THE final link
in the electri-
cal chain of a

gramo-radio outfit is
the loud -speaker. If
the reproducer is not
capable of dealing
with the final ampli-
fier output, then no
great advantage will
be obtained by using
an electrical repro-
duction arrangement
in place of the more
normal mechanical
action.

This means that only the very best type
of loud -speaker can be used with a gramo-
radio outfit, and in designing the "Music -
lover's Gramo-radio " receiver it was de-
cidrd to incorporate a linen -diaphragm
loud-sPeaker of the type which has been
described in previous issues of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, and which has proved to be so
successful in the hands of amateurs.

A Complete Speaker
The present loud -speaker is designed

primarily for the complete gramo-radio
receiver, but it can be used with any type
of set. Only in so far as general dimensions
are concerned is special reference made to
the "Music -lover's" equipment. The loud-
speaker can be made up by anybody and
can be fitted type of receiver.

The linen -diaphragm -loud -speaker con-
sists essentially of two wooden frames over
which are stretched tightly two sheets of
fine linen joined at the centres and to the
reed movement of a loud -speaker drive.

This shows
the front of the

instrument
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USIROVE
Although designed to fit the "-Music-lover's Grarno-
Radio," constructional details of which were given in
the two preceding issues of " A.W.," the loud -speaker
described below is complete in itself and may be used

The linen is " doped " with a special pre-
paration having celluloid as a basis in
order to tauten the diaphragms. One of
the sheets is larger than the other in order
to result in a natural response frequency
of such a figure as to produce a natural
tone. The natural characteristic of a linen -
diaphragm loud -speaker is brilliant repro-
duction with plenty of bass, but not unduly
accentuated.

As has been explained in previous
articles dealing with the construction of
the receiver portion of the "Music -lover's
Gramo-radio," economy has been con-
sidered in every detail; and for this reason
it wa% not considered wise to fit a moving -
coil loud -speaker. Excellent as these can
be, they are naturally more expensive
than a linen speaker; and while
AMATEUR WIRELESS never makes wild
claims on behalf of any receiver or
component not well deserving of them,
the Technical Staff is confident that a
linen -diaphragm assembly such as is
about to be described is the best

vibratory unit which can be
attached to almost any type of
reed movement. The linen dia-
phragm really does make a
moderately priced reed unit
produce wonderful results.

The parts necessary for con-
struction are simply wood, linen,
dope and screws, and, of course,
also a reed movement unit.
A word of caution must be
given. The total cost of all parts
is absurdly low; there is no com-
parison with the cost of the
castings or complete parts needed
for an M.C. speaker. And for
this reason do not economise.
Good results depend on using
the best quality linen (such as
best Irish cambric), good strong
wood for the frames so that no
warping will occur, and the loud-
speaker unit recommended. The
difference in cost between the
best possible parts and a cheaper
edition is only a few shillings at
the most, and results may be
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as a separate instrument. It was on view at the
Radio Exhibition and aroused a great amount of interest
by reason of the excellent volume and quality of re-

production it provided

entirely different if false economy is in-
dulged in.

Roughly, the constructional operations
are as follow : The frames are made up
from A -in. wood, the linen is stretched
over them and over_ the rubber edging
tacked round the frames, doped, stretched
again, and the cone unit then added.

A good general idea of the speaker can
be obtained from the accompanying illus-
trations. For the benefit of those who like
to work from scale drawings when making
up any radio apparatus a blueprint has
been prepared dealing with this speaker.
All constructors are advised to get the
print no matter whether they intend using
the speaker with the "Music -lover's Gramo-

radio" or with their own receivers.
The number of the print is A.W.2o2b,
and the price is Is. Prints are also
available of the receiver section of the
gramo-radio unit (as mentioned last
week) and of the motor board for the
turntable drive. Th8 prices are as
follow : Blueprint for four -valve set
(A.W.2o2a), is. 6d.; blueprint for linen -
diaphragm loud -speaker (A.W.2o2b),
is.; blueprint for motor board
(A.W.2o2c), 9d. Total, 3s. 3d. Pro-
vided all three are ordered at one time.
they will be sold at an inclusive price
of .2s. 6d. The prints can be obtained
from the Blueprint Department, AMA-
TEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.

 Construction of Frames
The first constructional operation is

to make up the frames from A -in.
wood.- All dimensions are given on the
blueprint, and can also be gathered
from the small reproduction of the
print given here. The larger frame has
the dimensions 20 in. by 22- in., and
the smaller frame is 12 in. square. In
order to make the frames as strong as
possible they should be fitted with
triangular corner pieces of wood glued
and screwed in position. Great Strength
is vitally necessary, for the constant
tension of the doped linen will easily
warp a weak structure.

0-0.000.0-(><>000,<><><>0.000!<><>.

The corner pieces
for the main frame
have sides each 3% in.
and the smaller cor-
ner pieces can have_
sides 2% in. in
length. The wood
used should be only

in. thick, so that
the frames can lie
quite flush. The use
of corner pieces is an
.improvement on
metal angle brackets
which, while being

strong, place a -strain on the screw fixings
for them at the corners of the frames.

When both frames are complete and the
glue has dried, then the rubber edging may
be tacked all round. The purpose of this
rubber is to act as a "buffer" when the
linen is stretched, and to help to insulate the
frames from audio vibrations; a well -doped
linen diaphragm vibrates over most of its
surface.

Fitting the Linen'
The rubber edging -used is that employed

as a draught -stopper, and is like thick -
section rubber tube with a " flange " (for
fixing) along its length. It is this "flange"
which is tacked tightly to the wooden
frames, and the linen is stretched over the
tubular portion. This detail can be clearly

from the blueprint.
The next operation is to stretch the

linen over both frames. Cut the material

The construction is
clearly shown in

this photograph

xxxx-x-><,-->c..,<-><>0111,
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the reproducer is not
capable of dealing
with the final ampli-
fier output, then no
great advantage will
be obtained by using
an electrical repro-
duction arrangement
in place of the more
normal mechanical
action.

This means that only the very best type
of loud -speaker can be used with a gramo-
radio outfit, and in designing the "Music -
lover's Gramo-radio " receiver it was de-
cidrd to incorporate a linen -diaphragm
loud-sPeaker of the type which has been
described in previous issues of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, and which has proved to be so
successful in the hands of amateurs.

A Complete Speaker
The present loud -speaker is designed

primarily for the complete gramo-radio
receiver, but it can be used with any type
of set. Only in so far as general dimensions
are concerned is special reference made to
the "Music -lover's" equipment. The loud-
speaker can be made up by anybody and
can be fitted type of receiver.

The linen -diaphragm -loud -speaker con-
sists essentially of two wooden frames over
which are stretched tightly two sheets of
fine linen joined at the centres and to the
reed movement of a loud -speaker drive.

This shows
the front of the

instrument
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Although designed to fit the "-Music-lover's Grarno-
Radio," constructional details of which were given in
the two preceding issues of " A.W.," the loud -speaker
described below is complete in itself and may be used

The linen is " doped " with a special pre-
paration having celluloid as a basis in
order to tauten the diaphragms. One of
the sheets is larger than the other in order
to result in a natural response frequency
of such a figure as to produce a natural
tone. The natural characteristic of a linen -
diaphragm loud -speaker is brilliant repro-
duction with plenty of bass, but not unduly
accentuated.

As has been explained in previous
articles dealing with the construction of
the receiver portion of the "Music -lover's
Gramo-radio," economy has been con-
sidered in every detail; and for this reason
it wa% not considered wise to fit a moving -
coil loud -speaker. Excellent as these can
be, they are naturally more expensive
than a linen speaker; and while
AMATEUR WIRELESS never makes wild
claims on behalf of any receiver or
component not well deserving of them,
the Technical Staff is confident that a
linen -diaphragm assembly such as is
about to be described is the best

vibratory unit which can be
attached to almost any type of
reed movement. The linen dia-
phragm really does make a
moderately priced reed unit
produce wonderful results.

The parts necessary for con-
struction are simply wood, linen,
dope and screws, and, of course,
also a reed movement unit.
A word of caution must be
given. The total cost of all parts
is absurdly low; there is no com-
parison with the cost of the
castings or complete parts needed
for an M.C. speaker. And for
this reason do not economise.
Good results depend on using
the best quality linen (such as
best Irish cambric), good strong
wood for the frames so that no
warping will occur, and the loud-
speaker unit recommended. The
difference in cost between the
best possible parts and a cheaper
edition is only a few shillings at
the most, and results may be
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as a separate instrument. It was on view at the
Radio Exhibition and aroused a great amount of interest
by reason of the excellent volume and quality of re-

production it provided

entirely different if false economy is in-
dulged in.

Roughly, the constructional operations
are as follow : The frames are made up
from A -in. wood, the linen is stretched
over them and over_ the rubber edging
tacked round the frames, doped, stretched
again, and the cone unit then added.

A good general idea of the speaker can
be obtained from the accompanying illus-
trations. For the benefit of those who like
to work from scale drawings when making
up any radio apparatus a blueprint has
been prepared dealing with this speaker.
All constructors are advised to get the
print no matter whether they intend using
the speaker with the "Music -lover's Gramo-

radio" or with their own receivers.
The number of the print is A.W.2o2b,
and the price is Is. Prints are also
available of the receiver section of the
gramo-radio unit (as mentioned last
week) and of the motor board for the
turntable drive. Th8 prices are as
follow : Blueprint for four -valve set
(A.W.2o2a), is. 6d.; blueprint for linen -
diaphragm loud -speaker (A.W.2o2b),
is.; blueprint for motor board
(A.W.2o2c), 9d. Total, 3s. 3d. Pro-
vided all three are ordered at one time.
they will be sold at an inclusive price
of .2s. 6d. The prints can be obtained
from the Blueprint Department, AMA-
TEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.

 Construction of Frames
The first constructional operation is

to make up the frames from A -in.
wood.- All dimensions are given on the
blueprint, and can also be gathered
from the small reproduction of the
print given here. The larger frame has
the dimensions 20 in. by 22- in., and
the smaller frame is 12 in. square. In
order to make the frames as strong as
possible they should be fitted with
triangular corner pieces of wood glued
and screwed in position. Great Strength
is vitally necessary, for the constant
tension of the doped linen will easily
warp a weak structure.

0-0.000.0-(><>000,<><><>0.000!<><>.

The corner pieces
for the main frame
have sides each 3% in.
and the smaller cor-
ner pieces can have_
sides 2% in. in
length. The wood
used should be only

in. thick, so that
the frames can lie
quite flush. The use
of corner pieces is an
.improvement on
metal angle brackets
which, while being

strong, place a -strain on the screw fixings
for them at the corners of the frames.

When both frames are complete and the
glue has dried, then the rubber edging may
be tacked all round. The purpose of this
rubber is to act as a "buffer" when the
linen is stretched, and to help to insulate the
frames from audio vibrations; a well -doped
linen diaphragm vibrates over most of its
surface.

Fitting the Linen'
The rubber edging -used is that employed

as a draught -stopper, and is like thick -
section rubber tube with a " flange " (for
fixing) along its length. It is this "flange"
which is tacked tightly to the wooden
frames, and the linen is stretched over the
tubular portion. This detail can be clearly

from the blueprint.
The next operation is to stretch the

linen over both frames. Cut the material

The construction is
clearly shown in

this photograph

xxxx-x-><,-->c..,<-><>0111,
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"THE MUSIC -LOVER'S LINEN -DIAPHRAGM LOUD-SPEAKER (Continued)

to shape, leaving an ample margin, and,
of course, complete one frame at a time.
Tack one rectangle of linen to one side of
the frame, stretch across to the opposite
side, and secure with tacks. Then stretch

Here is the operating
unit attached to the

unit board

the two remaining sides, and finally secure
the corners neatly. In this initial stretch-
ing the linen should be stretched fairly
tightly. The rubber at the corners prevents
corner creases.

When both frames are covered the dia-
gonals should be drawn to find the exact
centres. At the centre of each sheet a hole
should be formed by poking a fine spike
between the threads of the linen, without
causing an actual breakage of the threads.
This done, the two holes should be- button-
hole stitched to prevent the threads, from
spreading apart. Buttonhole stitching may
be beyond the capabilities of some wireless
men, coming, as it does, more into the
feminine province ! Nevertheless, the lady
of the house will usually offer no objection
to undertaking this five-minute job; and
buttonhole stitching in this case is really
very necessary.

Doping
Holes should next be drilled in the wood

to allow of the fixing of the tautening rods.
Four 3 -in. lengths of 2B.A. screwed rod
arc used, and it will be necessary to drill
1 -in. holes.

Now place the frames in position and
join the centres of the diaphragms together
by means of the special diaphragms claMp-
ing device. The construction of this clamp
is shown by an inset drawing on the blue-
print; these little components can be
purchased complete.

The "dope" recommended after lengthy
trial is known as collodion -methylated,
and can' be obtained from any chemist.
This is much more convenient in use and
more efficient than home-made cellulose

prepared by dissolving strips of celluloid
in amyl -acetate. A commercial dope
which has also been used with great success
is known as Titanine-Emaillite, as used for
aeroplane construction. All these dopes

are highly inflammable
and the fumes are not
healthy. It is there-
fore advisable to carry
out the process of
doping at an open win-
dow, and, o f course,
well away from any
naked light.

When the dia-
phragms are first in
position and are joined
they should be given
one coating of dope
on each side. The
collodion - methylated
is just painted on with
an ordinary brush, and
will be found to dry
very quickly.

While this dope is
drying the frames
should be stretched

apart by the distance of 3A in. on the
2B.A. threaded rod This stretching
must be done most carefully. Each corner
of the frame should be stretched
a little at a time and the nuts
tightened to take up the new
position. When the half -distance
of 3/4 in. is reached a second coat of
collodion -me thylated
should be applied to the
outside of each sheet.
While this is wet stretch
the frames apart to the
full distance of i 1/, in.
.and apply a third coating
of dope.

It is in this final
stretching that the
greatest care must be
taken not to split the
linen. The degree of
tautness should be such
that, when dry, the
sheets respond with a
drum note when tapped.
There is a distinct danger that if the
corners are not held firmly and moved
carefully during the final tightening, the
linen may burst. It is possible to repair
a split linen diaphragm with a double
patch, in order to save doing the whole
work over again, but this state of affairs
is not to be recommended h

The Cone Unit
Details of the cone -unit mounting can

be gathered from the accompanying illus-
trations. The unit is held on a spring
assembly so that if the setting of the reed
is altered by the pull of the- diaphragms

then correction can be made by means of
the four screws. This is a most important
addition and improvement to existing
linen -diaphragm instruments.
Adjusting

The cone units recommended are G.E.C.,
Ormond, B.T.H., Bluespot, and Hegra,
and the four -screw compensating device
will be found of particular advantage with
non-adjustable cone units.

It is important to see that the driving
rod of the reed movement is very securely
attached to the diaphragm -clamping device.
If there is any looseness here an annoying
rattle will be set up and nothing like true
reproduction will be obtained.

When the reed movement is mounted
and adjusted the speaker is ready for
operation. AMateurs who intend using
the instrument with their own receivers
should preferably employ a baffle box with
an open or only partly closed back. If the
speaker is used with the "Music -lover's
Gramo-radio " receiver, however, the special
Clarion cabinet with a loud -speaker com-
partment will be found to be an efficient
baffle.

The loud -speaker is behind the ornamental panel

In next week's issue will be given details
of the motor board and complete assembly
of the gramo-radio instrument.

During the month of October the follow-
ing German stations will broadcast a
midnight musical programme according to
the folloWing 'schedule : Hamburg (Wed-
nesday, z), Munich (Saturday, 5), Breslau
{Tuesday, 8), Langenberg (Friday, 11),
Berlin (Monday; 14), Stuttgart (Thursday,
17), Koenigsberg (Tuesday, 22), Frankfurt
(Saturday, 26), and Leipzig (Wednesday,
3o). The transmissions start at r_. 3o a.m.
on the above -mentioned dates. - -
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Revolutionary new Lissen Pick-up
MAKES EVERY RECORD A PICTURE TRUE IN TONE COLOUR

.8111114
 1111

Abe

The Significance of the Curve !
Look at Curve s. A particularly fine response for part of its curve, but
notice the peaks and depressions and the very serious falling off in output
after 2,800 cycles-after zoo cycles it would not remain on the record. /n
curves z and 3 the same deficiencies exist. NOW LOOK AT THE 
LISSEN CURVE. It is the only even curve. These are actual tests
under ordinary conditions. The real significance of the Lissen curve is that
you get true musical values from one end of the scale to the other.

New Needle -Armature
so light that response

is perfect at all
frequencies

" Better than ' Talking' Picture reproduction "-that is
what everybody says who hears a gramophone record
played by this new Lissen Pick-up. And actually .the re-
production is better than the film experts have achieved-
more natural, nearer to reality, because no longer are the
high notes thinned out or the lower bass notes lost. The
Lissen Pick-up is so responsive that even the perfect elec-
trical recordings of to -day can hardly do it justice. It
responds to the most -minute indentation on the record-
the needle armature is so light that the needle -point actually
feels its way along the record groove.
And you3ll find your records almost everlasting when you
use this new Lissen Pick-up, because the needle follows
the groove and does not plough its way along.

If you want every single record to sound much better than
those you hear at demonstrations-if you want radio -
gramophone reproduction that comes so near to reality that
in a darkened room you would suspect the presence of the
artist-get this new Lissen Pick-up and learn what perfection
means. Any Lissen radio dealer will demonstrate it for you.

ISSEN
NEEDLE -ARMATURE PICK-UP

304
Complete with moulded tone arm 37/6

LISSEN LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX

Factories also at Richmond and Edmonton

(Managing Director: Thos. ISI:Cole)

Please Mention "A. W.' When Lorresvoncting with Advertiser,.
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and
Getting Selectivity

IAIPLE receivers are often perfectlyS satisfactory as regards volume and the
quality of the reproduction, but are not
sufficiently selective to enable the powerful
local station to be cut out. Of course, a
wavetrap may be inserted in the aerial
circuit for cutting down the strength of
the local station, but it occurs to me that
some listeners might be satisfied with the
results obtained by joining the aerial to a
point on the tuning coil near the earthed
end.

A terminal connected to this point could
be added to the set, and it may so happen
that the results will be so good that a
wavetrap, will not be. required. Alterna-
tively, one of the several types of semi -
fixed condensers could be included in the
aerial circuit if there is not already a fixed
one in the set.

More Aerials-Weaker Signals!
A few nights ago I set up my apparatus

for measuring, the strength of the signals
set up across various tuning coils, which
could be connected in tarn to an aerial.
I commenced testing in the early evening,
and obtained results which were normal
with my standard coil. But after an hour
or two the voltages commenced to fall
away, until, between nine and ten o'clock
the signals were comparatively weak.

Later they improved, and I commenced
to wonder why there should be such varia-
tions. Afterwards it occurred to me that
the signal strength fell as more listeners
tuned in their receivers. It is well known
that a near -by set fitted with reaction to
the aerial may tend to increase or decrease
the signal strength. In fact, it is nearly
impossible to make serious tests when
someone near by is continually adjusting
the tuning or reaction. The best tine for
testing coils or amplifiers involving the'use
of an aerial is during the daytin.ie, when
few people are listening.

'Ware Switches!
A push-pull switch such as is often used

in the filament circuit of a set- is such a
simple component that one would not
cxpect faults to develop. It is a fact, how-
ever, that some of them make such a poor
contact that the filaments do not light
properly or light intermittently.

It is a good plan to examine the switch

Theoretical-by W. JAMES
occasionally, and when necessary to adjust
it. Owing to faulty manufacture, noises
may be heard when the switch knob is
rotated. The springs should be bent a
little in order to minimise the chances of
a really bad connection developing.

- When this type of switch is used with a
tuning coil the effects of a poor contact are
more serious in that they are not so easily
traced -to the switch. An example is when
a long -wave section is short-circuited by
a switch. The actual control may be erratic
and the tuning much broader than normal,
simply because the switch is not short-
circuited at all but is only making a high -
resistance connection across the coil.

Explaining the action of tuning a loose -
coupled circuit

Tuning Three -circuit Tuner
A circuit that at one time was widely used

and appears to be coming to the fore once
mare is illustrated herewith.

It is a three -coil tuner. One of the coils,
Li, is included in the aerial circuit, and L2
is in the grid circuit. Coil L3 is for reaction
from the detector. These three coils used to
be arranged in a three -coil holder so that
their relatiVe positions could, be varied.

Tuning is,rione too easy at first. The two
condensers are adjusted with coils LI and
L2 fairly well together, and sufficient
reaction is applied to make the circuit
sensitive. When the desired station is, heard
and more volume is needed, coil LI is
brought towards L2. But this alters the

NEXT WEEK:

W. JAMES on
TUNING FOR VOLUME.

sensitivity of the circuit and the reaction
must be increased.

If now coil La is moved away from 12, the
circuit will probably oscillate. This is the
difficulty with a circuit of this description,
and it is often so handled that many
squeals and howls are produced. Before
coil LI is moved away from coil L2, the
amount of the reaction must be reduced a
little.

With a circuit of this type, the controls
must be fine or good results will never be
obtained. Condenser cr may be of .000i
microfarad, c of .coor microfarad, and c2 of
.0005 rnicrofarad. Modern sets are usually
fitted with slow-motion knobs and dials, or
with such Large knobs that fine tuning is
relatively easy.

Brookmans Park
Have you listened to the new London

regional transmitting station ? I have on
several occasions, and have taken signal
strength and selectivity measurements in
two places. As a matter of fact, I live
rather less than five miles from Brookmans
Park, and am therefore in a position to
conduct experiments with the object of
tuning the station out at fairly close
quarters.

The second place where T test is about
three miles from the present London
station and ten or twelve from Brookmans
Park, and is therefore also a useful point,
'I must confess that I am disappointed

with the signal strength from the- new.
station. The signals are just twice as
strong at the first place, but the increase
is only 5o per cent. at the second testing
point.

Careful tests show that the new station
does not spread so much as the London
station. The quality appears to be excel-
lent. The percentage of modulation em-
ployed is more than is usual on the London
station. My own tests have definitely
proved this point.

Readers will know, I expect, that at the
Broakmans Palk station the high -fre-
quency oscillations generated 'by a small
valve are modulated by the signals from
the studios, and the output is magnified in
stages and is finally applied to the aerial.
At the present London station. the cholci,-
control method is in use, the power for
high -frequency oscillations being. modu-
lated by the low -frequency magnifier,
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The Transformer that
NEVER BREAKS DOWN

LISSEN LIMITED

Turns Ratio 3-1
Resistance Ratio 4-1

In a single season the Lissen 8/6
Transformer gained fame and an
overwhelming popularity with
builders of radio receivers. It
has been used in every type of
circuit to replace far more ex-
pensive specified transformers,
tested under all conditions, its
results compared and its price
considered-over half a million
Lissen 8/6 Transformers are
proving now that all the claims
made for this transformer are
thoroughly well founded.

You cannot buy a better value for money
transformer for service in any circuit, than
this 8,'6 Lissen Transformer.

ISSEN
TRANSFORMER.

If your chosen circuit calls for a Super Transformer use
a Lissen Super Transformer. You cannot get a
better one. PRICE 19/-

WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX. Factories also at Richmond
and Edmonton. (Managing Director: Thos. N. Cole).

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attentior.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REY N ER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Climax H.T. Unit
THOSE who have D.C. mains at their

disposal are adequately catered for by
the large number of D.C. eliminators avail-
able at a reasonable cost. Although the
apparatus required fora D.C. eliminator is
certainly simple, its design cannot be under-
taken lightly owing to difficulties in smooth-
ing and voltage regulation.

This season, Messrs.. Climax Radio
Electric Ltd., of Parkhill Road, Hampstead,
are marketing a variety of mains apparatus
for both D.C. and A.C. use. We have
recently received for test a neat and com-
pact Climax D.C. eliminator having overall
dimensions of 41/4 in. by 21/2 in. by 41/4 in..
high. The necessary choke, condenser and
voltage -breaking resistances are mom -lied
in a metal case freely ventilated. On the
top of the case is an insulated panel on
which are mounted terminals and wander
plugs.

Altogether there are three positive H.T.
tappings. One of these gives the full volt-
age of the D.C. mains whilst the other two
are connected to wander plugs for insertion
in two of the ninesockets providing var 'yntg
potentials down to 5o volts.

On' test this little unit behaved quite
satisfactorily and supplied 39 milliamps at
18o volts on the full tapping with com-
mendable silence in operation and freedom
from over -heating. This eliminator can he
strongly recommended.

Climax D.C.-type H.T. Eliminator

Te-ka-De Valve
AGLANCE at the characteristics of
many inexpensive foreign valves

shows that our neighbours are not back-
ward in design, for the figures compare
quite favourably with English valves.

This week we have tested a Te-ka-De
valve, marketed in this country by Dr.
Nesper Ltd., Colindale Avenue, N.W.g

The sample tested, type V.T.126, has

a

two sets of electrodes mounted in a single
container, which is no greater in diameter
than the majority of normal valves. Con-
nections from the electrodes are taken to
6 pins, and a special holder can be sup-
plied with the valve. One set of filament
pins only is fitted, since the two separate
filaments are connected in parallel inter-
nally.

The characteristics of each set of elec-
txodes are similar and during the tests car-
ried out in our laboratories, we obtained
figures of 8,000 ohins for the A.C. resistance
and an amplification factor of in giving a
mutual conductance of 1.5 The filament
current consumption is approximately .2
of an amp at 3.5 volts.

It is evident from the tests carried out
that the bulb is not completely evacuated
and therefore if used without grid bias,
it is necessary to limit the H.T. voltage
ter the specified values of from 3n to 6o.
if used, however, as an amplifier with
adequate grid bias, this voltage may be
raised.

There is no doubt that the fitting of two
electrodes in a single bulb makes for com-
pactness in the layout of a set and also
cheapness in production. This system of
duplicating the electrodes in a single con-
tainer has not been introduced into this
country and it remains to be seen whether
it will be done in the future.

Varley Ni-core Transformer
THE design of low -frequency trans-

formers has been considerably modified
by the addition of certain elements to the
iron core. It has been found that with
certain percentages of nickel in the nore,
the permeability is considerably increased,
thereby giving, a higher value of inductance
for a given number of turns on the winding;
and in consequence, the size of low -fre-
quency transformers and the self -capacity
of the windings has decreased.

Messrs. Varley have recently introduced
a new low -frequency transformer utilising
a nickel -iron core. This transformer is
made in two types, one with a particularly
high primary inductance and the other
smaller in size with a correspondingly lower
inductance. The core and windings are
housed in a neat moulded casing with four
terminals arranged in an accessible position.
Recent tests carried out on these instru-
ments have shown that when operated
under normal conditions the characteris-
tics are appreciably uniform over a wide
range of audible frequencies, indicating
that the constants of the windings have
been correctly chosen.

We have tested this week, one of the
Varley smaller type transformers known as
Ni-core. H which sells at the modest price
of 15s. and yet proved on test to have a
primary inductance of 28 henries with a
D.C. polarising culient of a milliamps. If
the polarising current is increased to 4
milliamps, the inductance falls to 20 henries.

These figures indicate the suitability of
these instruments for wireless work and

New
Varley
Ni-core

Transformer

they may certainly be iewmmended to
readers.

The address of the makers is ro3
Kingsway, W.C.z

Iceland has under construction a 16 -
kilowatt broadcasting station to replace the
smaller installation at present operating at
Reykjavik.

Recent tests made by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company have
successfully demonstrated the practicability
of talking round the earth by short-wave
wireless telephony. On these occasions,
United States officials carried out a con-
versation with engineers of the Wireless
Company of Australia, the speech being
taken by landline to the transatlantic
transmitter, thence via England to the
Antipodes.

It is reported that certain alterations in
wavelengths have been decreed by the
Union Internationale de Radiodfffusion of
Geneva in order to improve the original
Plan de Prague. They will affect Radio -
Paris, Eiffel Tower, Radio L.L. (Paris),
Algiers, Petit Parisien, Mont de Marsan,
Rennes, Beziers and others.

"Since the Plan de Pragn.e has come into
operation by which the wavelength of the
Leipzig transmitter was considerably
reduced, reception of the transmissions has
considerably suffered and its effective
working area curtailed. For this reason, the
power of the Leipzig transmitter is shortly
to be increased to 5 kilowatts in the aerial.
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BLUE SPOT 99-E4:4:0

The Blue Spot 99 is all that a
speaker should be  It is good to
look upon-it is faithful in its
every tone-it talks and sings and
plays to you with a fidelity that
only Blue Spot could ever pro-
duce  And at four guineas you
are getting a speaker that you
will proudly show to your friends
as your latest acquisition Hear

it first at your dealer's.
Driven by Blue Spot 66K, the finest

speaker unit produced.

, --------,

cod

Visit the Blue Spot Stand 30-Manchester
Radio Exhibition-City Hall, October 16-26

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.i
'Phone: Museum 8630 (4 lines).

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD St LONDON) LTD., too LONDON ROAD,

SHEFFIELD. 'Phone: Sheffield 26006 ; 22 sir. MARY'S PARSONAGE, MANCHESTER: 'Phone: Manchester City 3329.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertiser,
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THE GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER
IN THE CINEMA

OCTOBER 12, 1929

PERHAPS
the greatest tribute that has

yet been paid to the great advances
,which have taken place recently in the
technique of audio -frequency amplification
is the fact that an ever-increasing number
of cinema proprietors are installing disc -
amplifying equipments to provide the
musical accompaniment to silent pictures
and are dispensing with the services of
musicians.

Special effects records are available
covering almost every effect required for

540

By W. A. AGNEW
The cabinet housing the amplifier is

metal screened to eliminate any chance of
picking up stray static which might make
itself heard in the speakers.

In this illustration the turntable motors
-which are, of conrse, electrical-can be
clearly seen, the two resistances at either
side being wired in series with each motor,
so that the speed can be adjusted by
means of a sliding contact.

These motors can be used on either A.C.
or D.C. supply of any standard voltage,

Fig. 2. Top view of amplifier panel, showing turntables, pick-ups and control switches

the successful presentation of any feature,
and these rendered on the amplifier are
much more realistic and in keeping with
the atmosphere of the picture than the
average picture -house drummer can pro-
vide whilst keeping one eye on the musical
score and his other on the effects and the
picture.

There are quite a few successful equip-
ments on the market specially designed for
this particular purpose, and a description
of one of the best-that produced by the
British Thomson -Houston Co.-may prove
of interest to the experimenter and the
amateur interested in what can actually be
done in first-class power amplification.

The Amplifier
The amplifier is straight transformer

coupled, the transformers being paralleled,
with four power valves in parallel giving a
total output of ro watts.

When necessary, as in cases of very large
theatres requiring a great amount of
volume adequately to serve them, the
requisite extra power is obtained by the
addition of valves paralleled in the output
stage.

A view of the interior of the B.T.H.
amplifier is shown in Fig. I on page 542.

slight' variations being adjusted by means
of resistances. The motors are very silent
and constant in speed, a very efficient
governor system being incorporated which
effectively adjusts any slight variation in
speed due to fluctuations of the supply
voltage.

The control panel and turntables are
housed in the top of this cabinet, a photo-
graph of the layout being shown in Fig. 2.
This shows the position of the various con-
trols which are carefully placed for con-
venience of operation.

The volume control is placed conveni-
ently to the left hand of the operator,
enabling one recording to be faded out as
the other disc is slowly brought up to the
desired volume.

The particular control used in the B.T.H.
equipment has a resistance of 200,000 ohms,
a supplementary resistance of Soo ohms
being placed in series with it to eliminate
all trace of generator ripple when the
control is. in the silent position.

A milliammeter, which is always in cir-
cuit, serves to indicate the current con-
Eumption of the output valves, and to a
certain extent it also indicates distortion
in the anode circuit.

The change -over switch in the centre of

the panel enables an immediate switch -
over from one disc to another to be made,
and is very useful when a quick change-
over is required, as when effects records
are being used.

The double turntable is necessary in
order to provide a non-stop musical pro-
gramme. In practice, one table is used for
effects, as indicated by the musical cue
sheet, whilst the other carries the recording
accompanying the picture.

The Power Supply
The power supply for the anodes is pro-

vided by a small and compact motor
generator which operates from the lighting
mains.

The generator itself is standafd and
generates a pressure of 72o volts with a
suitable milliamperage.

The motor has to be wound 'according to
the voltage of the supply, and in the case
of A.C. is of the induction type. The
induction motor is very interesting, and
a brief description of the principle upon
which it depends for its operation may not
be out of place.

The field coils are connected to the A.C.
supply, and the short-circuited armature,
which has no commutator or slip rings, is
entirely insulated from the fields and the
supply. The current alternations in the
field coils sets up a constantly alternating
magnetic field which causes current to be
induced in the armature. The interaction
of the resultant fields causes the armature
to rotate in accordance with the attraction
and repulsion laws of magnetism.

The two machines are coupled together
either directly or by means of a belt.

The dynamo is lap wound with a large
number of commutator segments which
raises the ripple frequency, and conse-
quently enables it to be smoothed out
more easily.

Both generators are completely screened
in a metal cabinet.

The filament -heating current is obtained
from 6 -volt accumulator feeding, in the
case of the equipment illustrated, one B4
and four BI2 Mazda valves. These
batteries have an actual capacity of
85 ampere hours. Three L.T. batteries are
used as a rule, one being the service battery,
one a stand-by, and the third on charge.

Grid, bias is obtained by the automatic
method, a resistance being included in the
ancde feed and the volt drop across this
made use of to supply the bias potential.

The loud -speakers are the famous R.K.
moving -coil type fitted with a large baffle
board.

(Continued on page 542)
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J.B. are producing three new Thumb
Control Models this season. The
Vernier type shown here has a second
thumb- rim to attach to Vernier Con-
trol Spindle, and may be used with
any J.B. Slow Motion Condenser.

J.B. THUMB CONTROL.
Single Thumb Type . . ... 4/6
Vernier Thumb Type 6/ -
Dual Thumb Type ... ... 8/6

This illustration shows the alumin-
ium anti -capacity screen as supplied
with all Thumb Control Models.

Showing the insulated bracket which
effectually insulates the condenser from

the panel.

Only these two fixing screws are re-
quired and this gives a finished appear-

ance.

Advertisement of Jackson Brothers, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.I. Telephone : Hop 1837.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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REGENTSTAT

The wan;
resin lanced
elements and
the ingenious
to nstruct ion
of housing
prey e t
'packing"

and
"crackle"

FIXED
UPPER&
LOW EP
METAL
PLATES

arTER
METAL

CONTAINER

VT ROT 697i/19

PIG -TAIL
CONNECTOR

SPECIAL
RESISTANCE
ELEMENTS

THE
RESILIENT
CARTRIDGE

This continuously variable power
resistance - range 250- 4,000too0
ohms-provides the most satisfac-
tory method of control for radio
power work yet 'known. Its wide
range and constant smooth varia-
tion of values allows exact control
and compensation of voltage or
current throughout its entire range.

The REGENTSTAT ' does not
contain graphite compound and
mica, carbon mixture or plastic
material. It is an absolutely new
invention, fully patented, ensuring
positive contact and constant
reliability.

Chief uses : Battery Eliminator
Voltage Control, Grid Resistance,
Volume Control, Reaction Control,
Screening Grid Voltage Control, Grid
Bias Control, Resistance Coupling.

Maximum recommended constant
dissipation, to watts. One hole
fixing. British made throughout.

Write for free copy of our new Art
Booklet which gives full particulars
of all Regentone products.

DEPENDABLE
MAINS UNITS, AC and°

REGENTONE
p,G, MAINS rdtECEIVERs

MAINS COMPONENTS

FROM THE
REGENT RADIO SUPPLY co. 21. Bart/ells &etas
Holborn Circus, London,E.C4. getenhone Central 966/

XV1

./2(IDIOPR(14A4 S
CAPTAIN BRASSBOUND'S CON-

VERSION, one 'of Bernard Shaw's
liveliest comedies, will be broadcast from
2L0 on October 16 and from 5GB on the
19th. It is expected that other works by
the same author will later be given to the
radio public.

Philip Ridgeway, author of the musical
comedy, The Blue Train, has prepared a
special vaudeville programme, which lis-
teners are to hear on October 16. -

On October is the Old Vic Shakespearean
Company will visit, the London studio to
broadcast a performance of The Merchant
of Venice. Portia will be played by Martita
Hunt, Shylock by Brember Wills, and
Antonio by John Gielgud. A return visit
will be paid on November 22, when Miss
Lilian Baylis's company will be heard in
Richard II.

An all -Norwegian programme has been
arranged for transmission through London

and Daventry on the evening of October 17,
and it is expected that either, or both,
Oslo and Bergen broadcasting stations will
relay it for the benefit of their listeners.

On October 16, an all -Norwegian national
programme will be broadcast by the Oslo
station, and it is stated that in view of its
exceptional character, it will be picked up
and re -transmitted through the French
PTT stations, including Ecole Superieure
and Eiffel Tower, Paris.

Although it was stated that the Juan les
Pins broadcasting station would close down
definitely, it is understood that the trans-
missions are only to be suspended for three
months, after which period of re -construc-
tion the station will be again on the air with
increased energy.

Eiffel Tower gramophone transmissions
and speech can now be heard nightly on
31.5 metres; the power is 2 kilowatts in the
aerial.

" THE - GRAMOPHONE
AMPLIFIER

IN THE CINEMA "
(Continued from page 540)

The wiring of the B.T.H
system is shown in F. 3.

The equipment is controlled
by an operator who has the
music cue sheet for the pic-
ture placed in front of him,
and who can, whilst watching
the picture, control the vol-
ume as required for best
results and bring in special
effects which are cued on
his ph sheet.

TO loo .14 IS

o o

MOTOR LEAOIA10.

TEP66141 sawn

TE R1A,NAL BOARD'S 21

AMPLIFIER LACINET

VOLT

ACCUMUL ATOP

Fig. 3. Connections of amplifier and loud -speakers

Fig. 1. Rear view of amplifier cabinet, with back removed
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SET BUILDERS!

Lotus H.1,.
Choke,

56

Lotus L.F.
Power Choke.

15/ -

use Lotus components

Lotus L.F.
Inter -valve

Transformer,
12;6

Draw the curtains and gather round the table.
Now's the time to try your hand at building
one of the new radio sets with Lotus components.
You'll enjoy the trouble -free building, the easy
slipping together of these well made units.
Each is a masterpiece of mechanical perfection.
strong, neat and accurate.
Instead of buying a number of varying makes
of components, choose all yours from the Lotus
range. Lotus components are made to work
together in harmony, and they ensure easy assemb-
ling and the achieve-
ment of all that tha
designer claims.

HanDES4
C0444 Dos IE

Lotus Logarithmic
Condensers in all
capacities, from 5/ -

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain

,o0uR RA.°
,r4.) DEALER 40

TO GIVE YOU A
COPYOF THE NEW
LOTUS CATALOGUE
OR SEND DIRECT
TO THE MAKERS
AND IT WILLCOME

POST FREE

Lotus AU
Mains Unit,

C7/7,(0

Lotus Power
Transformer.

gl/ID/tO

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., LOTUS WORKS, LIVERPOOL
411.1111111111111111111.111.11.1111.11

Oaee'U,.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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NOTHING LIKE
IT SINCE THE
MOVING COIL!
New Design - new
principle-LowPrice
Here is something you have never
heard before! Nothing less'than the
fourth step forward in loud speaker
design-the Puravox 93o" The
change in principle is revolution-
ary; yet so simple is the patent
Spider diaphragm and piston mo-
tion drive that it has been possible
to produce the Puravox "193o" in
large numbers at a very low price.

FREE 7 DAYS TRIAL
Reproduction without a particle of distortion!
Vivid -toned bass notes. Every instrument clearly
heard M an orchestra from the tap of a drum to
the tremolo of a violin. Hear it yourself, on
your own set.-FREE ! Ask your dealer for a
Puravox. Take it home and try it. If it pleases
you, keep it. If not, take it back within the week
and your money will be refunded in full !

PitatIVOX
"1930"

CONE LOUD SPEAKER
(PATENT)

The model illustrated is 5716 in
Mahogany Cabinet. Other models from

3216 to 85/-.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
j To FALK STADELMANN AND CO. LTD.,

ql FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C. I e,

ei Please sending complete list of Puravox Loud Speakers

Name

Address F.0

I, If contemplating a now Wireless Set, get r,

particulars of the Efescaphone r,

A Radio Clock
AN ingenious combined clock and radio

set has just been placed on the market,
and as it enters a rather new field it merits
particular attention.

The complete apparatus is contained in a

The appearance of the radio clock does not
differ greatly from that of an ordinary one

clock -case of attractive design, and includes
an electric self-winding clock, a self-con-
tained transportable set and a time switch
to operate the set over any time range.

The clock consists of an ordinary stop
spring movement and is wound by means
of a heavy laminated armature movement
operating through a ratchet mechanism.
The armature winds the spring every 2I/2
minutes in normal running, and the spring
cannot be overwound. The spring alone
will work the clock for two days, and it can
be fully wound in 15 seconds. The current
for winding is taken from the L.T. accumu-
lator, and amounts to only about three
ampere- hours per year.

Two dials on the face of the clock control
the time switching for the wireless set. The
mechanism controlled is similar to the
alarm movement of an ordinary clock. One
dial is set to the time of switching on, and
the second dial to the time of switching off.
Any intermediate period can be covered,
and the indicators can be set to within a
few minutes.

Either a three- or a four -valve receiver
can be fitted, the circuit incorporating a
screen -grid valve and a pentode. The
tuning is virtually pre-set, a small knob for

This picture shows the wireless set and
loud -speaker, together with the self-winding

mechanism

a fine adjustment condenser projecting
through the panel. All batteries are
included, and it is interesting to note that
the H.T. consumption is only 6 milliamps.
A frame aerial is wound inside the case, but
provision is made for the addition of an
outside aerial if desired, and also for a
gramophone pick-up.

RADIOGRAMS"
(Continued from page 542)

A radio -beacon is now in operation on
the Maas light -vessel in the North Sea,
and may be heard transmitting L.C.W.
morse on about 962 metres. The charac-
teristic signal emitted by this station con-
sists of the letters MS, followed by fourteen
one -second dashes, this signal being re-
peated seven times. In clear weather two
groups of signals are transmitted every
three hours and in foggy weather six
groups during the last forty-five minutes
of each hour. These alternate with similar
transmissions (consisting of the letters NR
followed by dashes) from the radio -beacon/
installed on the Noordhinder light vessel.
Both vessels are of Dutch nationality.

The voice of Big Ben has been arti-
ficially reproduced in the United States by

KDKA. KDKA first introduced the sound
by relaying it from London through a
short-wave receiving set. Hearing these
mellow sounds coming from his loud-
speaker, Dr. Frank Conrad, assistant chief
engineer of the Westinghouse Co., con-
ceived the idea of reproducing the same
sound artificially, and as a result the
replica of Big Ben is broadcast by KDKA
each hour.

Sweden leads the world to -day in the
number of radio receivers in proportion to
its population. There are about 412,115
sets to its 6,000,000 inhabitants, or about
67 to each thousand.

Every reserved seat on the Warsaw -
Cracow express, a Polish train, is equipped
for radio reception Headphones -can be
rented from the conductor foi about one
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THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., BRANTWOOD WORKS,

Write for leaflets gitin; full details of
tIe new Benjamin combonenis, which
include a Bad Bearhig I urntable (with
folding legs) and a Pentode Valvelolder.

TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17

To Ensure Soeedy Delivery. Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Build a
Business

on your
Kitchen Table!

1:y the simple act of posting the Coupon below
you can commence to " builds Misiness on your
Kitchen Table" I A Business that will provide
a pleasant and interesting occupation for your
spare time and anything up to £300 EXTRA
a year for your Pocket I So delightfully easy and
simple is the work that even the children can
help you I

IZIUSINESS THAT PAYS
AND. WILL PAY

TIM Business now opened to you is in the
Wireless and Electrical Industry which, as you
know, is going ahead by leaps and bounds.
YOU can reap BIG PROFITS by manufacturing
under our enormously successful Patents.
Anybody can do It. No special knowledge or skill
is required and no expensive " plant " or
machinery is needed. The Kitchen can be your
Factory and the Table your work -bench.

WE GUARANTEE
YOUR PROFITS

Anything np to £300 a year can be made-
according to the amount of time you have to
spare. Tour profits are CERTAIN-WE
0 UARANTEE THEMand, if necessary, take the
whole of your stock oil your hands I The market
can never be overcrowded for only a limited
number are licensed to manufacture !

WE "BACK" YOU TO WIN!
-

Become a Master Man I Take the first step
now on the Road to Success by posting the
Coupon below for FREE particulars of this
HONEST, GENUINE, AND BUSINESS -LIKE
PROPOSITION. The articles made are fully
protected under Royal Letters Patent, and we
give you all instruction FREE I In all ways we
back you to win, advise you and assist you.
If you are an ambitious man and anxious to
" get out of the rut," this is your opportunity I
If you want to turn those leaden spare hours
into GOLDEN Interesting Hours

SEND THIS rIRSFSZEP"COUPON:

cotilmexm:
To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

The Englanc1Richards Co., Ltd.,
1213 King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir,-Please send me at once, and FREE,
full details as to haw I can Make Aloney at
Home in my spore time. I enclose 2d: stamp
for postage.

Print your name and address boldly in
capital letters on a plain elect of paper and pits
thus Coupon to it.
" Amateur Wireless," 12 '10/22,

"`11
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" RADIOGRAMS"
(Continued from page 344)

Fivemiletown, in County Tyrone, with
a population of only i,000, may well be
the smallest town in the British Isles which
can boast a choral society and orchestra.
That this society is both flourishing and
talented is proved by its recent concert int
Omagh being booked for relay purposes
from the Belfast station.

In order to give its local listeners excerpts
from foreign and.transatlantic wireless pro-
grammes, the Koenigsberg Broadcasting
Company has erected a special listening'
post at- Godrierien, at a favourable spot
some six miles from the city. The station
is equipped with the most modern type of
hor-t medium- and long -wave receivers

and is to be made capable of dealing with
complete transmission of German or
foreign programmes, irrespective of wave-
length.

After infirmaries, nursing homes, and
hospitals had been circularised in Scotland
by the B.B.C. it was found that the general
vote was in favour of a later afternoon
mid -week service for invalids. Accord-
ingly the decision has been taken to hold
this mid -week broadcast from 3.4o to
4 p.m. instead of 2.45 to 3 p.m., as formerly
held.

Three new short-wave transmitters are
stated to be under construction at :Tana-
narive, MadagaScar. One, using the call -
sign FZT, will ,work on 13.4, 24.4, 30.5,
and 39.i metres approximately, the trans-
missions being in C.W. morse, with a
spacing -wave. The other transmitters are
to be equipped for C.W. .and radio -tele-
phony on 16.7, 2o. and 59.5 metres with
the call -sign FZIT, :a 4'td i 2.2, 15.4, and 34.8
metres with the call -sign FZV.

Whilst the French Broadcasting Bill is
being held up, new- stations are springing
up daily in that country; the latest, Radio
Banlieue (Paris), will start on October 15
on 30o metres. Although its power is under
23o watts, it is expected -that it may
secure an audience in BelgiuM, Holland,
and Great Britain.

A recommendation has been made to
the Canadian :Government at Ottai-a by
the Federal Radio Commission that broad-
casting in- Canada Should be placed on the
basis of a public service and that the sta-
tions:should be owned and operated by one
national company.

According -to, a New York daily, Dr.
Louis W. Kalozsy, an American inventor,
has made a wireless receiver with which it
is possible to transmit 'the programmes

. .

throughout large buildings by using the
steel girders. ,

A popular thriller,. The 11 onizet'' s Pan', by
W. :W. Jacobs, is down for transmission
through 5GB on October 22, at 10.T5 p.m.

(Continued on page 548)
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Produce the only Panel
Terminal entirely in-
sulated when connected
or disconnected.

The Clix All -in Plug & Socket en-
tirely supersedes the old type of panel
terminal. Shorts and burnt out valves
are impossible when you use the

CLIX. ALL -IN PLUG
& SOCKET TERMINAL
Every plug is engraved for its par-
ticular use; also H.T.± and G.B
plug -In sections vary In size and
safeguard your valves.
SAFEST-BEST

CHEAPEST
Price 8d. Complete.
Socket 4d.
Plug 4d.

Write for
descriptive

keels of (LIX 21
1./i 7v lir, 1,141,1 ropfact

LECTRO LINX LTD.
ErmoNs2511 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.1
a.. MUM 11111111 Ulm ',Olin am ion 000 NM Mom

I
I
!

i %BRITISH FIRM
1 of a attar' vi.

1

i
Standing

0 MIN IN= 11111111  IN= IMO IIIMI NM MIMI MP  
. ANY RADIO MATERIALS, specified or advertised in Ufa or other
I publication supplied at the prices quoted therein SPECIAL CASH
. -PRICES wili be given whenever possible, whatever the value of the order

;;;;.,..4,I,T,...ittv, GIVIIIRDELE ESS BRITISH -MADE RELIABILITY'
H.T.BATTERIES

af etweesyryar..., RELIABILITY SPECIALITIES

,.?1V:1
New Edition 80 volt, 7:6; 100 volt 12.'8. i.,

n o w' s s u e d FREE GIFT of a 9-vo:t Grid 
free296 ordersBia

s Batteryreceivedwith9
each

he
day
ant f1o2,

Reliability Batteries.

;HgAueRstE

WE
BRANDS STOCKED AND

RECOMMENDED
OCR LIST. Amplion, Bowyer Lowe. Brown, I

Climax. Ever Ready, Ferranti.

I...0
ii, ,.., NEW WHOLE- Igranic, Lamplugh, Loewe.

SALE DEPT. Lewcos. Mullard. Magnum. ,
 OPENED. Shop hours as rept- Ozem.t7dR.PipeatouiStscotstitaRmad.Radio Ilisttreu- 'le

 lations. No Sunday Trading.

I
RECOMMENDED NEW LINES

M.P.A. Plaque Speaker ..5 -
Double Action Slow Motion Dial Tungsram Barium Valves 5'6

All Brass .0001 Reaction Ekco A.C. Eliminator £3 10 0
Condenser 3 8: Antiphoaic Base- Bulgia Dual Range Tuner 15 6

Iboard Valveholders 9d; Polarity Twin -Cone Speaker Kit 21 -
Indicator 4 6; Lightning Arres- Ormond 4 pole Unit .. 12 6 I

 for 1 -; Safety Fuse 1 -; Small Amplion Trickle Charger 52 6
 Hydrometer 2 3 ; Basket Coil Regentone A.C. Eliminator 05 - 
O Holder 7d.; 60 -volt H.T. Battery Mallard Cone Speaker . 50 - 

I5 6; Headphone Cords 1. -
We pay all postage on orders

Reiiability Trickle charger 25 - V

5 ,,, mw, ,o,, ma.. at FOB ABROAD- U

most favourable prices from an en- Special care given to packing ant
tens,se stock, as though our pram- to urgent dispatch. Postage extra

Iies were n Y0,1, neighbourhood.
i1Loindecrkviniglr etst.a,ted 2d. per 1:- StireorwCo!npmetiiLieol76;:er,,t .," bl'oit,;;;1,:.:,N, I

O e
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0

3. RADIO HOUSE,

7../ 34! Cer,s27o0ROUCH41410DfitiFICCO m33 °C II 'Alai .11 bili4 Ability

SPECIAL VALUES

E 70/ways the Centre of Rack) fictivities 
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A NEW TRANSFORMER
ANOTHER LEAD BY FERRANTI
Recent developments in Radio have created a
demand for a new transformer of the same
quality and reliability as the AF5, but capable
of greater L.F. amplification. In their class of
medium ratio, the Ferranti AF3, AF4 and AF5
are still supreme ; but changed conditions-
notably the advent of the Screened Grid Valve-
have rendered this a necessary addition to the
Standard range.

THE AF5 RATIO 1/7
Designed to ensure the maximum volume where only
ONE L.F. stage is employed with Grid Leak rectification.
It is particularly suitable for sets of the S.G.3 type, where
greater amplification is desired than is usually obtained
from one L.F. stage. The new ratio is not intended for
use in receivers employing more than ONE stage of L.F.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

.W0Pla
ffalizs juu,

(ft1
The effect of placing Polar Con-
densers behind your panel is
equivalent to turning the world
round the way you want it.

The combination of Slow Motion
and Direct Drive, as fitted to
Polar Condensers, is the surest
method of quickly bringing in
those evasive stations.

Polar Ideal

THE POLAR "
This is one of the most popular
types of condensers because it
can be used most effectively
with practically any modern
circuit.

PRICES :
'C005 - 12/6. '00035 - 12/3. '0003 - 12!..

Write for the new Polar Catalogue, in
which the full range of Polar Condensers
is illustrated and described.

faudnistirs
WINGROVE & ROGERS, Ltd., 188/9 Strand, London,W.C.2
11111111=11.111111111111..111111111.P-

.rtiVer. ..c,Jatort la. ert,ser
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...We started easy
payments in Radio !

and we continue to provide
sets, components, and acces-
sories on generous deferred
payments.

For example:- 19 monthly
Instalments of s

Ccssor 1930 3 -Valve
16/-

Kit

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve
All Mains Kit  . 27/6

Ccssor 1930 2 -Valve
1i
9/3

All Mains Set ...

Mullard " Orgola " 14/63 -Valve Kit Including
Oak Cabinet. Valves extra.

New Osram Music 16/6Magnet Kit Including
Valves and Cabinet ..

DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
Write now for List No. 18 containing prices and
terms of EVERYTHING RADIO

NEW Times SALES CO.,
56 Ludgate 11111, London, E.C.4

-.1=-.. ,
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" WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
The Big British Wireless Monthly

11-

" RADIOGRAMS"
(Continued from page 546)

A new- wireless fog beacon has been
installed on the Dutch lightship at Noord-
hinder (North -Sea); it transmits on 962
metres, and can be identified by its call
letters NR (in morse) repeated twice and
followed by fourteen dot -seconds.

It is reported from Germany that Oslo's
high -power transmitter constructed by the
Telefunken Company has beegun to test on
5,072 metres, a wavelength which had
been allotted by the Prague Plan to
Trondhjeni. The announcement made by
the German engineers on these occasions
is : "Hallo I Hallo ! Hier Sender Oslo (Nor-
wegen). Fersuchssending auf 1,072 meter."
Tests are made almost daily between 9.3o
and 55.30 p.m. -

In Bukarest (Rumania), in view of the
news that the new transmitter will be
officially opened on or about November
next, some increased interest is being taken
in radio matters. The Posts and Tele-
graphs are delivering receiving licences at
the rate of some 25o per week.

Owing to the demands upon
our space in this issue, it has
been necessary to omit the fea
ture "Our Information Bureau."

THE MODERN MODE IN HOME MUSIC

,W\
YOUR

EXISTING
RADIO

RECEIVER
GOES
MERE

RA010 OR
GRAMOPHONE MUSIC

AT THE TOUCH OF A SWITCH

The Instrument which converts
your existing Radio Receiver into
a modern Radio Gramophone

Price £12 19 6
The Adaptagram is also eirpplied as a complete RADIO -GRAMO-

PHONE io the following models
MODEL BD-Complete battery roodet(ready for operation) 127 150
510DEL DC-Alt malarroodeltor D.4911isina7200-230 coltS, incor-

porating L.T. Charger -and Regentenc H.T.
Eliminator - - 210 0 0

MODEL mains modni for A.C. Mains, incorporating
Trickle Charger and Regentone H.T. Elimi-

Write far details:
THE BRITISH

RADIO GRAMOPHONE " CO., LTD.,
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E:C.1

There is always
longer life in a Dr. Nesper Battery

each
100 v. Nigh -tension battery 14 6
60 v. ,1 / 1 - 8, 6

100 v. Triple -capacity battery 24!6
60 v. ,, ,, 15;6
9 v. Grid -bias battery 1/6

C v. Pocket lamp battery - -/5
Ask your dealer for a Nesper battery and you

will be satisfied

DR. NESPER, LTD' COLINDALE AVENUE,
HENDON, LONDON. N.W.9

1(,t01111=11111

For Threepence-
ENCLOSE two 11,d. stamps to cover

postage, etc., and you will receive
per return an attractive folder giving
you full particulars on how to build for
yoUrself a magnificent Loud -speaker.

We supply you with a complete Kit
(including cabinet in parts) and for
55 you can build up a balanced
armature cone speaker that would in
the ordinary way cost £5 or more.

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL WORKS, HIGH STREET,
EDGWARE, MX. 'Phone: Edgware 0323

110.61.1.0.0.00!.0.1m00.0.11.141=1.0400-MMosli.0.0.4101.04111MC.041M1.0410...1

Amateur Wireless HANDBOOKS
each

The Shielded Four -elec-
trode Valve.

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets.
Wireless -controlled Mechan-

ism for Amateurs.
The Short-wave Handbook.

2/6 net.
The Wireless Man's Work.

shop.

The Practical "Super -het "
Book.

The Practical Wireless Data
Book.

THE 13001( OF THE NEUTRODYNE, by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.
(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers or by post, 3d.
extra, from Cassell Co., La Belle Sauvag,e, E.C.4.
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M.P.A RESEARCH DEPART-
MENT OFFERS YOU THESE
S NEW M.P.A. SPEAKERS.
SCIENTIFIC MASTERPIECES 1
EACH ONE A TRIUMPH DF
GOOD LOOKS, TONAL
PERFECT ION AND VALUE 1
HEAR AND COMPARE S

,I I

.0" WV 111AMAIPUNAPIOnapotWaa0". veNIOMAM ..ARIWRAVIIIII01041t PAPCPan. yam 'w

THE NEW M.P.A.
POPULAR CABINET
ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF M.P.A.
VALUE! An attractive speaker with
a first rate performance. Yet low in
cost ! Like the Popular Plaque, it has
the unique Mark VI movement. Ex-
tremely sensitive. Splendid repro.
duction. Exceptionally wide range.
Handsome polished oak cabinet. Box
resonance eliminated. Heat A_Sia
it and you'll buy it! Price '1r

Mahogany Cabinet 47/6

IV:ANC H ESTLIt
Ratio Exhibition
STANDS 21 & 22
and Demonstra-
tion Room 49,
Liverpool Road.

THE NEW M.P.A.
_ POPULA R

PLAQUE
A BETTER INSTRUMENT THAN
EVER BEFORE-and AT A LOWER
PRICE! fitted with the wonderful
new Mark Vl unit ; with new robust
protecting grille a, back ; mounted on
wooden base. Remarkably sensitive,
clear and loud! Even response over
wide range of frequencies, attractive
mahogany or oak finish.

irsr
Sim

And look at the price!
Don't forget also to hear the .4.
new Mark VI Speaker Unit.
It It is mil, 1216,chassi with 14"
wood baffle and 9" cone costs
10/-; full mounting instructions

are give,.

THE NEW M.P.A.
MOVING COIL

WEAKER
SEE AND HEAR THIS AMAZING
NEW SPEAKER! Whatever price
you are prepared to pay, you will not
get anything better! Here indeed is

Hearing that is almost arcing!"
Built on entirely' new principles;
Permanent magnet. No separate
energising current required. Patent
baffling system eliminates box reson-
ances. Glorious tone! Dignified
design in polished oak A delight
for the eye and the -45 da.gff
ear ! Complete

Unit only on base, 12 Cns.

isesakorkuwicorowovvesxmo~w~mosicis
M.P.A. products
above £5 may be
purchased on

deferred terms.
M.P.A. Wireless
Ltd., Dept. 19,
Radio Works,

Almost Seeing High Road, Chis-
wick, London, W.4

IMMUEZENEEMBETU

Hullo/
kialloif

this is

erfrittle

\1411ajobl..

ail: I 'WE III
io

There is a T.C.C. Con-
denser for every purpose:
This is the '0003
right Type Mica Con-
denser, price vs. hi.
Other capacities from
'000x mf. to '25 mf.
Prices Is. Id. to ;8s mt.

If yot're a real " old
stager" in radio you will
remember " Writtle "-
" Two Emma Toc," Capt.
P. P. Eckersley's station.

. How -his " Wrrrr-ittle"
used to thrill us ! Those
were , the days ! The
B.B.C. first official trans-
mission -via 2t0 -was
in 1922-;" Writtle" days
were pre-B.B.C. days-
days when we knew only
"R" valves-long, cum-
bersome , sliding tuners,
and hefty .00i variables.
In those days transmitting
and receiving gear de-
pended largely on T.C.C.
Condensers for their
efficiency.

It's the same to-day-the
choice of serious experi-
menter and amateur alike
is T.C.C. Be guided by
them - ask for I.C.C.
always.

T.C.C.
CONDENSERS
WEREMEIMEILIEN
Advt. Te:egranh Condenser Co Ltd., Walei Farm Rd., N. Acton, London. W.3

881

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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z.; CHOOSE ONE
STATION

Cut out the rest 

;CA

4 54 STATION ROAD,

NEW SOUTHGATE - LONDON, N.I
OA_
faV M kAtIWAN. %.44

The Tunewell Cut -Out is a
wonderfully efficient S tation-
Selector with three Aerial
tappings, Sockets and Plugs to
vary the tuning and degrees
of selectivity. Incorporates
most efficient astatically
wound coils and .0005 vari-
able condenser. Enclosed in
Sbperior Bakelite Case. The'
most efficient Cut -Out yet.

B.B.C. WAVE BAND

10/6
MED WAVE

12/6

TUNEWELL
CUT-OUT

TURNER & CO.,

EASIEST TO
ERECT

55

C.P. STEEL MAST CO.

20ft. rE'L CarriageMAST, 1,!: 10/
Midlands 2/6; Elsewhere 3/6.
Weighs 28 lbs.

30ft Tzedrci,72/..;t°11/11ici laCadn rsr af/e- 12/.
Elsewhere 4/-. Weighs 36 lbs.

% TaperingdnivtoaandsCarriage

Elsewhere 4/-. Weighs 40 lbs.
40f, Tapnedroinng 1$" totodi-alaCanCarriage:

Elsewhere 4/6. Weighs 50 lbs. g'
A super mast.,

These Steel Masts are offered direct from factory to
uses-. Order now and save dealers' and merchants'
profits.
Outfit includes complete equipment, viz.: Best British
Steel Tubes in sections, Mast Rings, ample galvanised
Stay Wire cut to convenient lengths, Pulley, Cleat, solid
Metal Foot Rest and strong galvanised Stay Fasteners.
Our masts are stayed at 4 ground points (not 3) which
ensures permanent stability.
Accessories : Best MANILLA Rope Halyards (will not rot)
60ft., I 3; 100 ft. 26. Special anti -rust paint (sufficient for
one mast), 1,6. Coppered Earthing Tube, I/6, Aerial \Vice
12 strand, 28 g. pure copper, 100 -ft., 3:-.
Money refunded if upon examination you are not
completely satisfied and return the mast within 7 days.

C. P. MAST CO.
48 High Street, Penge, S.E:20
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FOR CONSTRUCTORS
AMOST useful booklet has been pro-

duced by A. F. Bulgin & Co., of
o -r I Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, E.C.4,
dealing with the whole range of Bulgin
radio components. This is of particular
interest to the home constructor, for the
Bulgin range includes every accessory and
component required. Apart from conven-
tional parts, such as coils, transformers,
switches, condensers, and so on, there are
numerous small parts and " gadgets "
which are not ordinarily included in the
specification of standard receivers. This
catalogue should most certainly be in the
hands of all home constructors, and
AMATEUR WIRELESS readers can obtain a
copy on application direct to Messrs.
Bulgin, mention being made of this
journal when applying.

In December next, the Soviet authorities
will begin the construction of a 75 -kilowatt
transmitter; its site will be in the immediate
neighbourhood of Moscow.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made ,payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.'
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, -to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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Showing the
Bell'ng - Lee
Fuse fitted
in a Belling:.
Lee Wander

Plug.

OCTOBER 12, 1929

H. & B.
TALISMAN TWO THREE

Complete kit, containing exact paets. used by
"A.W.," together with all necessary wire, screws.

and baseboard.
Panel Drilled. Blueprint Free.

CASH PRICE, 68' -
Cabinet in oak band polished. 15:6 extra. Three
Mullard, Marconi Valves, 33:6 extra. Any parts
sold separately. Write for detailed list.

Our gradual payments for this kit are 13:- down
and 6 monthly payments of 10 -.

Kit with three Mallard Valves. Cabinet, 120 -volt
Siemens Battery, Grid Bias. 2 -colt Elide, and
Amplion Cone Speaker, 24'- down. and 10 monthly

payments of 15'4.
NO REFERENCES

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN STOCK

James Binowave 1930 Coils, Brookmans
34'- pair.

James Binowave Coils, Dual Range 3, 25:- pair.
Wearite Talisman Coils, 7 6.
Wearite QA Coils, new type, 15',
Reyner's Wave -trap con, 5 -.

Buy the H. & B. Way
QSRAM S.G. 1930 THREE VALVE

Complete kit, with three Osram Valves, Oak Cabinet
CASH PRICE, £9

Or £1 down and & monthly payments of £1.
BLUE SPOT GOLIATH SPEAKER, 1Viodel 29

One of the finest speakers made.
CASH PRICE, £6 6s.

Or 12,10 down and 9 monthly payments of 12'10.
BOWYER LOWE JUNIOR CONE SPEAKER

CASH PRICE, 35: -
Or 7'6 down and a monthly payments of
BOWYER LOWE S.G. PENTOVOX THREE -
Complete set made up in splendid Cabinet, three

Valves, and Royalty paid.
CASH PRICE, £t0

Or £1 down and 10 monthly payments of 19: -
PHILLIPS ALL -ELECTRIC TWO A.C.

Complete with Valves.
CASH PRICE, £12 10s.

Or 30'- down and 10 monthly payments of 23 '6.
Anything Radio Supplied on our Gradual
Payments. Send far Detailed' List, it's a pleasure

to quote you.
All goods sent Carnage Paid.

H. & B. RADIO CO.
34, 36, 36, BEAK ST., REGENT ST.,

LONDON, W.1 Gl:RR \

ABOLISH RISK OF
BURNT OUT
VALVES

Showing the
Belling - Lee
Fuse fitted
in a Belling.
L e e Spade

Terminal.

Showing the
Belling.- Lee
Fuse fitted
in a Belling.
Lee Plug
and Socket.

-for ever. Fit the new
Belling -Lee Fuse, as
shown here, either in a -

Belling -Lee Wander
Plug, Spade Terminal or
Plug and Socket,. and
give your valves and
components complete
protection. Price of

Fuse with Adaptor

Spare Fuse 6d.
Ask your dealer for Belling -
Lee Handbook " Radio Con-

nections."

BELLING -LEE
Adreslisemenl of Belling and Lee Ltd.,

Queen soap lroas, Ponders End, Middlesex.
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A new circuit

for a high-tension eliminator
which will give 3o milliamps at i8o volts, or 5o
milliamps at 15o volts, with full -wave rectification.

It is built up round the new
aWESTINCHOUSEr0

METAL RECTIFIER
STYLE H.T.4

which has been specially
designed to obtain full benefit
from the valuable " voltage
doubler " principle.
The price of this, rectifier is only 37,'6
Did you get your copy of "The All -Metal Way

"1930 at the Radio Show ?
The above circuit, and others, are given in this
book, together with full instructions.
A copy will be sent on receipt of a 2d. stamp
and your name and address.
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE &- SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.

82 YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

VE1A L RECTO

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray ". 9 -volt Grid
Bias Type 2/-

" Wirin " CO -volt TI.T
Type ... 10/6

Wirup' 99 -volt H.T.
Type ... 18/-

" Wisol " 108 -volt H.T.
Type ... 20/ -

Treble Capacity.
" Kolin " 00 -volt 11.T.

Type ... 19/-
" Kolup " 99 -volt II.T.

Typo ... 32/6

A SECRET
Saw a fellow the other day
thrashing his Baby -seven up
Newlands Corner in the teeth
of a gale. Four up. Some
people habitually overload
everything from their incomes
to their H.T. Batteries.
No H.T. Battery, not even a
Hellesen, will give long service
When grossly overloaded.
The secret of obtaining a long
life of perfect reception from a
H.T. Battery is, firstly, to get a
Hellesen Battery and secondly
to see that you get a Hellesen
of a capacity commensurate
with the size and power of your
set. If in doubt, get the larger
size. It is a wrinkle that must
have saved me pounds.

Supreme for 27 Years.

U
LLLLL IN DRY SATTEMES,

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMIT MICA Asia PAPER CONDENSERS,

NANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ITC.

A. IL RUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURB.EY

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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EDIISIVAN
VACUUM RESISTANCES

EDISWAN
GLASS-

ENCLO SED
VACUUM

RESISTANCES.
(Grid Leak or Anode)
Ediswan are the only
British made resistances
of this type on the
market. All resistances
are thoroughly tested
before leaving the
works, and are abso-
lutely accurate and noise-
less in operation. Ob-
tainable in values from
5,000 ohms to 5 megohms.
Overall length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS.

These condensers are
ideal for the man who
likes to experiment. In
a second, you can pull
one out of the clips and
put in another of a
different value. They
are made in values from
.0001 mfd. to .001 mfd.
Overall length, 45 mm.

For the best
results.

Made only by
The Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd.,
123/5, Queen Vic-
toria Street, London,
E.C.4.

THE BEST OF THE
BRITISH UNITS

18/6
complete with cone clamps
and aluminum brackets as
shown, enabling exact centre
adjustment to be made.

Before you buy a unit for your cone speaker, send
for a leaflet on this Watmel Unit. Both in theory and
in practice this is the best unit yet turned cut either in
this or in any other country.
Magnets of Cobalt Steel, pole pieces of turbo stalloy,
armature of best charcoal annealed iron, positive adjust-
ments and true four -pole action combine to make this a
unit of outstanding performance and sensitivity. Fully
descriptive folder free on application.

WA TMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Mx.

Telephone Edgware 0323. 81'
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"POPULAR" TRANSFORMER
When planning your new set ensure perfect
amplifcation by including a Brownie " Popular".
Transformer as recommended by AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS fcr use in a number of their special circuits.
The core iron and the windings, which are the
very finest obtainable, are assembled in the
famous Brownie Factory ; while all the delicate
parts are protected by an attractive moulded
casing which seals the whole transformer against
any atmospheric interference. Send P.C. to
Dept. 23 at address below for free booklet,
"Wireless without Worry."

n, BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G. B.) LTD.
Nelson St. Works, Mornington Crescent,

- LONDON, N.W.1

ENGRAVED ON THE TOP
-like the
Terminals

The finishing touch that stamps
Belling -Lee as The Best. Com-
pletely insulated engraved top. The
prongs, made of special spring -
metal, make a firm efficient connec-
tion. Entire Res -copper and

covering - indliidually gripped
without the use of tools.

Ask your dealer for Belling -Lee
Handbook "Radio Conneett one.

FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION'

Advertisement of Belling Lee Ltd.
Queensteay Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

ASK., LAKE R

STEEL MASTS
AND OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT

The most efficient Aerial Supports. As' supplied to
B.B.C., MARCONI, H.M. GOVERNMENT, etc.

Ask your Dealer for details, or write
direct for illustrated catalogue to :

J. & J. LAKER, CO., LTD.
Kent House Lane. Beckenham, Kent

You MUST have the

"WIRELESS MAGAZINE
Every Month Price l I-

ff
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Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths). For the purpose of better comparison, the
power indicated is serial energy.

Hilo. Station and Power
Metres cycle; CallSign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
26.53 :1,751. Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
* 200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) 0.13
"242 2,238 Belfast (2BE) 1.0
*261 7,148 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

(OST) 0.13
288.51,040 Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 z,o4o Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Hull (6KH) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh

(2E11) 0.35
288.5 1,040 Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(51351) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13

"301 995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
"310 968 Cardiff (5WA) 1.0
*856 842 London (2L0) 2.0
* 377 797 Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
* 399 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
' 473 626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0

` 1,554 293 Daventry
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA
*246 1,220 Linz 0.5
"283 2,058 Innsbruck 0.5
"352 85r Graz 7.0
"453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
'517 58r Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
516 1,391 Charleroy (LL) 0.25
246 1,219 Antwerp

(Anvers) 4ED 0.4
250 1,102 Schaerbeek-

Brussels 0.2 i
250 1,200 Ghent 0.5
280 /,o7r Liege 0.1
312 961.4 Arlon 0.25

.609 590 Brussels 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
"263 1,139 Morava -Ostrava 10.0
'279 2,076 Bratislava 12.5
' 293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
*342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
' 487 617 Prague (Praha) 6.0

DENMARK
'281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0 75
1,153 :60 Kalundborg 7.5

ESTHONIA
'297 2,010 Revel (Tallinn) 0,7

FINLAND
.221 1,355 Helsingfors 0.9

' 1,790 167 Lahti 40.0

PRANCE
170 7,350 St. Quentin 0.25
211.3 1,420 Skiers 0.1
230 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

,Sud-Ouest) 1.0
240 1,250 Radio Nimes 0.25

"255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
"265 1,130 Lille (PTT) 0.7
288 2,/z2 Casablanca 0 5

.2i 2 x eo1 Rennes IPTT) 0 5
277 /,e83 Pic du Midi de

Bigorre (weather
forecasts 9 p.m.)

* IN Montpelier
(PTT) 02

288.5 1,045 Mont de Marsan
zas 7,023 Radio Lyons 0 5

.294 2,020 Limoges (PIT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux (PTI) 1.0

Kilo. Station and Vows:
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.l

3(5.6 982.7 Agen 0.25
309 970 Radio Vitus 10

"3111 950 Marseilles (PTT) U.S
- '826.5 918.9 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
331.4 so5 Pctit Parisien 0.5
340 809 Strasbourg 0.1
264 824 Algiers 2.0
368 615 Radio LL

(Paris) 0.5
381 788 Radio Toulous / 8.0 .
414 729 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
438 687 Radio Flandre

(Lille) 0.1
447 6yr Pans (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 15
488 _640 Lyons (PTT) ... 6.0

1,350 222 Tunis (Kasbah) 0.8
1,444 2c7.5 Eiffel Tower 12 ll

*1,7g5 274 Radio Paris 12 1

GERMANY
"213 2,373 Flensburg ... 0 1
'227 2,3'9 Cologne 4.0
"234 1,283 Muenster 3 0
.239 1,256 Nurnberg 2 0
*246 1,22o Kiel 0.35
.240 1,220 Cassel 0.25
' 253 1,184 Gleiwitz 2.0
"259 1,157 Leipzig 1.5
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0 2 i
* 276 1,085 Koenigsberg, 2 5
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0.5
"283 7,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5
' 283 2,058 Stettin 0.5
'319 941 Dresden 0.2i
' 825 923 Breslau 15
*333 887 Bremen ...... 0.3 i
"360 833 Stuttgart.- 1 5
'372 8o6 Hamburg 15
' 390 77o Frankfurt 1 5
*418 726 Berlin 1.5
*453 662 Danzig 0.2i
'456 657 Aachen 0.31
"473 635 Langenberg 13.0
.533 563 Munich 15
.560 536 Augsburg 0.21
* 560 536 Hanover 0.35
570 527 Freiburg 0.35

"1,635 183.5 Zeesen 3/0
2,100

'2,280 Norddeicla ...,..10.023r
GRAND DUCHY

2i3 1,316 Luxembourg ... 3.0
HOLLAND

31.4 9,554 Eindhoven
(PC j 25.0

'293 1,004 Huizen via Hit-
- versum aerial
(until 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.)

"1,071 280 Huizen via HO.
versum aerial -

(after 5.40 p.m.
B.S.T.) 6.5

'1,070 28o Scheveningen.
Haven 5.0

(front 10.30 a.m. to 6.40 o.m. B.S.T.)
'1,875 'So Hilversum via

Huizen aerial
(AVM.) and Vara' 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20 0

ICELAND
"1,200 250 Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
"225 1.337 Cork (IFS) 1 0
. 413 725 Dublin (210) 1-0

ITALY
248 1,209 Trieste (testing)

. 274 4,094 Turin (lotino) 7.0

Go
* 308 973 Zagreb (Agran )

YUGOSLAVIA
*308

569 527 Ljubljana
LATVIA

'525 572 Riga S 3
LITHUANIA

"1,935 255 Kovno 7.0
NORWAY

29 1,256 Rjukan 0.18
. 283 1,058 Notodden .C5
' 365 820 Bergen 1.0.394

762 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 t62 Tromsoe 0.1
453 f62 Aalesund 0 3

"493 608 Oslo
0.7
1.5

453 662 Porsgrund

1071 28o Oslo (testing) 7.3
POLAND

'313 959 Cracow 0
"335 896 Posen 3.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

8)..00

ROUMANIA

*408 734 Kattowitz 1(
'1,411 212.5 Warsaw

'391 761 Bucharest 0.12
RUSSIA

*851 855.5 Leningrad 1.0
'427 7o2.5 Kharkov (NKO) 4.0
'483 627.5 Hornet 1.2
' 825 364 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
950 315.8 Moscow

1,060 283(midday
tests) 75.0

Tiflis 10.0
1,000 300 Leningrad

251 1,101 Almeria (RA318)20.1.0

'1,304 230 Kharkov 4.0

SPAIN

208 1,122 Barcelona
(EAJ13) 10.0

314 956 Oviedo (EA..) v.a
*349 86o Barcelona

(EAJ1) 8.0
O 1368 8:5 Seville (EAJS) 1.5
403 743 San Sebastian

(EAJ8) 0.%
*424 707 Madrid (EAR) 2.0
483 662 Salamanca

SWEDEN(EAJ22)
1.0

231 2,3oz Malmo 0.6
"257 z,z6o Hoerby 10.0
270 1,112 Trollhattan 0.45

"322 932 Goeteborg 10.0
322 932 Falun 0.5

'438 689 Stockholm 1.5
' 542 554 Sundsvall 0.6
'770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,200 250 Boden 0.6
"1,348 222.5 Motala 80.0

SWITZERLAND

' 451)
403 674537 Bernec 1.0

0.63
486 644 Zurich

(during afternoon) 0.63
680 442 Lausanne
700 395 Geneva 0.2'

1,010 297 Bade 0.23
TURKEY

"1,200 250 Stambcul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Oct. 14 " Points of View " (3), by Dean Inge.

Speech by General Dawes at Hull Civic Week
banquet. S.B. from Hull.

16 Captain Brassbound's Conversion, by Bernard
Shaw.

19 A vaudeville programme.

1,11. 15

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Oct. 54 A vaudeville programme.

/7 Selections from the operas.
18 Smoke Rings, a bachelor retrospect by Dorothy

Eaves.
MANCHESTER

Oct. t6 Speeches at ripening of Sixth Mancheiter Radio
Exhibition.

Halle concert/7

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

"383
.441
453

'501

908 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
379 Genoa (IGE) 1 0
68o Rome (Roma) 3.0
86a Bolzano(IBZ)... 0.3
599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

07
2.5
2.5

GLASGOW
Oct. r5 A Scottish ballad concert.

17 A Scottish concert.
BELFAST

Oct. 14 " Round the Town," a funny sort of programme.
Sketches adapted by Halbert Tatlock from
stories by 0. Henry.

Scottish listeners have had nothing but
praise for the Sunday afternoon band pro-
grammes which have been relayed recently
from the "open-air studio" of the band-
stand in Kelvingrove Park, Glasgow.
Some of the finest military bands in the
country have appeared or are to perform
there.

6.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

Loud -speakers at the Science Museum
SIR,-May I, through the medium of

your paper, correct the mis-statements
made by C.H.G. (London, W.) and G.B.
(London, N.W.) in No. 381 about the
Science Museum demonstration set.

The horn type of speaker installed there
is a 27 -ft. exponential horn coupled to a
standard 555W Western Electric unit,
while the standard Western Electric curved
horn referred to by C.H.G. (London, W.) is
only rated at 15 ft.

The output valve of the demonstration
set is not one LS5a, as stated by G.B.
(London, N.W.), but one LS6a, which
used to replace the three LS5a's previously'
fitted.

I must agree that the present reproduc-
tion is decidedly mediocre, but, having
heard a 555w. speaker with an adequate
output valve (Loci° volts and about 120
milliamps.), I feel sure that when the
Science Museum authorities re -design their
output stage they will regain their old
reputation for first-class reproduction.

G. B. S. (West Ealing).

Are We Progressing ?
SIR,-Having returned to radio after an

absence of almost a year and a half,
I have been struck by the similarity of the
receiving set of to -day and that of four
years ago. In appearance there is cer-
tainly a great improvement; compactness
and simplicity are keynotes. Dials are
fewer in number and are infinitely more
handsome. Terminals and valve holders
do not disfigure the face of the panel. Coils
are well out of harm's way and do not
require to be changed. But-and it is a
hard question-are the results obtainable
any better? Screen -grid valves are every-
body's toys, but do they justify their
expense?

Selectivity is now more important than
ever it was, and many receivers are cer-
tainly very good in this respect; but I feel
that the selectivity is obtained at very
great expense to real sensitivity. And why ?
Our up-to-date tuners are almost identical
in principle to those we scrapped four or
five years ago on account of their ineffici-
ency. Nowadays one never hears mention
of "dead-end" effects ; not because such
phenomenon is non-existent, but just
because it seems easier to have a tapped
coil put away in some corner behind the
panel. Again, we were always told that if
we are to cut down "damping," and so
obtain maximum selectivity, our coils
must be wound with large -section wire.
The present aerial tuner would have been
immediately condemned on that score

(Continued on page 556)

TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range PETO SCOTT offer YOU
every known Radio Receiver or Component. The list given,below
merely illustrates our terms for a few well-known lines and we ask you
to fill in the coupon, or send us a list of your requirements, for which
we shall be pleased to quote for cash or ou our famous system of

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

CONSTANTLY COPIED BUT NEVER EQUALLED
We have been associated with all that is best in Radio since the incep-
tion of the industry, and we still offer the best terms with unrivalled

SERVICE backed by ten years' experience.
FIRST IN 1919 - - FOREMOST TO -DAY

MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in September 28 and
October b 'ante, complete kit contains exact parts as epecined
...signet and drilled Vane!. Frill -size Blueprint free with com-
plete kite. Send only d2'1 hdliinee in 11 monthly instalments
of 19/2. Valve,, gramophone motor and accessories Atm.
A.O. ALL-ELECTRIL CLARION THREE (described in " Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable all -mains receiver.
No batters required. Complete kit contains exact parts as
specified. Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint free
with complete kits. Send only 26/8; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 213/8. Valves extra.

1930 MULLARD ORGOLA " KIT, including cabins; and
valves. Send only 20/-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of

NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 10/6; ba'aace in
11 monthly instalments of 15/e, valves included.
LISSEN 8.0.3 KIT, excluding valves, accumulator and cabinet.
Send only 8/3, balance in 11 monthly instalthents of 8/3.
THE BROOHMAN'S THREE, (See "Winless Magazine," October
issue). Complete kit including cabinet, panel and valves. Send
only 18/11, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/11.
LG. BROWN MODEL B. Three-vaive Screened -grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 18/..; balance in 111

monthly Instalments of 18,,
Me/IICHAEL SCREENED GRID THREE. Complete kit of
component, excluding Cabinet. Valves, etc. Send only 18/3;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 10/3.
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT. Including
Collator 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 48/4; balance
hi 11 monthly instalments of 25/8.
FUMANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home construction, using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 mia, for
A.C. mains. Send only 40/-; balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 22/8.
MAINS COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Full details in our Catalogue. For
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type H.T.1,
with Regent°. Power Transformer, type W.11.1. Send only 9/2;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
B.T.H. H.H. UNIT (for 0 -volt accumulator or D.O. =Inn).
Bead only 11/7; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 11/7.

All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available tor cash preferre

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 48 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed des-
criptions of the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact, you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue a

veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETO SCOTT
Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified

Engineers at our Shops:

77, City Road, London, E.C.1,
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whitelow Road, Charlton -cum -Hardy,

Manchester.

S '

THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE (2,,,,Cr,b,u1 in Amateur Wireless,"
21/0/291. Complete kit including cabinet, drilled panel, valves
and vernier dials. Full size Blueprint free with complete kit.
Send only 14/4, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14/4.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE ILL Send only 18/.; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of BR-.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
27/8; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 27/8.
COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.O. MAINS SET. Send only 19/3;
balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 19/3.
REGENTONE W.LB. S.G. (A.C. mains), for B.G. and pentode
set,, Send only 9/2; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 912.
FTECIO 3.F.20 (A.C. mains), also for S.C. and pentode sets. Send
only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS. from 4/7, first
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising. special 130 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. Uses
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. bend only 10/10; balance in 11
monthly instalments
CELESTION 0.12, in Oak. Send only 10/4; balance in 1T monthly'
instalments of 10/4. In Mahogany. 10/9.
CELESTION IA in Oak. Send only 14/3; balance in It
monthly instalments of 14/3 in Mahogany, 15/2 "

ULTRA AIR CHROME 0.12 Cabinet Model Load -speaker
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 714.
BLUE SPOT MM. UNIT, with QUIRE MODEL 101 CONE
KIT. Send only 5/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 5;11.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, type W.J., in Crates.
Send only 8/11; balance all monthly Instalments of 8/11,
STANDARD WET H.T. 141 -VOLT BATTERY, 10,000 m/a,
absolutely complete. Send only 7/2; balance in 11 monthly
Instalments of 7/2. All parts for these batteries available.
THE APAPTAGRAM converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takes pr.-
tically &upset. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Plcksup, Balanced-arms-
ture Loud -speaker. All fitted in a handisoine Oak Cabinet.
Send only 39/6; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/-.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of a vnes by leading makers.
See catalogue for full drtalls.

CO
LTD

Mall coupon in unsealed once ope undo' stamp,

COUPON.
Please send me your New 48 -page Illustrated

Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W.I2/10
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AND
THAT

September gone-NOW is the time
to overhaul your set:- The essential
need is a Wates Meter that gives you
all necessary readings on one dial.
The number of things you can dis-
cover about your set with this useful
meter-things you never knew before
-will enable you to improve upon
the reception you are now obtaining
out of all knowledge. Seasoned listen-
ers will not be without it. It saves hours
in locating faults and tests L.T.,H.T.
and valve consumption in a moment !

14 EAN i Obtain one now and ensure perfect
reception throughout the coming sea -

YOU NEED A
son. Sold by Halford's Stores,
Curry's Stores and all Radio
dealers or direct.

WAT S
VOLT -AMP
'RADIO -TEST METER.

VOLTS

For Milhenrs vse side reeved: 4°
cite Block lead 41 Pesdive,

Red lead loPosIbve.

READINGS
0-150 VOLTS
0-6 VOLTS
0-30 MILLIAMPS

Res : 5000 Ohms.

The "Wates" Range
Price 8/6. Case 2/6
extra. Panel Mounting
Model 13/9. Polarized
Magnet Type Milliam-
meters . 0-50 or 0-25
in A. 9/6.
THE STANDARD WET

BATTERY CO., (DEPT.A.W.)
184 / 188, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.

8/6
M.B.

014 bieS
e,4411Enoissie
ve/7,45ter 116

fitt OWN/S.0.51NX

f.:A34E9.
PONNElt

V01313
Al0i..1

k3Mvatsal,

  .
am?.

616
1.3fIveTsaL

A5 amp,
616

110;vo,,,
  . A 31-0.

616
ge;Asttoll,

.0'15 amp.
616

N5 amp.
616

Saves

sp5ora.
616

,iti 3
211.1

5,1pet..Vaset,

.X5 amp
116

Smpeauttev,

.1 amp.
116

3 amp.
916

1-tpeamsec,

.X5 map.
916

3 avaP.1516

Ventodion,...

.15 amp.
1.816

1--lypet
Sovet,

VeatoSon
  

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION
(Stand 107 Gallery)

The new Dario Valves are even better ! New non-
microphonic filaments of greater strength, longer
life and higher emission ! New bulbs together with
the special milled base-for an easier grip ! New
internal construction ! New low prices ! Because
of these improvements and because of these low
prices Dario Valves have come to be known as the
low-priced guaranteed favourites. When next
you require a valve-change to Dario !

WRITE FOR DARIO FOLDER I

D vAAv is
Bed ioat ater.aums

From your dealer or direct

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD. (Dept
538 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, Ell

Please Mention `-`A. W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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BLUEPRINTS Cge;gargrw7.z::'=:1%:'.::"mistier. of all these sets can I:obtained
at ls. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post tree.

Index letters - A.W." refer to "Amateur Wireless sets and  W.M."
to " Wireless Magazine " sea.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d. each)
A Daventry-Local Crystal Set AW185

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Reinart2 One .. .. WM127
The A. WM' 53

TWO -VALVE SETS (is. each)
1929 Favourite Two (D, Trans) .. AW186
Loud -speaker America Two
Talisman Two (D. Trans)
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) .
Meteor Two (D, 'Trans)
Clipper Two (D, Trans)
Continental Two (D, Trans) ..
Stay -put Two (All -AC, D, Trans)
Ether Ranger (D. Trans) ..  ..
ABC Two (D, Trans) .  .

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is,
AM -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans) ..
The Binowave 'Three (I), RC, Trans) ..
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Broadcast 'Three (SG, D, Trans)
James dual -range Three (I -IF, D, Trans)
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, 2 Trans)
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) . 
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, 'Trans)
All -wave Screen -grid Three (11F, D, 'Trans)
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
New Year 'Three (SG, D, Pentode)
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

FSimple Screen Three (H, D, Trans) ..
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) .
At Home Three (D, 2RC)
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) ..
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D. Trans) ..
Fanfare (D. 2 Trans) .   
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) . 

AWI90. AW1,74,
AW08

WM1i4
WM135

.. WM143 WMt55
WMI56
WA116o

each)
AW158
AW172
AW175

. AW179
AWigz
AVirre6
AWree
AW2oi
AWito3

WM1ro
WMt17
WMizo

.. WM123
WM129
WMr3r
WMr36
W31114r

 WM r42
WMiSz

.. WM157

.. WM161
FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d. each)

Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2 Trans) AW133
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, A C

Rectifier)
*Music -lover% Grarno-radio (SG, D, RC,

Trans. -m. 6d.) .. AW2o2a
"Music-lovsr's Gramo-radio (Loud-speaker-

Music-iover's.Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9'd.) AWzo2c
Touchstone (HF, 0, RC, Trans) WMioo
Binowave Four (SG D, RC, Trans) .. .  WM119
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 2RC) WM.122
Dominions Four (2SG. 0, Trans) ...   WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four wm:40
Music Player (HF, D. RC. Trans) . .  WM144
Arrow (SG, HF, D. Tram) . .. WM154
1930 Monodial (zSG, D, Trans).. .. WM 58
All -electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans) W1y4162

FIVE -VALVE SETS (18, 6d. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, zRC) WMI3o
All -wave Lodestone Five (liF, D, RC, Push-

pull) WM146

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d, each)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans) AW67
Eagle Six (3 HF, D, RC, Trans) WMto6

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (SRC) AVY162
Searcher Unit (HF) AV11276
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.) AW187
Signal Booster (HF Unit .. WM128)
Auditrol Amplifier

MISCELLANEOUS (ls, each)
D.C. Unit (HT) . AW178
Short-wave Adaptor 0 v.) .. AW183
High-tension Battery Charger ... AW191
Mains Unit for S1 Valves sp  AWr93
Scratch filter (6d.) AW195
Simplest H.T Unit (1/-) AW197
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. WM t25
Lodestone Loud -speaker WMI26
lames H.T Unit for D.C. Mains WM t33
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit    WM147
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. ....  . WM149
AC Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WMI si
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains WM' so

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG, 0, a Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWt77 1/6
Z5.5.o Portable (D. Trans) .. AW1St 1/6
Talisman Portable (SG, D, 2 Tram) . AWIS 1/6
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) AWiSS 1/ -
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) .. WM139 1/6
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC) WM145 1(6
Picnic Portable (D, RC, Trans) .. WMt4S 1/ -
Enchanter Portable (2HF, D, RC. Trans) WMi co i/to

* The three prints are obtainable for 2S, 6d. post free.

When orderine Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58.61FETTER LANE
LONDON LC.4

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a,LE ST., LONDON, ICC.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
Phis address is at the hack of Daly's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN -
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to Opon
Sat. 9 a.Fri. to 9 11.111.
Sunday nvoininn 11-1

COSSOR, MULLARD,
MARCONI, ETC.

VALVES
10/6, 12/6, 15/-.

S .G.22/6. Pentode 25/-.
COSMOS A.C. VALVES

Splendid 3 -VALVE
READY TO

USE.
In Handsome

Cabinet.
Receives Lon-
don, 5G11,
5XX, and
many Conti-
nental Sta-
tions. Many
testimonials.
NO COILS TO

CHANGE.
SWITCH ON -THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (Simplified)
Jack Hobbs, Esq. IN CABINET (Hinged Lid),
(M sical Comedy Star) 3 Dull emitter Valves, 2

L.F. Coupled, Dual Rangesays : Coll (200/2,000), Battery"Please supply use Leads, Grid
Bias, various
panel designs,
Slow Motion

LOUD -SPEAKER SETS

with another set.
They are SIMPLY
WONDERFUL." Tuning,

A I WITH MULLARD VALVES:8/ NET
^' PACK. & CARR. PASS. TRAIN OP. CASH

NOT C.O.D.
SPECIAL OFFER

THE 6/ SET with 100 volt H.T., 2 volt LT..
11-./.. Cone Unit, Cabinet, Carriage Paid for

the sumNojT g 5 1 9 :6
EitsysET IN CABINET. 3 valves, 100 volt

H.T., 2 volt L.T. Slow motion tuning
TERMS(as above), Cone Cabinet Speaker, aerial

equipment. DUAL COIL. READY TO USE.
19

PAYMENTEQUALONTHLSOF A.
Y 1 1/9

NO REFERENCES. IF A FLAT OR HOUSEHOLDER,
SEND FOR FORM.

CALLER'S BARGAINS NT SAM:
OAK CABINET, corn- Frosted Alum. Panels, not
plete cone speaker drilled, 1/11. Good H.F.
unit, 15/11. 4 -way Battery Chokes, 1/11. R.C.C.
Leads, 1/8. Wander Plugs, Units, with 2 Leaks, 3/3.
doz., 1/-. Large Sleeving, Insulated Aerial Wire, 100
3 for 92. Best R. & B. ft., 1/2. Alum.. Panel
Twinflex, 12 yds. 1/3. Brackets, with G.B. Clips,
Stranded Rubber, 12 yds. 1/ -.Wave Change Switches.
1/-. 7 m/m Lead-in, :3 yds. 1/3. 1227210 American
1/3. Very small Terminals, type Cabinets, 9/11; 1427
doz.. 1/-. .0005, .0003 310, 12/8 (both with Base-
S.L.F., 2/11. Phone Cords board and Brackets).
from 9d. Nickel W.O. Ter- Ebonite Panels, 12x7, 3/-;
mina's, doz. 1/-. D.C.C. 14x7, 3/6, 4/-; high-grade
Wire, 1-1b. reels, 30 Sd., polished, 5/-. L.T. Accu-
22 9d., 24 10d., etc. 18 and mulatorp, 2-v. 20, 3/9;
16 Round 3'. Copper, 94. 2-v. 45, 7/3. Cone and
30 ft. best Connecting Chassis, 3/11. Cone Units,
Wire, 10Id. Coil Plugs, Sd. 5/8. Cat's eye Bulbs, 3d.;
Engraved Terminals, 3d. holders, 3d. Testers, 3d.
Alum. Screens, 804 1/3. Soldering Tags, 3d. doz.
Copper from 2/-. H.T. Phone Connectors, 2d., 1d.
100 volts, 8/11 (fully guar- Double - reading Volt-
anteed). Good Head- meters, 3/11. Ins. Staples,
phones, pair 3/11. Grand 3 doz. Sd. Crocodile Clips,
L.P. Transformers, 5/11. 3 for 4d. Wire, Strips,
Red Diamond Permanent Wood Screws, Plugs, and
Detectors, 2/-. 18x7 Socket,, Etc.

CALLER'S BARGAINS NO
P

T SENT
BY OST

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
A.W., Sept. 21/29 (Mr. Reyneri

Second Selection
Formo .0005, .00033, Lbtsen 400 De Luxe .0003, .00033, Ormond
ohms, Wearito "Q" CoiL 15/-, 400 ohms, 'sr Aerial (any good
3 Lotus valve holders, .0003 make in stock), 15/-, 3 Sprung
S/P Dubilier, 3 meg. do., LiSSea Valve Holders, T.C.C. .0003
R.C. Unit, Leweos Choke, 7/6, S/P 2 meg. leak, Linen R.0
Urania 6-1 L.P., 17,6. Bulgin Unit, P.P. Switch. H.F. Choke
P.P. Switch, 4 B.L. Terminal.. (any good make) about 5/-).
)'.L. Brackets, lassie Pre -eel. Ianthic 6-1, 17/6, 4 Engraved

Terminals, Brackets, Forrno-
den,er

Total 2 -19 -Total £3-13-9
For 1/- extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8, 2 Stem
Tube, Wire, Flea, Plugs, Spades,
16 by 10 Baseboard 4-in.Dials.
Not C.O.D.

For 2 6 extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8 2 Stripe,
Tube. Wire, Flex, Plog415Padv.,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 4 -in.
Dials. Not C.O.D.

KITS OF PARTS CIRCUITE
Fort ALL

PLEASE SEND DETAILED LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

Cash Quotation for Orders over 25/-

EASY TERMS

.0003 S.M. Condenser, .0002 Re.
action, 2 Spring V.H., .0002 and v - 1

Cone Sneaker 100-v. H.T.,
Series CI ip, 2-meg., Wearite Tali. ....-V. L.T., Aerial, etc.
man Coil 7/6, H.F. Choke, Lotus
L.P.,Type"J"Form, P.Switok

Supplied to Flat or H'holder

Is, Baseboard. Wire, Plugs, Clip,.
Panel. Strip, 8 Engraved Taw.. 4 For 19 Equal monthly 10/3

" payments of
49/6 Crrh Poo Free Previous offers cancelled.

H.T. BAT TERIE11.-11- P. a Post (20l- free). SIEMENS. -00-v.,8/.:
100-v., 13/-; Power,613-v., 1116; 100-v., 226. PERTRIX.-60.v., 8/-
100-v., 3£1-; 130-v., 15/6; (LB., lfi. Special Portable Sire, ex3x3,
100-v., 13/-. Very highly recommended. EVER -READY. -60-v.,
7/.; 60-v., 7,6; 50-v.; 31/8; 130-v., 14!-; Pop. Power, 93-v., 15,2;

9,4. Fully. guaranteed. HELLESEN.-00-v., ,11541; 99-x,,18i-.
103-v.. P., 24;-; 120-v., P., 27,6. CARMAIJTE.--130-v., 5/9; 100-v.,1

CLARION S.G.3 °I.:7`. 7(11:N uuu8:1 IL.''''

EASY TERMS
KIT OF PARTS

A.W. 9-3-29

Any other Condenser, H.F. Choke,
or L.F. supplied, beano,'

AmSETeriR.E.ADcabY toinetUSE in
2 Variable .0005, 5/9 each. o m

Dual -range Tunewell Aerial
and Anode, 11)(6 each. 3

Suitable H.T.
Monthly

(I Screened Grid)Reaction, 4/.. 2 Clarion Payments of

sprung Valve H. at. 1/3.
"J" Formo, 2/-. 1 mid., tie Cone Speaker
.01, 1/9. 3 meg., 1/-. S.(4!

FRAeErviialo,

neste OFFER. CANCELLED.
HI'. Choke, sin H.F.
Choke, 5;11. Telsen Radio -
grand LIP., 12/6 (or Lotus,
12/8). .0002 and Series Clip
14x7 Ebonite Panel. Screen
8120. S Engraved Terminals
Push-pull Switch, Flex,
Plugs, I6g. Wire, 2 S.M.
Dials.

ON RECEIVERS, SPEAKERS,
ELIMINATORS, ETC, OVER£5

TO SAVE TIME WILL CUSTOMERS KINDLY MAKE
OUT A LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

TALISMAN 2 READY TO USE
KU OF PARTS, 9.W., Aug. 3rd IN AMERICAN CABINET

with Dull emitter Valves,

The Lot 70/-

TRIOIRON VALVES
H.F., Det. R.C., 5/2 each ;
Power, 6/9. 2-v. or 4.v.

Post 4d. (3 poat free).

CLEARTRON S.G,. 1216
R.C., 51.; Power, 5/.; H.F..
3/-; L.F. 3/-. Post 4d. each.

Not less than 3 by post.

DARIO VALVES
TWO VOLTS

Universal, .1 amp. ... 5/6
Resistron, .1 amp. ,.. 5,6
Super 11.F., .18 amp.... 5/6
Super -power, .15 amp. 7/6
Ilyper-power. .3 amp. 9/6
.'entodion. .3 nmn 18/r

FOUR VUL1S
Universal, .075 amp. 5/6
Itesistron, .075 amp.... 5/8
Mper H.F., .075 amp. 5/6
super -power, .1 amp.... 7/6
Hyper -power, .15 amp. 9/6
l'entodion, .15 amp. ... 18/6

Post 3d. (3 free)

LATEST 0,,RAM
S.G. MUSIC MAGNET

Kit of Parts
OAK CABINET
3 OSRAM VALVES
Instruction Chart£9

WITHOUT ca
VALVES .1u
WATE5' VOcireit.TEit

(3 in 1)
gs:0-151inps0voits :Readings
0-30

Re=, so),)

TALISMAN 7 /6'
DUAL COIL F /
(Wearier) Magnetic Reaction

TALISMAN
"TWO - THREE '

A.W., Oct. 5/29.
Set of Parts, with Panel and
Baseboard. Best quality
components. All Screws,
Wire, Flex, ate., 59/6

Pi ,t Free. Not. C.O.D.

Regret error in printing
last week. Talisman Coil
" Aperiodic " should read

" Magnetic Reaction."

SCREENS
Made to Order. Special

Sizes.

DUBILIER TREBLE
CAP. H.T. BATTERIES

Post, 1/- each.
(30-v., 13/8; 63-v., 14/3:

100-v., 22/9.

B.T.H.UNIT
I

CONE

WATMEL
UNIT 18/6

DARIO 1516
SCREEN -GRID 2 VOLTS

1.16 LN Latest 12/6
4 -Pole Unit yes( Id

BULLPHONE
4 -POLE UNIT 12/6
Brown's Vee Chassis ... 15/ -
Brown's Vee Unit ... 25/-
B.T.H. Elec. Pick-up

and Tone Arm ... 45/-
Telsen Radiogrand 12/6
Telsen Ace L.F. ... 8/8
NI -Core L.F. 15'- and 20/-

VARLEY, LATEST LINES
White Spot Cone and

Chassis 18/6
Polar Variables 5/6, 5/9
QJ for S.W. .0001 and

.0002 ... 10/6
Dual "Q" 313 Star Coils 15/ -
Ind igraph Dials ... 8/ -
Ferranti Trickle Charg-

ers
Dr. Reaper Doi 2-v. and

... 29/6

SPEAKERS
Marconi Octagon ... 30/-'
Amplion Cone 21/-
B.T.H. Cone Speaker 113/-
B.T.H. C2 ... 42/-
Celestion, from ... 75/ -
Brown's HQ ... 63/-
Amplion. from ... 27/6

WE STOCK
J.B. Condensers, R.I. Chokes
Transformers and all usual
products, Lewcos Coils,
Chokes, ete., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Bsown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti, L.F. Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Mullard, Osram,
Ediswan, Marconi Valves.
Varley Chokes and Trans-
formers, Ormond Conden-
sers, Dials. etc., ete., etc.



Cabinets of
Distinction
20,000 People had
copies of our Radio
& Loud -speaker Cabi-`
nets Catalogue at the
Radio Exhibition,
Olympia.
There is a copy waiting
for you. Send a P, C.

W. CS T. LOCK LTD.
ST. PETER'S WORKS BATH

LONDON: 11. Red Lion Eq., W.0.1

PRICE REDUCTION
of the Multi -Range

DIX-ONEMETER
The extensive sale and increased use has enabled a
reduced price to be offered below the already excep-
tionally low price. DIX-ONEMETERS are now NW -
only, a remarkably small price for a meter worth Leo

in comparison with others.
Latest Model. To 1st Grade Brit. Eng. Standard.
Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base. The finest
Precision ' Multi -Measuring instrument is the DIX-
ON EMETER, the acknowledged. -Radio standard

beloved by Expert and Airiateur.
Imitations of its Bakelite case and mirror scale are
inferior. They, lack the 5o Multiple Ranges, the
Precision, the Duplex Scales, Knife Edge Needle,
Accurate Bearings and High figure of Merit. Re-
meinber that the DIX-ONEMETER is as nearly
electrostatic in its tiny load and can be used at
2,500 ohms per volt. On too volts the high value of
250,000 ohms can be used. Micro -Amps., Milli -Amps.
and Amps. to zoA. Milli -Volts and Volts to 2000 V.
Resistances frorn 5o ohms to 5o million ohms. All
these are measured with ease on the versatile and

finely made DIX-ONEMETE R. ,

DIX-ONEMETER
50/- only

Range Multipliers 6/6 each
Electrical and Radio Test Booklet free.'

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
Apparatus Depot. 211, Upper Thames St.. E.C.I. City 0191

U S E

TREBLE
DUTY TERMINALS'

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK 6 5

E LEX HOU  
.1. HI L ROW LONDON E.C.I

STARTLING OFFER IN CRYSTAL SETS
The W.C.R.S. Crystal Set in Resins Case, with lid and fastener,
making it absolutely dustproof. Nickel -Plated fittings, Detector
complete with crystal and Cats -Whisker. Variometer Tuning.
Will take two pairs of Phones. Every one tested and guaranteed.
Special Price, ILE Poot Free.

Fully guaranteed weaphones for above set, WS Post Free.,
SKID NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE'

Bent C.O.D. if desired. 'Phone: Terminus 0777.
WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES.

269, Gray's Inn Rd., King's X, London, W.C.1

BUILD £20 GRAMOPHONE
for £3 Instructions 3d. Latest Internal Horns

and Motors. Lists Free.
W.H.G. 185, High Street, DEPTFORD, S.E.E.
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"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
(Continued from page 553)

alone a few years ago, but now it is just as
popular as it was unpopular then.

Our valves have improved very con-
siderably-we now know the requirements
of a good H.F. choke-but this improve-
ment is certainly not reflected by our
reception log. Now, in 1924 and 1925 we
did not think we were doing anything
very wonderful if we received all the B.B.C.
stations then in existence on a single valve.
Nor did we rush into print because we were
able to listen to Madrid, or Radio Belgique,
or Ecole Superieure on the same receiver.
To log WGY was something of a feat, but
by no means unheard of. Why is it, then,
that, with all our splendid slow-motion,"
condensers, efficient valves, chokes, etc.,
our standard of reception is actually lower
than previously?

To prove I am not exaggerating, I might
mention a letter of mine published in your
Taper about April, 1925, telling of my
experiences with a single valve. -

The L.F. side is admittedly better now
than eve* but that is because our trans-
former manufacturers have tackled their
problems from the point of view of effici-
ency.

One more point I wish to mention is that
of the regional scheme. In an October
number of AMATEUR WIRELESS I suggested
this, just three years ago; but when are we
going to get it effectively in operation?

F. P. (Liverpool).

A Grouse
SIR,-Why is it that our B.B.C. is so

fond of agitating one's nerves by the
harsh, irritating music they are so fond of
putting over? Whenever I switch on to
a B.B.C. station someone is trying his
very best to jar one's nerves by thumping
the same key on the piano for five minutes
or so. It's soothing music that the public
like. W. R. D. (Rcchdale).

REPAIRS
jrtjilel.idlapkhe

of
on ....poF.Ira:traund° dispatchederC'-Switlient

HOURS-TWELVE48 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
ILI1 each repair. 4/.. Post Free.

Terms to Trade
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

'Service" Dept.
714 Hies. Scree' Colliers Wood. Londe," S.W.19

For t613esi% R

W I :IPIDA 17).
(THE. BE/T IN THE WE/1)

JO LIRE' STOUT. IIICESTIR SQUARE. LONDON.W.C.I.
wi.r.:414reol Op, Of flea OWI giijIvav MtalelotarsiLman

OPEN TILL 7 PAH.
TYROL TOR OUR CATALOGUE
POSTA. 66 OM TO CAMEO

OCTOBER 12, 192)

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of El
and under, and ls. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
tees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient
Showcard Writer. We train you by post and sell your
work through our specialized Sales Department. Show
Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

FIGURED OAK CARINET8.-NulIard Orgola, 15/-;
Mallard Orgola Senior, 23/6; Brookmans Three, 15/,
Handmade and french polished. Rubber feet. Carriage
paid, Lists free.H-Gilbert, Cabinetmaker, Swindon.

£50 PRIZES, ORIGINAL POEMS.-Particulars free.
MSS. also wanted, book issue (especially fiction) and
magazines. No reading fees.-Stockwell, Ltd., 29 Lud-
gate Hill, London.

ErIOINEERS : IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to
liana show that 86 per cent. of our candidates pass their
exams. at the first attempt-a remarkable record, un-
approached by any other organisation, and showing why
we can guarantee "NO PASS-NO FEE." If 86 out of
every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you
remain in the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy"
and investigate. Our handbook, " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES," explains the most simple and
successful home -study methods of passing A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
G. & G. G.P.O., Metric., etc. EXAMS. The book out-
lines Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor
and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliant fore-
word by Prof. A. in which lie SilOWS clearly the
chances you are missing. Send for this FREE HAND-
BOOK now-state subject or Exam.-British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare Rouse, 29-31
Oxford Street, London, W.1.

PRIVATE GREETING CARDS. -Largest Manufacturers
require Agents, FREE sample book. DELIGHTFUL
NOVELTIES. . Calendars. New Feature in Cat -out
Velour Designs. SENSATIONAL Calendar Novelty on
WOODEN STANDS; detachable SPRAYS OF FLOWERS,
Notepapers; Celluloid Pocket Calendar; Blotter; Greeting
Cards for every taste. Most extraordinary book ever
published. ENORMOUS PROFITS. Prizes for all.-
All-British Christmas Card Co., Dept. 345, Blackburn.

SINQUERS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

SENTRY !
HE'LL NEVER LET

YOU DOWN.
Doable the life of your cells! Avoid
keine let down by a runoutaccumula.
for. Sinquers tell you the exact state
of your battery awl warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them in
and leave them to it.
1/. per carton from most dealers or
113 post free from actua! makers.
EIDDIAN BAWTREE &

Oakhill Road, Sutton.
Pa le trade distributors. Eric Lever
!Trixi Ltd., 33 Clerkenwell Green, E:C.1

SUPPLY UNITS
HIGH TENSION

For Multi -Valve Receivers
Guaranteed silent. No va:veq.
No expensive replacements:

ComponeMs from
Guaranteed47/6 7 DAYS' FREE ?MAL AGAINST CASH,

THE TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., Dalton Street, West Norwood, S.E.27.

1

FOR A.C. MAINS
LOW TENSION

Incorporating Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier.

2, 4 or 6 volts at an amp.
No renewals. No attention.

Compute Unus from

47/6
'Phone: Streatham 673r:

moaeur Wirelesj
COUPON

Availableuntil Saturday,
OCTOBER 19 1929
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BOTH LOOK
ALIKE

RUT ONE LASTS
LONGER

 Mile
 111 

Two sweetmeats - both good
to eat, both chocolate covered.
But one contains a caramel,
the- otha,r_li cream filling. One
lasts longer.
Special chemicals contained in
the new Dubilier H.T. Battery
make it far more than just
another good battery - they
make its working life ma-
terially longer than that of any
other make of similar type.
This claim is unquestionable.
Read chapter and verse for it
in the booklet-.`A Bit about
a Battery " - obtainable free
from your dealer. Prove it by
using a Dubilier Battery in
your set now.

.0

AvAllys,s0

66 VOLT

7/9
SUPERIOR

(Single Capacity)
9 volt . . . . 1/6

63 . 7/6
66 Itv.th G.B.

Tappings) . . 7/11
99 volt . . . . 11/9

108 . . . . 1219
SUPREME

(Treble Capacity)
60 volt . . . . 13/6
63 . 14/3

100 . 22, -

BRITISH
MADE

sort RIOR

VOLI
6° 7/9

pi^ !CA,

LONGER LIFE AT LOWER COST

U WIER
IB3ATTE RI(
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1923), LTD., Ducon Works,

Vittoria Road, North Acton, London. W.3. ea

You will Help Yourself and Help Us

St

[Itictid

Set builders-build and own the very
latest radio development, the new 3 -
valve Lotus S.G.P. set. You .can buy
the Et for it complete, assemble it in
a few hours and demonstrate to your
friends the greatest range, power and
selectivity of any set this season.
Start building the new Lotus S.G.P.
to -day. The kit contains every unit
you need except valves, cabinet anal
batteries and can be bought at your
nearest retailer's for the modest sum
of 1'7 128. 6d. . . . Diagrami and
instructions enclosed.mon
3 -valve S.G.P. Set

Supplied with onain components mounted and readv for imme-
diate assembling. Prepared by the makers of Lotus components
GARNETT, WHITELEY &CO., LTD.,

Lotus Works, Liverpool.

To Garnett, Whiteley & Co.' Ltd., Ii.
Lotus Works, Liverpool

Pease send me Free copies of the latest Lotus
Booklets and instructions for building the Lotus
S.G.P. Set.
Name ...,

Address

AW 12/10/29

MMMMM Ca================ mmummintie

by Mentioning "A.W." to advertiser;

uston



so natural
that you might

actually be

in the studio!

WHAT a difference this new Marconiphone
Moving Coil Speaker makes !g Tone-so abso-

lutely pure and natural that you might be in the
studio instead of miles away. Volume-strong
enough to fill a dance hall; or subdued far a cham-
ber concert in your dr-awing-room.

1 lb

. As soon as you possibly can, hear a M4reoniphone
Moving Coil Speaker at any dealer's. If you do
not know Of a dealer near you,' write. to the
Marconiphone Cilrnpan:irs' LiMited, 7210-212
Totteqbam Court Road, London, W.1.

OCTOSER 12, 1929

Fit this new Marconipho& Moving
Coil Speaker to your set And you
will know for the frst time how

good wireless can really be.

WHY SO Gat1D? BECAUSE-
An entirely new type of diaphragm ensures per-
fectly balanced reproduction and ample strength to
hasdleconsiderablewutput. Strictly accurate cen-
tering of the moving toil giVe eiwormOus sensitivity.
And-all made by the mtn who first made wireless.

Moving Coil Cabinet Speaker type 110 for 6 -volt
. accumulator, £.7. Type 120 for D.C. Mains. £7.10.0.

Type 130,... for A.C. Mains (new Rectifier
I nit.. 15 9 V. ve)412,42.0. Moving 1Coil
Units can- als4 .lit obtained From£4.10.0.

The first and greatest name in wireless

MARCONIPHONE Moving Coil SPEA*IERS

Printed in England. Publishefdiliy Bei nard Jones Publications,Pd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sole Agents for South Attica: CENTRAL News *CENCI', LIMITED. Sole Agents for Atistl:alasia: GoaDON R GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, °avian' 12, 19i)
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SOMETHING NEW
and ORIGINAL

in LOUD
SPEAKERS!

" VEE" _UNIT, CONE,
CHASSIS & SCREEN

ti As British as Britannia "
Advt. S. G. Brown Ltd., Western Ave. N. Acton, London, W3

. . . and you can
assemble it yourself
IN 3 MINUTES

NOTHING like it has ever been known among
loud speakers before! A handsome Honduras
mahogany screen on which you can mount the

famous Brown " Vee "Unit, Cone and Chassis and
have a novel, distinctive loud speaker in three minutes!
The Brown Screen, which stands 2 feet 7 inches hig'at
and has a beautifully carved grill, is a piece of furni-
ture which will do justice to the most distinctively -
finished room. With the Brown " Vee" Unit, Cone
and Chassis neatly mounted, you have a loud speaker
equal in appearance and performance to instruments
costing three times its price.
Ask your Wireless Dealer to let you see - and hear
--this handsome Brown innovation. You will be
charmed with its appearance so rich and dignified.
And you will marvel at its performance - so vivid
and true-to-life. Remember : the Brown" Vee" Unit
is the first Unit which cannot possibly be overloaded.
It cannot chatter. It cannot distort. It reproduces
the broadcast faithfully. And now, with the coming
of this handsome screen, which costs £2 2s., you can
make it look as good as it soutids I

COMPLETE : COST £4. 2. 0

The Vee" Unit
is designed on entirely new
principles, the product of
lengths research by the
leading loud speaker auth-
ority in the country. No
other Unit reproduces the
entire harmonic scale so
faithfully. Its direct -drive
mechanism
cannot become
unbalanced.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

The Cone Si. Chassis
TheBrown Cone is ruggedly
made from cast alumin-
ium and fitted with a 12 -in.
Chassis. Anyone can
assemble the " Vee " Unit
to the Cone and Chassis
in three minutes. All holesare drilled and thenecessary 15/-screws are
supplied. Price.
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BEFORE YOU BUY-
Remember
"Tenacious
Coating'L

A BAD Filament
WITHOUT

"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows part of the
filament of a badly coated valve before
use, showing a serious gap in the coating.
A gap such as this starts the valve off
in its life with a poor performance.
The valve then prematurely fails.

WRITEforbooklet"OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE" (1929
edition) giving full particulars
of the full range of OSRAM
VALVES with the " TEN-
ACIOUS COATING." Also
helpful wireless information of
importance to every listener.
Sent post free.

A GOOD Filament
WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched micro-
photograph showing the coating typical of
all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There are no gaps,
the coating clings, so that the full benefit of
the coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific process
of " TENACIOUS COATING."

with the VP
"TENACIOUS COATING"

MADE IN ENGLAND. Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

Advt. of the General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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P. Es' R.
"R.H.7'."
in Glass,
to volts

5,000
Milliampere

hours
Guaranteed
6 months
Price 613,

Type L.H.T.,
fitted with
shrouds (as

illustrated)
Price 7 f 6

Thoroughly well
designed

The Peto & Radford R.H.T. High
Tension Accumulator was designed
by people with 4o years of accumu-
lator making experience, who know
a great deal about radio.
To give purity of reception the
R.H.T's internal resistance has
been kept low, its voltage remains
constant under all variations of dis-
charge. Terminals are hollow, so
that io-volt tappings can be made
by wander plugs. The plates are
strong and designed to hold charges
for long periods.

Charging will cost
NOTHING

Charge
yourH.T.
Batteries
off the

mains with the P. & R. Trickle
Charger. For D.C. or A.C.
Simple. Safe. NO valves. No
" hum." Constant Voltage. Per-
fect reception all the time. Uses
practically no current. Price com-
plete for D.C. 29/9, or A.C. 49/9.

Send postcard for details of this and the range
of P. & R. Batteries (L.T.8c H.T. ) to :-

PETO & RADFORD,
93, Great Portland Street, London, W.r.

(Telephone: Longhorn 1173)

,itsgow Depot:
:3 Clyde Place

London Sales and
Repair Depot:

107a Pimlico Road,
S.W.

PETO & E2ADFORD

ACCUMULATORS
The beginning and the end in

T.R. 3 Pow ER
This announcement is issued by

ME NATIONAL ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD.
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LET THE NEW BURNDEPT

OCTOBER 19, 1929

MINSTREL
LOUD SPEAKER

GIVE YOU THE TRUTH -
THE WHOLE TRUTH AND
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH
The "Minstrel" loud -speaker, which
created such a sensation at Olympia,
is of the double diaphragm type and
enables every note in the scale, high
and low, to be heard with a clarity
of tone never before obtained. No
field current supply is required, and
the Speaker will reproduce a very
large volume without the slightest
distortion. The movement is of
the balanced armature type and is
adjustable.

Floor model in Oak Cabinet - 29.0.0
Floor model in Mahogany Cabinet £9.9.0
Table model in Oak or Mahogany 24.4.0

B raid p p
40 THE NEW BURNDEPT " MINSTREL"

Double Diaphragm Loud -speaker
SEE THE BURNIEPT STAND NO, 17 AT THE MANCHESTER 11010 EXHIBITION

For full particulars and catalogue write to-

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD.,
17 Eastnor House, Blackheath, S,E.3

o

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.'
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\\\BINOCULAR
COIL
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to get distant stations
when the new Brookman's
Park Station is operating.

---11111.1j5Ir

r""7,,

COILS

Price
7/9

GlAilicamirrEREco
COLOURED CON-
NECTING WIRE
Price 6d, per 10ft.

Coil

Regti

LEWCOS-
the name that stands
for superiority in
Radio Coils.

With Lewcos Coils in
your receiver you can
be sure of selectivity.

Note the reduced
price of Glazite Col-
oured Connecting
Wire.

Descriptive leaflet s
will be sent on re-
quest.

./AAAAA&AAAVIAAAAAA_

THELONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton,

LONDON, E.10

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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(The NEW COSSOr

stepsahead.
THE New Cossor is new

throughout-not merely an
existing valve modified. It

has a new - and enormously
strong - filament. Its construc-
tion is infinitely more efficient.
As a result it has set a standard
of performance which is the envy
of the industry.
A high vacuum plays a big part in
valve performance. Any residue
of gas left behind during manufac-
ture will lower its efficiency. This,
in turn, means loss in volume-
poor tone-fewer stations.
in the new Cossor Valve there is
used a radical improvement in
exhaustion which ensures a
higher degree of vacuum than
ever before.
This new High Vacuum process
is but one of the many features
of the New Cossor-the valves
with a " punch." The valves
that will give you more volume
-sweeter tone-greater range.
If you have not tried them yet you are
missing one of the greatest valve develop.
Intents of recent years.

To -day under the wonderful High
Vacuum Process la new Cossor
development) the residue of gas
left behind in the bulb is reduced
to practically touneasurable pro-
portions. This as one of the many
features which make the NEW
Cossor the season's most sensa-
' ,_tional valve development.

Eight years ago Valves were corm'
partitively inefficient. The above
diagram symbolises the amount
of air left inside the bulb after

it had been sealed.

Sir years of improvement pro.
duced a valve in which a very
much smaller amount of air was
left in the bulb as shows) to

the diagram on the left.

TO -DAY/

with a
wonderful new
High Vacuum

Process
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

COD
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Broadcasting a "Dirt" Meeting-The Cenotaph Service-Dean Inge's Deb&
He Spoils It-The Science Museum Set-Nerves and Microphone Fright

Another Free Gift-Are you in-
terested in " kit " sets ? Next week we
are making another free gift" with every
issue of " A.W." which is sure to interest
you. Turn to page 58o for full details.

Broadcasting a Dirt " Meeting-
A running commentary on a "dirt track"
meeting is to be given on November 7, and
this is of particular interest in view of our
article on loud -speakers on the dirt tracks,
given in a recent issue of " A.W." The
event to be broadcast will be run off at
the Wembley Stadium, and will be given
through London and 5XX, so you won't
miss it.

The Cenotaph Service-The B.B.C. is
again relaying the service at the Cenotaph,
and the arrangements are very much the
same as last year. Ina forthcoming issue,
the technical arrangemeffts in connection
with the arrangement of the microphones
will be described. One of the difficulties
which the B.B.C. engineers have to face is
that the microphones must be hidden, and
all wires and switches must be out of sight.
As a matter of fact, the B.B.C. outdoor van
is used for the occasion, and is situated in
Richmond Mews, just off Whitehall and
near the Cenotaph.

Dean Inge's Debilt-The editor
of the Sunday Express, Mr. James
Douglas, has made some interesting
remarks upon Dean Inge's micro-
phone debfit. When the Dean
broadcast for the first time
recently, he proved to be a very
brilliant speaker, and Mr. Douglas
thinks that he was too brilliant and
too "stimulating" for the radio
audience, which can only hear and
not see. Mr. Douglas says : "I can-
not follow a long literary sentence in
the air as easily as I can follow it
on the printed page . . . he (the
Dean) should study the art of the
microphone." So there is- a micro-
phone art, after all?

He Spoils It-And then, after
making many sensible remarks
anent radio and the prcgrammes in
general, Mr. Douglas comes out

Here is the "Music Leader," the set which
forms the subject of the Free Blueprint
given with this issue. The original set on
which the "Music Leader" was based has
been developed and tested since last May,
and has travelled a total di stance of 9,000

miles during tests.

with this : "I think the B.B.C. should give
us more than two or three alternative pro-
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grammes, so that highbrows, mezzo -brows,
and low -brows could choose their own
meat." Now, isn't that what we have all
been wanting since the inception of
broadcasting !

The Science Museum Set-The
AMATEUR WI RELE ss correspondence
columns are always redolent of interest, and
a subject which has been occupying the
minds of correspondents recently is that of
reproduction given by the receiver in the
Science Museum in South Kensington,
London. It is generally agreed that this
set, Brigand's prime wireless exhibit,
should represent in some degree the very
best that can be had from radio.: And
some of our correspondents do not think
that the set is anything like perfect. So to
clear matters up an AMATEUR WIRELESS
Special Correspondent went down to the
Museum a few days ago,- and the "truth"
about the Science Museum set is given on
page 579.

Nerves and Microphone Fright-The
unfortunate Mr. Philip Drew, who has been
occupying the daily papers so much these
days, said of the inquest : "It was difficult
to give evidence at first, but I soon began
to sense what I can only call responsive

waves, just as I do in the theatre."
And yet many actors and actresses
who have been interviewed by
AMATEUR WIRELESS from time to
time have declared that there was
no such feeling, and that broadcast-
ing (with no audience) is therefore
no different from a stage per-
formance. And yet there is such a
thing as "mike -fright," and one
well-known actress fainted after
making her microphone debfit. So
perhaps there are responsive
waves !

Our Free
issue we are

Print-With this
presenting (as an-

nounced last week), a is. 6d.
blieprint entirely free. The subject
of the print, is the "Music
Leader," the best transportable for
the home which has yet been
designed.

2
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The completed test box

TO every set owner some sort of testing
equipment is indispensable for check-

ing the behaviour of the set or batteries,
or the conditions under which they are
working, otherwise guesswork as to the
cause of defective reproduction is the only
means of putting matters right.

The test box about to be described is
easy to make and easy to use. Its cost is
small and it may save the initial outlay
involved. In any case, it is false economy 
to work without instruments.

The Materials Required
First, the materials required are as

follows :-
A small quantity of wood (deal

will do) and a small quantity of
plywood.

Ebonite panel, 6in by 3% in.(Raymond).
Wates volt -amp meter.
Nine -volt grid -bias battery (Lissen).
Six sockets and three plugs (Eelex or

Belling -Lee) (shielded).
One pair of Elbetto testing prods.
Making the case is a simple matter,

which will not require much description.
The details are clearly shown in Fig. r.
The divisions are of plywood and positioned
by plywood spacing pieces, which also
serve to carry the panel. A false bottom is
fixed in the section to hold the prods so
that they can easily be got at. The lid is
hinged and secured with a small screw and
catch. It is a good idea first to make the
box in one piece and then saw right across,
thus accurately obtaining uniformity of
the base and lid.

The Panel
The preparation of the panel is also quite

simple. First drill to receive the six socket
as shown in Fig. s A 2 -in, diameter cut-
out must be made also to fit the meter,
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A USEFUL
TEST BOX

and this can be done with a fretsaw or
keyhole saw. Mount the sockets with
colour indicators on the front, using red
to indicate positive, and fit the meter in
position. The wiring can be followed from
the diagram, which shows the back of the
panel. It is recommended that for a test
instrument each point of contact should be

soldered. Note that a soldered connection
is made at the spike of the meter. This

completes the construction, and the panel
is simply fitted into the box with a grid
battery placed for use at the back and the
prods and links in the front division as
shown in the photograph.

How to Use the Test Box
The simpler tests consist of reading

battery voltages. First, the L T. accumu-

Fig. 1. Details of case

lator. Test this while the set is working to
get a true idea of condition and preferably
 at the end of the programme when it has
been in use for an hour or so. Insert the
plug of the black prod in the negative
socket x and the plug of the red prod in
socket 2, thus using the 6 -volt reading.
Place the black prod on the accumulator
terminal and the red
prod on the accumu-
lator positive termin-
al and note the read-
ing from the meter.
Never test on this
scale above 6 volts.

To take a reading
of the H.T. voltage,
use sockets 5 and 6,
and see that negative
goes to negative and
positive to positive.
This test may also
be carried out while
the set is working.

To take a total

milliamp reading of H.T. current which
the set is using, disconnect the H.T.
negative plug from the H.T. battery
and insert it in socket 4, and in
socket 3 insert the plug of the black
prod. When the negative socket of the
H.T. battery is touched with the prod the
meter will give a milliamp reading. This
test, of course, must be made while the
set is working.

To detect overloading, use the same
panel sockets and place the meter in
series with the plate circuit of the last
valve.

Valve Testing
Valves may be tested to see if the fila-

ment is broken by taking a prod from
socket"' to one of the filament pins and
the link from socket 2 to the positive
socket of the G.B. battery. Then the other
prod is taken from, say, the 1/2 -volt
negative socket of the grid battery to the
other valve pin. In the same way any
continuity test may be made for low -
resistance windings, etc. When testing a
valve, do not use more volts than the
valve is rated at for the filament.

These examples are only a few of the
uses which will be demanded of such an
adaptable little instrument.

News has been received from the Russian
ice -breaker Sjedof, that the experimental
wireless station erected on Franz Josephs
Land in the Polar regions, is new in regular
operation. Transmissions are carried out
nightly between 8 and io p.m. on a wave-
length of 43 metres; the call signs are TS J,
TSR and TSCH.

E;eperimental transmissions on short
waves by the Eiffel Tower, Paris, are now
taking place every Tuesday and Thursday
between 9.13 and To p.m. B.S.T. Several
wavelengths are being tried out.

Diagram of Connections

2" 3V
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There are many details connected with tuning, of which the average listener is unaware.
It will be found that the information given below by W. JAMES will be a real help
!PT-1HE ordinary detector and low -fre-

quency.1. type of set is easily tuned, for
the reason that there are only two controls
-one for wavelength and the other for
volume.

Easy though it is to tune such a set, the
,beginner is apt to fail to obtain the best
results. In the first place, the volume con-
trol is not always properly used. Maybe it
cannot be used as the designer of the set
intended, or perhaps it is not adjusted
correctly even when the circuit values are
'just right.

This control in a modern set takes the
form, as a rule, of a variable condenser in,
the reaction circuit, and by adjusting it
the,. amount of the reaction is varied. A
typical circuit is given by Fig. r. Here the
reaction condenser is marked cr, the wave-
length tuning condenser is c2, the grid
condenser is c3, and the grid leak RI

When listening to the local station, con-
denser ci will probably be set at its
minimum value and c2 will, of course, be
so adjusted that the circuit is tuned to the
wavelength of the station. The only diffi-
culty here is that the local station may be
so strong that the detector is overloaded
with the result that it does not function

a

and not thought to be a defect in the set.
When tuning a more distant station the

volume control must be used, and as the

Fig. 1. A simple 2 -valve circuit

signals are weaker the control becomes of
more importance. It is then that one may
notice a defect in the volume control or
reaction circuit. boes the control steadily in-
crease the volume until
the point of oscillation
is reached? If it does,
and there is no sign of
"overlap" or "plop-
ping," the circuit is
behaving properly.

+111111111 -
68

Fig. 2. Methods of connecting grid leak to avoid poor reaction effects

,properly. In this event a point on each
'side of the correct tuning point (as regards
wavelength) will be found where the signals
are loudest and clearest. This effect is met
'with only when a strong signal is being
received, but should be recognised as such,

shown by the sudden change in quality or
the production of a whistle or howl. Over-
lap is present when the reaction control has
to be turned back past the point where
the oscillations commenced, and there is
usually a "plop" when the set is passed
into and out of oscillation.

Obtaining Greatest Volume
The maximum volume cannot be ob.

taMed when the set behavas in this man-.
ner, and, further, a user is far more likely
to disturb other listeners by oscillating
than when the control is nice and smooth.

To remedy this state of affairs the high
tension, H.T.-{-r, Fig. 1, should be ad-
justed and a different grid leak RI be tried.
If no better results are obtained, the
bottom end of the grid leak should be
taken to a potentiometer, as in Fig. 2a, or
the scheme of Fig. 2b may be tried. One
of these methods will cure reaction overlap.

Fig. 3. A typical 3-valva circuit

Quite often the reverse is true. There is
a certain amount of overlap, which perhaps
prevents fine tuning. This condition will
quickly be noticed. As the reaction' is
turned the signals increase in strength
until presently the circuit oscillates, as

The only point then remaining is whether)
the reaction is too fierce. If it is, !, few
turns should be removed from the reaction'
coil Li, Fig. /. Having now so adjusted!
the circuit that the reaction is smooth, it,
is fairly easy to bring up.,the strength of a
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distant station, for it is only necessary to
tune with the aerial condenser whilst
slowly advancing the volume control. The
set is in its most sensitive condition, and is
therefore providing its maximum magni-
fication, when it is just not oscillating.

A careful user will not allow his set
actually to oscillate, and will therefore not
hear a whistle. or howl whilst tuning, but
he will hear a gentle "breathing" or
"rushing" sound when nor. actually tuned
to a station that is transmitting. When the

Fig. 4. Diagrams showing positions of meters
of signals

station commences to broadcast, the speech
and music will be heard as loudly as is
possible with that particular set.

H.F. Tuning
A receiver having a stage of high -fre-

quency magnification as well as a detector
and a low -frequency stage, generally has
three controls at least-probably there are
four. It is therefore much more difficult to
tune a set of this type, although the
tuning should be mastered in a few
minutes.

The wavelength controls are in the
aerial and detector circuits, the tuning con-
densers being cr and C2, Fig. 3. Reaction
is controlled by c3 and there is often the
volume control RI, which is a filament
resistance connected to the high -fre-
quency valve.

When about to tune this set it is advis-
able to follow a definite procedure. First
turn the filament resistance RI full on.
Then set the two condensers CI and c2
alike, and finally set condenser c3 at its
mid position or at a point where the set is
not oscillating. A fine adjustment may
now be effected by slowly turning C2 and
c3. If a station is heard, cr may have to
be adjusted a little to bring the aerial
circuit into tune.

Resistance RI is turned when the volume
is too great or when interference is experi-
enced. The high -frequency magnification
is reduced by putting more of the resistance
into circuit and the selectivity of the set is
improved. Signal strength may be main-
tained by increasing the reaction, except-
ing, of course, when the full amount is
already being used.

When searching for a station move the
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condenser c2 very slowly or, better still,
in steps of one degree whilst moving con-
denser cr backwards and forwards about
th=s tuning point. Fine tuning cannot be
carried out until a station is heard, and
then the reaction should be adjusted with
the resistance RI in various positions.

The best cannot be obtained from a set
of this description unless the various
operations are carried out in their correct
order, and when the set is selective the
various controls must be turned slowly, or

stations will be missed.
Owing Io the fact that

a shielded valve is used,
there is no harm in
oscillating occasionally,
although one must re-
member that unless the
high -frequency amplifier
is of good construction
the aerial circuit will
oscillate and therefore
radiate oscillations. I
find that the volume
control provided in a set
of this type is often not
used sufficiently, with

to indicate strength the result the detector
overloads and distorts.

Meter Indications
The aim when tuning should be to obtain

the desired strength with the minimum of
reaction, and the tonal quality may be
adjusted, within limits, by maintaining
the volume, but using different settings of
the reaction and volume controls.

A very good indication that the circuit
.is properly tuned is a milliammeter con-
nected in the anode circuit of the detector.
This instrument will also roughly show the
strength of the signal applied to the
detector. The circuit of Fig 4a shows a
milliammeter joined to a leaky -grid detec-
tor, whilst Fig. .4b shows an anode -bend
detector. The current flowing through the
instrument will decrease in one instance
and increase in the other when a signal is
tuned in.

Thus, in Fig. 4a the instrument may
indicate x milliampere when the set is not
tuned. When a moderate signal is tuned
in the current will fall, say, to .75 milli-
ampere, and it will fall further, say, to
.5 milliampere when a strong signal is
being received.

If this meter is watched whilst tuning,
accurate results may be obtained, as the
current decreases as the signal strength is
brought up in strength, It falls because
the grid of the valve is made more nega-
tive during reception and shows clearly
the relative strength.

The meter of Fig. 4b, which is joined to

NEXT WEEK :
W. JAMES on

METHODS OF
PROVIDING H.T.

QC TGBER 1', 1929

an anode -bend detector, normally shows
only a small current when no signal is
being received. Thus, it might show a
current of .r milliampere. When a moder-
ate signal is tuned in the current increases,
perhaps to .5 milliampere, whilst a strong
signal will further increase the current:
The instrument is therefore a guide as to
the strength of the signal being received
and is often found of great help when
tuning.

Slight changes in the tuning usually
produce noticeable variations in the indi-
cations of the instruments in both arrange-
ments. Low -reading instruments ought to
be 'used. A useful range is 0-1.5 milli-
amperes, as the effect of slight changes in
tuning may easily be followed with so
sensitive an instrument.

A very strong signal may reduce the
anode current of a leaky -grid detector
almost to zero, but it will probably be
badly distorted. The best results will be
obtained when the input is less than a
certain amount, depending upon the valve
and its high-tension, and experiments will
indicate the lowest reading that is safe.
In the case of the anode -bend detector the
quality is likely to improve as the strength
increases, until a certain point is reached,
beyond which distortion will be experi-
enced. It will be found that the quality is
best when the milliammeter shows a cur-
rent of about a certain value-less or more
than this resulting in distortion.

USING AN AEROPLANE TO
DETERMINE THE HEIGHT
OF THE HEAVISIDE LAYER

MANY experimenters from time to
time have endeavoured to obtain an

idea of the height of the Heaviside layer.
Various methods have been tried, and the
latest-that employed by Messrs. Mirick
and Hentschel, of the U.S. Naval Research
Laboratory-involves the use of an aero-
plane. Radio signals from an aeroplane in
flight have been observed to show a regular
pulsation in field strength. It is thought
that this rise and fall in received signal is
due to an interference effect between the
ground and the high -angle radiation. As
the aeroplane moved to or from the record-
ing station a succession of peaks in signal
strength were observed and, knowing the
velocity of the 'plane, the distance between
the peaks of fading and the distance from
the recording station, the above -named
experts calculated the height of the
Heaviside layer. In their calculations they
assumed that reflection of the high -angle
radiation which caused the interference
effect took place from a horizontal 'plane
at the height of the layer. By this method
an effective height, varying between 6o to
8o miles in daylight, was obtained. These
values compare favourably with previous
estimates by other experimenters. D.
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THE essence of the regional
scheme is that the present

eight British main stations and
nine relays operating on the
medium band (that is, on wave-
lengths within the 200- and 550 -
metre limits) shall eventually
be replaced by five high -power
stations each radiating simul-
taneously two programmes on
different wavelengths. Since each
of the new dual stations will be
designed to have a service area
with a radius of at least a
hundred miles, it is hoped in
this way to provide every listener
in the country, no matter how
simple his receiving apparatus,
with the choice of two programmes
at all seasons of the year. The
idea is magnificent, but already
'many people are beginning to
wonder whether the scheme will
not have to undergo drastic
revision before it can become
practicable.

Wavelength Channels
So far as wavelengths-or,

rather, "channels" - are *con -

c tied, all is plain sailing-on
paper, at any rate-
lot- Great Britain has
been assigned the
necessary ten. Nine
'0f these are at present
used as individual
channels by London,
Cardiff, Manchester, Daventry 5GB, New-
castle, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Belfast, and
Leeds, whilst one forms a group -channel
for Bournemouth and the nine /3o -watt
relays. There are, however, many other
points to be considered besides this.

Anyone living thirty miles or so north-
west of London has now had some kind of
opportunity of judging what reception
conditions will be like should the regional
scheme ever come into operation with the
simultaneous broadcasting of dual pro -
'grammes .at high power. He can, at any
rate, gauge the wipe-out effect which such
stations cause at different ranges, though,
for reasons which will be shown in a
moment, this does not amount to a full
test of reception under the conditions
which may obtain in the near future. In
my own case I have 5GB some forty miles
away to the north-west and Brookmans
Park fifteen miles off to the north-east.
Imaginary lines drawn from these two
stations to my aerial would meet almost at
right angles. Using a receiving set de-
signed not so much for selectivity as for
good quality, I find that 5GB's wipe-out
extends from, roughly, 525 metres down
to 44o metres. In frequencies this means
that, so far from occupying a channel
9 kilocycles wide, 5GB at forty-five miles
covers roughly io8 kilocycles, or twelve
times the width of a' normal channel.
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the lower wipe-out of the 356 -
metre transmission.

Yet another very important
factor comes in here. Instead of
coming from directions almost at
right angles to one another, the
transmissions will reach one's
aerial from the same point. This
will probably inc r ea s e the
difficulty of separating them
when an outdoor aerial is used,
and it also means that the
directional properties of the frame
cannot be utilised.

Wipe-out Troubles
The wipe-out is, of course, very

much less when a selective
receiving set is employed, but
even so it is considerable. The
highly selective set can bring in
Brussels, 36 kilocycles away from
5GB, without any interference;
but one has to go dangerously
near the point of oscillation in
order to receive Milan, which is
27 kilocycles from 5GB, without
a background from the British
station. The wipe-out on wave-
lengths below is about the same.
But such is the strength of

Brcokmans Park at
short range that the
aerial seems to suffer
from something like
shock excitation, and
the blotting out of this
station is still vcry

great with the same receiving set. To
obtain either Hamburg or Brunn properly
a wavetrap must be used.

After making tests with my own set, I
went round to the houses of several friends
to see what their receiving apparatus
would do under similar conditions. The
majority of those that I visited use not
very up-to-date apparatus so far as the
high -frequency side is concerned. Some of
the sets were bought ready made; others
are home -constructed receivers. Most of
the latter have had improvements made
in their low -frequency intervalve and out-
put circuits since they were first built, but
the high -frequency side, having been found
to do all that was necessary up to the
present time, has not been altered. Sets of
the two types referred to are, I fancy,
typical of those used by the average man
throughout the country. The state of
affairs found when such sets were em-
ployed for reception purposes whilst Brook -
mans Park and 5GB were both working
was an eye-opener. Not a few of them
could not separate the two transmissions;
both of which I must add, in all fairness,
are very strongly received in my locality.
Of those who could obtain one station
without a background from the other, not
a single one could tune in any home or
Continental station with a wavelength

(Continued at foot of next page)

Considerable doubt continues to be expressed regarding the prac-
ticability of the Regional Scheme. Below, R. W. Hallows makes

an analysis of the position

With a similar set the wipe-out from
Brookmans Park is much greater. Katto-
witz on 408 metres is just clear of him, so
that we may take the wipe-out as extend-
ing to 403 metres. This corresponds to
99 kilocycles above. The wipe-out below
is very much worse. The first station, in
fact, that can be obtained absolutely clear
of Brookmans Park is Konigsberg on
276 metres. The wipe-out thus seems to
extend to 279 metres, which in frequencies
works out at 234 kilocycles

Though not highly selective, this set,
with its moderately efficient stage of high -
frequency amplification, is very much more
so than the two-valver consisting of
detector and one note -magnifier or the
three-valver with two note -magnifiers,
which are so widely used. it is, of course,
infinitely more selective than any crystal
set.

Nearby Wavelengths
It is proposed, one understands, that

when Brookmans Park gets under way
with dual transmissions these will take
place on the present wavelength of 356
metres and on 261 metres. Assuming that
the wipe-outs of the two transmissions are
similar, we may expect that upon 261
metres the blanketing effect above will
also extend 99 kilocycles, which brings it
up to 286 metres and causes it to overlap
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For the Newcomer to Wireless: THE VPARIODE

AM thinking of using a pentode valve
I in the next set that I build; can you
give me a simple idea of the way in
which it works ?

The pentode valve is really a develop-
nient of the screen -grid system. You
know that the screen -grid valve gives
enormous amplification at high -fre-
quency and possibly you know, too, that
it is useless for low -frequency work.

Yes, I have heard that, but I don't
think that I know the reason why.

It is quite simply that the character-
istic curve of the screen -grid valve has
not a sufficiently long straight portion
for the purpose. Actually its character-
istic is shaped rather like a capital "N"
with the lower part of the first stroke
and the upper part of the third pro-
longed.

How is the kink caused ?
As' the plate potential is raised

steadily from quite a low figure the plate
current continues to rise as one would
expect. When, however, the plate
potential is approaching that applied

to the screening grid, the velocity of the
electrons which pass through the meshes
of the latter is sufficient to drive out of
the plate further electrons by the force
of their impact.

What happens to these ?
A proportion of them makes its way

to the screening grid. The result is
that at this portion of the curve there is
a dip in the plate -volts plate -current
characteristic since the plate is losing
so many of its electrons.

What follows next?
The dip continues as the plate poten-

tial is raised until it is a few volts more
than that of the screening grid. At this
point the secondary emission, as it is
called, begins to stop and the character-
istic resumes its straight line form until
the saturation point is reached.

I think I see what you are driving at;
in order to obtain a valve with a straight
portion long enough for low -frequency
work some means has got to be found
of preventing the secondary emission
from taking place.

You are on the track. Secondary
emission cannot be entirely prevented,
but its effects can be eliminated.

How is that done ?
A third grid, connected to the middle

of the filament, is interposed between
the screening grid and the plate. Elec-
trons travelling from the filament pass
through this quite easily on account of
their enormous speed. On reaching the
plate they drive out other electrons as
before and these begin to move, at a
much lower velocity, towards the
screening grid. On their way, however,
they encounter the third grid which,
on account of the way in which it is
connected, contains a crowd of electrons.
These exercise a powerful repulsive
force on the electrons that have left the
plate and serve to drive them back
again to their proper place.

I see; then the result is that the flow
of plate current is kept up and there are
no kinks in the curve.

Exactly.

;I!

I I

" IS THE REGIONAL SCHEME
POSSIBLE ?

(Continued from preceding page)

between 356 and 479 metres without a
background of interference, more or less
pronounced from either 5GB or Brookmans
Park.

Ten High -power Stations at Once
What would be the effect if ten 3o -kilo-

watt transmissions were on the air at the
same time in this country? My own
belief is that so far from providing the
average listener with a large variety of
programmes, it would tie him down
entirely to the two provided by his local
regional station. Until recently anyone
with an efficient three -valve set could
receive on most nights at least a dozen
alternative programmes from home and
foreign stations. We can hardly look upon
it as a step forward if Continental stations
are completely blotted cut and nothing is
available but one of two programmes from
a near -by source.

And what of our receiving sets? No one
can doubt that if the scheme were pushed
through something much more selective
than the present-day receiver in general
use would be required. The public has
been assured that the regional scheme is
all foi its good, but it strikes me that it
will be a difficult matter to persuade it
that this is really so if the scheme entails,
as seems likely, if it goes through in its
present form, the scrapping of thousands
of sets and the almost complete rebuilding
of thousands of others. To take an in-

stance, many portable sets rely for their
selectivity very largely upon the direc-
tional properties of the frame; these at
short range would probably bring in not
one of the dual programmes, but both at once.

Is the Scheme Obsolete?
Like, so many things that take a con-

siderable time to work out and develop,
the regional scheme was probably obsolete
before the finishing touches were put to
the Brookmans Park station. It was
founded upon the idea that a service area
meant a region within which reception
could be assured with a crystal receiving
set. But crystal receiving sets are nowadays
rare-much rarer, I venture to say, than
the B.B.C. believes. Cheaper valves,
cheaper components, and cheaper forms of
current supply have made it possible to
build and maintain a valve set at but a
fraction of the cost which would have been
entailed only a year or tro ago. Looking
through the advertisement pages of any isaie
of AMATEUR WIRELESS Of 1926, one found
numerous offers of crystals and detectors.
During 1929 I cannot recall having seen a
single advertisement of this kind in
AMATEUR WIRELESS. A "crystal service"
is no longer required for a transmitting
station now that almost everyone has a
valve receiving set. Increase the power of
the present main stations to 4 kilowatts and
there is hardly a soul in this country who
will not have all the broadcasting service
that he could desire !

A Suicidal Policy
In broadcasting we appear at present to

be faced with something very much akin
to the race in armaments, of which so
much has been said and written. Every
country is pursuing the suicidal policy of
obtaining a place in the ether by shouting
down all the rest. We who have done so
much in the. past towards straightening out
the chaos in the ether on this side of the
Atlantic appear to have committed our-
selves to this fatal policy with' our pro-
gramme of ten 3o -kilowatt transmissions
on the medium waves, plus a 25 -kilowatt
station on the long waves. continental
nations can only follow our unfortunate
lead if they wish to save themselves from
being blotted out. That is why we find,
amongst others, Bordeaux proposing to
increase his power to 3o kw., Madrid to
20 kw., Milan to the same figure, Rome
to 5o kw., and Prague to 6o kw. If any-
thing like a general increase in power takes
place the Prague Plan immediately becomes
hopeless, and it will be impossible to find
any other scheme which will be satis-
factoi y.

The Real Solution \The only real solution is for all countries
to abandon the kilowatt race and to
impose an all-round limit of 4 or 5 kilo-
watts. America is nearly two years ahead
of us in the matter of giant stations, and
already feeling over there is running high
against the super -power transmitter. We
are suffering now from an attack of
" megawattomania." Let the authorities
realise, before it is too late, that what the
public wants is a valve -service area, and
not a surfeit area.
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VARLEY Re-
sistance Capa-
city Couplers,
as a result of
intensive r e -
search and

many experiments, have been entirely
redesigned. Complete reliability and in-
creased efficiency under all conditions
are foremost among the improvements which
have been made. Look at the curve taken by the
National Physical Laboratory. This curve shows
absolutely uniform amplification throughout the
whole range of musical frequencies-a result
unparalleled by an L.F. intervalve coupling of
any other kind.
These Resistance Capacity Couplers are housed in attractive
bakelite moulding similar to last year's model. They are
made in three types to accommodate various types of valves.

Write for Sections B and C of the Varley Catalogue.
Prices :

Type H ' 14/-. Type M ' 14/-. Type L' 13/ -

Arley
Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., Kingsway House, 103, Kingsiray, London, W.C.2. Telephone or 3303

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

!natant Wes
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2 FREE GIFTS
with the October

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
A Broadcast Identifier
AND STATION LOG, printed in

two colours, on white card.

A Full-size Blueprint
of the "ABC Two"-the components

for which cost under 55/ -

Although so simple to build and operate, the ABC
Two is powerful for its size, and under normal con-
ditions, will ensure the reception of a number of
alternative programmes on the loud -speaker.

Other Contents include:

" W.M." BROOKMAN'S THREE,
specially designed by W. James for
the new Station.

1930 MONO DIAL, designed by
J. H. Reyner.

A SIMPLE A.C. MAINS UNIT.
THE ELECTRIC FOUR, a powerful
Radio Gramophone Set, which takes
L.T. and H.T. from the mains.

124 pages, including a 12 -page
Colour Supplement 46 Features

Get Your Copy To -day

THE ABC TWO

USUAL 1
PRICE
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REG. TRADE MARK

make
your set
Better/

F -

THE POPULAR
HIGH TENSION

66 volt o/6
io8 volt 15/6

POPULAR POWER
HIGH TENSION

6o volt 13/6
64 volt 14 J6
on volt 22J-

to5 volt 24/-
120 volt 27/-

7ake one home tone ht.

A noisy
crackle \=r,

is the 2/
only way
your set
can say
'Please solder all

my joins with

FLUITE "
FLUXITE is sold in tins,

price ad., 1/4 and 2/8.
A nother use for Flux-
ite : Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening

Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.

FLUXITE LTD.,
(Dept. 32.8)

Rotherhitbe, S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET Complete

7/6
or LAMP
only
2'6

t UX111

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

The new Universal (No. 97b) and the new Power Model
(No. 98) fitted with 91- in. and 12 in. cones respectively, will
take every unit at present on the market, including the new
Amplion BA2. They will take yours.
In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of the latest
Vellume type and the beautifully polished octagonal front gives
the speaker a really finished appearance. This is entirely in
keeping with the magnificent reproduction afforded.
See them at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand I I6
(Gallery), or drop us a postcard for a fully descriptive leaflet.

97b. Aluminium Cradle, enamelled and polished
fitted with Vellume cone and octagonal front, 1
back leg and bracket also included
OS. Similar in respect to the above, universal
fitting, etc., with 12 in. vellume cone and octa-
gonal front, back legs and bracket included.

1-

18/6
MANCHESTER FREDK. STAND 113
EXHIBITION SQUIRE GALLERY

24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, N.16

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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Olympia's
Masterpiece

.... ........

' " ...

One dial Control
The 1930 Cossor Melody Maker is simplicity
itself-anyone can use it-no 'tricky" tuning
-turn only one knob to hear the programme
you want.

No coils to change
Coil changing is ended with the 1930 Cossor
Melody Maker. When you want to hear
Daventry, Paris or any other long -wave
station-merely twist a knob.

Only 10 components -
only 20 wires

In spite of its wonderful power-its ability to
bring you over thirty programmes any evening
-even while your local station is working-
the Cossor Melody Maker is amaaingly simple
- only 10 components to mount -only 20
wires to connect-that's alL

Use this Coupon NOW..
To Messrs. A. C. Cossor Ltd..
/iighbury Grove, London, N.5
Please send me free of charge a Constructor Envelope
giving full details of 1930 Cossor Melody Maker
(a) A.C. Mains Model (b) Battery Model.

Virtue soda out one you do not require)

Name

Address

A
1Y you are interested in
the A.C. Mains Model
please give voltage and
cycles of your house

supply.

A. C. Como. Ltd., Hight:nay Dove, London N.3.

-and its price is only

£815S.
Price includes the three Cossor
Valves of the latest type, the
handsome one-piece cabinet and
all the parts necessary jor its
rapid assembly.

Also for A.C. Mains operation -works
direct from the electric light mains.
Supplied complete with three of the
latest type Cossor Mains Valves, factory -
built and tested A. C. Mains Unit,
handsome one-piece cabinet and all
parts Price LEIS . 0. 0

NEVER
before has any Receiver created such

a sensation as did the 1930 Cossor Melody
Maker at the Olympia Radio Exhibition. Front
morning till night huge crowds surged round
this wonderful Receiver- eager to view its handsome
one-piece cabinet richly lacquered in two-tone blue-
eager to examine its three simple controls-one knob for
tuning-one knob for volume and one knob for wave-
lengths. And then they looked inside and saw the
amazing simplicity of its assembly-the Synchronised
Control Unit, factory -built and factory -tested - the 9
other components and the 20 connecting wires. In an
hour or so anyone-without previous Radio knowledge
-can assemble it and obtain results equal to a costly
factory -built Receiver. And the same Receiver can be
converted to all -electric operation by the simple addition
of the factory -built Cossor A.C. Power Unit and three
Cossor Mains Valves. Go and see this amazing Receiver
at your Dealer's-he'll be glad to tell you all about it or
-use the coupon.

46

(The 1930

ossor
elodyMaker"

Britain's Greatest Radio Achievement!
9)4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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A Curious Experience
T HEARD of a very curious thing the
1 other day in connection with the Show.
A friend of mine who was busily engaged
on one of the stands observed that the
quality of reproduction suddenly appeared -
to have become slightly thinner than
before. His attntion was occupied with
other matters and he did not think about
it very much, but he was cop scions of a
feeling that the quality did- not sound
quite as pleasant as before. He dismissed
the matter from his mind, assuming that
some alteration had been made to the
B.B.C. amplifier supplying the loud-
speakers throughout the exhibition.

The sub -conscious mind, however, is a
strange thing, and in this instance refused
to be satisfied. My friend continued to be
conscious of a feeling of uneasiness until
he suddenly realised that the noise to
which he was listening was not coming
from the loud -speakers, but from the band
itself ! I think the less comment I make
about this story the better, but I can cer-
tainly vouch for its truth.

The 'Speaker Demonstrations
In my opinion, one of the most remark-

able features of the show was the way in
which almost every loud -speaker in the
exhibition reproduced the music supplied
by the B.B.C. from the common amplifier,
Quite apart from the fact that some of the
loud -speakers will never again produce
such wonderful music, owing to lack of
proper feeding, when they get into the
hands of the average owner, the incredible
thing is the manner in which they stood up
to the large input without any apparent
overloading. I certainly heard one or
two rattling rather badly, but the number
was surprisingly small, but this appears to
me to afford striking proof of the fact that
95 per cent. of the overloading encountered
with the average set occurs in the last
valve, and not in the loud -speaker.

The fact is that the average user has
neither the facilities nor the money to feed
his loud -speaker with really good quality
reproduction. There is a very large differ-
ence between the moderately good quality
which can be achieved relatively cheaply
and which is satisfactory for all normal
purposes and the really super -quality sup-
plied to the exhibition speakers. I think it is
encouraging to feel that, provided one has
a reasonably good speaker, the quality of
reproduction is limited more by what one
chooses to put into the amplifier rather
than by the loud -speaker itself.

A Dealer's Views on Portables
The other day, while speaking to the

sales manager of one of our largest radio

manufacturers, I commented on the extra-,
ordinary popularity that the portable set
was enjoying at the present moment.
While I am well aware of both the advan-
tages and the limitations of portables -it
seems to me that many people buy sets of
this type who would be better served,
except for a very small percentage of their
listening time, by a set using a separate
aerial and earth.

Radio dealers prefer to sell portables to
the exclusion of sets requiring aerials. The
whole thing turns on service. A dealer has
only to walk into a probable customer's
house, demonstrate the set, possibly sell
it, and then walk out again. There are no
installation charges. With the other type
of set a temporary aerial and earth must
be established, which, since it takes a con-
siderable time, represents a dead loss if no
sale results. Even when a set is sold the
erection of the permanent aerial, for which
only a nominal charge can be made, also
eats into the dealer's profit; so, taking
things all round, dealers push the sale of
portables as far as they can. It would
appear from this that the installation of a
set which enthusiastic amateurs light-
heartedly undertake for their friends is a
serious problem for the average radio
dealer.

Effect of a Moving -coil Speaker on
New Listeners

Incidentally, the same informant told
me that, in his opinion, a dealer whose
principal sale was portable sets was
nothing short of a "mug" if he had a
moving -coil speaker demonstrating in his
showroom. His company had lost a lot of
possible purchasers, evidently new to
radio, who were disappointed that the
reproduction from the portable models
was not up to that of the moving -coil
speaker and its expensive and bulky ampli-
fier equipment. Had there been no moving -
coil to fix a standard of reproduction they
would probably have been quite satisfied.

" Regional " Doubts
Of the many people with whom I have

chatted on wireless subjects at one time
or another of late, very few seem anything
like enthusiastic over the future of the
regional scheme. Now that we have had
a taste of Brookmans Park and a fair
experience of 5GB, people are becoming a
little doubtful whether high power is
really "all jam"-if I may put it so.
Perhaps, though, that is a rather unfor-
tunate expression, because some people
do maintain that it will be "all jam" in
the sense that huge local wipe-outs will
keep one tied down to the two programmes
of the local dual transmitter. What I

meant was that the reception of a 3o -kilo
watt transmission may not be all sweetness
and straightforwardness and plain sailing
for the man in the street, who uses simple
apparatus and wants his fair share of good
quality.

The Quality Problem
What I fmd when either Brookmans

Park or 5GB are going full blast at moderate
range is that the detector valve begins to
start all sorts of little problems of its own.
You see, comparatively huge voltage
swings arrive upon its grid, and then the
band begins to play. The grid -leak -and -
condenser rectifier is inclined to pack up
if voltage swings are at all on the large side,
and very unpleasant distortion can be
caused if it is overloaded. We turn, there-
fore, to anode -bend rectification, hoping
that here we shall find a complete solution.
But do we? My experience is that we
don't, unless we are prepared to use a
high plate voltage and a correspondingly
large negative grid bias on the detector ;
otherwise the grid swings from a giant
station may be quite sufficient to make this
kind of detector indulge in a vdriety of
funny tricks.

Another point is that with its craze for
providing the crystal service area, the
B.B.C. does not err on the side of under -
modulating its transmissions. A deeply
modulated transmission is simply fine for
the crystal man, though it may cause the
valveite, who values purity of reproduction
to tear his hair. My own experience cer-
tainly is that I obtain much better quality
from the Oxford Street transmitter than
from either Brookmans Park or 5GB.

Battery Fashions
It is curious to find how battery manu-

facturers have to cater for the different
habits on the part of the user in various
countries. I am referring principally to
the dry -cell high-tension battery, which
still shows signs of being very much alive,
though, according to the prophets, the
eliminator should have killed it stone dead
long ago. The British battery user likes to
get the very last ounce of service out of
his high-tension battery, and he not infre-
quently keeps it at work until the voltage
has dropped to half what it originally was.
He expects to find a fairly rapid fall to
about 1.25 volts per cell, and after that
he wants a discharge curve showing a nice
gentle fall to the neighbourhood of .75 volt
per cell. Often he will keep up his plate
voltage by wiring a new high-tension
battery or a portion of it in series with an
old one. In America quite a different state
of affairs prevails. The majority of bat-
teries reach the dustbin before thcir voltage
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has dropped to i volt per cell. Thus it
happens that the American maker must
provide something with a small initial
drop, followed by a gentle curve down to
about r.r volt per cell, and then a very
rapid tail -off.

Adaptable Construction
Though the general public does not

realise it, you can do all kinds of amusing
things with a dry cell if you have the
necessary chemical knowledge. If, for
example, you don't mind giving it a rather
short shelf life (shelf life means the time
that a battery will last if simply stored
away and placed under no load), you can
enormously increase the capacity; -that is,
the number of milliampere hours that it
will give under a reasonable load. Again,
you can put up the initial voltage at the
expense of capacity, and so on.

In fact, by carefully adjusting your
ingredients, you can give a dry cell almost
any kind of discharge curve that you can
think of. It is for this reason that the
high -quality battery scores so heavily.
Not a small part of the price that you pay
for it goes into research work of the utmost
value to yourself and to all other dry-
battery.users.' Cheap foreign batteries are
made by people with neither facilities to
conduct research nor the desire to do so.
They work, as a rule, simply on a " quack"
formula and are quite content with the
hit-and-miss principle.

Little Things That Matter
If you buy a battery of reputable make

you may have a comfortable feeling of
assurance that it will give you a standard
performance or that if it doesn't the
makers will meet you most fairly on your
reporting the matter to them. Buy foreign
batteries and you never know quite what
is going to happen. You may strike a
comparatively good one by a stroke of
luck, but the next one of the same make
that you buy is more than likely to give
quite a different performance. The reason
why this kind of unevenness occurs amongst
cheap batteries is to be found in the lack
of tests applied to the raw materials. One
batch of manganese dioxide may look very
like another, but laboratory tests may show
a heap of difference. There are grades of
manganese, just as there are of sal -
ammoniac and other chemicals . used in
dry -battery construction, and zinc is one
of the most difficultiof metals to deal with,
since it is always found in a very impure
state, and getting rid of the impurities is
no easy business. It is attention to all
these small points that makes 'all the
difference to battery performances.

An Historic Relay
The relay of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's

reception on his arrival in America, though

carried out under considerable difficulties,
was wonderfully well received. A broad-
cast of this kind is one of those landmarks
which show us what a big part wireless is
playing first of all in bringing the man in
the street into direct contact with events
of world importance and, secondly, in
promoting much closer union between
nations widely separated from one another
upon the earth's surface.

A Heterodyne Question
The other day a friend who lives on the

south coast was chatting with me, and
naturally wireless formed the main topic
of our conversation. Knowing him to be
a keen long-distance man, I asked how he
found the Prague Plan working up to the
present. To my astonishment, he said
that at his station heterodynes were so
appalling that hardly a station was to be
received upon the medium band without
interference-bad enough completely to
spoil one's pleasure in listening to it.
Allowing for slight exaggeration (I think
he must have been missing his little daily
dose), I was rather flabbergasted, for my
own experience does not bear out his at
all. I mentioned Toulouse as being a
pretty useful foreign station. "Always
heterodyned by Hamburg," he said. I
pointed out that Toulouse and Hamburg
were 18 kilocycles apart and that if there
were any heterodyne it must be caused by
Manchester, which is between 'the two.
And then I referred to other stations that
I receive, pretty well, though he declared
that every one of them was completely
messed up-at any rate, before it reached
his aerial. It would be very interesting if
readers living in different parts of the
country would send in accounts of their
experiences of long-distance reception under
present conditions.

A Negative Televised Picture
I expect many people were puzzled at

one interesting portion of the published
reports dealing with the first experimental
television transmission by the Baird sys-
tem. It was stated that the first televised
face, which in this instance happened to be
Sir John Ambrose Fleming, looked most

Are you interested in

" KIT "
Set Building ?

We make a special offer on
page 580

peculiar, since all the dark portions were
light and all the light ,details black. In
other words, Sir John's white hair looked
as though it had turned black in a night,
while his face resembled that of a niggei
minstrel ! The reports further stated that
this was due to a negative picture being
received and that the matter was soon
-rectified. The puzzling feature arises as
to how this effect is brought about in
television and what steps are taken to
rectify it.

A Reversal of Signal Direction
Perhaps some readers have overlooked

the fact that if we have a receiver in which
the first low -frequency stage is resistance -
capacity coupled and the second stage
transformer coupled, then the signal on
the plate of the detector valve is in the
opposite direction to that on the plate of
the output valve at the same instant. If
both stageg are transformer coupled, how-
ever, the signal is in the same direction.
This reversal of signal direction through
each successive low -frequency stage may.
not have any effect as far as aural repro-
duction is concerned, but when lookng at
a televised picture obviously signal direc-
tion must be correct.

Again, turning to the detector stage of a
receiver, it is well known that, whereas
grid -leak rectification causes a drop in
current if a meter is joined in the plate
circuit, anode -current rectification causes
an increase. Thus, we have two possible
signal directions according to the type of
rectifier employed, and if one gives a
negative picture the other gives a positive.

How to Make the Change
On the day referred to I gather that a

pair of line transformer connections had
been reversed, and, of course, the normal
condition was secured by changing them
over as this reversed signal direction. With
the tests as now conducted a positive pic-
ture is secured with an anode -bend detector,
followed by three stages of resistance -
capacity coupling. If grid -leak detection
is substituted, then it will be necessary at
the receiving end to use two stages of
R.C. If a transformer is included on the
L.F. side, then the change to positive or
negative is effected, as mentioned previ-
ously, by changing either primary or
secondary Connections. This is a very
important point, and one which readers
will do well to bear in mind when the time
comes for commercial televisors to be
available for public use. Sevetal alterna-
tives present themselves if one should get
this negative picture, and the individual
can choose that which he prefers or is most
convenient; that is, change mode of recti-
fication, add or substract low -frequency
stages, or reverse transformer connections.

THERMION.
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The complete Music -lover's
Cramo-Radio

573 Ongalest Wire145

COMPLETING
THE MUSIC -LOVER'S

GRAMORADIO
This is the fourth and concluding article on the construction of the Gramo-
radio Receiver with Linen Speaker that attracted so much attention at Olympia.
The first three articles dealt with the, receiver and loud -speaker and the present

one deals with the genera! assembly

The overall dimensions are 23i in. by
141/2 in., and the wood used should be 0 in.
in thickness, in order that it shall be of
adequate strength. A motor board which
bends under the weight, or subsequently
warps, is an endless source of trouble.

The motor used is a Peto-Scott, but
almost any type of good motor can be used
if the constructor has one at hand, or, for

rr HIS is the last constructional stage in instance, is taking a motor out of a me-
i 1 making up the "Music -lover's Gramo- chanical gramophone which is to be dis-
radio.'! In previous issues of AMATEUR carded in favour of the " Music -lover's " set.

tti '-AtywoodBLUEPRINT
N'A.W202c

Clomping 'dives

`Method ofStall*
loud -speaker in position

&an
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.---------------\.,p/tK I/PI

/
r 23i ,....
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."-

/ 74.
...

.4----- ---...-..

141/i

II

\ TURN TABLE

56.

Position of I
brake

A

MOTOR

Diagram giving details of motor board. Full-size

WIRELESS have been described the receiver
section and the " Music -lover's " linen -
diaphragm' loud -speaker. The receiver
section was fully described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS Nos. 381 and 382, while the
special linen speaker was described in
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 383. This linen
speaker is equally suitable, of course, for
any receiver, but is designed chiefly for use
with this " super " gramo-radio installation,
for which it is particularly suitable.

And now we come to the motor board
unit, which is the last stage in construction.
It is assumed that most constructors of the
"Music -lover's Gramo-radio" will have
made up the receiver in the special Clarion
cabinet illustrated, but full details of the
board will be given for the benefit of those
who are also making up the cabinet them-
selves. The board is, of course, included
with the Clarion cabinet.

EA*"

Position toes?
reguktot

blueprint available, price 9d.

Et)

/4.a/an

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
the fact that a cheap -motor is a stupid
economy. It will, perhaps, not run the
full length of a rz-in.
record without showing
a drop in speed, even
when new, it will need
rewinding after each
playing and, what is
even worse, it may cause
a momentary drop in
speed on a large record
in deep engravings.
Each loud passage on
the record will thus
cause a noticeable drop
in tone. Moreover; the
motor itself may be
noisy-a fact not so
important with an
electrical gramophone

as with a mechanical job, but nevertheless
by no means an advantage !

There is a fair amount of space in the
cabinet to accommodate a good -size motor,
and if one is going to take pride in the
finished "Music -lover's " Set, then it is well
worth while investing in a really good motor.

The blueprint gives the drilling centres
for the Peto-Scott motor used, but all good
motors are' supplied complete with a
template, and no difficulty should be
experienced in plotting new drilling centres
for a motor of a different make. All
dimensions are clearly shown on the blue-
print, a small reproduction of which is given
herewith. This blueprint is No. 202C, and
can be obtained, price 9d., post free. The
prices of all blueprints, covering each sec-
tion of the "Music -lover's" set, are given in
an accompanying panel

Pick-up Mounting
The only point which needs to be given

particular attention is the drilling of the
hole for the winder shaft. This hole has to
be drilled in the side of the cabinet to
coincide with the threaded winder pro-
jection on the motor chassis. , Careful
measurement and adjustment is needed,
because although a very small error is
permissible, owing to the fact that a small
metal plate surrounds the hole for the
handle, a genuine -mistake will necessitate
a plate being 'placed over the incorrectly -
plotted hole, and a new hole will have to be
made.

The pick-up should be mounted in
accordance with the blueprint. If a pick-up

Turntable with electric pick-up
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of a different type is used then the greatest
care must be taken to see that it is mounted
in accordance with the makers' directions.
An incorrectly -mounted pick-up will
accentuate record wear, and will not allow
the most to be obtained from electrical
reproduction.

And now for complete assembly. The
motor board bearing the motor, pick-up,
and needle bowls, is placed in the top of the
cabinet and firmly screwed down. A trial
should be made to see that the motor runs
evenly and winds freely. The speed, too,
should be checked over, either with a proper
tester as sold by most gramophone dealers,
or by the rough-and-ready method of
making a mark on the edge of the turntable
and counting the nun;tber of revolutions a
minute.

Loud-speaAer Fixing
The loud -speaker fixing deserves special

mention. A light wooden frame should be
made' up from y, in. by i in. wood, and
over this a cushion cover of some fancy
design should be tightly stretched. The
cover should not be of too thick material, or
it will have, at least, some effect on the
sound output of the linen speaker. This
frame complete with the artistic front is
slipped in place in the cabinet, and secured
with screws.

A narrow batten is then screwed to the
base of the loud -speaker compartment,
a little distance away from the frame
carrying the artistic front. Two wooden
clamps are made from four small pieces of
wood, and attached to the top of the front
frame, as shown by the inset thawing in the
blueprint. They should not be screwed

Under side of motor
board, showing pick-up leads and motor

tightly to the fancy front, but should be
left so that they can turn to allow the loud-
speaker to be put in place.

The loud -speaker should now be placed
against.the front frame, so that the bottom
edge of the loud -speaker is secured by the
narrow batten. The top two clamps can
now be turned to secure the speaker front
frame, and screwed down fairly tightly.

The set can next be slipped into its
compartment in the cabinet, the batteries
can be placed at the bottom, at the back
of the loud -speaker (or an eliminator can be
used if desired; there is ample room), and all
connections can be made. The pick-up is

wired direct to the two terminals on the
set, and the battery connections are made
by means of the flexes, which for ease of

Components for the "Music -lover's
Gramo-radio " .Receiver

Ebonite panel, 21 in. by 7 in., and two strips, one 7 in.
by z in., and one 3 in. by z in. (Becol, Raymond).

Two .000s-mfd. variable condensers (Cyldon, " Juni-
log," Lotus, Lissent Ormond).

.000i-mfd. reaction condenser (Peto-Scott, Bulgin,
Polar, Dubilier, Lissen).

1-megohm volume control (Igranic, " Megostat,"
Gambrell).

Two slow-motion dials (Bowyer -Lowe, Linen, Brownie,
Lotus, Burndept).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin, Raymond).
Double -pole double -throw switch (Utility, Lotus,

Linen).
Four valve holders (W.B., Lotus, Wearite, Benjamin,

Igranic).
Dual -wave aerial coil (Lewcos, D.B.A.).
Dual -wave screened -grid transformer (Lewcos, D.B.G.)
Ganging switch for coils (Lewcos).
Screen (Pares, Ready Radio).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier; T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.000i-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
.00s-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,

Graham-Farish).
i-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.).
Two z-mfd. fixed condensers (Lissen, Dubilier, T.C.C.).
Pre-set aerial condenser (Formodenser type J, Igranic).
Grid leak holder (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier).
3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Linen, Ediswan,

Graham-Farish).
H.F. choke (Lewcos, Lissen, Tunewell, Ready -Radio).
s5o,000-ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Ferranti, Lissen).
so,000-ohm anode resistance with holder (Ready -

Radio, Linen, Ferranti).
L.F. transformer, ratio 4 to (Marconiphone " Ideal,"

Ferranti, Lissen, Varley, Igranic).
L.F. choke (R.I., Ferranti, Igranic, Varley).
Variable resistance 25o ohms to 4 megohms (Regenstat,

Clarostat, Volustat).
Six terminals marked, Aerial, Earth, Pick-up (z), L.S.

(2), (Belling -Lee,, Eastick).
Baseboard, z1 in, by to in. (Clarion, Raymond).
Seven yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Six wander plugs, marked, H.T.-, 'H.T.±, G.B.+,,

G.B.-r, G.B.-3 (Belling -Lee, Eastick).
Spade terminals (Clix).
Connecting wire (Glazite).

wiring should have name tags attached
At this point it is opportune to make a

brief resume of the object attained by the
"Music lover's Gramo-
radio," so that those
who have missed the
previous instalments
can satisfy themselves
on any little points
that might have arisen,
and which /might have
made them hesitate
before - plunging " into
the construction of a
big set.

Blueprints for the " Music -lover's
Gramo-radio

For the complete Gramo-Radio
instrument, three blueprints have
been prepared : blueprint for four -
valve set (A.W.2o2a), is. 6d.; blue-
print for linen -diaphragm loud -speaker
(A.W.2o2b), Is.; blueprint for motor
board (A.W.2o2c), gd. Total, 3s. 3d.

Provided all three are ordered at one
time they will be sold at an inclusive
price of 2s. 6d.

The receiver portion of the "Music -
lover's" instrument is a good -quality four-
valver, having one H.F. stage, efficient
change -over arrangements for "radio" or
"gramophone," an R.C. stage and a
transformer stage. The tuning arrange-
ments are such as result in a very high
degree of selectivity, which is a most
important point in view of the Regional
scheme. Coupled to this receiver, all in the
one handsome cabinet, is a specially -
designed linen -diaphragm loud -speaker, and
a complete electric pick-up and gramophone
drive.

With the complete zramo-radio instru-
ment, at the touch of a switch one can
have either radio or gramophone reproduc-

.tion at its best.
The instructions so far given should

enable the average man to have the whole
gramo-radio outfit in working order, but
for the benefit of those who do not take a
deep interest in technicalities, a few notes
on operating will be given in next week's
issue.

SELENIUM CELLS
ONE type of selenium cell consists of

two strips of nickel spaced about two
centimetres apart and cemented on to a
ground -glass surface. The selenium is
smeared into the space between the two.
The current passes from one nickel strip
to the other over a path about 2 cm. long
and 4 cm. wide. Such a cell will have a
normal resistance in the dark of over Too
megohms. On exposure to light the resist-
ance drops to anything between one -fifth
and one -tenth of this value.

If, instead of the amorphous variety,
a strip of crystalline selenium about one
millimetre long and two centimetres wide
is used, the normal " dark" resistance is
reduced to the neighbourhood of to,000
ohms B. A. R.

SHOCKS FROM THE MAINS
BROADLY speaking, the highest voltage

used for domestic lighting and heating
installations in this country is in the neigh-
bourhood of 225 volts. In some circum-
stances (for instance, if the live wire is
touched with moist hands by a person
making a direct earth with the other hand)
this voltage is quite sufficient to give a
very painful and even fatal shock. If
touched with dry fingers when the only
" earth' is through dry leather boots the
shock is usually only slight, though even
here the "reaction" will vary considerably
according to the " tolerance" or experi-
ence of the individual concerned. Other
things being equal, the shock given by
alternating current is generally more severe
than that from direct current. M. L.
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THEW'

ADJUS
4 -POLE
LOUD SPEAKER

UNIT

veto ,,,,

Specified for use in the " Music Leader"
receiver as described in this issue.

FIP

IIIII/11111/0/

Punch- Purity- Power
DROVED superior in every test
1 impressed upon it, the Ormond
4 -pole adjustable loud speaker unit
is a triumph of ratio efficiency-
especially the efficiency of Ormond
Radio.

Only the finest materials and the
best British workmanship are put
into this Ormond Component. The
result is a perfection of working
hitherto unknown in a Loud Speaker
Unit of such low price.

Your dealer will supply you to -day
with the Ormond 4 -pole Adjustable
Loud Speaker Unit - none other
offers such supreme advantages.
Cat. No. R/450. In attractive

Walnut finish.

THE ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
Ormond House, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.C.1

Telephone: Cierkenwell 5334-5-6 Telegrams: "Ormondengi Smith."

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 219 post free from Cassell
and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

The Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
on radio science and practice, and his book is a complete
guide to the principles under which this latest and most re-
markable valve should be operated.

Loud-speaker.Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs. By Raymond Phillips
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het" Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to, make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful.

The Wireless Man's Workshop
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
materials used in constructing wireless sets.

The Book of the Neutrodyne.
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
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WEA
COMPOIVEA/TS

IMPROVED TYPE IRON
CORED H.F. CHOKE

CENTRE TAPPED
Inductance 300,000 microhenrics. Resistance 200 ohms.
Self -capacity 3.5 M.M.F. Effective Range 10-2,000 metres.

price 6/6
TALISMAN COIL-PATENT APPLIED FOR

The wonderful efficiency of the Talisman Circuits is due to
the special Dual Range Coil Designed by Mr. Chapman
and IF made exactly to specification. Price 7'6

Sole Manufacturers under licence.
.1. H. REYNER'S NEW IMPROVED Q COILS,
(Patent No. 304891) Q.A.T., Q.S.G., Q.S.P., 15/- each
KNIFE EDGE 3 WAVETR&P COIL 3/6 each

2 x 3 FORMER 91d. each
A.C. VALVE HOLDER, 5 PIN, 1/3 each

11\

Vertical type for A.C., S.G. Valves 1/9 each
WRITE FOR FREE LISTS

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17

Telephones: Tottenham 3847/8

Manchester Radio Exhibition
STAND NO. 62

WHY p
be disappointed

You can have your new set or loud-
speaker, the one you so wanted at
Olympia, AT ONCE, on our easy
terms system. Details by return
of post.

FREE I
to callers-by post 6° II

Our stupendous catalogue, show-
ing all the latest and up-to-date
sets, components, loud -speakers,
etc. No enquiries too small.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW "BROWNIE" 3 -VALVE SET ?

Including: Loud -speaker, Valves,
Batteries and Licence, £12 Os. Od.

CONTENTS: Why Neutralising is necessary; Systems of Neutralising; Difficulties En-
countered in Neutralised Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity Without Loss of
quality; Design of High -Frequency Transformers; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers;

Some Suitable Circuits.
Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9

St111/4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention

SERVICE OUR KEYNOTE

1:1

"A.W." to Advertisers
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This long -life Battery
will better your reception

66 VOLTS

719

Y DLIBitiElo MANUFArT
n CONDE LIRE°

SE! r ENcsi

Fitted with the long -life Dubilier
Battery, your Set will give better
quality performance over a longer
period. Get one to -day at your
dealer's-it costs less than other

makes.

SUPERIOR (Single Capacity)
9 volts .. 1/6 63 volts .. 7/6

66 volts (with G.B. Tappings) 7/11
99 volts .. 11/9 108 volts .. 12/9

SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 volts .. 13/6 63 volts .. 14/3

100 volts ..

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

ernatearWiretesi

BRITISH MADE

Ask your dealer
for a copy of the
Dubilier Booklet-
,' A Bit about

Battery "

V)

0
z

I

EXETER. CLLR Y3 BRISTOL, CU RRNS LEICESTER,  GUAR -VS S LLT H AM PTO N

Wilatvaittskr Rai°
SPEAKS FOR ITSEJ-F

WESTMINSTER
COMPONENTS
British Made. Thousands in use.

HIGH TENSION BATTERIES 6o volt 5/it, Too volt 941
DUAL COIL 8/6. H.F. CHOKE 4/6. CONE SPEAKER

29/6. ACCUMULATOR 2 volt 4o amp. 8/6.

'ate'.

WESTMINSTER MODELS

From £6 : 19 : 6
A Child can operate

ALWAYS IN STOCK(
Ever Ready, Lissen

Batteries.
Marconi, Ormond,

Langham Portables.
Celestion, Amplion,
Marconi Speakers.

Ormond, Polar, Watmel
Condensers.

Cossor Valves,

A BETTER SET AT A LOWER PRICE
Latest Design Three Valve Table Model

ENTIRELY SELF CONTAINED
Highly Polished Figured Oak Cabinet. Enclosing Batteries and
improved type Cone Speaker. Super Volume, Superb Tone.

COMPLETE WITH
ALL ACCESSORIES

£1.117:6
or from 2t/9 deposit,

FreeInstallation and
After -Sale Service
from any of our 200

Branches.

Currys Ltd R._ADIO HOUSE
200 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT ENGLAND MAIL ORDER DEP.?:
Send Post Card for Catalogue No. 39. 24--2S goszvelt Rd. LONDON .E.c.l.

Gl

0

rn

PORTSMOUTH  CURRYS MANCH ESTER-  CURTLYS SWINDON  CU P-R,YS BOURNE MOUTH 

You will Help Yourself and Help Us. by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Thw must be good
0-3,-641o,000Valveholders

AINEtIOLDER
already soldCIASAIM100241S

The orignal.
Clearer
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Valveholder, Tice
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The Benjamn
Vthrolder

waslast seasoins most
successfulaccessory,

the self-aligninfeature
ensuring

contact witll
typepositivegof English

4
h a

-pin valvess

(6
Seen the new Switch?
Some people say "Turn off the wireless"-
and that's just what you do with this rotary
switch. It's an attractive alternative to the
usual pull and push type. All insulated, with
indicating " On" or " Off " dial, pointer knob,
terminals, and double contact. Suitable for
use with panels up to frinch thickness. /9
Quick make and break action . . .

BE 1.171 1.61/41..kil I N
RADIO PRODUCTS

5 -PIN

VALVEHOLDER

Designed for use with the new
5 -pin valve with centre leg. The
Benjamin anti-microphonic feature
is incorporated, and also patented
contact, which ensures perfect
contact when using either solid or
split pin valves.

1'9

BRANTWOOD WORKS,
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 17

Please Mention "A W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
By ,KENNETH ULLYETT
THE AMATEUR

WIRELESS cor-
respondence columns
have been very
active recently about
the receiver installed
at the South
Kensington Science
Museum in London.
Most of us are agreed
that this set should
represent radio at its
best. But some of
the letters from cor-
respondents seem to
indicate that the set
is not at its best at
present. Some,
indeed, have been
rude enough to hint
that the set was
designed three years
ago and that lots of things have happened
in the wireless world since then!

The Lions' Den
So, when the phone rang recently and

a Science Museum official asked me on
behalf of AMATEUR WIRELESS to come and
learn the truth about the Science Museum
set, I felt that it was rather like entering
the lions' den.

Anyway, I plucked up my courage and
went to South Kensington, there to experi-
ence the first shock. One usually imagines
museums to be rather dead things, and
when I found at South Kensington a most
charming official in charge of a well-
cquipped radio "lab.," complete with a
full gamut of testing apparatus, a "squeak,"
and so on, I was rather surprised. On
mentioning my surprise (tactfully, of
course) I was told that radio is quite a
live thing at South Kensington and a
deal of experimenting is always taking
place.

Without beating about the bush, the
offiCial told me that in his opinion some
of the AMATEUR WIRELESS contributors to
the correspondence columns have been
rather misinformed; secondly, that there
are many vague and incorrect rumours
about the Museum installation; thirdly,
that he himself has been personally respon-
sible for most of the radio installation and
any, unfair criticism cuts him to the quick !

Not The King's Set
Regarding the set first of all, there is a

rumour abroad that it was designed by
Captain Eckersley for the use of H.M. the
King. Well, this is all wrong. What
really happened is that the Museum
official approached the B.B.C. when a
demonstration was needed, and together
the B.B.0 and Museum engineers worked

nutteur WireteD

SCIENCE MUSEUM SET

The exponential horn with the Western Electric drive at the South Kensington Science Museum
out an ideal circuit for the job. Part of
the set, too, was made by the B.B.C. and
part by the Museum engineers.

The circuit is shown herewith. There is
nothing "secret" about it, as has been
hinted, and a blueprint was prepared by
the Museum authorities and thousands
sold. The set is a five-valver. It is not
claimed that it is an ideal set for the
average man, but it does give absolutely
distortionless (or perhaps I should say
"rectilinear") reproduction. It is entirely
reliable and is switched on by one knob.
It has to be worked by the ordinary non-
technical Museum warders, and so sim-
plicity is vitally necessary.

GNHf

Kirkifier detector, a
choke -coupled L.F.
stage, followed by
a resistance -coupled
and a further choke
-coupled L.F. stage.
Interesting points
are a volume control
preceding the first
L.F. stage, a grid -
current meter in the
grid circuit of the
last stage, and a
milliammeter show-
ing the total anode
current. By watch-
ing the milliammeter
in conjunction with
the grid -current
meter it is possible
to see any distor-
tion.

H.T. is derived from motor generator
and approximately goo volts is applied to
the last stage. " What is this last stage ? "
will be asked by those correspondents who
have disputed the point.

One Output Valve Only
Formally three LS5A's were used in

parallel, but these have been replaced by
one LS6A, which does the job as well. 0 t
course, this receiver might be "condensed"
a little and perhaps one stage cut out,
if the whole thing were modernised, but the
cost might be as much as 'zoo. It would
not be worth it, for a straight-line output
is given by the present set, and you cannot

mA-0 of/T{
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The circuit of the Museum five valve set

If you care to glance at the circuit you
will see that it has loose -coupled tuning
(quite selective enough for the regional
scheme), an aperiodic H.F. stage, a three -
electrode valve acting as a two -electrode

INFO

OUTPUT-0

very well make a straight line straighter !
And now for the loud -speakers which

have been so much discussed. First of all,
there is the giant logarithmic horn, hung

(Continued on page 607)
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RADIO AND G.M.T.
Jottings from my Log. By Jay Coote

ALTHOUGH perhaps many of us
reluctantly put back our clocks one

hour to coincide with G.M.T., the change
over offers many compensations to most
listeners to foreign programmes, for it
gives us, as one advantage, an undisturbed
period after the British stations have
closed down.

From the time I adjusted the clocks in
my own home, nightly I have searched

transmitter, can be picked up at great
volume on most evenings, and is so sharply
tuned that there is no difficulty whatever
in separating it from either Vienna or
Munich. You will experience no difficulty
in identifying this studio, for it possesses
a lady announcer who, at the end of every
item, clearly gives out the call: "Hallo,
Riga !"

Kovno also, which I had lost for some

OCTOBER 19, 1929

an enigma, for, although said to be trans-
mitting on 1,481 metres, its wavelength
appears to be very variable, inasmuch as
on some evenings I find the station above
Eiffel Tower and on others below; on some
occasions, too, they heterodyne each other
badly. Also, between Kalundborg. and
Motala, you should -hear a- very powerful
Russian transmission, which at first I took
for Moscow, but which later-inasmuch as

Another
Gift Issue!

Following on the
exceptionally fine
Blueprint pre-
sented with this
issue (of a set

6 6

9 9
which in itself is
a new departure
of great interest),
we are giving free
with every copy
of next week's issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS a booklet of
quite a new kind.

Everybody knows that groups of manufacturers have
introduced what are called " Kit" sets, comprising in
many cases a set of parts 'complete to the smallest detail,
the design and method of assembling being so simple
that the mere listener-as distinct from the wireless
amateur-can put the set together with every likelihood
of complete success. During the last two months we have
made it our special business to examine in great detail

THE MANY " KIT " SETS
now on the market, and one of the first tasks entrusted
to our new test -room and laboratory in Fetter Lane, E.C.,
has been the assembling qnd testing of such sets. Conse-
quently, we have acquired much information which it is
difficult and almost impossible for .an individual to gain
for himself. Of this information we have made an

A New & Original Booklet FREE next week !

WIRELESS
SE

Another New
Departure!

absolutely new
booklet, in which
our Technical
Staff -in particular
Mr. Alan Hunter
-have been at
great pains to
present a bird's-
eye view of the
chief kit sets on

the market, and in this way to afford readers means of
making a choice.

Next week's free booklet will show how various kit
sets are assembled and operated, and will give readers an
idea of the results to be expected. The booklet will have
great practical value. It will contain a very fine series of
illustrations which have been prepared in our own test -
rooms, and each of the sets will be amply described and
illustrated. This booklet, then, is
STILL ANOTHER NEW DEPARTURE
and an evep wider public than that which ordinarily
reads AMATEUR WIRELESS Will be deeply interested in it.
For that reason we particularly invite every reader to tell
at least one friendly listener of our next week's enterprise.
Let everybody place his order immediately-the only way
of ensuring a copy. We shall most certainly go " out of
print " on the day of publication.

" Order your Copy NOW," says the Editor

..ystematically different sections of the
broadcast band, and it is surprising, since
the advent of shorter days and more
favourable atmospheric conditions, how
long -lost transmissions have forced their
way through the mush which had blotted
them out during the summer months.

Now, in fact, is the time to recast the
log of all wavelengths captured, and if this
is done, as I suggest, by working carefully
over small portions of the wave band at
one sitting, a great number of stations will
be found which may not have been picked
up previously.

The task has been facilitated by the fact
that in some cases since last winter a
number of transmitters have been endowed
with more energy. Such, for instance, is
the case of Riga, which now a 3 -kilowatt

time, has reappeared on my horizon, and
on most evenings offers a programme which
you will find well worth while to tune in.

Just above Radio Paris and not far
short of Huizen-namely, on 1,796 metres
-you should search for Lahti. During the
past few nights I have been able to realise
that it is a 4o -kilowatt station, for its
programmes have been available on my
loud -speaker. Searching over the long
band, I have also encountered various
Russian transmissions which have greatly
puzzled me. Leningrad, for instance, on
Lox) metres is an easy capture, and on
many occasions would prove a useful addi-
tion to the day's wireless fare were it not
for the fact that it is being constantly
interrupted by those wailing fog beacons.
Moscow, on the other hand, is something of

the latter was transmitting at the same
time-proved to be Kharkov on 1,304
metres. It possesses the same peculiarity
as that of the big, Komintern station, as it
drawls out its news items to a very late
hour.

Finally, on the long waves well below
Leningrad pause for a while with a view
to obtaining the signals of what appears
to be the new Mcscow P.T.T. experi-
mental station on 825 metres.

Apart from some interference from
morse on Hilversum, Kalundborg, and
Kovno, and the Air Ministry's spasmodic
interference on Motala, most of the long -
wave stations can be clearly received; in
fact, almost nightly I am able to pick up
fifteen transmissions in that band, and all
at loud -speaker strength.
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SECOND only to Olympia is the Man-
chester Radio Exhibition. Many wire-

less enthusiasts who were unable to visit
Olympia are now able to make themselves
acquainted with the latest radio develop-
ments as seen at the Manchester Show.

The exhibition opened at the City Hall,
Deansgate, Manchester, on October 16,
and will continue until Saturday, Octo-
ber 26. It is organised by the Manchester
Evening Chronicle, the Radio Manufac-
turers' Association and Provincial Exhibi-
tions, Ltd. Most of the leading
manufacturers who exhibited at Olympia
also have stands at the Manchester Exhibi-
tion. The show is open daily from rr a.m.

G.E.C. Plaque Speaker

until ro p m. An interesting feature is a
number of competitions organised by the
Manchester Evening Chronicle, which is
providing prizes to the value of E250.

Space forbids a lengthy description of
individual exhibits, but the following
is a brief review.

Prominent Features
A prominent feature on the Watmel

stand is a display of Watmel four -pole
balanced armature loud -speaker units. A
range of two, three, and baby grand
receivers and a super -radio -gramophone is
also of interest.
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THE MANCHESTER
RADIO EXHIBITION

City Hall, Deansgate, Wednesday, October 16,
to Saturday, October 26

On the stand of the London
Radio Manufacturing Co. will be
found Orphean and standard cone
and cabinet loud -speakers. A cone
unit selling at 15s. will be of
special interest.

Belling & Lee, Ltd., are, of course,
showing the full range of Belling -
Lee terminals and connectors. The
Belling -Lee safety plug and socket
is a new line which will be of in-
terest to all set users.

Stand No 12 is the AMATEUR
W IRELEss stand. Don't miss it on any ac-
count. Current issues of AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS and Wireless Magazine and helpful
text books.

Lissen, Ltd. are exhibiting a complete
range of two -volt valves, which have just
been placed on the market. The range of
Lissen parts for the home constructor
needs no introduction. The remainder of
the Lissen exhibits will be occupied by
D.C. eliminators, receivers, and radio -
gramophones.

The British Ebonite Co., Ltd., is show-
ing moulded ebonite parts for all purposes
and a number of panels in various finishes

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT
THE "A.W." STAND No. 12

The " A.C. Screened Seven" is a star
receiver on the stand of Burndept Wireless,
Ltd., while the "Burndept Portable"
receiver, which has earned such a good
name for itself, is also on show. Burndept
are also exhibiting a number of receivers
of the two- and three -valve variety which
are very modest in price.

Batteries, of course, form the basis of
the display on the stand of the Ever
Ready Co (Great Britain), Ltd , H.T.
batteries, particularly of the power and
:Alper -power capacity type, will be of
particular interest to amateurs

Gecophone Transformer

Philips is a name which has become well
known in connection with a number of
simple and efficient A.C.-operated sets.
These will be seen on the stand of Philips
Lamps, Ltd., together with a display of
Philips cone and moving -coil loud -speakers.

Climax Radio Electric, Ltd., are showing
the popular Auto -Bat mains units, to.
gether with a number of Climax loud-
speakers, both in the popular plaque and
cabinet forms.

M.P.A. Wireless. Ltd., formerly well
known for a number of excellent portable

Exide DHG Accumulator

sets, have added to their laurels with a
number of well -tried mains components
-and complete battery eliminators, all of
which are shown.

Formo condensers are of major interest
on the stand of Formo Co. The new dual
gang condensers and midget reaction jobs
are of particular interest, as also is the
new vernier dial, priced at only 3s.

Ekco battery eliminators are shown by
E. K. Cole, Ltd., together with two in-
teresting mains -driven complete receivers

Exide bitteries for all radio purposes are
on show on the stand of the Chloride

Siemens Grid Cell M.P.A. Cabinet Speaker
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THE MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION (continued from preceding page)

Electrical Storage Co., Ltd. An interesting
new Exide line is the type WY' o H.T.
battery suitable for multi -valve sets. New
features of Exide batteries are the non -
interchangeable - red and blue terminals,
and octagonal positive terminals, easily
distinguishable from the round negative
terminals.

The new range of Amplion receivers and,
of course, the Amplion Lion loud -speaker
are being shown by Graham Amplion, Ltd.

The Dubilier display consists of fixed
and variable condensers for all purposes.
The new Dubilier triple condenser, thumb
operated, is of particular interest.

Marconiphone Co. Complete receivers,
valves, and loud -speakers are the centre of
interest on this stand. As it is equally a

A Reed -type Celestion Speaker

transportable as well as a portable, the
new Marconi type 55 five -valve nortable is
of particular interest. This complet
receiver which can be carried from room
to room.

Celestion loud -speakers of all types will
be on show on the stand of Celestion, Ltd.

Oldham & Son, Ltd., and C. A. Vander-
vell & Co., Ltd., are two firms who spe-
cialise in accumulator manufacture, and
on Stands 43 and 44 respectively will be
found the range of radio accumulators
offered by these two concerns.

Peto Scott, Ltd., are showing a number
of receivers made up according to various

Varley Resistance -capacity Coupler

specifications, and a feature of interest in
the Peto Scott range is a novel electric
gramophone in which can be fitted many
types of popular receiver.

The whole range of Mullard valves is
being shown on the stand of the Mullard
Radio Valve Co., while descriptions of
some of the well -tried Mullard receivers are
also of interest.

The Osram "Music Magnet" is, the
"magnet" of attraction on the General
Electric Co. stand, on which also is shown
the whole range of Osram Valves and
complete receivers.

Igranic components for the home con-
structor are well displayed on the stand of
the Igranic _Electric Co. Components of
particular interest include the popular
Igranic condensers and low -frequency
transformers.

Ferranti, Ltd., are showing a full range
of mains units and components, together
with the new Ferranti moving -coil loud-
speaker.

The range of McMichael receivers, port-
able and otherwise, is displayed to advan-
tage on the stand of L. McMichael, Ltd.

Varley components for the home con-
structor and a number of Varley complete
receivers, mains driven, are being shown
on the stand of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.
A component of particular interest is the
new Varley Nicore L.F. transformer.

The Wates Star speaker unit and three -
in -one testing meters are on show on the
stand of the Standard Wet Battery Co.

Kolster-
Brandes
Cabinet
Speaker

A new cartridge unit for wet batteries has
been introduced which greatly simplifies
the task of assembling batteries of this
type.

Wearite are specialising in a number of
chokes and choke output circuits, and also
components for A.C. mains units. In addi-
tion, there are the usual Wearite H.F.
choke, switches, coils, jacks and plugs, and
dual -range tuners.

Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., have just pro-
duced an excellent range of receivers and

" WIRELESS
KIT' SETS "

A FREE BOOKLET WITH 'NEXT
WEEK'S ISSUE.

loud -speakers, and these are being shown
to advantage on this stand.

Telsen "Ace" and " Radiogrand " trans-
formers are rapidly earning an enviable
reputation, and these popular components
are being shown on the stand of the
Telsen Electric Co., Ltd.

The new Cossor "Melody Maker" and -
the entirely new range of Cossor valves is

New
Amplion
Receiver

bound to attract considerable interest, and
Cossors have a very convincing display on
their stand.

A.C. rectifiers suitable for inclusion in
home -built eliminators are to be found on'
the stand of the Westinghouse Brake and
Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., the well-
known batter y manufacturers, have an
excellent display of H.T. batteries for
every type of set. A new range of L.T.
accumulators on this stand is also of great
interest.

Claude Lyons, Ltd., have a display
which will be of interest to all home con-
structors; the chief component of interest
is, of course, the Clarostat, the popular
variable resistance which has been specified
in so many AMATEUR WIRELESS receivers4'

The Epoch Radio Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., ate specialising in a high -quality,
moving -coil loud -speaker which is shown
to advantage on this stand.

A number of moving-coiLloud-speakers
of all types are being shown by Bakers'
Selhurst Radio, and all amateurs interes tad
in using the moving -coil type of reproducer
will be interested in this display.

The outstanding new line on the stand
of Harlie Bros. is the Volustat, an in-
finitely variable resistance of the graphite -
mica type which can be put to so many
uses in a receiver.

In the foregoing review it has not, of
course, been possible to mention every
individual exhibitor at the Manchester.
Show, which is now open, but enough has
been said to show that the exhibition is of
outstanding interest, and no amateur in
the locality can afford to miss the oppor-
tunity.

And don't miss the AMATEUR WIRELESS
stand !

Since August 26 the Konigswusterhausen'
short-wave transmitter has been broad-
casting regularly on 31.38 metres (9,56o
kilocycles). Its power for the present is
8 kilowatts, but within the next few weeks
it is to be increased.
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A Weekly
AGAIN I ask what the B.B.C. is going

to do about those self-satisfied par -
'sons who keep a world of listeners waiting
while they go on uttering their platitudes.

Those responsible for the relaying of the
service from Glasgow Cathedral must have
been aware that they delayed the "Week's
Good Cause," the news, and the pro-
grammes throughout the whole country.

Is this courteous ? Is it stupidity or is it
an indifference?

One is getting tired of the inevitable
announcements which follow these services:

11111111EN
,
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Lissenden's idea of Mischa Mots

" I must apologise for being rather late,
owing to the service being rather long."

Say-just whadya think of the way
those Amurricans serenaded our Ramsay
Mac,? Bully for you, Premier !

But, to get down to English, the relay
of the Prime Minister's reception in New
York was a great thrill. Technically
speaking, the transmission was excellent
and, speaking from a programme point of
view, the whole thing was a wonderful
achievement. It was inspiring to hear the
New Yorkers making a first-class fuss of
Ramsay.
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_FAVOUR

Programme Criticism by Sydney A.
Interesting, too, was it to hear the

American way of putting over a "running
commentary." With all due respect to
our broadcasting friends across the Pond,
I think that the verbal high-speed of our
announcing cousins must have sown in
every English listener's breast the seed of
a new love for our own lucid commentators.

Strange how people's opinions have
varied regarding the Co -optimists. Some
say there Wasn't a laugh in the whole
broadcast. Others thought their recent
show was splendid entertainment.

By the way, why doesn't the B.B.C.
take a leaf out of the Co -optimists' book
and form a standing troupe of light concert
artistes who would be "on the strength,"
in much the same way as the B.B.C. Dance
Band ? No charge for this brilliant sug-
gestion

P.S.-Since writing the above an almost
similar suggestion comes from another
critic !

"Harold" pops up with a criticism of a
new dance feature.

" The relay of the Royal Opera ,House
dances is not good," he writes. "The place
is too big to do justice to the bands.
Instead of being able to pick out and
listen to the individual playing of the
musicians, we are treated to an echoing
jumble of noise."

I have pointed out repeatedly that as a
solo artiste Tommy Handley is supreme,
but when he gets into a sketch or playlet
he loses his individuality. Moreover, he

 always seems to get into shows which are
not up to his standard. The latest I have
heard him in-Lost Pearls-was a rather
feeble effort.

In the same programme was a duologue
by Angela Baddeley and Glen Bryan Shaw.
It had a Nihilist flavour and was truly
ridiculous. The whole affair was carried
out in the cheapest possible "penny-
dreadful" manner. The wind howled most
of the time (as if we haven't had a surfeit
of that particular effect) and the players
recited their lines like barnstormers.

Those effects which were not overdone
were badly underdone. The train smash
was absurd-it sounded exactly like a

Moseley

biscuit tin falling off a shelf. Was this a
leg-pull on the part of the programme
people? Or do they imagine this kind of
rubbish is on a level with our intelligence?

I made a special note of listening to
Leonard Henry's return broadcast. He
started off well-his patter being packed
with laughs. Then he sang, and slumped
badly.

The enthusiasm at the last Promenade
Concert must have been an eye-opeber (or
ear -opener) to a good many pessimists who
have stated that we were an unmusical
race. A mad musical race, my masters.

I wonder whether there will be any more
suicides reported as a result of the reading
of the poems of James Stephens.- As for
me, I am a strong-minded person, and con-
sequently did nothing worse than burst
into tears.

I confess I like the pianoforte transcrip-
tions as played by Leslie England, com-
prising a number of different composers
rather than a big chunk from the same
composer. This time we had Chopin,
Schubert, Schumann, Mozart, and Glinka.
A nice basketful.

An Impression of Sid Phillips
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IISTENERS are gradually develop-
ing a growing distaste for wires
hanging about their wireless sets.

Once upon a time one thought nothing of a
maze of aerial and earth cables, battery
leads and loud -speaker cords and what not,
and the result was that the corner wherein
the receiver was situated was a kind of
holy sanctum to be approached only by the
expert wireless operator of the family !

Now this is all changed. It is no use
having a set which can be worked only by
paterfamilias, or the radio -enthusiastic boy

584

when he is home from school. The demand
is for receivers which can be worked by
anybody, and the worst barrier which can
be put up is a mass of wires, some of which
can give quite an unpleasant shock if not
treated With due regard.

True, with the average set nowadays,
things are not so bad as they used to be.
Quite often a grid -bias battery is enclosed
in the cabinet; sometimes, also, a battery
eliminator is employed. In any case, the
number of battery leads is reduced. But
with the exception of " super " sets, one

still must have
wires for aerial,
earth and loud-
speaker, even if
all the juice is
obtained from the
mains.

But we are
wrong ! We have
said " we still
must have wires."
The advent of the
" Music Leader,"
the set now .to be
described, has
changed all this.
The "Music
Leader " is just
the kind of re-
ceiver you will be
wanting if 'you
have yearned to
rid the garden of
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THE UNUSUAL ST
"There is an inte

tory attached to the,
"Music Leader."
that two young mer,
staff visited the U
middle of last sum':
them a portable s
ample scope on the
" Majestic," in mar
U.S.A., and on the
ously, the experienc,
the set out of the
arduous conditions
The receiver porti,
Leader " is practic
that of the portable
It is this same rece,
formed so well over
mately 9,000 miles,
occupying the time
Department in deve
since last May."

NO EXTERNAL BATTER
unsightly wires, poles and other fixings
and if you have more than once tripper
over the battery leads.

Entirely Self-contained
In the "Music Leader " everything .1

self-contained. You won't need any ex
ternal aerial, earth, loud -speaker, or
batteries. The set complete can be ca.rr
from room to room.

The "Music Leader" is not an ordinary t
portable in the ordinary sense of the word,
for many portables have had to be designed
with weight as the prime factor. This has'
meant that batteries, accumulators, and so
on, have had to be cut down with the,
consequent reduction in efficiency. This has
not been the case with the "Music Leader,"
for while it is reasonably light in weigh
and quite portable so that it can be carriec
from room to room, it is not meant primaril
to be an outdoor portable, and efficienc ,

rather than extreme lightness of weight, has
been the main point aimed at in design.

In brief, the " Music Leader" is a four -
valve receiver having one screened -grid!
H.V. stage, a leaky -grid detector, one R.C.
coupled L.F. stage, and a final transformer -4
coupled power stage. For the benefit of the
non -technical it may be explained that this
.circuit arrangement results in good distance
getting, ease of control, and the best
possible purity.

In the case there is ample room for the
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[ES, AERIAL OR EARTH
batteries, large enough to operate the set to
complete satisfaction, a frame aerial and,
finally, a linen -diaphragm loud -speaker
The whole set is easy to tune-in fact, it is
just as easy to operate as a table grand
gramophone, and it is just as portable. The
set covers both wavelength bands at
the touch of a switch, and the quality
of reproduction would please the most
fastidious.

There is an interesting piece of history
attached to the development of the Music
Leader.' It may be recalled that two young
and zealous members of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS staff visited the United States in
the middle of last summer. They took with
them a portable set which had been
designed by a technical staff member, Mr
J Sieger. The set was given ample scope
for its capabilities on the journey aboard
the Majestic, in many cities of Eastern

S.A , and on the return trip.

Guaranteed Performance
Obviously, the experience gained in

working the- set out of the country and
under arduous conditions-strange con-
ditions too, with the wide gamut of Ameri-
can stations-was invaluable. This same
experience will be reflected in forthcoming
AMATEUR WIRELESS portable receivers, and
the receiver portion of the "Music Leader "
is practically identical with that of the
portable taken to the States
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It is this same receiver which performed
so well over a trip of approximately 9,000 -
miles, and which has been occupying the
time of the construction department in
developing and testing since last May I

As was pointed out in several articles at
the conclusion of the American trip, selec-
tivity is the great feature demanded . of
every receiver to suit U.S. conditions. The
same applies from now on in this country,
for .the coming of the Regional scheme
makes selectivity a sine quanon.

As a preliminary, for those interested in
technicalities,
glance at the
theoretical circuit
diagram It will
be seen that the
frame aerial is of
the dual - range
type and is coupled
direct to the grid
of the screened
valve. This valve
in turn is coupled
in a most efficient
manner to the
detector, an
aperiodic choke in
the anode circuit,
by - passing the
D C. current, but
acting as a stop-
per for H.F.

The tuning
portion. which

amateur Wirete!5
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,xsnsists of a. dual -range coil, has one side
connected to earth potential, and this results
in extremely simple control. The coupling
condenser between the H.F valve and the
detector has a value of .003 microfarad. The
detector circuit floes not embrace any special
feature, the grid circuit components having
the values of .000z microfarad for the con-
denser and 3 megohms for the leak. The
reaction condenser has a maximum value of
0002 microfarad.

In the anode circuit of the detector is a
too,o0o-ohm resistance, while a stopper

LIST OF COMPONENTS

Ebonite panel, 14 in, by 6 in. (Becol, -
Resiston, Raymond, Ebonart).

Transportable cabinet, complete with
7 in. baseboard and frame (Clarion).

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Formo, Cyldon, Burton).

.000z-mfd. reaction condenser (Bul-
gin, Peto-Scott).

7 -ohm panel mounting rheostat
(Lissen, G.E.C., Burton).

Two " on " and " off " push-pull
switches (Bulgin, Lotus).

Special screening box, 41 in. by 4.} in.
by 5 in. (Parex, Ready -Radio).

Screened -grid valve holder (Parex).
Three small valve holders (W.B.,

Lotus, Formo, Burton).
Special dual -wave coil, Arcadian type

(Wearite, Ready -Radio).
Two high -frequency chokes (Peto-

Scott, Wearite, Ready -Radio).
3-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Ediswan,

Dubilier).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit

with too,o8o-ohms anode resistance
(Lissen, Ashley, Trix).

oopoo-ohm grid resistance with
holder (Lissen, Ediswan).

.000t-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.).

.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with
series clip (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.,
Graham -Fa rish).

.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C.. Graham-Farish).

Low -frequency transformer (Cossor,
Varley, R.I., Burton, Telsen).

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Two small slow-motion dials

(Brownie, Ormond, Formo).
Four yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Seven wander plugs marked H.T.-,

H.T.+z, H.T.+3,
G.B.-2 (Belling -Lee).

Two spade terminals marked L.T.+,
L.T.- (Belling -Lee).

Balanced -armature loud -speaker unit
(Ormond, Blue -Spot, G.E.C., Hegra,
Lissen, Watmel).

Nine feet of in. by 7,; in. wood.
Half yard of fine -weave embroidery

linen.
Small p;ece of art. silk to cover large

diaphragm of speaker.
One foot of strip brass, in. by 3/32 in.
Two 4B.A. bolts and nuts, in. long

lb. z8 d c.c. wire( Lewcos).
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" THE MUSIC LEADER" Continued from preceding page)

resistance of a similar value is placed in
series between the R.C. coupling condenser
and the first L.F. valve grid. This is a
point which merits special attention.

One of the new small -size super -efficient
transformers with a special alloy core is
used for coupling between the first and
second L.F. valve. The transformer, in this
case a Cossor, is the product of one of the
foremost radio designers, and has well
earned an excellent name for itself.

Further points in the circuit will be dealt
with as they arise during construction. In
the meantime it may be noted that the

receiver section itself is quite conventional.
It is made up in the form of a panel at
right angles to the baseboard, and there is a
completely screened section in which is
placed the H.F. side of the screened -grid
valve (so far as is possible the valves of the
present construction) and the H.F. coupler
components, including the dual -range anode
coil. The receiver unit slides out from
within a wooden frame on which is wound
the aerial turns. The construction of the
frame will be dealt with later, but, of
course, the frame includes turns for both
the medium and long wavelengths, and the
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Reduced reproduction of the blueprint presented free with every copy of this week's issue

wave -changing is effected by means of a
switch on the panel. A similar switch
matched up on the panel changes over the
anode coupling coil from one waveband
to another.

A photograph of the interior taken from the
back

The controls on the panel are very
simply placed as you will see from examina-
tion of the photographs. In the centre are
two large slow-motion dials, which, of
course, are for tuning. The left-hand dial
tunes the H.F.- section, while the frame -
aerial windings are tuned by the right-
hand condenser. To the extreme left is a
small knob which is the reaction control,
while a similar matched knob to the extreme
right, is the control for a rheostat regulating
the current for all four valves. To the
bottom of the panel are the two small
wave -changing knobs. The left-hand one
controls the anode coil, while the right-
hand one is the frame -aerial switch. This
point does not need to be remembered
however, for both knobs should be pushed
in or out simultaneously.

The Free Blueprint
The construction of the receiver section

will be described first, and it must be
emphasised that this presents no special
difficulty.

To assist constructors a special blueprint
has been prepared covering the complete
receiver, loud -speaker and frame aerial,
and this is being given away free with this
issue. It will be obvious that a great deal
of work is entaqd in the preparation of
these prints-one of which is made for
each AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver. The
usual charge for this present blueprint for
the "Music Leader," would be is. 6d.

But as a special gift to AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS readers, and in view of the popularity
which the" Music Leader "will undoubtedly
attain, the blueprint is being given entirely

(Continued on page 602)
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The Lissen Low Loss
Variable Condenser is the
one to use when building a
receiver for the Regional
Scheme. It gives you free
and facile tuning, and
definite separation of sta-
tions close together ; it

signals to
your valves, because there
are no condenser losses.
It gives you wide capacity
variation, so that Brook -
man's Park or any other
local station comes in or
out at will.

PRICES :
.0001 Mfd. capacity 5/9
.0002 ,, ,, 6/.
.0003
.00035 6/3
.0005 6/6

LISSEN REACTION CONDENSER
mfd. Universally adaptable for all

panels from 1/16 to 5,16. Fitted with
Bakelite bush and nut, making it suitable
without alteration for use on metal panels

For every published circuit-or to bring your old set up to dale-
ask any radio dealer firmly for

nmigur Wtrdesi

Notice the unshakable
rigidity of its construc-
tion, the long bearing, the
absence of end pressure or
distortion of the vanes.
The spindle is extended
for ganging purposes, feet
are provided for baseboard
mounting, or you can
mount it on the panel with
standard one -hole fixing.
Notice, too, the new and
convenient position of the
fixed vane terminal, well
away from any danger of
accidental contact with
the moving vanes.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
LISSEN LIMITED

WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX. Factories also at Richmond
9 (Surrey) and Edmonton (Managing Director : T. N. COLE)
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
A " Safety" Connector

ONE of the most useful of the little
gadgets introduced recently is a

"safety" connector for joining the anode
of a shielded valve and its circuit.

This connecting wire carries high-tension
current, and I know that a large number
of valves have been destroyed as the result
of the anode end of the connecting wire
touching a shield or wire in the set. The
end of the wire has been allowed to fall
whilst changing or adjusting the screened -
grid valve with disastrous results.

One of the safety connectors
comprises a shell of insulating
material and a spring contact
which is so placed in the recessed
part of the holder that it cannot
touch a shield or wire. It is
therefore quite safe to use, the
spring contacts gripping the
screwed part of the anode ter-
minal quite firmly.

Another type has a small
connecting tag and a large ebon-
ite bush. This, too, is satisfac-
tory in practice.

A Strange Whistle
Some of the new transformers

having cores of special steel
seem particularly sensitive to
stray capacities, and may
cause a high-pitched whistle to
be heard with the broadcast.

This may be avoided, as a rule, by
reversing the wires connected to the ter-
minals of the secondary, and this should,
therefore be tried in the event of trouble
arising.

Particular attention should be paid- to
the wiring. Keep connecting wires short,
especially grid and anode wires. Also keep
other wires away from them, in an en-
deavour to avoid capacity effects.

Getting Selectivity
I am sometimes asked for the circuit of

a set having rather better selectivity than
is usual in three -valve arrangements, and
also one which provides rather better
quality.

The accompanying diagram shows the
connections. It will be seen that a coupled
circuit is used between the anode of the
shielded valve and the grid of the detector.

This, by the way, works as an anode -bend
type, a grid -bias battery being used.

The special feature of the set is the
arrangement of the couplings. There is an
H.F. choke and a stopping condenser c.
These prevent high-tension from passing
to the tuned circuits. Condensers cr and
c2 are ganged, and should therefore be
alike. The two tuning coils Li and L2
should also be alike.

Selectivity is dependent to an extent
upon the construction of the coils, but it
may be adjusted by altering their coupling.

tag iir+2 111:+3
9 Z

c.
Esitom

ca

0

L1
C2

in. WA
iTra*

11T+4

LS

A very selective three -valve arrangement
good quality

which provides

When testing, therefore, one of the coils
should be moved with respect to the other
until the selectivity is sufficient over the
whole tuning range.

Coils having windings of fairly fine wire
should be used, or the high -frequency stage
may oscillate, and it would also be advis-
able to wind the coils astatically or, at all
events, so as to minimise their stray field.
If this is not attended to the aerial coil may
couple with the anode coils and spoil the
stability and magnification of the set.

There is sometimes a little difficulty in
balancing the circuits, and it is therefore
advisable to employ a small condenser
across cr or c2 in order to balance the two
tuned circuits.

Those Bad Earths

A frequent cause of instability in a set
having a shielded -grid stage is, I find, a

poor earth connection. This is usually
particularly noticeable when receiving the
longer wavelengths.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised
that a good earth is essential when a high -
frequency stage that is providing consider-
able magnification is used. The earth wire
should be as short as possible and the
actual earth a  good one. Use a good
earthing clip when a water -pipe is con-
veniently situated or buy a sheet of metal
two or three feet square so as to have a
short connection.

Leaky Grids!
Some tests that I have lately

been making have served once
more to bring out the import-
ance of not using too low a volt-
age in the anode circuit of
a leaky -grid detector.

The tendency of such a detec-
tor -to distort is greatly increased
when the voltage is low. I am
aware that the sensitivity is
improved by lowering the volt-
age, but when there is only one
low -frequency stage, as in most
modern sets, distortion must be
considered.

I prefer a high-tension of about
90 volts as a rule, and use more
when possible. The signal
strength that may be handled

by a detector without overloading, and
therefore distorting, is dependent upon the
anode voltage, and for safety it should be
made as high as possible.

Night concerts are to be broadcast from
the German stations between 12.3o and
r .3o a.m. on the following dates Munich,
September r o; 'Breslau, 1 2 ; Stuttgart, 16;
Frankfurt, 20, Leipzig, 24; and Konigs-
berg, 28.

The Chinese Posts and Telegraphs will
open in January, 193o, a short-wave wire-
less telegraphy service with the United
States.

`With the extension to Milan of the Trans-
atlantic telephony service, on short waves,
the American Telegraph and Telephone
Company have enabled their subscribers to
communicate with twenty-one different
countries.
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PURE LISSEN CURRENT
FROM YOUR MAINS /

TYPES AND
PRICES.

D.C. Model " A.'
Employs 3 H.T. '- tappings :
H.T. 1 giving 80 volts
for S.C. valves ; H.T. 2
giving 60 volts at approx.
2 mA for detector valves ;
H.T.-;-3 giving 120.150 volts
at 12 mA.

Price 27 6

D.C. Model "B."
Employs 3 H.T. + tappings : H.T.

1 and H.T. - 2 are continuously
variable (by means of two control
knobs) and capable of giving any
desired voltage up to 120,150 volts at
approx. 2 mA. ; H.T. 3 giving
120 150 volts at 12 mA. for power
valves.

Price 39, 6

A.C. Model " A."
Tappings as in D.C. Model A.

LN 576 for A.C. Mains voltage 200-210 PRICE 577 220-23d e .n
578 240-259 a. 639 100-110

A.C. Model " B."
Tapping, as in D.0 Model B

LN 579 for A C Mains voltage 200-210 580 220-230 581 240-250 640 100-110

You cannot get purer current for radio than the pure
D.C. current of a Lissen Battery-BUT IF YOU WANT
TO USE AN ELIMINATOR USE A LISSEN ELIMI-
NATOR.

Because no current from any eliminator is
smoother or more silent than the current from a
Lissen eliminator. No eliminator output is
more constant, none is so free from hum.

Lissen have made eliminators safe-notice that the
neat moulded cases of these Lissen Eliminators are
made entirely of insulating material-see also the
thickly insulated "cabtyre flex" that Lissen have
used.

S

Lissen too have made it easy for you to
choose the right eliminator-there are
only four models and they satisfy the re-
quirements of 90 per cent. of listeners. In
producing these eliminators Lissen have
compared their current with the purest
form of current known, namely the Lis-
sen Battery, and have got as near to that
standard as it is humanly possible to do.

If you are buying an eliminator, be
sure to see a Lissen Eliminator.
Your dealer will be pleased to show
you one that will suit you.

EN
ELIMINATORS

13:R15:0 US 117.? Worple Rd., Isleworth, Middlesex
PICE

\ A

factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton. Managing Director : T. N. COLE.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Bulgin Remote Control
pEMOTE control for wireless apparatus

used to be considered a luxury beyond
the means of the average wireless user.
Times have changed, however, and now it is
customary for a single set to operate a
large number of speakers placed in different
rooms in the house. It is by no means
uncommon for a set to be installed in a
room other than the main sitting -room and
under such circumstances, switching on and
off necessitates unnecessary labour It is
here that remote control proves invaluable
for it can be operated from a number of
different points in the house by simply
withdrawing the loud -speaker from a wall
jack.

The new Bulgin remote control apparatus
is both inexpenive and practical The
relay with indicating light may be obtained
with wall jacks for switching on and off the
set and plugging in loud -speakers.

The remote control apparatus consists
essentially of an electro-magnet with ,
swinging armature. When the control
switch is operated, a small current flows
through the magnet winding and constrains
the armature to close two contacts, thereby
switching on the set. The normal filament -
heating accumulator, whether it is 2, 4, or
6 volts, will operate the relay effectively.
The current is passed through a flash lamp
which automatically lights up and indicates
when the set is on. The consumption from
the accumulator to operate the relay varied
from 5o to 96 milliamps, according to
whether a 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt accumulator was
used; thus the additional load on the
filament heating accumulator is less than
that of a single valve. This device, which is
mounted in a black oxidised -finished

Bulgin Remote Control

circular metal container, has a diameter of
4 in. and is approximately 134 in. high.
It may be installed with any accumulator
operating set without any internal altera-
tion to the wiring.

On test, the contacts closed with unfailing
reliability even when only a two -volt

I aka .111.
accumulator was employed. This device
shOuld prove of practical use to readers.
Rosin -core Solder

OFTEN one of the greatest difficulties
an amateur experiences when building

his set, is the making of sound and neat
soldered connections The process of
soldering correctly is an art only to be
acquired after much practice; at least, it
was an art, but new materials and methods
of joining two metal surfaces together have
greatly facilitated the work.

We have tested this week, a radio solder,
known as Kester Rosin -core. This material
is manufactured by the Chicago Solder
and marketed in this country by the
Rothermel Radio Corp., of Maddox Street,
Regent Street, London, W. It is sold in the
form of a coil in small tins or, if desired, in
considerably larger quantities. In the core
of each coil, a quantity of rosin is placed,
and is only liberated on the application of
sufficient heat to melt the solder. Thus, in
making a joint, one has merely to clean the
surfaces, apply the iron and solder, when a

Handy Rosin -core Solder

perfect joint should result. Further, one is
assured of utilising just the correct amount
of flux.'

We tested this solder with quite satis-
factory results. A piece of thick wire was
cut in half and the insulation stripped
from either end. A hot iron was applied
to the newly -bared wire and caused the
solder to adhere freely to the two
ends. Further tests were carried out, such
as joining an old soldering tag to a lead,
with quite satisfactory results.

There is no doubt from our experience
with this solder, that it is both simple and
practical to use and, provided sufficient heat
is applied, makes an excellent joint

OUR SECOND
GIFT OFFER
APPEARS 0 N

PAGE 580 !

The Rotor -ohm
VARIABLE high resistances are in much

demand at the present time, particu-
larly for use as volume controls in con-
junction with wireless and gramophone
amplifiers.

The problem has always been with

Rotor -ohm Variable Resistances

variable high resistances to obtain relia
bility and silence in use without gradual
deterioration of the resistance element,
which must often stand the continual
friction of a sliding contact. In the Rotor -
ohm, marketed by Messrs. Rotor Electric
Ltd., of 2-3 Upper Rat hbone Place,W. 1., the
problem has been ingeniously tackled by
allowing the rotating contact arm to bear on
a circular coil of wire wound in the form of
a variable filament resistance. Each turn of
the coil is separately insulated and arranged
to make contact with the resistance
element. In consequence, each turn forms
a tapping point of the resistance and may
be selected by rotating the control knob.
No damage whatsoever is caused to the
resistance by the rotation of the arm.

On test, we found the resistance varied
from a few ohms up to 7oo,000; by so pro-
portioning the element it is arranged. that
the variation of resistance at values below
50,000 ohms is less for a given movement
of the control. Either end of the resistance
is connected to a terminal, whilst the
central terminal is in contact with the
rotating arm. The component makes an
admirable volume control, especially when
connected across the secondary of a low -
frequency transformer.

The military section of the Eiffel Tower
wireless station has placed at the disposal
of the Paris police a service of picture
transmission on the Belin system. This
broadcast is carried out on short waves,
and destined to the police organisations in
London and Berlin. By international
agreement it is proposed to' transmit, when
necessary, from either of the three capitals,
finger prints of wanted criminals.
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that's all you need do
with this

EDISWAN

591

ALL -ELECTRIC, ALL -BRITISH 3 -VALVE RECEIVER
This Ediswan All -Electric, All -British, 3 -Valve

Receiver works from the Electric Light Mains,
requiring no H.T. batteries or accumulator.

Tuning is delightfully easy, volume and tone are
excellent. It is a long range receiver, and is very
selective, being designed to give the best possible

results with the Amazing Mazda Valves.
The Ediswan All -Electric 3 -Valve Receiver looks,

and is-splendid value.
The circuit employs a screened grid valve in the

H.F. stage and a pentode in the output. Supplied
for the following voltages :-100 110 v., 200/250 v.,
40/100 cycles A.C., 200/250 volt D.C.

NO H.T. BATTERIES : NO ACCUMULATORS : NO INTRICACIES :
COSTS ONLY A FEW SHILLINGS A YEAR FOR CURRENT: NO ATTENTION

Hear it in ohetation at your lora! dealer. or %V

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
Incortnirating the Wiring Sti¢hlieS. Lighting
Engineering, Refrigeration and Radio Business of

The British Thomson -Houston Co.. Ltd.

( (Including valves)
Pay as you use" terms

may be arranged with
your local dealer.

Price
20 Guineas

Head Office and Showrooms Ediswan Radio
Division:

la, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET,W.1.

Showrooms in all lhe Principal Towns.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M I.E.E.

IN
order to take the response curve of a

loud -speaker, it is necessary to have
some means of measuring the intensity of
the sound radiated from the particular
instrument. A rough check can, of course,
be obtained by applying varying fre-
quencies to the loud -speaker and noting
the aural effect. This will, of course,
enable any serious resonances, either in the
amplifier or, in the speaker, to be noted,
and often a good indication of the per-
formance of the speaker can be obtained
in this manner In order to obtain a
definite measurement, however, more ac-
curate methods are required than mere

k -
Sound waves
impityio9 0/ 711iSC

COUSM9 it to rotate

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the Rayleigh disc

aural observation. One method employed
is to utilise a microphone situated at a
suitable distance away from the loud-
speaker. This will then respond to the
sound waves and will give an indication of
the radiation in terms of actual voltage.

It is, of course, necessary to calibrate
the various parts of the system other than
the speaker in order to correct it for any
deviations from the ideal. For example,
the oscillator itself must be calibrated as
regards its output, for this will not neces-
sarily be constant at all frequencies, and
a correction must be applied or an adjust-
ment made to allow for any discrepancy.
The beat -frequency oscillator in use at the
Furzehill Laboratories, for example, gives
a constant output for all' frequencies from
ro to 3,000 cycles per second. Beyond
,this point it begins to fall off slightly, the
amplitude being reduced to approximately
one-half at 8,000 cycles. If this fact is
known it is possible to correct the falling -off
either before the voltage is applied to the
test apparatus or by making suitable

allowance in the interpretation of the
results afterwards.

From the oscillator we pass to the
amplifier, if any, applying the voltage to
the loud -speaker. For ordinary purposes
the output from the oscillator is sufficient,
but in some cases it is necessary to amplify
still further and a correction must be
allowed for this portion of the apparatus.
The loud -speaker correction is, of course,
what we are endeavouring to find, and we
can only do this by knowing the theoretical
voltage developed in every other part of
the circuit. The deviation from the ideal is
then due to the loud -speaker, and in this
way we obtain our response curve.

Now, if we use the simplest method
-that of the_ microphone-we have two
further calibrations to make. First of all,
the microphone itself is not uniformly
responsive to various frequencies and,
secondly, the amplifier following the micro-
phone (for nearly every reasonably uniform
microphone is relatively insensitive and
must have an amplifier following it), must
also be calibrated. For this reason it is
sometimes preferable to get away from a
microphone measurement at all aid use
an absolute measurement of the sound
pressure, thereby reducing the number of
corrections necessary.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
-how popular are the restau-
rant programmes broadcast dur-
ing lunchtime ?
-how Cologne, Nurnberg and
Kaiserslautern penetrate even in
daytime ? Regular "shouters."
Why ?
-that the German stations
conclude the sections of their
programmes with "Auf wieder-
hoeren," which has a similar
meaning to "Au revoir," but
with the sense of "entendre" (to
hear) rather than "voir" (to
see) ?
-how the gramophone records
of dance bands over the ether
have a much more marked and
regular time than the actual
dance band itself ?

For this purpose a Rayleigh disc may be
employed. This apparatus, which is called
after Lord Rayleigh, who first suggested its
use, consists of a very thin disc suspended
in the field of the sound vibrations. The
suspension is by a single very fine hair or
piece of unspun silk, as indicated in Fig. r,
and it will be found on switching on the
loud -speaker that the disc rotates slightly
on its axis as a result of the sound pressure.

It can be shown from the theory of the
action that the deflection produced by a
given sound wave is greatest if the disc is
initially suspended at an angle of 45

I

I LS.

L._
Damped'
Chamber

r
45

hscale/
LkSourceof

Light

Fig. 2. Deflection is greatest if the disc is
suspended at an angle of 45°

degrees with the direction of the sound as
indicated in Fig. 2.

The disc must, of course, be very light
and the suspension must have practically
no stiffness, so that the very slightest
breath of air is capable of causing the disc
to rotate. The deflection of the disc is
proportionate to the cube of the diameter,
so that if we double the diameter of the
disc we obtain eight times the deflection.
On the other hand, the possibility of inter-
ference by draughts and other extraneous
influences is increased, while it is difficult
to make a disc light and perfectly plane if
the diameter is increased beyond a certain
amount. Generally a disc of between r in.
and 2 in. in diameter is sufficient to give a
good deflection on normal loud -speaker
strength.

It must be remembered, of course that
over those portions where one is particu-
larly interested in a loud -speaker charac-
teristic the sound pressure is likely to be
small. Such points, for example, as the

(Continued on page 606)
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. . for those who prefer to build
their own cabinets

170 many Radio
I enthusiasts the

price of the ' Lion' quality
of reproduction is a difficulty,
especially when it is purchased
enclosed in an Amplion cabinet.
Others, to whom the price does not
present any obstacle, have their own ideas
as to how they desire to mount it. Perhaps
they desire to make a cabinet for themselves
to their own design.
To all these we offer the Lion ' chassis. These
are ' Lion' Speakers, produced, tested and
passed at our Slough works in the ordinary
way. They are complete in every part, ready
for attachment to your Radio Set. We sell
a large number of these Chassis, mostly to
the more technical type of wireless listener,
who make, or assemble, their own sets.
For the general publicwe house the two sizes of 'Lion' chassis in handsome oak
or mahogany Cabinets, and these are sold at prices ranging from ES to £16.

GRAHAM AMPLION LTD. Works: SLOUGH
LONDON: 25;26, SAV1LE ROW, W.1

f6
iNE;

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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MODERN VALVES A GUMP
A list that will enable you to see at a glance suitable types for your set

TWO -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE
-

Make Type
Imped-

II ance
Amp.

Factor Make Type .1

I Imped-
ance

Amp.
Factor Make Type

Irnped-
ance

Amp.
Factor

Dario
Mazda ...
Lissen ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Mullard ...
Dario ...
Lissen ...
Mazda

Resist.
H210
H210

2 I oRC
PMIA
2roRC
H2 IO
H2 IO
WD2

2 I OHF
HL2ro
HL2ro
PMIHF

Super HF
HL2I0
HL2I0

6o,000
59,000
58,000
55,500
51,00o
50,000
50,000
50,00o
46,000
25,000
23,000
23,000
22,500
21,000
21,000
21,000

3o
47
35
39
36
36
35
35
46
19
20
20
18
25
18

' 26

Cossor ...
Triotron ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Mullard ...
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Dario ...
Lissen ...
Mazda ...
Triotron
Marconi ...

2 IOHF
Tr°
HDz

2 I OLF
2roLF
L2 I 0

PM1LF
L210
TDz
225D

PMzDX
Uniw.
L2 TO
L210
SDz
P215

20,000
20,000
20,000
12,500
I2,000
12,000
12,00o
12,000
11,400
I I,000
10,700
10,000
10,000
10,000
6,25o
5,000

20
g

x6
10.6
IO
II
ix
II
8.5

13.5
13.5

9
10
15.5

5
7

Osram ...
Six -Sixty ...
Lissen ...
Dario ...
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Triotron ...
Mazda ...
Six -Sixty ...
Dario ...
Mullard ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

P215
22oP
P220
SP

PMz
22oP
UD2
P220
230SP
Hyper
PM2.52

1324o
P240

23oXP
P240

5,00o
4,800
4,700
4,500
.4.400
4,000
3,750
3,700
2,750
2,700
2,600
2,50o
2,500
2,000
1,900

7
7.2
7
9
7.5
8
6

12.5
5.5
5
5.4
4
4
4
7

TWO -VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Dario ...
Mullard ...

SG
PMI2

250,000
230,000

250
200

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor . ...
Marconi ...

215SG
220SG
S215

220,000
200,000
200,000

190
200
170

Osram ...
Mazda ...

S2 I 5
215SG

200,000
400,000

170
400

TWO-VOLT, FIVE -ELECTRODE (PENTODE)

Lissen ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...

P1225
2.3oPP
PMzz

64,00o
64,000
62,500

90
8o
8z

Dario ...
Marconi ...

Pent.
PT240

55,000
55,000

100
go

Osram ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

PT24o
230PT
23oPen

55,000
20,000
--

90
40-

FOUR -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE

Cossor ...
Dario -.
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Six -Sixty ...
Mullard ...
Triotron ...
Dario ...
Cossor ...
Mullard ...
Triotron ...
Six -Sixty ...

4IoRC
Resist.
H410
H410

4o75RC
PM3A
WD4

Super HF
4I0HF
PM3
AD4

4o75HF

6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
58,00o
55,000
46,00o
21,000
20,000
13,000
13,000
12,50o

40
30
4o
4o
37
38
46
25
20

.14
13
13.5

Dario ...
Triotron ...
Cossor
Marconi ...
Osram ...

Triotron ...
Mullard ...
Six -Sixty ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Dario
Mullard.

Univ.
RD4

41oLF
L410
L410
SD4

PM4DX
41oD
P4I0
P410
SP

PM4 .

ro,000
9,000
8,50o
8,500
8,500
7,70o
7,500
7,25o
5,000
5,00o
4,500
4,450

10
9

15
25
15
15.5
15
14.5
7.5
7.5
9
8

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...

-Triotron ...
Dario ...
Triotron ...
Marconi
Osram ...
Triotron ...
Cossor ...
Mullard ...
Six -Sixty ...

 Maida - - ...

4roP
410P
UD4

Hyper P
SD4
P425
P425
XD4
4 I5XP
PM254
42oSP
P425-

4,200
4,000
3,75o
2,70o
2,500
2,300
2,300
2,200
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,950

7.7
8
6
5
4.5
4.5
4.5
6
4
4.2
4
3.5

FOUR-VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Dario ...
Mullard ...

SG
PM14

250,00o
230,000

25o
200

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Marconi

4075HF
4 IOSG
S410

220;000
200,000
200,000

190
200
180

0Sranl ...
Mazda ...

S410
41 oSG

200,000- i8o-
FOUR-VOLT, FIVE-ELECTRODE (PENTODE).

Dario ...
Mullard ...
Marconi ...

Pent.
PMz4A
PT425

55,00o
53,00o
50,000

roo
83

100

Osram ...
Mullard ....

PT425
PM24

50,00o
28,000

roo
62

Six -Sixty ...
Cossor ...
Mazda ...

415PP
415PT
425Pen

27,000
20,000-

6o
40_

SIX -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE '

Mazda ...
Cossor ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Six -Sixty .,.

H6o7
61oRC
H610
H6ro

6o75RC

90,000
6o,000
6o,000
6o,000
58,000

4o
5o
4o
4o
42

Mullard ...
Marconi ...
Marconi ...
Osram ...
Marconi ...

1'M5B
HL610
DE5B-
HL610
LS5B

33,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
25,000

40
3o
20
3o
20

Cossor ...
Mazda ...
Six-SiXty ..:
Mullard .:.
Six -Sixty ...

610HF
H1.607
6075HF
PM5X
D610

20,000
20,000
15,200
14,700
9,250

20
20
17
17.5
18.5

(Cont'nued on page 596)
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WE ARE EXHIBITING
AT THE MANCHESTER
RADIO EXHIBITION

STAND No. 75

wirni .4tE11.01/Y
NIT OF THE
AlE1111,EY .

,
. \

\ /-,i0 its quality upon the
Musical tone depends for

A \ pro-
portion in which the
harmonics are combined
with the fundamental

N. note. A Telsen Trans-\:

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

former will give true re-
production of every tone.
Try one now. They are entirely British.
" Radiogrand " Model "Ace" Model

12/6 8/6
Fatios5-I:nd I -1 Ratios 5-1 and 3-1

TIRANSFORAEILS
MILLER STREET, BIRMINGHAM

A,44

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

ADCRAFT, LTD&
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SIX -VOLT, THREE -ELECTRODE (Continued)

Imped- I Amp. Imped- Amp. Imped- I Amp.
Make Type ance Factor' Make Type I ante Factor Make

I Type ance Factor

Mullard ... PM6D 9,000 18 Mullard .. PM6 3,550 8 Cossor 6io XP 2,000 5
Cossor ... 6 r oLF 7,500 15 Cossor ... 6r oP 3,500 8 Mullard . . PM256 1,850 6
Marconi L610 7,500 15 Marconi ... P61° 3,500 8 Six -Sixty ... 625SP 1,780 5.8
Osram L610 7,500 15 Osram ... DEP610 3,500 8 Mazda ... P65o 1,750 3.5
Marconi ... DE5 7,000 7 Marconi LS5A 2,750 2.5 Marconi . . P625A ,,600 3.7
Marconi ... LS5 6,000 5 Mazda ' P625B 2,500 7 Mazda . . P625A 1,600 4
Osram ... LS5 6,000 5 Marconi ' P625 2,400 6 Osram P625A 1,6o0 3.7
Six -Sixty ... 6 roP 6,000 7.2 Osram P625 2,400 6 Marconi LS6A r,3oo 3
Marconi ... DE5A 4,000 3.5 Osram LS6A 1,300 3

SIX -VOLT, FOUR -ELECTRODE (SCREENED -GRID)

Cossor 6r coSG 200,000 zoo Marconi .. Solo 200,000 210 Marconi S625 175,000 110
Mullard PMI6 200,000 200 OSTaIll ... S610 200,000 210 OsramS625 '175,000

1

r10

SIX -VOLT, FIVE -ELECTRODE (PENTODE)

Mullard ... I PM26 I 25,0001 5o

MAINS VALVES, 8 VOLT (DIRECTLY HEATED)

Marconi ... S.8 200,000 160 Osram ... H.8 55,000 40 Osram HL.8 17,000 17
Osram S.8 200,000 16o Marconi D.8 21,000 14 . Marconi P.8 6,000 6
Marconi ... H.8 55,000 40 Osram ... D.8 21,000 14 Osram P.8 6,000 6

Marconi . HL.8 17,000 17

MAINS VALVES, 4 VOLT, 1 AMPERE (INDIRECTLY HEATED)

Mullard ... S4V 1,330,000 1,000 Mullard ... 354V 14,000 35 Cossor . . M4IP 5,000 10
Mazda ... AC/SG 600,000  1,200 Mazda ... AC/HL 13,500 35 Six -Sixty . . SS4P 3,000 ro
Cossor ... MSG41 200,000 400 Cossor ... M4ILF 7,900 15 Mullard .. ro4V 2,85o 10
Cossor ... M4 r RC 20,000 35 Six -Sixty ... SS4Det 7,000 16 Mazda AC/P 2,650 10
Six -Sixty ... SS4GP 14,500 35 Mullard ... 164V 6,65o r6 Cossor ... M4 r XP 2,000 4
Cossor ... M4 'HP 14,000 25 Mazda . . AC/Pr 2,000 5

ALL POSITION

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator

Have you had details of our
new range of high tension
accumulators? Supplied in to
volt units or 3o volt groups of
2,50o, 5,000 and 10,000 milli -
amp hour capacity, this en-
tirely new and original H.T.
is suitable for every class of
receiver.

NON -SPILLABLE

Weight for weight and size for size the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery has a better capacity
and higher efficiency than other non -spillable types. The special construction

of the container, and the use of Jelly Acid allows it to be placed and
used in any position, without the risk of spilt acid. It is both

the safest and best for your portable. Recommended in
the constructional articles of the Wireless Press, and

standardised in many popular portable sets,
the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery provides

the most reliable and the safest
non - spillable battery

obtainable.

AID
ACTON. LONDON.

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator

To those seeking a perfect
source of H.T. current we
recommend the new C.A.V.
H.T. Accumulator. Absolute-
ly silent in operation, hand-
some and compact,inexpensive
in first cost and cheaply
maintained. A C.A.V. non -
spillable battery is specified
for the " Music Leader "
transportable set described in
this issue.

The 1?erfeci
Balierti for
all.Poriables

The New C.A.V Radio Accumulator Catalogue and Battery Maintenance Handbook will be supplied free on application.
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Better reception easier
assembling if
you use Lotus
Components

Lotus H.F. Choke
5/6

Lotus L.F. Intervalve
Transforitiet, 32/6

Lotus L.F. Power
Choke, 151.

Lotus Logarithmic Condensers in
all capacities, from 5/.

The strength of the receiver you build is like
the strength of a chain-as strong only as the
weakest link.

That is why it matters so much to you what
components you build into your set.

Built with Lotus components, a set gives better
reception and takes less time and trouble to
build for every Lotus unit is accurately made,
strongly made and slips into place quickly.

Designers, technical men and the press univers-
ally recommend Lotus units.

Ask your Radio Dealer for the New Lotus.
Catalogues.

][10111110111*

C1 p0 NE
Made in one of the modern factories in

Great

Lotus All -mains Unit, r Me

Lotus Power
Transformer,

£1,15/0

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Lotus Works, Liverpool

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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NFORMATION BUREA
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RULES.- 'lease write dist'nctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name

' and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C4

Chattering Cone Loud -speaker
Q.-I have constructed the " Best -Yet " cone

loud -speaker, and find that when dealing with
heavy passages of music the speaker is inclined
to chatter.-T. L. (Stratford).

A.-The quality of the material for the cone
diaphragm has much to do with the reproduc-
tion from the speaker, and it is quite possible
that the material you have used is the cause of
your trouble. You do not say whether you
have used the unit we specify, but if you have
used any other, the chattering may be caused
by the reed inside the unit. The material with
which the diaphragm is suspended has also a
decided effect on reproduction.-C. B.

Screen -grid Valve Set
Q.-I have constructed a screen -grid valve

receiver to fit into a special cabinet, and now I
find that it is almost impossible to prevent the set
from oscillating. Are there any special features
that must be given more consideration than is
normally required when designing a screen -grid
valve set?-F. U. (Brighton).

A.-There are certain very important points
that must be given special consideration in the
design of a set such as yours, and the screening

of the H.F. stages is not the most Important.
If there are any two wires parallel that belong

MVVVVVVVVV
.>

When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

c> A Fee of One Shilling (poital order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon

c) which will be found on the last page.
> Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

can be provided for the usual query fee.
° Any drawings submitted should be sent
> on a. separate sheet of paper. Wiring
o> plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

.e0 4N/V.\/ /nn o /\A/o

0

0

0

0

<0

0

0

0

0

0

to different H.F. circuits, then these will cause
sufficient interaction to make the receiver
oscillate. We suggest you go over the wiring

of your set with the above points in mind and,
above all, see that your screening is sound
between the various circuits. An incomplete
screen may account for considerable trouble.
Do not allow the aerial lead-in wire to run any-
where near the H.F. circuits or tuning coils.
-A. L.

Screened Wavetraps
Q.-I have been in the habit of using a wave -

trap to cut out interfering signals, but having
read of a screened wavetrap, I am wondering
whether such an instrument would be an improve-
ment.-F.O. (Rye).

A.-There is little point in using a screened
wavetrap unless it is needed to obviate inter-
ference due to " shock -effect " reception from
some powerful near -by station. When shock -
effect reception is experienced, it is usually
necessary to screen the whole receiver, so that
a screened wavetrap holds no, advantages over
the ordinary unscreened type unless the
receiver itself is also screened. you reside
within a mile or so of your local station and
you wish to get other stations farther afield,
then, provided your receiving set is screened, a
screened wavetrap will be useful.-A. D.

fJCIttt.Ict.lt3.2r4t.22^Qt.IMIttt:MCItt.1=2. t*Q.1;t=1

HEARING IS BELIEVING!
THE

NEW Bower -Lowe pick-up astounded even its designers when
first it was produced. From 25 to well over 6000 cycles it gives a

smooth rich reproduction
which must be heard to
be believed. Yet its price
is extremely low-lower
than you'd expect to pay
for so beautiful an instru-
ment. Hear the Bowyer -
Lowe before you buy any
pick-up. Only ... 19/6 GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP

TRACK-ARM.-Specially designed for use with
the Bowyer -Lowe pick-up ... 1 0, -

UNIVERSAL LOG CONDENSER
For panel mounting with dial control, or for
drum control. Very easily ganged. Single hole
fixing.
List No. 366. '0003 without dial. 5/9
List No. 367. '0005 without dial. 9/".

In association with

LSI yTIO/lO p

Recordaphones Ltd.

London Showrooms :

ASTOR HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.
Head Office & Works:

Radio Works, Letchworth, Herts. f-..0

t7.2mt.attxtunt.t=ttMt=re.Int.nr.lv.utc.Ir$.2t7.1r4t2ttt.Mt.:W.r4cInt.r4M

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray " 0 -volt Urid
Bias Type 2/-

" Wirin " 60 -volt H.T.
Type ... 10/6

" Wirup 99 -volt DM.
Type .. 16/-

" Wise' 108 -volt H.T.
Type ... 20/ -

Treble Capacity.
" Kclin " CO -volt H.T.

Type ... 19/.
" Kolup ' 99 -volt RN.

Type ... 32/6

TO THE FORE!
The first serviceable dry cell was

made by Hellesens over forty years
ago, in 1887. Since then Hellesens
have made dry cells exclusively, noth-
ing else at all.

As a natural result, the Hellesens Dry
Battery is the best the world produces.

Expert and amateur alike agree that
It is real economy to pay the slightly
higher initial cost of a Hellesen,
because it lasts so much longer. They
will also tell you that It pays hand-
somely to buy a double- or treble -
capacity Hellesen, since the increased
capacity is much greater, in propor-
tion, than the increased price.

(E.g.-Standard capacity 60 -volt
WIRIN cost 10/6 ; the 60 -volt
KOLIN, giving three times the
capacity, costs only 19/-, a saving of
12/6.)

Ask your dealer, then, for a Helle-
sen, and be assured that you ara get-
ting the best and the most economical
H.T. battery obtainable.

Supreme for 27 Years.

U
N N DRY BATTERIES,

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
POLYMET MICA ...PAPER CONDENSERS.

NANDLAMPS. TORCHES. ETC.

A. H. HUNT, LTD., CROYDON, SURREY

P.1 T,
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VIDE "WIRELESS TRADER"
TEST REPORT OCT. 5, 1020

0 -)is, -VIS?"
414-C°

DO you agree?

(V8.
.L./ Here is your opportunity
to test for yourself. Any
recognised Wireless Dealer
will let you have either the
Popular Cabinet 45/-, or
Popular Plaque 25/. for
Seven Days' Free Trial in
your own home on pre-
senting the coupon below

M.P. A. WIRELESS LTD.
HIGH RD. CHISWICK, W4

Mention

o 406011 %
10. 0.9 O5 ice

.t9ov...) \ .0,0c, et
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ea °bi4o
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e't v'4 !.ev't% 00.
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00040 `I .\
'w Vv°

° t cc' -4,01,
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e.z.se
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et,et5.
SQ s -

of !'Amateur Wireless" to Advertiser will Ensure Prompt Attention
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rHAVE YOUINI it ROADCAST TELEPHONY
BUILT YOUR Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths).

aa

NEW SET?
NOW IS THE TIME TO BEGIN
The long evenings are here -You have time on

year hands -USE IT PROFITABLY
Why not make a Wireless Set or bring yourpresent Receiver

up to date.
GET PERFECT REPRODUCTION OF THE WORLD'S MUSIC
We will advise you of a Receiver which best omits your

conditions and requirements.

P. D. P.
&WIftin4
POSSESS THE BEST WIRELESS CAN OFFER IMMED

IATELY I BY SMALL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
COSSOR 1930 HIT. CASH, IS 16s. Od.

Send only 16/-, balance by monthly payments of 161 -
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. CASH, £9 Os. Od.

Send only 16/6, balance by 11 monthly payments of 16/6
MULLARD ORGOLA KIT, including Oak Cabinet.

Send only 14/3, balance by 11 monthly payments of 14/3
EEO MODEL, 3829 (AC). CASH, ES 19s. 6d. -

Send only 7/3, balance by 11 monthly payments of 7/3
CELESTION C 12 (Oak). CASH, 25 12s. 84.

Send only 10/4, balance by 11 monthly payments of 10/4
KITS FOR THE MUSIC LEADER, CLARION THREE,

KNIFE-EDGE THREE, ETC.
Loudspeakers, H.T. Units, Accumulators, Moving Coil

Speakers, Portables, etc.

 EVERYTHING WIRELESS
ANY RECEIVER BUILT FOR 10/-.

 A nominal charge of 10/. ONLY is made for building and
testing any receiver (Marconi Royalties extra).

IN QUICKEST DELIVERY IN LONDON -CARRIAGE FREE
III Call or send a list of your requirements-

111 QUOTATIONS BY RETURN OF POST
a The P. D.P. COMPANY LTD. (Dept. 'A')

121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2
a II  WM Telephone: National 0846111MINE

,

a

a

a
a

CHOOSE ONE
STATION

-Cut out the rest
The Tunewell Cut -Out is a wonderfully
efficient Station Selector with three
Aerial tappings, Sockets and Plugs to
vary the tuning and degrees of selectivity.
Incorporates most efficient astatically
wound coils and .0005 variable con-
denser. Enclosed in Superior Bakelite
Case. The most efficient Cut.Out yet.
B.B.C. WAVE BAND HIGH WAVE

10/6 12/6
TUNEWELL

CUT-OUT
TURNER & CO.,

54 STATION ROAD,
NEW SOUTHGATE - LONDON. N.11

Kilo'Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign . (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.5311,751 Chelmsford

(SSW) 15.0
Leeds (2LS) ... 0.13
Belfast (28E) 1.0
Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
Swansea (5SX) 0.13
Stoke-on-Trent

(6ST) 0.13
Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
Plymouth (6PY) 0.13
Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
Hull (6KH) ... 0.13
Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
Dundee (2DE) 0.13
Bournemouth

(8851) 1.0
Bradford (2LS) 0.13
Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
London (2L0) 2.0

Brookman'S
Park 20 0

*377 797 Manchester
(2ZY) 1.0

753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
626 Daventry (6GB) 25.0

*200 1,500
*242 1,238
*261 .2,248
288.5 z,o4o
288.5 1,040

288.5 1,040
288.5 2,040
288.51,040
288.5 z,o4o
288.5 1,040

288.51,040
288.5 1,040

288,5 2,040

*3
*Ka 995

10 g68
*355 842
356 845

power indicated is aerial energy.
For the purpose of better comparison, the

Kilo- Station and Poore'
Metres cyclea Call Sign (Kw.)

*294 1,020 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux(PTT)  1.0
305.8 981.7 Agen 0.25
309 970 Radio Vitus 10

*316 95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
326.5 918.9 Grenoble (prri 0.5
33L4 5o5 Petit Parisien 0.5
345 809 Strasbourg 0.1
264 824 Algiers 2.0
368 8z5 Radio LL

(Paris) 0.5
'381 788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
411 729 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
436 687 Radio Flandre

(Lille) 0.1
447 67/ Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 15
640 Lyons (PIT) ... 5.0
222 Tunis (Kasbah) 0.6
267.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0
174 Radio Paris 12 0

GERMANY
*218 1,373 Flensburg
* 227 1,319

*393 *234 1,283
*239 1,256

*1,554 293 Daventry '246 1,220
(5XX) 25.13 *246 7,220

*253 144
*259 1,157
* 270 rgra
*276 z,o8
*283 r,o58
* 283 1,058
* 283 x,o48

BELGIUM *319 94r
1,391 Charleroy ILL) 0.25 *325 923
2,202 ,Schaerbeek- *339 887

Brussels 0.25 '380 833
1,200 Ghent 0.6 *372 806
1,071 Liége 0.1 *390

961%4 Arlon 0.25 *418
887 Louvain 8.0 *453
590 Brtiszeis 1.0 *458

*473
*533
*580
*580
570

*1,835
2,100
2,290 232

AUSTRIA
*246 2,220 Linz 0.5
*283 2,058 Innsbruck
*352 851 Graz 7.0
* 453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
*517 581 Vienna 15.0

21E1

250

'250
280
312
339

"ouo

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morava -Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
* 342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
' 281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0 75
1,153 26o Kalundborg 7.o

ESTHONIA
*297 1,010 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
* 221 7,355 Helsingfors ... 0.9

*1,796 167 Lahti ..40.0
FRANCE

211.3 1,420 Beziers 0.1
221 7,364 Fecamp (Radio

Normanie) 0.5
228 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
30 2,2!,6 Radio Nimes 0.25

'255 1475 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
*285 1,130 Lille (PIT) 0.7
2611 .r,r2r Casablanca 0 5

'272 1,103 Rennes ( PTT) 0 5
277. 1,083 Pic du Midi de

Bigorre (weather
forecasts 9 p.m.)

*f 86 Montpelier
(PTT) 0 2

Mont de Marsan C.3
zuz 2,022 Radio Lyons 0 5
288.51,040

468
1,351)
1,444

*1,7z5

05
Cologne 4.0
Muenster 3.0
Nurnberg 2.0
Kiel 0.35
Cassel 0.25
Gleiwitz 2.0
Leipzig 1.5
Kaiserslautern 0 2i
Koenigsberg 2 5
Magdeburg 0.5
Berlin (E.) 0.5
Stettin 0.5
Dresden 0.2i
Breslau 15
Bremen 0.33
Stuttgart 1 5
Hamburg 15

770 Frankfurt L5
726 Berlin 1.6
662 Danzig 0.21
657 Aachen 0.3i
635 Langenberg 13.0

563 Munich 15
536 Augsburg0.23
536 Hanover
527 Freiburg 0.35
283.5 Zeesen 3J.0
1:421 Norddeich 10.11

GRAND DUCHY
223 1,30 Luxembourg 3.0

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ 25.0
*293 2,004 Hilversum

5.90 p.m. G.M.T.) 6'5
*1,071 28o Hilversum 6.5
*1,070 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.80 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)

'1,875 130 Huizen (after
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20 0

'ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
* 225 1,337/ Cork (IFS) 1 0

*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0
ITALY

248 1,209 Trieste (testing) 1.0
*271 2,094 Turin (Torino)

Kilo' Station and Power.
Metres cjltles CallSign (Kw.)

* 330.3
*385
* 441
453

* 501

go8 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
779 Genoa (IGE) ... 1.0
68o Rome (Roma) 3.0
662 Bolzano(IBZ).. . 0.3
599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
* 321.4 977.3 Zagreb (Agram) 0 7
* 429 696 Belgrade 2.5
575 521.7 Ljubljana 2.6

LATVIA
*525 572 Riga 3.8

LITHUANIA
*1,935 255 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
f40 1,250  Rjukan 0.18

* 263 1,058 Notodden .96
* 365 820 Bergen ... 1.0

*394 76r Frederiksstad 0.7
453 66a Tromsoe 0.1
453 66a Aalesund 0.3
453 66a Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o8 Oslo 1.5

POLAND
*313 559 Cracow 0.5
*335 g 69_ Posen 1.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

* 408 7,34 Kattowitz 10.0
*1,411 212.5 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA ,

* 391 y61 Bucharest 0.12,-
e

*351.
* 427
*483
* 825

1,080
1,000
1,I 00

''1,304

RUSSIA
155:5 Leningrad 1.0
702.5 Kharkov (NKO) 4.0
621.5 Homel - 1.2
364 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
283 Tiflis 10.0
Sob Leningrad 20.0
272.7 Moscow Popoff 40.0
230 Kharkov 4.0

251 .7,293
SPAIN

Alaiteria (EADS) 1.01
268 2,r2r Barcelona

(EAJ13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EA J19) 0.5

*349 86o Barcelona
(EAJ1) 8.0

*358 8r; Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
4()3 743 San Sebastian

(EAJ8)
*424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
453 66a Salainanca

(EAJ22) 1.0

231
*257
270

*322
322

*436
*542
*770

1,200
'1,348

0.5

SWEDEN
2,3oz Malmer 0.6
z;860 Hoerby 1.0.0
1,112 'Frollhattan 0.45

932 Goetieborg 10.0
932 Falun 0.5
689 Stockholm 1.5

389
Sundsvall 0.6
Ostersund 0.6

250 Boden 0.6
222.5 Motala 30,1)

SWITZERLAND
*403 743 Berne 1.0
0459 653 Zurich 0.03
466 644 Zurich

(during afternoon) 0.63
680 442 Lausanne
780 395 Geneva 0.2i

1,010 297. Basle 0.25

TURKEY
*1,200 250 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
tp the Plan de Prague.

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY
Oct. 2r " Points of View " (4), by Mr. H. G. Wells.

2z A vaudeville programme.
25 An orchestral concert from the Queen's Hall.
26 An old-time vaudeville programme.

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)
Oct. 2z The Monkey's Paw, a story by W. W. Jacobs

dramatised by Louis Parker.
24 An Edward German programme.

, 25 A vaudeville programme.

NEWCASTLE
Oct. 22 A local revue.

GLASGOW

Oct. 24 A
opera-

of musical comedy and light

,, 26 Running commentary on Wales v. Scotland
International Association Football Match.

BELFAST
Oct. 24 The Faithful Sentinel, an opera : music by

Franz Schubert.

Address Wanted. -Will the Rev. M.
McDonnell, of St. Mary's Cathedral, send
his full address to the Regent Radio
SUjAily Co., to whom he sent an order with
cheque.
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MIRILIUM-
THE WIRELE0SENSATION

OF ME YEAR

A CLEARTRON
DISCOVERY

A WONDERFUL
new filament coating dis-

covered by research chemists
in the Cleartron

Laboratories
makes it possible FOR THE

FIRST TIME
to offer a complete

range of

coated filament
valves at half usual prices.

The new series of eighteen
CLEARTRON

MIRILIUM-COATED
VALVES

has been inde-

pendently
tested by nationally

known experts

-and shows characteristics
unsurpassed

by

any othervalve at anyprice. Inmany instances

the Cleartron
Valve is definitely

superior to its

more expensive
rivals of the same type.

In construction,
range, and low

current con-

sumption
the new Cleartron

Valves will

completely
satisfy

the most critical user.

Two-, four- and six-volt types are made for

every purpose in wireless.

Ask your dealer for MIRILIUM-COATED

CLEARTRONS.
Test them against any other

make you know.

The N w
Send us a card for illustrated

brochure
con

taltilng characteristic
graphs.

CLEARTRON
5,4,mbilium

Coated 6,6
GENERAL

VALVE s POWER

PURPOSE

(S.G.tuve
NZ%)

CLEARTRON
(1927) LTD., 21 CUMBERLAND

ST., BIRMINGHAM

London : 310 HIGH HOLBORN,
W.C.2

Telephone :
Holborn 8378

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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" THE MUSIC LEADER " (Continued from page 586)

free. As usual, however, a small repro-
duction of the print is given on page 586,
and this will be a further aid tb con-.
struction.

Components
-

A list on page 585 shows the parts
needed for making up the receiving section
of the "Music Leader." As usual, after
each component, a number of alternative
makes are mentioned. The first mentioned
make is that actually used in the original
receiver, and illustrated by the accom-
panying photograph. Following, are a
number of alternatives which can be used
if the constructor prefers, and only minor
alteration will be necessary, but it is most
unwise to deviate from the list of alterna-
tives given.

The blueprint is most useful in that it is
full size, and thus can be used as a template
for panel drilling and the mounting of the
components. It shows each wire in its
correct position (though not in every case is
it possible to give each wire in its correct
length), and can be used as a helpful final
check when all the wiring is done and it
remains only to see that each wire is

correctly put in place. Here is the blue-
print free for your benefit, so make the
most use of it in the construction of the
"Music Leader."

Follow closely the list of components in
conjunction with the components' list and
blueprint, so that everything *ill be ready
for the simple constructional details which
will be given next week.

Details will be given for making up the
receiver section only, and when this is
complete, it can be tried out as a unit when
the frame aerial is wound, and before the
linen -diaphragm loud -speaker is finished,
if desired. The construction of the com-
plete receiver " chassis " and cabinet will be
given in easy stages.

On View in London
In the meantime, it should be noted that

the "Music Leader" is being shown in the
Somerset Street windows of Messrs. Sel-
fridge & Co., Ltd., wherein each week a
current AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver is dis-
played. All London readers should take
advantage of the opportunity to see the
"Music Leader," for the appearance of the
complete self-contained set, ready to work,

is more convincing than many photographs
or pages of written matter.

And make sure of next week's issue, for
further constructional details.

The free blueprint gives full particulars
and dimensions of each part of the " Music
Leader." On the extreme left will be seen
the linen -diaphragm loud -speaker, the two
frames and back batten being clearly
shown. Next the screening box shown
in detail, every dimension being given and
the box shown in perspective so that no
difficulty whatsoever should be experi-
enced in making it. The frame aerial is
wound on a rectangular frame, particulars
of which are given in a small drawing at
the top right-hand side of the print.
Inside the frame are two fillets upon which
the receiver itself is supported. To the
extreme right is shown the cabinet of the
"Music Leader." All dimensions are given
so that no difficulty will be experienced in
making it up. Below, in the main portion
of the print, is shown the receiver section,
full size. Dotted lines show the connec-
tions to the frame aerial. Receiver,'
cabinet, frame aerial, and loud -speaker all
on one free blueprint.

AN D
WORTH

IT
Send for our

new 56 -page
Catalogue
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THE

BULGIN MULTI -COIL
(Patent Pending)

YOU will find no trouble
with Brookmans Park if

you incorporate this wonder-
ful new all wave tuner. It
covers the whole range of

220 to 600 and
1000 to 2500 metres

the wa vechan ge being effected
by a special switch incorpor-
ated. It is scientifically de-
signed in accordance with
modern valve theory and is
centre tapped on both wave
lengths for the utmost
selectivity.

it

PRODUCTS
9-10-11 CURSITOR STREET

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, E.C.4
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----- We started easy
._
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i
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,payments in Radio .I

and we continue to provide
sets, components, and acces-
sories on generous deferred
payments.

- -

a---T
For example :- 12 monthly

Instalments of

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve 16/-Kit ... ...

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve
All Mains Kit ... 7/6

Cossor 1930 2 -Valve
1,
9/3

All Mains Set ...

Mullard "Orgola " 14/63 -Valve Kit Inelud'n1
Oak Cabinet. Valves extra.

New Osram Music 16/6Magnet Kit Includint
Valves and Cabinet ...

DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
Write now for Ust No. 18 conta,n.ag prices and
terms of EVERYTHING RADIO

a NEW Timeti SALES CO 1 I 3

-5_

56 Ludgate 11111, London, E.C.4
7--_--_---

nomitiminuminimmummuninininommielitillo

OAK CABINET
22,' -

Ready to assemble. All joints cut.
Send P.C. for free illustrated
Catalogue of 70 ".R.T.A."

Pieces of Furniture.
HANDICRAFTS LTD.,
18 WEEDINGTON RD., N.W.5
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CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

6C3

FORIlo
ARTtIUR PIRt & CO

" 1930" LOGSINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

DRAPE

WEIGHT

21 4 OuNCES

The Finest

(MID -LIVE)

CONDENSER
As specified for the MUSIC
LEADER described in this issue.

In four Capacities
.6105
.00035
.00025

*.000I5
416 Each

* Double spacing of vanes for Ultra
Short-wave work.

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE
BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS
SCALE ensuring smooth movement. with
absolutely NO BACK -LASH. ROBUST in
Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL.
EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH or STOOP 3/-

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

" . The proof of our claim is
in your hearing. Call atany radio dealer's or at
our showrooms and askfor a Comparative

Demonstration,
An interesting and informative book
on sound reproduction will be sent

you free on request.
Wale to:

CELESTION LTD., DEPT. J
KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

London Showrooms:
106, Victoria St., S.W.1

Tel.;.Victoria 3955

the CVery foul of Music
LOUD-SPEAKERS

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

Ci =Lulu. Wirozi.

0:11:0
VALy E
Spto macie

inVINe
YOUR Set it

FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS

AND BETTER RECEPTION

hype Volts Amps. Use in Set Price

B A.9 1.9v 0.05 General Purpose 5/6

B.C.9 1.9v 0.1 General ePrurvp:issee and 5/6

B.D.9 1.9v 0.2 I Super Power Valve 7/6

Same Types in 4 volts, also Pentode, and Screened Grid

Ash Your Local Dealer or Write Dept. A.W.3,

CONCERTON RADIO &
ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.

256j7, BANK CHAMBERS 329, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
'Phone: Hol, 8667
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FULL arrangements have already been

made by the B.B.C. for the broadcast
of the Cenotaph Service on Armistice Day
(November the transmission being
almost exactly the same as last year. The
broadcast will be carried out by all B.B.C.
stations, including 5SW. Although no
general authority can be given for its
re -diffusion, it is not felt that objection
should or would be raised if the service
is rebroadcast in a church. The re-
sponsibility for any questions of copy-
right, however, must be left to the person
or persons undertaking the re -diffusion of
the broadcast.

A special revue of a humorous character
dealing with the North-east Coast Exhibi-
tion will be broadcast from the Newcastle
station on October 22. Councillor Arthur
Lambert, the Lord Mayor of Newcastle, is
taking part in the performance, in which
he will sing a song, "Northumberland,"
specially composed by the Lady Mayoress.

On November 7 listeners to 2L0 and

5XX will be given the thrills of the speed-
way, as the B.B.C. will convey them on
that evening to a contest at the Wembley
Stadium.

Michael, a Russian play in three scenes,
by Miles Malleson, and based on one of
Leo Tolstoi's tales, will be presented
through 5GB on October 29.

Airy Nothings, a burlesque from the pen
of Gordon McConnel, has been brought
up to date in a second edition. Amongst
other "hits" at the B.B.C. programmes, it
makes fun of the Schneider Trophy com-
mentary and the weekly "surprise items."
It will be heard from 2L0 and 5XX on
October 21.

On October 18 the Freedom of the City
of London is to be presented to Lieut.-
General Lord Baden-Powell. The proceed-
ings will be relayed from the Guildhall to
2L0 and 5XX.

London and Daventry, and all stations
taking the London programme, on Novem-
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ber 14 will broadcast the speeches made at
the Peace Commemoration Dinner organ:,
ised by the League of Nations Union. The
speakers will be Lord Cecil, Mr. Philip
Snowden, M.P., and Mr. j. C. Smuts. In
the course of the broadcast the manuscript
of. Journey's End will be auctioned by Sir
Herbert Morgan.

On November r4 the B.B.C. will cele-
brate the anniversary of its seventh birth-
day by the usual staff concert. It will be
broadcast at the end of the evening's
transmission, namely, towards to p.m..
Listeners will be compelled to guess the
names of the authors and of those assisting
in the performance, for they are being
kept a closely -guarded secret.

On October 6 another change -over in.
wavelengths took place between the Dutel;i
transmitters; Hilversum, until 5.4o p.m`.'
G.M.T. now broadcasts on 298 metres, and
from that hour until closing time on
1,075 metres. Huizen, on the other hand.'
works on 1,875 metres throughout the day:
Scheveningen -Haven, the commercial tele-I
phony transmitter, broadcasts from early
morning until 5.40 p.m. on 1,071 metres

With the coming of winter -time,
teners should bear in mind that FranCe,1
Belgium, and Spain have simultaneously
returned to G.M.T. Holland, however,
still twenty minutes in advance of Great
Britain, and countries working on Central

(Continued on next page).
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ssApTUS 1

(IMPROVED)

Double Linen Diaphragm Speakers
A kr, made to "A.W.- specification.

Broadcast reception or Gramophone records reproduced with
marvellous purity. Why pay expensive prices for Moving -
coil Loud speakers, etc. P This Speaker puts them out of date.

IN SPECIAL ACOUSTIC BAFFLE
ILLUSTRATION SHOWS SECTIONAL VIEW

SPEAKERS COMPLETE IN SPECIAL ACOUSTIC
BAFFLE and fitted with New Type " Aptus " 4 -pole Super
Balanced Unit, which does not overload.

22 inches sq. ... 70/- 18 inches sq. 62'6
20 inches sq. ... 05/- 16 inches sq. ... 57, 6

SUPPLIED WITHOUT UNIT, 20/- LESS

KIT OF PARTS FOR HOME CONSTRUCTING
22 -inch Linen Speaker to " A.W." 170 Specification. Com-
plete even to Nails and Screws. Ready for assembling.
22/6 POSTFREE.

ANY MAKE OF
K

UNIT FROM
STOC POST FREE.

(OTHER SIZES TO ORDER)
For Portable Sets, Etc.

Special Baffle, 7/6, Rubber, 2/. Wood lengths drilled, vs,
Heavy Stretching Strips, 2/6. Set 2B.A. Rods, Nuts, Washers.
1/8. Irish Linen, 7/6. Special Speaker Dope, 2/9. Universal
Adapter with Double Chuck Centre, 2/6. Set of 8 Angle
Brackets, with Screws, 2/6. Any Part Supplied, Post Extra.
RADIOSTAT reports :-.The "Aptus" Speaker is one of the best I have. Reproduces
brilliant high notes. Hear the rich bass notes ivithout the over -emphasis that mars
the moving -coil type of speaker. The improved designed "Aptus" Speaker does not
require extra valves, batteries, or special transformer connections. it can be operated
from any ordinary valve set and incorporates the latest Super 4 -pole Balanced
Armature Unit in all models. LIST FREE.

" COMPARATIVE TEST SHOWS THE BEST."
FROM YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM SOLE MAKERS:-

MOORE & CO. (5getab.ears ) 101-103 Dale St.-; Liverpool ser&T.OR
'Grams : "Solution." 'Phone : Cen. MU. Works : Gresham Buildings.

THE PANEL WITH A REPUTATION

Registered

The original BECOL Low
Loss Former, made in
sizes 1" up to 4" outside
diameter in lengths up to
36 in. The former that re-
mains rigid when wound.

LOOK FOR
TRADE
MARK

Trade Mark

SECO!. Panels tested to
104,000 volts. Ground
square to size and can

bo relied upon.

DO NOT BE PUT OFF WITH AN IMITATION.
Write for copy of BECOL Handbook on Wireless Circuits. Full data of

windings and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.
Sole Makers:

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

USE FLASH -LAMP BATTERIES FOR YOUR R.T. AND SAVE MONEY

63
Volt

2/10

108 Volt
4/6

126 Volt
5/ -

THE BRITISH WIRELESS BATTERY BOX
H.T. in the form of Flash -Lamp Batteries in a properly con-
structed Wooden Battery Box is far more satisfactory and
economical than any form of H.T., either accumulator, H.T. Block
Battery or H . Eliminator. This is because a faulty unit can be
replaced ut very small cost and saves scrapping the whole battery.

If unable to obtain at your local dealer, send direct to-
ALL BOXES LTD , 117 Central Street, E.C.1
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" RADIOGRAMS" (Continued)
European Time-e.g., Scandinavia, Ger-
many, Austria, Italy, and so on-one full
hour.

On October 31, until the opening of
the Moorside Edge (Huddersfield) North
Regional transmitter, Newcastle will be
compelled to broadcast on the national
common wavelength of 288.5 metres, and
during that period will not be able to
transmit its own programmes. Later, how-
ever, when the new regional station takes
over the north of England service, a wave-
length will be allotted to the' Newcastle
transmitter when local entertainments can
again be given.

The Rome broadcasting station now
regularly transmits photographs on the
Fulton system on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays between io and 10.18 p.m.
G.M.T., and again on Fridays at 6.3o p.m.
G.M.T.

Tests emanating from Radio Luxem-
burg (Grand Duchy) on 223 metres are best
heard between 9 and io p.m. G.M.T.

French wireless papers report that
Brookmans Park announces itself as
"London Bridge calling !" They do not
say whether other bridges have protested,
but we are inclined to believe that this
favouritism might make Charing Cross !

The Canadian National Railways has
adopted broadcasting as one of its chief
aids in attracting settlers to the 24.0,000,000
acres of good farming land yet to be cul-
tivated. The Canadian Northern Railway
has established thirteen broadcasting sta-
tions to offset the lack of entertainment on
isolated Canadian farms.

One of the features of the recent New
York radio show was the release of a large
silver balloon flown from the roof of the
building. A radio valve and a letter was
attached, and a cheque of one hundred
dollars will be sent to whoever picks it
up when the balloon finally completes its
flight.

It is understood that the stay of the
Post Office detection van in Glasgow and
district may extend to six months or
longer. Glasgow alone has a population
estimated at round i y4 millions, while
there are very populous areas outside the
city, yet the district only boasts some
60,000 receiving licences. One in every
four houses is believed to be equipped for
wireless reception, and the officials accom-
panying the van are armed with lists of
suspected houses. Much interest is being
taken by the populace in the results of this
" big push" against pirates.

With the disbanding of the Glasgow
station orchestra, the B.B.C. has entered
into contracts with the Scottish Orchestra
and the Reid Orchestra. Seven concerts
by the former will be broadcast from St.
Andrew's Hall, Glasgow, and five by the
latter from the Usher Hall, Edinburgh.
Of these, 6o per cent. will include works by
Scottish composers.
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range PETO SCOTT offer YOU
every known Radio Receiver or Component. The list given below
merely illustrates our terms for a few well-known lines and we ask you
to fill in the coupon, or send us a list of your requirements, for which
we shall be pleased to quote for cash or on our famous system of

EASY ITRAIS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

MUSIC LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in September 28 and
October 6 issue:. Camplete kit contains exact parts. specified
Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint free with eon,.
plete kite. Send only 33/9: balance In 11 monthly instalments
of 19/2. Valves, gramophone motor and accessories extra.

A.C. ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION THREE (described in "Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable all -mains receiver.
No batteries required. Complete kit contains exact parts as
specified, Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full -sine Blueprint free
with complete kite. Send only 28/8; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 28/8. Valves extra.
1930 M1JLLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including eabine, and
valves. Send only 20/, balance in 11 monthly instalments of
20/,
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 16/6; balance in
11 monthly Instalments of 18/8, valves included.
LINEN 5.0.3 KIT, excluding valves, accumulator and cabinet,
Bend only 8/3, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 8/3.
THE BROOKMAN'S THREE (Bee "Wireless Magazine;' 0,1e6or
issue). Complete kit including cabinet, panel and valves. Send
only 18/11, balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 18/11.
S.O. BROWN MODEL B. Three -valve Screened -grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 18/-; balance in 10
monthly instalments of 15/-.
NeMICHAEL SCREENED GRID THREE. Complete kit of
components, excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc. Send only 18/3;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 16/3.
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, including
Coils tor 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 48/4; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 25/6.
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR KIT, for home construction, using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 m/a. for
A.C. mains. Send only 40/-; balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 22/8.
MAINS COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Full details In our Catalogue. For
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type H.T.1,
with Regentone Power Transformer, type W.R.1. Send only 8/2;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
B.T.H. R.K. UNIT (for 6 -volt accumulator or D.C. mains).
Send only 11/7; balance In 11 monthly instalments of 11/7.

THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE (deeeribed in" Amain, Wireless,"
21/9/29). Complete kit including cabinet, drilled panel, valves
and vernier dials. Pull else Blueprint free with complete kit.
Send only 14/4, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14/4.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Bend only I.6/.; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 16/-
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
27/8; balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 27/8.
COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.C. MAINS SET. Send only 19/3:
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 19/3.
REDENTONE W.I.B. S.G. (A.C. mains), for S.O. and pentode
set,. Send only 912; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 912;
EKCO 3.5.20 (A.C. mains), also for S.G. and pentode sets. Send
only 7/4; balance In 11 monthly instalment. of 7/4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS, from 4/7, first
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. Uses
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Send only 19/10; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10/10.
CELESTION C.12,in Oak. Send only 10/4; balance la 11 monthly
instalments of 10/4. In Mahogany, 1019.
CELESTION Z-20, in Oak. Send only 14/3; balance In I1
monthly instalments of 14/3 In Mahogany, 15/2
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Lonrbspeakel
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
BLUE SPOT 66.K. UNIT. with SQUIRE MODEL 101 CONE
KIT. Send only Sill; balance in 11 monthly Instalments of 5/11.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCuMuLATOR, type W.I., in Crates,
Send only 6/11; balance i ¢ 11 monthly instalments of 8/11.
STANDARD WET H.T. 14I -VOLT BATTERY. 10,000 m's,
absolutely complete. Send only 7/2; balance In 11 monthly
instalments of. 7/2. All parts for these batteries available.
THE ADAPTAGRAM converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takes prac-
tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up, Balanced-arra.
tem Loud -speaker. All fitted in a handsome Oak Cabinet.
Send only 39/6; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/-.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of 4.1 types by leading makers,
See catalogue for full details.

All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available for cash preferred.

Northern readers are cordially invited to visit our STAND No. 45 at the MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 48 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed des-
criptions of the 1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact, you will find the new Easy Way Catalogue a

veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETO SCOTT IS°D
FIRST IN 1919 FOREMOST TO -DAY

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURE[ .. THE MUSIC LEADER " (Described in this issue).
For complete kit including cabinet, valves, batteries
and all requisite accessories. Send only 25, -, balance

in easy instalments.
Mail coupon in unseated enve,ope under ld, stamp.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops :

77, City Road, Londim, E.C.1.
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whitelow Road, Chorlton-cum-Hardy,

Manchester.

1.1111.1.
COUPON,

Please send me your New 48 -page Illustrated
Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

A.W.19/10
NIMOSZ
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their worth/
The wonderful achievement of the Standard Cartridge
Sac has made this ever -popular wet battery pre-eminent
as a source of permanent H.T. IT IS NOW A DEFINITE
POWER IN THE RADIO WORLD, and has wen its way
into public favour by sheer performance and constant
improvement, which to -day reveals it as ideal H.T. in
every way. Its initial cost is higher, but in the long run
IT SAVES POUNDS and improves reception. Lasts
for 12 months or more when it can be recharged at home,
simply, easily and cheaply with the new Cartridge Sacs !
Before you buy another battery think seriously of what
STANDARD can do for you-send for the FREE book giv-
ing you vital and overwhelming facts
on cheaper H.T.

DEFERRED TERMS
Any voltage or cap-
acidy supplied for all
sets. New Cartridge
Sacs in No. 3 and
4 size only. No.
1 and 2 supplied

as before.
Stocked by Hal.
ford's Stores,
Curry's Stores,
and all Radio
Dealers cn cash

Cr deferred.

,Oak from
£2-9-8

Mahogany from 23-04

No. 3. Cartridge Model
Battery. 96 volts (16 mil -
'lamps capacity). Com-
prises two trays of 32 cells
each, with lid and neces-
sary electrolyte chemical.
Cash £2 13 10 or 915 down
and 6 ninthly payments of

SPECIAL
OFFER

9/5
TABLE CABINETS. In Oak or
Mahogany, supplied to hold bat-
teries. Well designed and finished.
To take any number of cells, and

also forms stand for set.
Write to THE STANDARD WET
BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 184-
188 Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C.2

Our Stand at the Manchester Radio Exhibition is No. 63

750 WATT "Q.M.B."
SWITCH 2/6

LYONS' NEW "B.A.T."
(Best - After - Test) OMB
Switch creaks 3 amps. at
250 volts I
For H.F., L.F., H.T., L.T.,
circuits. For A.C. Sets,
Mains Units, Gramo-Mo-
tOrs, and as Moving Coil
Speaker Field Switch, etc.
Send for FREE 4 -pp. cir-
cular; request at the same
time our famous 28 -pp.
"CLAROSTAT " Book (all
about D.C. And A.C. Mains
Units, with scale drawings).

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76 OLDHALL STREET,
LIVERPOOL : ENGLAND

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems
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" MEASURING LOUD -SPEAKER
VOLUME"

(Continued from page 592)

bass and treble registers where a cut-off
is beginning to occur are points which
require investigation, and the Rayleigh
disc must therefore be sufficiently sensitive
to respond to these frequencies. This
means that during the middle registers the
deflection may be quite large.

It is certainly an interesting experiment
to try fitting up a disc in one's home where
it is not necessary to take the elaborate
precautions for measuring the deflections
and for ensuring absolute accuracy. A
disc r in. diameter placed 2 ft. away from
a loud -speaker giving normal strength will
rotate to or 15 degrees. It is necessary to
enclose the apparatus to some extent in
order to shield the apparatus from draughts,
and, of course, care must be taken to avoid
reflections from the side if an accurate
measurement is being taken. For a rough
test as a home experiment this is not
necessary. Thin mica or white card, is
quite satisfactory.

Where an actual measurement has to be
taken it is necessary to devise means of
measuring the actual deflection. One
method of doing this is to stick.very small
mirrors on the centre of the disc and to
reflect light from a suitable source on to a
scale. A spot of light appears at a certain
part of the scale when the apparatus is at
rest, and this moves along the scale a cer-
tain distance when the sound is applied
from the loud -speaker. In some cases it is
possible to dispense with the use of mirrors
by using a highly polished mica disc which
has sufficient reflective power to act as a
mirror in itself.

If, of course, one places the disc closer
to the loud -speaker than 2 ft., then quite
large deflections can be obtained. The dis-
advantage of placing the disc so close is
that it accentuates the unevenness of the
radiation from an average loud -speaker.

This was brought out by a recent experi-
ment which I conducted by the method
just described The radiation of the loud-
speaker was measured on the axis, and it
was tolerably uniform up to about 3,000
cycles, when a very sharp cut-off occurred.
At first sight, therefore, one would say
that the loud -speaker was very poor,
whereas actually it was known to radiate
quite efficiently at frequencies over 8,000
cycles per second. The reason for the
apparent difference was, of course, that the
higher frequencies were not radiated
axially, but were shot out at an angle, and
therefore, listening some distance away,
it was possible to hear all the frequencies
more or less rendered together. Any
measurement, therefore, made on a loud-
speaker must take into account this dis-
crepancy between the radiations at dif-
ferent angles, and it is indeed largely due
to this source of error that loud -speaker
curves are not more frequently published
than at present.
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-BEHIND THE --
VOLUME CONTROL KNOB

of the best Sets
you will find a

ROTOR -OHM
Rotor -ohms are fitted
by the most important
and discriminating
Set Manufacturers.

Because they are truly
variable, smooth as
velvet, and accurate
as a precision instru-
ment should be.

If any difficulty is experienced In obtaining
Rotor -ohms, order direct from us, mentioning
your dealer's namo.

Type Ohms miniamps
F 0-2,000 37.5
K 0-5,000 23.0
G 0-10,000 105
H 0-25,000 10'5
C " 0-50,000 7.5

0-70,000 6.0
B 0-100,000 5'0
-J 0-200,000 4'0
L 0-500,000 2'5
M 0-1 Megohm 1'3

1/10-7 Megohms 02

Prices
5/9 (Standard Type)

6/6 (Potentiometer Type)

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.
(Deta. A.W.)

2-3, UPPER RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1
Telephone : MUSEUM 2641-2642

THE REPRODUCER WITH
A STEREOSCOPIC EFFECT

A Linen diaphragm,steel
chassis builtIoud speaker
kit for home construction

1111111.
Constructed in half an hour with a screw-
driver. Size 20" x 20". Has a double linen
diaphragm and adjustable damping attach-
ment. Will take any popular Cone Move-
ment, "G. E. C.," "Blue Spot:" " Triotron,"
" Hegra,' "Brown," etc. Kit includes Dope,
Brush, Instructions, and Ornamental Sides.

21/- Postage 1/3
FOR BEST RESULTS USE A

TWIN CONE MOVEMENT, 15/ -
Postage 6d. Patents and Reg. Pending.

GREEN & FAULCONBRIDGE LT°
COVENTRY

OUR
BLUEPRINT SERVICE

Constructors of receivers
described in this journal
should make full use of our
Blueprint Service and avoid

all risk of failure.
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" THE TRUTH ABOUT THE
SCIENCE MUSEUM SET "

(Continued from page 579)
from the roof. This is 27 ft. long, is made
of lead -covered sheet iron, coated over for
a thickness of 1/4 in. with pitch. This is
attached to a Western Electric drive of the
type used for "talkies." I heard this
instrument working with the set properly
controlled, and my own frank opinion is
that it is as good as anything I have ever
heard; but if the volume is too great, then
it is certainly not perfect. Worked pro-
perly, the reproduction is entirely natural,
although a frequency curve shows that
some of the bass is missing. I do not think
that the Museum authorities will be
able to improve on this loud -speaker's
reproduction, at least for another five
years.

The other loud -speaker is the original
McLachlan moving -coil instrument.
Frankly, I do not think it is so good as the
horn speaker. On the one hand, it is the
original model, and is therefore fairly old,
and has earned museum status; on the
other hand, it is every bit as good as
many other moving coils I have heard.
A third loud -speaker demonstrated is the
Amplion Lion. This is shown because it is
the type of speaker an average man can,

have, as distinct from the 27 -ft. horn and
the original McLachlan. A simple change-
over switch brings each loud -speaker into
circuit in turn.

The hall in which the loud -speakers are'
installed is far from ideal. It is compara-
tively bare and full of echo. But a triple -
thickness of canvas put up as a screen
at one end of the hall, and facing the orifice
of the horn speaker, has done much to
alleviate the echo.

A few weeks ago the horn speaker
started to "buzz" very badly, and it did
not at first seem obvious how this could
happen. Then they took the giant horn
down from its hangings, separated the
unit, and located the culprit-a fly I This
must have crawled up the horn when the
set was not working, and must have been
killed at once by the vibration when the
set was switched on.

The set is in operation on most after-
noons, including Sundays, and the oppor-
tunity to hear it makes an interesting
experience for Londoners. It is not an
"everyman" set, but it is a wonderful
demonstration set, and it has never broken
down. That is more than most of us can
claim I

In connection with the new Leningrad
high power broadcasting station, the Soviet
Authorities in that city have installed a
Dramatic Studio, capable of seating some
2,000 spectators. Built to serve as a theatre,
it will be used for the relay of musical and
other plays. Arrangements are also being
made for the demonstration of television
transmissions.
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Build the Mullard

RECEIVER
NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH IN SEALED CARTONS

ONLY PARTS AS SPECIFIED IN
" RADIO FOR THE MILLION."

YOU

ARE

CERTAIN

OF

HADIO

SERVICE

s. d.
1 Aluminium Panel (18 in. by 7 in.), ready drilled (Colvern) 5 6
1 Set of screens ... 2 9
1 Set of coils (Colvem type R2R) ... 17 0
2 5 -pin valve holders (Junit) 3 6
1 Valve holder (Lotus) ... 1 3
1 P.M. " Permacore" Transformer (Mullard) 1 5 0
1 P.M. Combined grid leak and condenser holder complete

with 2 meg. leak and .0003-mfd. condenser (Mullard)
1 P.M. .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Mullard)
1 .25-mfd. Paper condenser, type BB (Dubilier)
1 Kit of condensers (Jackson Bros.)
1 Differential reaction condenser, type 926 (.0003-mfd.)

(Pye)
1 Trimmer condenser, type 929 (.00005-mfd.) (Pye)
1 H.F. Choke (Climax) ... . .. -

1 Set of terminals, A, E, L.S.+, Pick-up, Pick-up
(Belling -Lee) . ..

1 Seven -way battery cord fitted with engraved wander
plugs and spade tags (Belling -Lee)

1 Safety Anode Connector (Belling -Lee)
1 Pair of panel brackets _.
1 Set of Junit switches (1 with blue and 2 with black knobs)

(Junit) ls. 6d. each ._
3 Junit indicating washers, ld. each ...
3 Terminal Mounts (Junit) 8d. each ...
(Say) 8 oz. 18 -gauge copper wire (approx.)
Length of sleeving, screws ...

6
1
2

1 9

5
4
7

0
9
5
6

0
0
6

3 0
5 9

6
3 6

4 6
3

2 0
1 3

6

Total. E6 11 5

Any of the above parts can be supplied separately If desired.

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
s. d.

3 Mallard Valves, as specified 2 18 0
1 P.M. Loud -speaker (Model C) (Mullard) 2 10 0
1 P.M. H T. Supply Unit (Mallard) or ... 5 5 0
3 H.T. dry batteries, 50-v. type 1035 (Siemens) each, or 1 5 0
1 H.T. dry battery, 100-v. type 1200 (Siemens) ... ... 1 2 6
1 Grid Bias Battery, 16-v type G.3 (Siemens) ... 3 6
1 Accumulator, say 30 amp. hr -capacity 11 6
1 Cabinet and baseboard 1 7 6

READY RADIO ORGOLA KITS
IN SEALED CARTONS

KIT A (excluding Cabinet) - - - 11 5
KIT B (with Valves) £9 9 5
KIT C (with Valves and Cabinet) - £10 16 11

IF

YOU

ORDER

FROM A

RADIO

HOUSE

- -
I READY RADIO IMMEDIATE DESPATCH SERVICE I

When you buy radio parts you naturally want exactly what you order and you want 1
them quickly. You also would be happier with the knowledge that in the event of

subsequent difficulties you can obtain technical advice without trouble. 1
ALL ORDERS POST FREE.

11, .113 MI= =NS

11.111.1.11.1.11111.11mmillimilms
159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1

(Three minutes from London Bridge Station.)
Telephone-HOP 5555 (Private Exchange) Telegrams-READY, HOP 5555, LONDON.
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B
MUSIC LEADER

A completely self-contained Receiver with Linen Loud
Speaker.

THE H. & B. KIT of specified parts to build this
excellent set exactly as described in this issue, to-
gether with PANEL DRILLED, wire, screws, and

Full-size Blueprint.
Linen and all necessary parts to build the Speaker

and a Balanced Armature Ormond speaker unit.
CASH PRICE 68 S 0

H. & B. Hand -polished Oak Cabinet 35/- extra.
Four Bullard or Marconi Valves 56/- extra. Any

parts sold separately; write for detailed list.
This Kit can be supplied on our Gradual Payment
System; terms £1 down, and 10 monthly payments

of 11/6

TALISMAN TWO THREE
Described in " Amateur Wireless," Oct, 5th and lath

Complete kit, containing exact parts as used. by
"A.W.," together with all necessary wire, screws.

and baseboard.
Panel Drilled. Blueprint Free.

CASH PRICE, 68/ -
Cabinet in oak, hand polished, 15/6 extra. Three
Mullard, Marconi Valves, 33/6 extra. Any parts
sold separately. Write for detailed list.
Our gradual payments for this kit are 13/- down

and 6 monthly payments of 10/-.
Kit with three Mullard Valves, 'Cabinet, 120 -volt
Siemens Battery, Grid Bias, 2 -volt Exide, and
Amplion Cone Speaker, 24/- down and 10 monthly

payments of 15/4.

MARV t.LL OUS I
REYNER' S KNIFE-EDGE THREE

(The set you will eventually build).
H. & B. Kit contains all the exact parts as used by
Mr. Reyner in his set. Panel drilled, Wire, and
Screws included. Full-size Blueprint free with all
kits. Packed in carton. ready for immediate
dispatch. CASH PRICE £4 5 0

Cabinet, 17/6 extra. Valves 33/6 extra.
Write for Detailed List. Any parts sold separately.

EASY TERMS
17/6 down and 8 monthly payments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and Valves, 30/- down and 10
monthly payments of 12/2.

If you want to build a Two, don't hesitate.
BUILD THE TALISMAN TWO

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you need.
Panel drilled,'Baseboard, Wire, and Screws included.

Full-size Blueprint with every kit.
Cash Price 67/ -

Cabinet. 7'6 extra. Two Mullard Valves. 23/- extra.
EASY TERMS, 10/- down and 0 monthly pay-
ments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and two Mullard Valves, 18/- down
and 9 monthly payments of 10'-.

Buy the H. & B. Way
No References. Strictly Confidential.

OSRAM S.G. 1930. THREE VALVE
Complete kit, with three Osram Valves, Oak Cabinet

CASH PRICE, £9
Or 15/10 down and monthly payments of 15/10

COSSOR 1930 SEALED KIT
Battery operated model complete with 3 valves and
full Instructions.

Cash Price - £8 15 0
Or 16/- down and ix monthly payments of 15/9.
BOWYER LOWE S.C. PENTOVOX THREE
Complete set made up in splendid Cabinet, three

Valves, and Royalty paid.
CASH PRICE, £10

Or £1 down and 10 monthly payments of 19/ -
PHILLIPS ALL -ELECTRIC TWO A.C.

Complete with Valves.
CASH PRICE, £12 10s.

Or 30/- down and 10 monthly payments of 23/6.
Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis.
8/7 down and 4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, 14 by 14.
Cash Price 52/-, or 11/- down and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 11/-.
Ekco D.C. Eliminator, Model IV20. S.G. 0-120,
120/150, 20 m/a.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-.
Ekco A.C. Eliminator, Model 3F20. S.G. 80, 120/
150, 20 m/a.
10/- down and 8 monthly payments of 9/8.
Blue Spot 66K Unit and Power Chassis.
5/- down and 5 monthly payments of 8/-.
Anything Radio Supplied on our Gradual
Payments. Send Detailed List, it's a pleasure
to quote you. All goods sent Carriage Paid.

H. & B. RADIO CO.
34, 38, 38, BEAK ST., REGENT ST.,

LONDON, W.1
GERRARD

2834

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

H.T. Battery Wastage
SIR, -I am interested in the letters re

this bugbear. One correspondent says
he has not had 42 days' service. I have
had six batteries between May L and
September 20. The last two batteries ran
out in about 8 hours' service. By this
I mean z y2 hours on Sunday, 3 hours on
Monday, 3 hours on Tuesday, and a dead
stop' on Wednesday. These were "o8 -volt
batteries. The valves were 2 -volt, three
HL2xo's, DEH2xo, DEP215. The set has
been returned to the makers twice for
overhaul on their suggestion. As I paid
carriage both ways, the cost for carriage
has been about 3os., and the cost for new
batteries, io8-volt at 15s., 6d. each, about
3 17s. 6d. When I mention six batteries

used up, I am including the original one in
the set when purchased complete. I have
paid for five new batteries in less than five
months. In an effort to save wastage,, I
have taken out the plugs from H.T.; L.T.,
and grid -bias battery when not in use,
even for a quarter of an hour. If any
reader can beat this or can suggest what is
wrong I will bless him. B. (Birkdale).

Faulty Components
SIR, -I am an old reader of your paper,

having taken it in since No. r. I feel
I would like to comment upon the article
by "Thermion" in a recent issue re faulty
components and the general willingness of
the trade to rectify same. The following
are my recent experiences. About a month
ago I made up "Britain's Favourite
Three" of nearly all new components, and
although I got this set to work, all I could
get was 5XX, and I could not get the
slightest reaction.

My slight knowledge as to the reason
soon being exhausted, I took this set to
where I purchased the parts (one of the
largest dealers in Birmingham), who
assured me they would soon be able to put
it right; anything faulty they would
replace. A few days later I called for the
set, and was assured that it was working
perfectly.

You can imagine my surprise, upon
reaching home, to find the set whistled
frightfully and no reaction. I complained
to this firm, who said it was all right at
their shop: Not being able to improve
matters, I wrote to AMATEUR WIRELESS
"Information Bureau," explaining matters,
and was advised to try a new H.F. choke.
This I purchased locally, expecting to cure
matters, but upon fitting same I could not
get a sound. Testing this with phones and
battery, I found it was no good; so I took
it back, but they would not change it

(Continued on page 611)

0.041tt0 II= ,t111101- _. EMI Eno EMI 00:
 ANY RADIO MATERIALS specified or advertised in this or other

publication supplied at the prices quoted therein SPECIAL CASH I
PRICES ail be given whenever possible. whatever the vane 0. we order
sanewar-a- RELIABILITY SPECIALITIES

BRITISH -MADE RELIABII ITT I
H.T. BATTERIES

30 volt, 716; 100 volt 12/6. I
FREE GIFT of a 9 -vet Grid

oBridaes.Bareetteeryi,ewiitheatchhe daftryst 11.2

Reliability Batteries.
BRANDS STOCKED AND

RECOMMENDED
Geeopliona ; Hedesen; Cameo
Standard; Ultra; "Olix; Cossor;

NEW WHOLE- Kaman; varlet'- Wales; P R;
SALE DEPT. Graham, Farish; Eelex; Red Dia

OPENED. Shop hours as rage- mond ; Dr. Nesper ; Watmel ; 
lations. Nn Randal, Tratia.. Siemens ; Rothermel.

SPECIAL VALUES RECOMMENDED NEW LINES 
.0001mfd Reaction Coddenna 2/3 Tnnewell Dian Coils .. 7/9

19 -volt Chid Bias Battery 1/-; Push Tones Tonata¢s
Pull Snitch 9d. ; Telephone Plug Harlie Volustat ..
1'-; .0005 Ball Bearing.Log Vart. Ekeo D.C. Eliminator 1718
able Condenser 3/-: Double Seale Climax Capital Choke.. 8/-
Voltmeter 0 to 6 ant 0 to 12) Linen Output Choke .. 151-

 volts 51- ; 18 ft. Lcul-speaker Keystone H.F. Unit .. 10/6
Cord 1,8: Cone Speaker Unit nn- Blue Spot, Major Chassis 15/-
equaled" equed lue 5/6; All Brass.00o1 Blue Spot. 66K Cone Unit 25/-

_

Reaction Couienrar 3,6 ; Anti- Triotron Cone Unit 17/8
phonic Baseboari Valveholder Geeophone Stork Plaque 591- 8o

-volt H.T. Battery 5/6: Double Kouter-Brandes Headphones 101- I
Action Slow Motion Dial 3/- Lissen New Process Valves 10/6
We pay al! postage on orders
5/8 in value, 90 you purchase at ORDERS FOR ABROAD - I
extensive stock, as though our to urgent dispatch. Postage extra
most favourable prices from an Special care given to packing ant

Premises were in your neighbour
etseta. ted, 2d. Si,er.,,,,,Ciont fc{,o.

", 040(4115 the C44Tfid Radio Clcavities

LTA3yARAYD

STREET.

IL

HUDDERSFIELDS FI E LD.11111MACIIIAIUCo
L/ 710dderefiekl 341 CIL. .-7101.04.10, Huddersfield 0

01110=110 ISSI:   Min Mina C=M one660 ISM MIMI 0 00

firl:11&''Al GUIDE- ' New Edition
now issued
No. 298 sent
Post free upon
request. WE
MAKE NO
CHARGE FOR
OUR LIST.
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BROWNIE are now producing 2,033
Dominion Vernier Dials a day.

That is why it is possible to offer this
high-grade dial at the wonderful
price of 2/6.
The mechanism is n special non -
backlash design with a reduction
ratio which makes fine tuning easy
without becoming tedious.
Obtainable from all wireless dealers
in beautifully finished plain black or
lovely grained mahogany bakelite. 

Nelson Street Works. London: N.W.1
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All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 114-d.

AACA t'S*
N.0 C 722

A beautiful and clear tone
A pleasing appearance

The two advantages of
Dr. Nesper Loud -speakers

Type N.25. Mahogany Cabinet, rx 15' x 7" 49/6
Type N.26. Oak Cabinet, 12" x 12" x7' 39/6

Ask your Dealer

DR. NESPER LTD.
Colindale Avenue, Hendon, London, N.W.9

r

You will Help Yourself and Help

EI4VIC4141 'SEWPATENT
CONE -DIAPHRAGM

SUSPENSION
COMPLETE SOVEREIGN CONE

KIT for 3/ -
The Sovereign Cone Kit employs Prov. Pat. No.
0098j29, which is a compromise between the
fixed and free edge cone principles. Its chief 112

advantages are : NO CONE CRADLE RE-
QUIRED, pure natural reproduction, simplicity,
suitable for use with all units. It is the least ex-
pensive complete cone assembly on the market. Sold in an attractive envelope
with full constructional details. 3,000 were sold during he Radio Exhibition.
Obtainable from your local dealer.

Special stockist : CURRY RADIO HOUSES (200 Branches)
Or the Manufacturers :

44,J .R. WIRELESS Co. (Dept. A.W.), 6 -8 Rosebery Avenue, E.C.10,

....................................... ..."The Shielded... .
Four -Electrode Valve l

.. Theory and Practice.
4.,

With Numerous Circuits.
<:.

By CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.
4e 4

+ 4o Get a copy from any 4
4

oe Bookseller or Bookstall, 2/604000441.44,6*
Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
Each blueprint shows the position of each component and every wire, and makes construction a simple
matter. Copies of " Amateur Wireless" and of " Wireless Magazine" containing descriptions of
all these sets can be obtained at 4d. and Is. 3d. respectively, post free. Index letters "A.W." refer

to Amateur Wireless" sets and" W.M." to" Wireless Magazine" sets.

CRYSTAL SETS

All these 6d. each, post free.
A Daventry-local Crystal Set .. AW185
Centre -tap Set .. WM5o

ONE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.

Hartley DX -..
Ultra -sensitive Hartley One
Super Reinartz One ..
Long-range Hartley
Special One ..
Reinartz One ..
The A.x

TWO -VALVE SETS

AW27
AWto3
AW127

. WM54

.. WM' x6
WM127
WMi53

All these 1s. each, post free.
Wide -World Short-wave (D, Trans) .. AWt1
Rover 2 (HF, D) . AW53
General-purpose 2 (D, Trans) .. AW55
DX Headphone Two (HF, D) AW134
Ace of Twos (D Pentode) .. AW143
Home Two (D, (Frans) AWr46
Globe DX Two (SG, D) AWI57
East to West Short-wave Two (D, Trans) AWi59
Auto Two (D, Trans) . AWi74
Ali Mains Two (D, Trans) AWI8c)
Loud -speaker America -Two (D, Pentoae) AWigo
Talisman Two (D, Trans) . AW194
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) . .. AWx98
Q -coil 2 (D, Trans) WM62
Crusader (D, Trans) .. WM69
Flat -dweller's 2 (HF, D) .. WM76
Two-Daventry Two (D, Trans) .. WM97
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG, D) WM99
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Pentode) .. WM to7
Meteor Two (D, Trans) .. .

Clipper Two (D. Trans) .    WM135
Twinflex (Reflex) . 'WM t 38
Continental Two (D, Trans) ..  .. WM143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans) . WMI55
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) .. .  . WMI56
A.B.C. z (1), Trans) with copy '"W.M." WY1.16o Is. 3d.

THREE -VALVE SETS
All these Is. each, post free.

Hartley DX (D RC, Trans)
Hartley Three

Three -valve Mains Receiver (HF, D, Trans) ..
British Station Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF, D, Trans)
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans)
New -style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-pull-

Price 1/6)
All-purpose Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans)
All -Round Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
All Britain Three (HF, D, Trans) ..

AW63
AWici
AWi o9
AWizz
AW132
AW139

AWi4i
AW147
AWt 55
AW158

ALL
BLUEPRINTS
OF SETS ARE
FULL SIZE

Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWI6o
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans) Price 4d. free

with copy of "A.W." , AW169
Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) AWt7z
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW175
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC. Trans) .. AW179
Local and Continental Three (HF, D, Trans

or D, RC, Trans) .. AW189
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW192
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AWt96
All -wave High-Mag Three (Det. z Trans) .. AWigg
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) AW2ox
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans).. AWzo3
Five -guinea 3 (HF, D, Trans) .. WM29
Britannia (D, RC, Trans) WM67
Pole -to -Pole Short -waver (D, RC, Trans) .. WM89
Glee -singer Three (D, 2 RC) .. WM92
Aladdin Three (HF, D, LF) WM95
All -wave Screened -grid Three (HF, D, Pentode) WM110
Gramophone Three (D, zRC) .. WM115
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM117
Festival Three (D, 2 LF-Dua/ Imp) .. .. WM i t8
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans) .. WMizo
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) .. WM123
The Q3 (D, RC, Trans) .. . WM124
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WMI29
Simple Screen Three (HF. D, Trans) .. .. WM t31
Dynamic Three (A.C.-SG, D, Trans).. WM136
At Home Three (D, 21(C).. . WMI4x
Short Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) .. WMt42
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) . WM152
Fanfare (D, Trans).. WMI57
Brookman's Three (SG, D. Trans) .. .. WM i6

FOUR -VALVE SETS
All these Is. 6d. each, post free.

Dominions Four (zSG, 17, Tram) ..
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four
'['he Drum Major (HF D. RC. rans,
Music Player (HF, D, RC, Trans)   WM144
Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans) .. WM154
1930 Monodial (2SG, D. Trans) . WM158
All -electric Four (All AC.-SG, D, RC, Trans) WMt6z,

Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. AWizo
Overseas Shortwaver (HF, D, a Trans) AWx33
Facility Four (HF, D, 2 RC-Q-coil) AW1,54

FBroadcast Picture our (UF, D, 211C) AW163
The Orchestra Four (D, RC, Push-pull) .. AW167
All Europe Four (zHF, D. Trans) AWr73
Stability Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. AW182
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans A, C,

Rectifier) .. AW2oo
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( SG, D, RC,

Trans.) --is. 6d. . AWzoza
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( Loud-

speaker )-is. AW2ozb
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board) -

9d.
Simplicity (HF, D, 2 Trans) . . WM49
Trapped 3-4 (D, zRC Paralleled) WM6i
Q -coil 4 (HF, D, Trans, RC) .. WM71
Screened grid 4 (HF, D, zRC) .  WM77
Five -pounder Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. WM9
Frame -aerial Four (HF, D, 2RC) WM85
Touchstone (HF, D RC, Trans) WMiog
Reyner's Furzehill Four (SG, D, z Trans) .. WM

.Economy Screen -grid Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WIWI t3
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM x 19
Standard -coil Four (HF D, aRC) WMI22

 WM134
.. WM14.3
.. WM r37

FIVE -VALVE SETS
All these ls. 6d. each, post free.

School 5 (HF, D, zRC) . AW85
1928 Five (zHF, D, 2 -Trans) . WM46

,Cataract 5 (HF, D, RC Push-pull) . WM79
Fidelity Five (HF. D RC) . WMiao
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D,RC, Push-pull) WIVIr46

SIX -VALVE SETS
Is. 6d. each, post free.

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans)
Adaptor for above (see miscellaneous list

Connoisseur's Six (211F, D, RC, Push-pull)

AW67
AW67a
WM88

PORTABLE SETS

Daventry Loud -speaker Portable (2HF,
D, RC, Trans) .. - AWto7

Town and Country (HF, D, RC, Trans) AWi 11
"Best -yet" Portable (SG, D, z Trans) .. AW136
House Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW163
Arcadian Portable with Linen -diaphragm

Loud -speaker (half -scale) AWt77
£5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans) .. AWifiz
Talisman Portable (SG, D, a Trans) .. AW184
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) AWx88
Chummy 4 (HF, D, RC, 'Frans) WMSo
Chummy 4 (with modification fcr LS and

HT) _ WM8oa
Pilgrim Portable (D. Trans) .. WMo4
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) .. WM t39
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC)  WM145
Picnic Portable (D, RC. Trans) .. NAIMi48
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Tram) WMi5o

116
1/6
x/6
1;6

i/6

1/6
i/-
1/6

t/6
i/--
1/6
I/6

1/6

AMPLIFIERS
All these is. each, post free.

Utility (RC, Trans) .. AW68
One -valve LF Unit .. AW79
Super -power Push-pull .. AW8ts
Hook on Short-wave .. AWL°,
Purity Amplifier .. AWtoil
Add-on Distance -getter AWt
Screened -grid HF Amplifier .. A x3
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC) AWx62
Searcher Unit (HF) AWx 76
Gramophone Amplifier (3-v.) AW187
Super -power Unit (z v.) . WM11,33
Signal Booster (HF Unit) WMia8
Auditrol Amplifier   WMx32

MISCELLANEOUS

Adaptor for Short-wave Super 6
H.T. from A.C. Mains .. AAWW67733

H.T. Eliminator for A.C. (too v. output) AWtoz if-
L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (DC) .. AWi 23 x/ --
Knife-edge Wavetrap AWi3t -/6
All -metal Eliminator for H.T. . . AW135 1G -
Pedestal Cone Loud -speaker .. AW164 x/-
Arcadian Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker

rl-
D.C. Unit (H.T.). AAWW:77873
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.) AW183 1i -
Gramophone Amplifier (3-v.) AW187
High-tension Battery Charger .. AI/Mains Unit for S -8 Valves .. w
Scratch filter AW195 -/6
Simplest H.T. Unit .. Awi,47
Portable Cone Loud -speaker

imple Cone ..
..

: WW1UMPI 1

Buzzer Wavemeter WIVlizi -/6
James H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains WMiz
Lodestone Loud -speaker ' WM126 ti -
Tames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains .. WMt33 x' -
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit .. . WM147 .
A.C. Mains Amplifier .. .. WM149 xi -
AC. Mains Unit for All -wave Lod stone

Five ...
.

. WMist tl-
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. WM159 1/ -

;The three prints are obtainable for as. 61. post free

-(6

When crdering, please send a
Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

Amateur Wireless
Blueprint Dept., 58/61
Fetter Lane - E.C.4
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"LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
(Continued from page 6o8)

However, they discovered a break under
the base and promptly mended it while
I waited, but still it did not give any
reaction. I was getting a bit fed up; so as
a last resort I took this set to another
local dealer.

Well, to cut matters short, a further
fee-no reaction. This set was improved
a little-two faulty components, a valve
holder and condenser useless. I had not
been able to use this! I had decided to
scrap the set when a friend suggested try-
ing his six -pin coil, and I was surprised to
find that it then worked beautifully and
plenty of reaction. I wrote to the makers
of my coil, and they very kindly said they
would replace it. F. (Birmingham).

P.'S.-These faulty components have
cost me about 2 mare than necessary,
which I can ill -afford

An Excellent Receiver
SIR,-Some time ago I sent you an

inquiry with regard to the "House
Portable." I had not written again,
because I decided to use the unit recom-
mended.

I am writing now to tell you that I have
made up the circuit, and am delighted
with it. For loudness and clearness I think
it could not be beaten.

You might like to know of the following
slight alterations :-
(a) I have made the cabinet front to open,

which is a great convenience.
(b) Blue Spot speaker in the lid, with silk -

covered fret.
(c) An extra lead to H.1% from power

valve. I found this made a big
difference.

I am greatly -obliged- to you for an
excellent receiver. S. (Gravesend).

Hard to Beat
SIR, -I am writing to let you know. of

further results with "Britain's Favour-
ite Three," 1928 design, which, as regards
long-distance reception on all wavelengths,
would, in my opinion, be hard to beat.
On the ultra -short waves I am able to
pull in W2XAF, W2XAD, W8XK, PGJ.,
and Zeesen on the loud -speaker, weather
conditions permitting. Other stations on
this waveband received and verified are
3L0, CJRX, 7LO, 2NM, Monte Grande,
and a great many amateurs.

On the medium waveband I have
received well over 'Go different stations.
With a 5oCT coil and 75 for reaction I can

011 33 stations in on the loud -speaker
almost any Sunday evening. On the long
waves I can at least pull in another eight
stations. F. (Glasgow).

dmitavve

FoToS Valves!
See Advertisement on page boS

First Selection
Forme .0005, .0003.3-, Lissen 400
ohma, Wearite "Q" Coil, 15/-,
3 Lotus valve holders, .0003
S/P Dubilier, 2 meg. do., Lissen
R.C. Unit, Lewcos Choke, 7/6,
Igranic 6-1 L.F., 17/6. Bulgin
P.P. Switch, 4 B.L. Terminal,,'
P.L. Brackets, Igranic Pre-set.

Total £3-13-9
For 1/- extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8, 2 Strips,
Tube, Wire, Flee. Plug*. Spades,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 1-1n.Dials.
Not C.O.D.

611 err:altar WiretT

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the hack of Dalv's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.rn. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundav morning 11-1

COSSOR, MULLARD,
MARCONI, ETC.

VALVES
10/6, 12/6, 15/-.

S .G. 22/6. Pentode 25/-.
COSMOS A.C. VALVES

Splendid 3 -VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS
READY TO

USE.
In Handsome

Cabinet.
Receives Lon-
don, 5GB,
5XX, and
many Conti-
nental Sta-
tions. Many
testimonials.
NO COILS TO

CHANGE.
SWITCH THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (Simplified)
Jack Hobbs, Esq. IN CABINET (Hinged Lid),
(Masical Comedy Star)

AR,g0e11014'

says:
"Please supply me
with another set.
.They are SIMPLY
WONDERFUL."

3 Dull emitter Valves, 2
L.F. Coupled, Dual Range
Coil (200/2,000), Battery
Leads, Grid
Bias, various
panel designs,
Slow Motion
Tuning.8A f WITH MULLARD VALVES. M / NET

PACE:. de CARR. PASS. TRAIN e7/~ CASH
NOT C.O.D.

TALISMAN 2
KIT OF PARTS. A.W., Aug. Sri
.0005 S.M. Condenser, .0002 Re-
action, 2 Spring V.H., .0009 and
Series Clip, 2-meg., Wearite Talis-
man Coil 7/6, H.F. Choke, Lotus
L.F.. Type "J" Formo, P.P.Switch,
Panel, Strip, 8 Engraved Termin-
als, Baseboard, Wire. Plugs, Clips.
49/6 Cash Post Free
Complete Ready to nee in American
Type Cabinet, Power and Detector
Valves, Tested, Tax Paid. 70/-
Carriage 2 6.

EASY TERMS
SET READY TO USE

With Valves.
In American Type Cabinet
100 v. H.T. Battery

2 v. L.T. Battery
Cabinet Speaker with
Cone Unit, Aerial.
12 UV& P Aji, 1 1 /6
THE BEST 2 YET

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
A.W., Sept. 21/24 01r. Reyner)

Second Selection
De Lone .0003, .00633, Ormond
400 ohms, "0" Aerial (any good
make in stock), 15/., 3 Soren,.
Valve Holders, T.C.C. .0003
S/P 2 meg. leak, Lissen R.0
Unit, Y.P. Switch, H.F. Chokr
(any good make) about 5/-1,
Urania 6-1, 17/6, 4 Engraved
Terminals, Brackets, Formo-
denser

Total £2-19-6
For 2/6 extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 9 2 Strips,
Tube, Wire, Flex, Plugs, Suadro,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 4-1n.
Dials. Not C 0.0.

HANDSOME OAK LOUD

SPEAKER CABINETS
13x1312/1111,1

LATEST BLUE SPOT UNIT
66K. 4 pole. 12 months Guarantee.

CABINET, CHASSIS,
CONE & BLUE SPOT
35/11 The Lot

Carr. NETT
1/3 NOT C.O.D.

DARIO VALVES
TWO VOLTS

Universal, .1 amp. m 5,6
Resistron, .1 amp. 5/6
Super H.F., .18 amp.... 5/6
Super -power, .15 amp. 7/6
Ilyper-power, .3 amp. 9/6
Pentodion, .3 amp. ... 18/6

FOUR VOLTS
Universal, .075 amp.... 5/6
Resistron, .075 amp.... 6/6
Super 11.F., 5/6
Super -power, .1 amp.... 7/6
Hyper -power, .15 amp. 9/6
Pentodion, .15 amp. ... 18/6

Post 3d. (3 free)

SENSATIONAL OFFER 1i,4 LC)U1_,
SPEAKER SETS (not Parts)

DE LUXE MODEL
READY TO

USE
In Handsome

Cabinet
Receives Lon -
do n, 5GB.,
5XX & many
Continental

Stations.

Mullard
Master
3 STAR
Circuit

Simplified NO COILS TO CHANGE
JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3* CIRCUIT
This new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and
Old. amateur and experimenter-in fact, EVERYBODY I
EASY TERMS COMPLETE LOT SEND

Set as shown.
S.M. Tuning in Cabinet. 3
D.E. Valves, 100-v. MT.,
2-v. L.T., Cone Speaker,
Aerial.

READY TO USE.
Flat or householder send for
?roposal form. No references.

12/11
First Monthly Instalment.
Balance in Eleven Payments

of

12/11
Carriage Extra.

FOR THE NE W STATION

TALISMAN TWO -THREE
A.W. 5.10-29. (OPTIONAL 2-3 VALVJIS).

Above Set in HANDSOME CABINET. Ready to use.
Complete with 3 D.E. SEND 15/8
Valve's, H.T. Power
Battery, L.T. 2 volts,
Cone Speaker, Aerial
Equipment.
Flat or householder send
for proposal form. No 15/8references.

First Monthly Instalment.
Balance -.in EIEVEN

Monthly Payments of

WE STOCK
J.B. Condensers, R.I. Chokes
Transformers and all usual
products, Lewcos
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti, Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Mallard, Osram,
Ediswan, Marconi Valves,
Varley Chokes and Trans
formers, Ormond Conden
secs, Dials. etc.. etc., etc.

CLARION S.G.3
A.W. 9-3-29

KIT OF PARTS
Any other Condenser, H.F. Choke.

or L.F. supplied, add balance.
2 Variable .0005, 5/9 each.
Reaction, 4/-. 2 Clarion
Dual -range Tunewell Aerial
and Anode, 10/6 each. 3
sprung Valve H. at 1/3.
"3" Formo, 2/.. 1 mfd., 2/6;
.01, 1/9. 3 meg., 1/-. S.G.
ILE. Choke, 5/-. H.F.
Choke, 6/11. Telsen Radio -
grand L.F., 12/6 (or Lotus,
12/6). .0002 and Series Clip
14x7 Ebonite Panel. Screen
81x6. 8 Engraved Terminals
Push-pull Switch, Flex,
Hap, leg. Wire, 2 S.M.
Dials.
7O /-Net Cash. Not C.O.D.

/Post Free U.K.

READY TO USE
For the NEW STATION
CLARION S.G.3

A child can use it.
EASY TERMS
SET IN CABINET

READY TO USE
S.G. Valves, 2 D.E. do.
(2 volt), suitable H.T.,
2 volt L.T., Cone Speaker,
Aerial, etc.
SEND 16/8
First Monthly Payment.

Balance in ELEVEN
Monthly Payments of

16/8
Supplied to flat or house-
holder. Please send for
proposal form. No
references.

LATEST OSRAM
S.G. MUSIC MAGNET

Kit of Parts
OAK CABINET
3 OSRAM VALVES
Instruction ChartL9

WIALVESTHOUT £6-146
V

TALISMAN
"TWO - THREE"

\.\V., Oct. 5/29.
Set of Parts, with Panel and
Baseboard. Best quality
components. All Screws,
Wire, Flex, etc., 59/6

Post Free. Not. C.O.D.
H.T. BATTERIES: -11- 1'. 3, Poet (20/- free). SIEMENS. -60-v., 8/-;
100-v., 13/-; Power, W -v., 13/6; 100-v., 22-6. PERTRIX.-60-v., 8/-
100-v., 131.; 120.v., 15/6: 0.13., LIS. Special Portable Sine, 9x3x3,
100-v., 23/-. Very highly recommended. EVER -READY. --60-v.,
7/-; 66-v., 7/6; 99-v., 11/6; 120-v.. 14 -; Pop. Pao er, 63-v., 13/6;
103-v., P., 24/-; 120-v., P., 27,6. CARMALITE.-0o, ., 5/9; 100-v.,
9,4. Folly elm ranteed. HELLESEN.--0n-v . ,10:6; 99-v . ,18

KITS OF PARTS CIRCUITS
ALL

PLEASE SEND DETAILED LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

Cash Quotation for Orders over 25/ -

EASY TERMS
ON RECEIVERS, SPEAKERS,
ELIMINATORS, ETC., OVER

£ 5
TO SAVE TIME WILL CUSTOMERS KINDLY MAKE

OUT A LIST OF REQUIREMENTS
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PRICE REDUCTION
of the Multi -Range

DIX-ONEMETER
The extensive sale and increased use has enabled a
reduced price to be offered below, the already excep-
tionally low price. DIX-ONEMETERS are now 50/ -
only, a remarkably small price for a meter worth Exo

in comparison with others.
Latest Model. To xst Grade Brit. Eng. Standard.
Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base. The finest
Precision Multi -Measuring instrument is the DIX-
ONEMETER, the acknowledged Radio standard

beloved by Expert and Amateur.
Imitations of its Bakelite case and mirror scale are
inferior. They lack the 5o Multiple Ranges, the
Precision, the Duplex Scales, Knife Edge Needle,
Accurate Bearings and High figure of Merit. Re-
member that the DIX-ONEMETER is as nearly
electrostatic in its tiny load and can be used at
2,50o ohms per volt. Oa too volts the high value of
25o,000 ohms can be used. Micro -Amps., Milli -Amps.
and Amps. to zoA. Milli -Volts and Volts to 2000 V.
Resistances from 5o ohms to 5o million ohms. All
these are measured with ease on the versatile and

finely made DIX-ONEMETER.

DIX-ONEMETER
50/- only -

Range Multipliers 6/6 each
Electrical and Radio Test Booklet free.

ELECTRADIX. RADIOS,
Apparatus Depot.218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4. City 0191

Perfection at Last.
The "ANTON" Loud -speaker
The acoustic properties of this instrument are excep-
tional. Purity of tone and absence of discord render
it the most perfect speaker obtainable.
Incorporated in this loud -speaker is a new device which
enables one to accentuate either voice or instrument at
will. Double balanced armature guaranteed is months;

PRICE

32/6 In fiiisliged.soed Cabinet of

35/- In Mahogany

Money Back Guarantee.
Obtainable only from-THE ANTILL CO.,

145 ANTILL ROAD, BOW, E.3.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we can strongly
recommend them. No further coils are requited. Send
P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.
THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,

Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

BUILD £20 GRAMOPHONE
for £3 instruction, 3d. Latest Internal Horns

and Motors. Lists Free.

W.H.G. 185, High Street, DEPTFORD, S.E.B.

BEAUTIFY YOUR SET
gado: F3 12 .t

to
Lioix:

Sent ON APPROVAL -you may return at our expense
it you wish to part with it. Used by Radio Press-over

3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST 3d.

Pickett's Radio Furniture Workshop' A.M.) BexleyHeath

USE

TREBLE
 DUTY TERMINALS

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK E 5

E LEX HOU HI L ROW LONDON E.C.I

E THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY E.-..-f Leyton Primary H.T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells. --...

"g SI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly.
E' 1 -cell. 6 -cell. 12 -cell, 30 -cell.
-.7-2 P1 61d. -. 313 ... 519 ... 14/.
"L-=.7 SI 6d. ... 3/- -. 5/3 .- 12/.

:1=--f: "Easeful " Filler : ipint I/-: Pint 116. Post 3d extra E
= Send lid. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-

THE-..,.., LEYTON BATTERY Co.,
E 305 CHURCH ROAD . LEYTON . E.10

C12

GKT, the short-wave C.W. transmitter
of the well-known coastal station at Portis-
head which handles messages to and from
the big ocean-going liners, will use hence-
forth the wavelength of 26.5 metres in
addition to the other wavelengths already
adopted.

A new short-wave telegraphy station is
under construction at Singora, in Siam.
This station, which has been allotted the
call -sign HS J, is intended for communica-
tion with New York and Yacuiba, Bolivia,
and will be equipped for C.W. transmission
on the wavelengths of 12.9, 15.7, 25, and
37.4 metres.

orModern Gramophones and Electrical
Reproducers," by A. Wilson, M.N., and
G. W. Webb (Cassell & Co., Ltd., London,
ros. 6d. net). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the only book published up to the
present which deals with gramophone
technique in a scientific manner. This is
not surprising when it is remembered that
until a couple of years ago the gramo-
phone was developed entirely by trial
and error and that it is only since the
advent of electrical recording and the
application of electrical impedance methods
to acoustical problems that it has been
possible to put it on a scientific basis. The
book covers the whole range of modem
gramophone technique in a manner that is
easily understandable by the average
reader. It will be invaluable to the designer,
and the ordinary gramophone enthusiast
will find in it much practical advice to
enable him to get the best out of his
instrument and remedy any defects. The
latter part deals very fully with pick-ups,
loud -speakers, and amplifiers, and includes
a section of miscellaneous hints on mechani-
cal and gramo-radio upkeep.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to he brief and
Written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELFCHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.

JARS (waxed), 2/ in. x 1} in. sq.. 11 doz.
ZINCS, new type, lad. doz. SACS. 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 9/1, post 9d. Sample unit, 6d.

Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of SI
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

PATENTIL-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free. --13. T.
King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria St., London.

DECORATE YOUR LOUDSPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1;-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient
Showcard Writer. We train you by post and sell your
work through our specialized Sales Department. Shoe
Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

FIGURED OAK CABINETS.-Mallard Orgola, 15/-1
Mallard Orgola Senior, 23/6; Brookmans Three, 15/-.
Handmade and french polished. Rubber feet. Carriage
paid. Lists free.-Gilbert, Cabinetmaker, Swindon.

ENGINEERS : IMPORTANT NOTICE.-Results now to
hand show that 86 per cent. of our candidates pass their
exams. at the first attempt-a remarkable record, un-
approached by any other organisation, and showing why
we can guarantee "NO PASS-NO FEE." If 86 out of
every 100 ordinary men can succeed, why should you
remain in the ranks? Now is the time to " get busy "
and investigate. Our handbook, "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES," explains the most simple and
successful home -study methods of passing A.M.I.Mech.E.,

A.M.I.Struct.E., A M I E E.
G. & G. G.P.O., Metric., etc. EXAMS. The book our,
lines Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor
and Wireless Engineering, and includes a brilliant foro
word by Prof. A. M. LOW, in which he shows clearly the
chances you are missing. Send for this FREE HAND.
BOOK now-state subject or Exam.-British Institute of
Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare House, 29-31
Oxford Street, London, W.1.

LINEN SPEAKER DOPE. A special Cellulose Collodios
10 oz. post free, with Hoghair brush, 3/6. See our Adver
tisement on page 604. Moore & Co.

YOUTHS REQUIRED FOR WIRING AND ASSEMBLING.
Previous experience preferred, but not essential. Apply
Eastern Wireless Co. Ltd., Collingwood Road, Sutton,
Surrey.

.SIN E RS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

SENTRY!
HE'LL NEVER LET

YOU DOWN.
Double the life of roar cells! Avoid
being let down by a run-outaccumula-
tor. Sinquers tell you the exact grate
Of your battery and warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them in
sad leave them to it.
1/- per carton from most deale
1/8 post free from settle! maker
FIDDIAN BAWTREE &

Oakbill Road, Sutton.
Sole trade distrituters, Erie J. Levee
(Trio) Ltd., 33 Clerkenm .110 teen, E:C.1

L9mpitIve/p4-___A-

wI'FoToS Valves!
See Advertisement on page 603

inatetuNirelesj
COUPON

Availableuntil Saturday,

OCTOBER 26, 1929
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K.C. CONDEN13E3
With knob, dial mil
ilow-motion device,4

1..0003 or .0005 1Li

Without knob, dial or
slow-motion device,
.0003 or 11

.0C

K.C. DRUM CONTROL
CONDENSERS

With Drum Control and slow -

or .0005 -
motion device, .0003 .rfi"K/6
Triple K.C., eselicon-
denser .0003 or MOW ./12/0.
Triple K.C. Coinbin- A It
aliens at .0013 'VLF

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for
panel mounting .00005,
.0001 or .0002 - : 5/6

f unobtainable from your
dealer, write direct to us
giving his name and address.

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Ask your dealer for the osjelt.s
Dutilier Booklet-"A Bit
about a Battery"-it's free.

Dabilier Condenser Co. 4925),
Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

BC249/V

.tojcioig this
Stall

P0,1111j1S-setlaYi

Set builders-build and own the very
latest radio development, the new 3 -
valve Lotus S.G.P. set. You can buy
the kit for it complete, assemble it in
a few hours and demonstrate to your
friends the greatest range, power and
selectivity of any set this season.
Start building the new Lotus S.G.P.
to -day. The kit contains every unit
you need except valves, cabinet and
batteries and can be bought at your

 nearest retailer's for the modest sum
of £7 12s. Cd. . . . Diagrams and
instructions enclosed.

3 -valve S.G.P. Set
Supplied with main components mounted and ready for imme-
diate assembling. Prepared by the makers of Lotus components

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Liverpool.

. -
To Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., 

Lotus Works, Liverpool tw
Precse send me Free copies of the latest Lotus
Booklets and instructions for building the Lotus

Set.

Name

Address

AW 19! 101 an

KJ

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Adv ertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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There are three reasons for the Blue Spot
66K speaker unit's popularity.

1. The Blue Spot unit, the pioneer of
balanced armature units, still remains the
best loud -speaker unit on the market to-,
day . . . . it lives up to the claims made
for it.

. -

2. It will withstand any amount of vol-
ume and always gives pure undistorted
reproduction -

3. The Blue Spot 66K unit is sold under
guarantee. - Lpok for thespecihl carton
with the price 25'- clearly 'narked.

-. ,
Hear it demonstrated at your dealer's.

. _ .

AND THE CHASSIS
To hear the Blue. Spot. 66K at its best, you must
hear it working with a Blue Spot Chassis. Designed
for' the unit; it is 'simply a -matter of bolting the all -
metal chassis to it,_thc cone is already in po3ition
And there you have a fine speaker.

There are two chassis, the Minor complete with
.

9.1" cone Price 12/6
The Major with 13" cone-- - - Price. -15/-

Your dealer stocks -them !

61(
THE

UNIT
THAT
BLUE

POT
BUILT

Visit. the Blue Spot Stand 3o,
Manchester Radio Exhibition,
City Hall,October iGt13-26th

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6, Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

'Phone: Mus3tEn 863o (4 lines).

Distributors for Northern England,. Scotland and North,
WalesT H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON)
LTD., I00 LONDON ROAD;SHEFFIELD.T Phone:
Sheffield 26006) ; -22 'ST. MARY:S. PARSONAGE,
'MANCHESTER. ePhon Manchester City 3329.)

Printed in England. PufAishedbi`Berilard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London. E.C.4
Sole Agents lot South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. Sole Agents (or Australasia: GORDON & GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday. October 10, 19z')
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THE REST OF THE ORCHESTRA

HERE, at last, is a loud speaker that does not cheat you
of half the broadcast ! It finds the missing artistes! It

reveals instruments hitherto silent. It gives you notes
you've never heard before. It is the new Brown Duplex
Loud Speaker.
Because it incorporates the latest Browh improvements is
design -the wonderful " Vee " movement and the new
Duplex cone-this latest Brown triumph gives far more
realistic reproduction than any heard-betore. Every instru-
ment and every note-high and low-is reproduced true -
to life. Its tone is sweeter and more mellow. Its volume is
richer and more magnificent. In short,M you buy a Brown
Duplex Loud Speaker you hear the broadcast in your home
as it is played in the studio. Ask your Wireless Dealer.

IN THREE MODELS :
Design as illustrated. Mahogany or Oak.

V10 £5 10s. Od. V12 L7 10s. Od. V15 £12 10s. Od.
Also obtainable by easy payments, ask your Dealer for particulars.

DUPLEX
LOUD SPEAKER

Advt. S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Ave., 'Z. Acton, London, W.3

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A. W." with Your Order

1094 M
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easy...
for the amateur
to build his own

Super
Loudspeaker

This cone unit and
assembly now permits
the amateur designer
to construct a super-
sensitive loudspeaker
which is cheaper than
a factory built model
whilst at the same time
allowing him to use his
own ideas as to the
type of cabinet or baffle
to be used.

For the small sum of
15/- for the cone unit
and 12/6 for the assem-
bly he can build a loud-
speaker unequalled in
its class for volume,
tone and sensitivity.

Like all Ediswan pro-
ducts this unit and
assembly combine
typically British qual-
ity with life-long
dependability.

Assembly-Price 1216

Cone Unit-Price 15/ -with this
EDISWAN
CONE MIT

ASSEMBLY

cJite
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
LOW PRICED
TRANSFORMER

As good as
the best

but costs only
20/-

Ask your radio dealer.

EDISWAN
ITIE MAINE
TRANSFORMER

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, LIMITED.
Head Office Ediswan Radb Division and West -End Showrooms:

la. NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.1.
'Phone: Museum 9301. SHOWROOMS IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWNS.

VV.35aigmed

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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For the best results
get this Dubilier Made

long -life Battery

OCTOBER 26, 1929

Buy one at your nearest Radio
Shop to -day, fit it in your set
to -night . . . . and enjoy better
quality reception at less cost.

DUBILIERKT, BATTERIES

LONGER LIFE AT LOWER COST

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.
DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTON, W.3

B.1 r

POLAR BEHIND YOUR PANEL

Ti _E POLAR DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSER

Readers of "Amateur Wireless" who
visit the Manchester
Radio Exhibition

will see definite proof of the benefits
obtained by placing "Polar Behind the
Panel." A very large proportion of the
portable and non -portable Sets of well-
known manufacturers use "Polar." You
can rely upon their choice. To get the
best results the best of condensers_ must

be used.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE "T"

FREE ON REQUEST

For the Mullard " Orgola "
For the " Magic " Three
For the Ferranti S.G. Three

FIT THE POLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Note :-For the " Orgola " a .0003 Capacity is specified, but oneshould realise that this is the total capacity. In other words
it is equivalent to the " Polar " .00015 capacity EACH SIDE.
For the " Magic" Three a .ocoi to .00015 EACII SIDE is specified.
For the Ferranti S.G. Three a " Polar " .000i EACH SIDE
is specified.

PRICES FOR THE " POLAR " DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER
Obtainable immediately from your local
dealer, or direct if any difficulty locally :

.0001 EACH SIDE 6/6 .00015 EACH SIDE 7/-

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD
188-189 STRAND - LONDON, W.C.2

o Lnsure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Guaranteed
6 months
Trice 6/3

For

The
R.H.T.
has been
unchanging
varying
P. & R.
and made
long periods.
Cell lids,
are sealed
non -interchangeable
plugs
terminal

Charging

with the
For D.C.
NO valves.
Voltage.
time.
Price

Send postcard
of P. &

PETO
93, Great

3Iasgow Depot:
45 Clyde Place

ACCUMULATORS
The

T.R i

THE NATIONAL

Peto

"R.H.T."

can

Uses
complete

R.

PETO

ar,,...

`,..,

perfect
reception

& Radford
High Tension

specially designed
potential

rates of discharge.
plates

to hold their

of moulded
in. End terminals

and
be inserted

tops.

will

P. & R. Trickle
or A.C. Simple.

No "hum."
Perfect reception

practically
for D.C.

A.C. 49, 9.
for details of this

Batteries (L.T.

& RADFORD,
Portland Street,
(Menton.: Longhorn

AND
&  ADFORD

Type
Accumulator

under

are
charge

" Dagenite,"

through

NOTHING
Charge
yourH.T.
Batteries
off
mains
Charger.

Constant

no current.
29,9,

and
& H.T.)

London,
1173)

London

107a

P: fe R.
"R H.T."
in Glass,
to volts

Milliampere
hours

Type LILT..
fitted with

 shrouds ias
illustrated)
I rice 7/6

of

to give
all

In the
strong

over

are
wander

the

cost

the

Safe.

all the

or

the range
to :-

W.I.

Sales and
Repair Depot :

Pimlico Road.
S.W.!

in

CO., LTD.

beginning and the end

PO VIII ER
This announcement is issued by

ACCUMULATOR.
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M.P.A.
- COMPONENTS

--BEST IN
RADIO !
MADE TO A STANDARD THAT

SETS A STANDARD !
1010140~040.0aftmovV"Ww.APAAreVaWa0WWP"."*"*.~~~141000#41

M.P4 A. ELIMINATORS
Wide research and experience are behind these new components
Every Eliminator is tested to over r,000 volts A.C. for breakdown and
complies in every way with I.E.E. regulations.
UNIVERSAL MODEL A.C.--For input voltages from 200-250 volts.
Supplies H.T., in 6 tappings from 200/60 volts, output at 200 volts
5o m.a., L.T. (A.C. 4 v.-4 amps.). Grid Bias in 20 one -volt steps.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties). Price £12 . 10 .0
GENERAL PURPOSE MODEL A.C.-For input voltages from
Zoo -25o volts. Supplies H.T. in 6 tappings from 200/60 volts-output
at 200 volts, 5o m.a. L.T. for ordinary (D.C.) valves variable 2/6
volts, and Grid Bias, 20 one -volt steps. Price 116. 16 .0
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties).
POWER MODEL A.C.-For Public Address Systems and Power
Amplifiers. For input voltages from zoo -25o volts. Supplies }LT.
400 volts and six for 200/60 volts. Output at 400 volts, roo m.a.
Output at 200 volts, 45 m.a. L.T., (A.C.) valves, 4 volt, and 6 volt.
Grid Bias, 20 one -volt steps and one variable supply to 15o volts.
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalties). Price £23.0 .0

~row Armwurnowwwwireftwe toroweww.~~~^^imppotoprowfverolmmitiev

M.P.A. CHOKES
Power Smoothing Choke (Type SM/500).
EXCEPTIONAL EFFICIENCY ! FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP !
Carrying capacity 500 milliamps, suitable for smoothing in power
amplifiers. 'Tested to over r,000 volts for breakdown. Complies in all
respects with I.E.E. regulations. Price 60/-
M.P.A. Chokes, L.F.
Maximum inductance at full load. No in -Tease in temperature. Comply
with I.E.E. regulations. Tested to over 1,000 volts A.C. for breakdown.
"A" Series : Carrying Capacity "B" Series : Carrying Capacity
20 Henries .. 17o m.a. 3o Henries .. 55 m.a.
5o Henries .. 90 m.a. 5o Henries .. 28 m.a.

15o Henries .. 55 m.a. 15o Henries .. tz m.a.
Price 37/6 Price 25/-

16~^10.110~~Pales6 AMWANOPANKVIIIPAMMOWANAMIMAIKVIOAMPOWIAMIO

M.P.A. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
High efficiency with first-class workmanship. Tested to over r,000
volts A.C. for breakdown. Comply with I.E.E. Regulations in every
respect. Blueprint of suggested circuit supplied with each transformer.
AMT/5o.-Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 200+200
volts. Full wave. 45 milliamps output. Filament -heating, 2 volts+2
volts -4 amps. output. 2.5 volts+2.5 volts, 2 amps output. Price 65/-
AMT/foo.-Primary tapped for all A.C. voltages. Secondary 400+400
volts full wave, too milliamps output. 200+ 200, 45 m.a. For G.B. or
intermediate or both. Filament heating 4+4 volts -3 amps. output,
2+2 volts -3 amps. output, 2.5+2.5 volts -2 amps. output, 2.5+2.5
volts -2 amps. output. Price

Mre+Mtwepoeso

M.P.A. CHANGE OVER SWITCHES
SILVER -GOLD ALLOY CONTACTS. HIGH-CLASS PRECISION
WORKMANSHIP. Rotary cam switches of very low capacity. Positive
contact in each position. Highly efficient.
TYPE "A "-3-pole 2 -way switch with additional adjustable pair of
contacts. Ideal for radio gramophone combinations .. Price 9/ -
TYPE " B "-3-pole 2 -way switch .. Price 7/6
TYPE " C "-2-pole 2 -way switch .. .. Price 6/6

ovmmorsovefam. wimpy.

M.P.A. POTENTIAL DIVIDER
For H.T. and G.B. supply. Another product of the M.P.A. Research
Laboratory. 20,000 ohms resistance for Grid Bias and 2,000 ohms
(heavy duty) for H.T. supply. 8 values H.T., 20 tappings G.B. in
ene-volt steps. Carrying 50 m.r,. on H.T. tappings. Price 7/0

t.

NeAlmaringostSeeing

PleasePlease Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

M.P.A. products above L5 can
be purchased on easy deferred
terms. Ask your dealer to -day.
M.P.A. Wireless, Ltd., Dept.
59, Radio Works, High Road,

Chiswick, W.4.
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THAT'S

1. This is the first Crid and 2. Nom comes the second
the double ength Costar grid locked securely in goal -
filament. Note the seonite Sian. Every joint in this
bridge piece. wonderful Fake is electric-

ally welded.

In two types :
Censor 230 P.T. (2 volts, .3
amp.) and 415 P.T. (4 volts,
.15 amp.)Amplification Fac-
tor 40. Impedance 20,000
Anode Volts 100 -180.

Price 25/-(either type)

A. C. Cossor Ltd., Highbury Grove, London, N.S.

111

HAir
14111111111111111111111111111111111111.1

3. And this shows the third
grid automatically spaced at
its correct distance by the
seonite insulator.

4. Finally, the .Anode cam.
pletes the assembly and
inter locks the whole unit
immovable and rigid.

INTERLOCKED for
safety-for rigidity
and for long life
The wonderful NEW Cossor Pentode is
the most powerful L.P. Valve you can use
-it gives enormous volume-equal to the
output of two ordinary valves. And be-
cause it uses the exclusive Cossor system of
Interlocked Construction it has exceptional
strength. Its elements are rigidly braced
together - proof against shocks, noises
and breakage. No other Pentode Valve
has this unique system of Interlocked
Construction.

eohesNsEwor
PENTODE

The only Pentode Valve with
Interlocked Construction.

1050 (r2W

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Scotland Yard's Radio-The Premier in the States-A Giant S.B.-The
Museum Set-Big Public Address-The Claque-B.B.C. Crystal Sets

Scotland Yard's Radio-Some
time ago we had reason to comment
on Scotland Yard's radio installa-
tion, which is still kept a very dark
secret so far as details are con-
cerned, and it is refreshing to note
that the radio -equipped Flying
Squad cars are still doing good
work. Only last week a stolen car,
with the thieves in it, was traced by
a radio message flashed from head-
quarters to one of the Flying. Squad
sports cars. Within an hour of the
car being stolen details were wire-
lcssed to the whole Squad, and two
hours later the "capture" was
made.

The Premier in the States-
From a radio "fan's" point of view, The lady announcer of a popular Continental broadcaster-Bratislava.

Only one " mike " is used at a time, of coursetwo things are noticeable in the
Premier's visit to the United States. First,
a big part in politics was played by the
transatlantic radio 'phone service : the
Premier himself made 'phone calls to the
Foreign Office in London and to relatives in
another part of the country. And he
expressed himself very pleased with this
latest radio development.

A Giant S.B.-Second, when Mr. Mac-
Donald spoke at a big political dinner in
the United States, his speech was
relayed through a network of fifty
stations throughout the United
States and Canada. All other pro-
grammes at the time fixed for the
speech were cancelled. This shows
that our transatlantic friends are
not slow to take advantage of what
they think to be an epoch-making
broadcast.

The Museum Sef-Last week
we gave details of the demonstra-
tion receiver at the South Kensing-
ton Science Museum in London, the
set about which our correspondents
have been writing so freely recently.
And now, as we go to press, we
learn that before the end of the
year there is the possibility of the
Museum set being entirely rode-
: igned and arranged to work from
an A.C. supply.

Big Public Address-These are the
days of giant public-address events, and
radio amplifiers, "mikes," and loud-
speakers, all of a wireless interest, are
taking the place of the man with the tin
trumpet. When Prince George opened
Hull's new aerodrome, for instance, Philips
brought into action one of their new giant
lcud-speaker vans, and a crowd of over
50,000 heard every word of the opening

§
§
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speech. For this event a 50o -watt
amplifier was used, and the plate
voltage of 4,000 was derived from
a motor generator on the van.

The Claque-Really there is no
excuse for studio audiences. Our
own radio critic, Mr. Sydney
Moseley, has often rated. against
the claque set up by studio
audiences, and it is certainly very

-annoying to hear the folk in the
studio clapping heartily at an item
to which you yourself might like
to "give the bird." Studio audiences
admit, too, of an element of
distrust. It is well-known that for
the stage a "claque" is often
employed to clap and cheer if a
play is going badly. Barbers and
newspaper boys are given free

tickets for the cheaper parts of the house,
on condition that they applaud "as per
agreement." The claque is now very much
in evidence in boosting American variety
turns.

A Radio Pastor-The pastor of the
village church at Kleinow, in Germany, has
just been "sacked" by the congregation,
and a wireless set is tuned in on Sundays
to the Berlin broadcast service. The wire-

less set has been subscribed for !
To what base uses.. . . But per-
haps they don't anticipate having
any collection !

Next Week-The advent of
Brookmans Park (which by now
should be doing the whole of the
London transmission) is giving
many folk "furiously to think," as
the French say 1 " B.P." will cer-
tainly increase the interest in
crystal sets, and the B.B.C. has
gone so far as to publish a number
of suitable circuits. These have
been pick A. on for a special feature
in next week's issue-"Crystal Sets
for Brock vans Park." This is a
constructionzl article telling ycu
just how to make up the circuits
advocated by the B.B.C. Old -1

fashioned crystal sets are not selec-j
tive enough for "B.P."

5

§

5

§

§
§

§
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

LILIAN KEYES.-This clever young
soprano has appeared many times before the
microphone and was heard most recently from
5GB on October 23. Her special forte is

diction.

HAROLD MILLS. -A clever violinist
most frequently heard from Birmingham
studios. He hat played at most of the big

provincial concerts, as well as in London.

ELSIE CHAMBERS.-A young con-
tralto, with an exceptionally wide range of
repertoire, Miss Chambers figures promin-

ently in 2LO's programme on the 24th.

Jza
YOCK WALKER-Scottish comedians are
usually 'rota( for their dry humour. Jock
Walker has a wide repertoire of stories. He
has broadcast on many occasions, and lately

from 5GB.

LINDA SEYMOUR. Another popular
vocalist, there is hardly any type of song in
which Miss Seymour does not excel. She has
figured prominently in the progranzines of 2LO.

THELMA PETERSEN-Miss Petersen is
equally at home in ballad or folk song. She
has also a wide repertoire of classical songs
and has broadcast in nearly every type of

concert.

411.1mOlOmmildiebe

FRANK CANTELL.-The leader and
deputy conductor of the Birmingham studio
orchestra, Mr. Cantell has also established
himself as a soloist and is best known to

listeners through 5GB.

HALBERT TATLOCK.-A well-known
dramatist of the Glasgow and Edinburgh
stations. He is closely connected with the

Golden Eagle Dramatic Society.

ISOLDE MENGES.-One of the most
famous of our women violinists Miss Menges
hails from Brighton, where she made her
debut with the Municipal Orchestra under

Lyell Taylor.
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SOME UNUSUAL SOURCES
0 0 0 '0
NT- MTV1 Ht*2 scr+3

In this article W. JAMES reviews the methods available of obtaining H.T. current. ctrCany
listeners will not be aware of some of the systems described which offer an interesting field

for experiment
THE voltage of the high tension supplied

to the anode circuits of a receiver ought
to be direct and constant, or without
fluctuations. Further, the supply ought to
be such that the current taken by the set
may increase or decrease according to the
signal being received;

Distortion will be introduced if the cur -

Tillie -0- Time -P-
A

Fig. 1 (A and B). A steady direct current and
a direct current with ripple

rent is limited or restricted in any way, and
also if the voltage of the supply varies
with the current.

The reason for using a non -fluctuating
supply is fairly obvious, for a hum or noise
will be heard with the broadcast if a ripple
or varying voltage is present. The dia-
phragm of a lotid-speaker vibrates accord-
ing to the current passing, and it will,
therefore, produce sounds when the cur-
rent varies because the supply is not suit-
able as well as when the variations are due
to the signal being received.

Therefore the supply must be uniform,

CHOKE
H7+1

liT+2

11.7T+3

TIT0HT- f 0 c TITofir-

per cent. will not affect the quality of the
reproduction or the volume, and therefore
do not matter, but large changes will affect
the results. Thus a set having valves sup-
plied,from the mains will usually function
as well at night as during the day time,
although the voltage of the mains may not
be quite the same at both periods.

Rapid fluctuations produce noise, the
current variations being so rapid that
audible vibrations are set up by the loud-
speaker.

These points are easily understood, but
there is a little difficulty, I find, in following
why it is so essential that the actual voltage
of the supply shall not vary as the result of
a signal and, similarly, why the current
shall not be restricted.
Effect of Resistance

When either of these effects are present
there is resistance in the supply. This is
represented in Fig. 2, which shows a
supply having no resistance and another
with resistance. If the first H.T. supply is
feeding a receiver it will obviously supply
all the current required. As the incoming
signal affects the valves, and so alters the
amount of the current flowing through
their anode circuits, the voltage of the
supply remains quite steady. This is not
the case when the supply has resistance,
for as the current tends to increase, for
instance, the resistance acts to limit it.

A

Fig. 3 (A and B). Two types of filter circuit

as illustrated in Fig. r, which represents a
perfectly steady current and one having
a small ripple or fluctuating current super-
imposed. The ripple is shown as a small
alternating current, and it would produce
a hum according to its frequency.

Comparatively slow variations of a few

B

DC HI
Motor Generator

tain respects, a more serious effect. It is
this : that the voltage fluctuations are
applied to all anode circuits. Thus it is
that when the resistance of the supply is
sufficient the circuits oscillate.

The point to notice, however, is that long
before the oscillation stage is reached the
signals are being distorted and either

Suprn .(?)J StIppig

0
A

Fig. 2 (A and B). H.T. supply with and without
resistance

weakened or strengthened according to the
arrangement of the

In practice, filters may be employal to
minimise the effect of resistance. in the
supply, and when they are well designed,
resistance, if not too great; will not affect
'the reproduction. The filters act, in the
first place, to stop low -frequency currents
passing through the supply, and therefore
minimise reaction effects and, secondly,
help to meet current demands.

This second point is one frequently over-
looked, and it means that condensers'
having capacities rather greater than is

Cc/lip/9

A

Trans&
B

OC.Mput

Fig. 4 (A). Motor Generator. (B). Transformer.
Transformer

Actually the voltage of the supply is
varying all the time with the signal. It
falls a little as the current increases above
normal, therefore limiting the current.

The presence of resistance in the supply
-is therefore harmful, as distortion is intro-
duced. But there is a further and, in cer-.

12C.Oupat

C

(C). Rotary

strictly necessary for good filtering have
often to be emproyed.

High-tension filtercircuits are indicated
in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3A chokes and con-
densers are indicated, but because chokes
are relatively expensive they are not often

(Continued at foot `of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless : SHOCKfor
T HAVE often heard the expression
1 "shock excitation" lately, and I am
not quite sure what it means.

You have heard it used of atmos-
pherics, I suppose?

Yes.
You will remember that we saw some

time ago that a tuning fork could be
made to vibrate if its natural pitch were
produced upon another instrument at
no great distance away?

Yes, I recollect that.
We said then, if you remember, that,

supposing that there were a dozen tuning
forks of different natural pitches, the
only one that would be set vibrating
when a note was sounded would be that
whose pitch corresponded to the note.
Well, that wasn't absolutely correct.

How do you mean?
Suppose that we have a row of -tuning

forks arranged in a semitone scale. If
we produce at moderate strength a note
equivalent to the pitch of the middle
one, this fork, and no other, will "sing."
But supposing that we produce the
note with tremendous volume very big
sound waves will be set up in the air.

That seems natural.

These waves, striking the tuning
forks, will force them into vibration by
sheer shock and the whole row --or, at
any rate, several on either side of that
whose pitch we have sounded-may
begin to sing, each at its own natural
pitch. That is an example of shock
excitation produced by air waves. I
can give you a still more striking one.

What is that?
Just go over to the piano," open the

lid, and let it fall with rather a bang.
. . . Well, what do you notice?

Why, a perfect medley of sound from
the strings.

They were all shock excited by the
crash. Don't you notice anything else ?
Do it again with your foot on the loud
pedal.

Yes, I hear much more of the bass
than of the treble strings.

Exactly. What you have produced
with the piano lid is something very like
an, atmospheric. notes of the wireless scale. Just as the

How do you mean? ' slamming of the piano lid evoked a
Well, a musical note is caused by a bigger response from the bass strings,

succession of waves of perfectly regular so an atmospheric sets the aerial in
form-what are called sine waves. more violent oscillation if its natural

such as the slamming of frequency happens to be a low one.Mere noise,

the piano lid, occurs when sound waves
have irregular shapes. ,

How does that apply to atmospherics?
An atmospheric-which, of course, is

caused by an electrical discharge in the
atmosphere-sets up wireless .waves of
irregular form. It haS therefore ;no
genuine note, but is heard as a crackle
or a tearing noise, or something of the
kind. These waves may have consider-
able amplitude, and when they reach
the aerial the shock sets it oscillating
at its natural frequenc3.i. - -

What is meant by natural frequency?
Well, this happens to be the fre-

quency to which it is tuned at the- time.
Hence when atmospherics are about
you hear 'them on all wavelengthS.

But aren't they generally worse on
the long waves ?

They are. If you remember, long
waves correspond to low frequencies.
The long waves are, in fact, the bass
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 H.T. JUICE ' AND
SOME UNUSUAL SOURCES "

(Continued from preceding Page).
wed in the filters for anode circuits.
Resistances are much cheaper and, fur-
ther; may be so chosen that they reduce
the voltage of the supply to. one suitable
for the particular circuit to which they
are connected.

Fig. 3B shows resistances and condensers.
A separate feed should be used for each
anode circuit when necessary, and also one
for the shields of shielded valves and the

,extra grids of pentode valves.
When the resistance of a filter is rela-

tiVely lo* the capacity of the 'condenser
associated with it must be greater than
normal, or the filtering action will be poor.

This will be understood when it is
remembered that we want the varying
anode current set up by the signal to pass
through the condenser to earth, and not
through the resistance to the supply.'
Therefore the path through the, condenser
must haye a relatiyely low impedance in
comparison with that through _the resist-
ance. At the same time, the capacity of
the condenser ought to be such that it will
hold sufficient electricity to supply sudden
demands.

Fortunately, a large condenser is re-
qUired for good filtering and for levelling
the supply, and should therefore be used,
more especially in the -frequency 'or
power stage. Large 'condensers and suit-'

able resistances become of more import-
ance as the frequency is reduced. Thus, if
the set deals with notes having a frequency
as low as 5o cycles, the filter must have a
larger condenser pr resistance than when
the lowest note amplified is of, say, roo
cycles.

From these remarks it will be understood
that for good quality the supply must have
a low resistance, or when the resistance is
considerable filters must be used. The

Fig. 5.

h
To/

Rectifier

Another method of obtaining H.T.
from an L.T. supply

usual dry batteries and accumulators
normally have a relatively low resistance,
but one cannot be sure' of this always, as
much depends upon their construction and
conditions.

Other supplies of direct current, such as
. D.C. mains, and the output from rotating
or static machines or appliances usually
have so much resistance, or are otherwise
'so constituted that filters must be used.

The supply must be at a suitable voltage.
This is easily- obtained when batteries are

used by. connecting a sufficient number in
series. But when the source is of a fixed
and unsuitable voltage it must be increased
or decreased by suitable apparatus. Thus
a transformer is used to provide the
desired voltage when the supply is of
alternating current, and a rotating ma-
chine when the supply is direct. The
machine may be a motor -generator, the
motor being wound for the supply so that
it will drive the generator, or it may be
a rotary transformer or other type.

As a rule, the output from a D.C.
machine is not suitable for the high-ten-
sion circuits without filtering'', and a
rectifier must, of course, be used with an
A.C. supply. A further method of obtain-
ing H.T. from a direct -current source is
represented in Fig. 5. Here a make and
break is used to interrupt a direct current.
This current passes through the primary
coil of a transformer, and therefore sets up
voltages in the secondary winding. The
current approximates to an alternating one,
and must be rectified in the usual manner
and smoothed.

Better smoothing circuits than are
normally required for A.C. circuits must
be used, however, but the method is satis-
factory. The efficiency is low. Other forms
of make and break may, of course, be used
instead of the special commutator, and the
transformer should be constructed to suit
the particular method employed.

(To be continued)

Pages 621 and 622 are missing
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THIS
IS TI1E

CURVE!

Proof-not merely possibility-that's what
this curve, taken from the Varley Constant
Inductance Choke, means to you.
It shows that the inductance value remains
constant whatever the value of the current
passing, up to the maximum of too m/a-
quite unlike the majority of L.F. Chokes,
whose inductance falls rapidly as the
current is increased.
Proved results-not guess work-can be
expected. The possibility of decreased in-
ductance from increased current is entirely
excluded.
And, of course, the VARLEY L.F. Choke fully
complies with I.E.E. recommendations regarding
apparatus used on supply mains.
Above all, it has the name VARLEY behind h-
a name signifying the utmost research and the best
possible workmanship-you are safe when you
specify VARLEY.

Write for Sections D and E of the Varley Catalogue

Constant Inductance L.F. Choke,
20 Henries over the whole range
0-100 im/a -
Standard L.F. Choke, 20 Henries - - £1 : 0 : 0
Dual L.F. Choke, 80 Henries, series resistance 680-ohms : 1 : 0
Pentode Output Choke, 2 ratios for high resistance

speakers £1 :1 :0
Low Tension L.F. Choke, for 3 amperes . £1 : 0 : 0
Push Pull Output Choke, for high and low resistance

speakers (Royalty 1,6 extra) . £1 : 1 : 0

1:1:0
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To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention !`A.W." to Advertisers
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LEWCOS
"X" COIL

"X" 60-75 419
"X" 200-300 6,6

LEWCOS
H.F. CHOKE
Price, 7/9

to get distant stations
when the new Brookmans
Park Station is operating.

The LEWCOS
" X " Coll Is used
in a Wave Trap
as described by
Mr. Se1ger in this

issue.

LEWCOS FIXED
POTENTIOMETER

Price, 4'9

COILS

LEWCOS-
the name thatstands for
superiority in
Radio Coils.
With Lewcos
Coils in your
receiver you
can be sure of
Selectivity.
Descriptive
leaflets will be
sent on request

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Ley -ton,

LONDON, E.10

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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LISSEN'S NEW
POWER PENTODE

HOW TO CONNECT THE
NEW LISSEN POWER PENTODE

Simply make a connection from the
terminal of the Lissen Power Pentode
Valve with a piece of ordinary flex and a
wander plug to the highest H.T. + tap-
ping in use, or to -I- 120 volts (which
ever is the lower). Then take out your
ordinary valve and put the Lissen Power
Pentode in its place and listen to the
amazing improvement in volume and tone.

LISSEN 2-VOLT VALVES
H.210 R.C.  and H.F.

10/6
HL.210 General

Purpose 10/6

L.210 L.F. Ampli-
fier 1st stage . 10/6

P.220 Power
Valve . 12/6

LISSEN LIMITED,

battery driven
ANY 2 -VALVE SET NOW A
FINE LOUD -SPEAKER SET

ANY 3 -VALVE SET NOW
CAPABLE OF ALL THE VOLUME
YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER WILL TAKE

ANY PORTABLE SET NOW A POWER SET

Lissen have succeeded where others have failed-
Lissen have overcome the difficulties and short-
comings of the Pentode Valve and give you now a
Power Pentode that takes only 7 milliamps of H.T.
current and therefore can be worked off any H.T.
batteries.
If you have a 2 -valve receiver, replace the second
valve with this new Lissen Power Pentode and you
will be surprised at the volume you get. The local
station will come in at double strength-distant
stations that were once but a whisper come in at
good loud -speaker strength.
This is something new that Lissen have given to radio
-a valve that justifies Lissen's effort to develop a new
and original valve.

ISSEN
POWER PENTODE

VALVE
CONSUMPTION ONLY 7 MILL!AMPS.

17/6
(2 -VO LT)

Demand this new Lissen Power Pentode Valve
from your dealer-he will get it for you when

you insist.

WORPLE ROAD, 1SLEWORTH, Middlesex.
Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton. (Managing Director: T. N. COLE.)
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Post this Coupon to -day?

To Messrs. A. C. Cossor Ltd..
Highbury Grove, London, N.5.

Please send me a free Constructor Chart
showing how .to build the wonderful
1930 Cossor Melody Maker (a) A. C.
Mains Model (b Battery Model.
(Please strike out one you do not require)

Name

Address

A

(25 OCTOBER 26, 1929

(The 1930

ossor
Melody Maker"'

Its "knife-edge" selectivity
cuts out local station like magic !
Because of its wonderful Synchronised Control system
and because it is completely shielded the 1930 Cossor
Melody Maker has " knife-edge " selectivity. It will
cut out your local station like magic and bring you
the pick of Europe's broadcast
by rotating one dial only. Yet
in spite of its amazing efficiency the
1 9 3 0 Cossor Melody Maker is so
simple that you can easily assemble it
in an evening-only 10 components -
only 20 wires - that's all. Use the
coupon and get to know all about it.

£8 15s.
Price includes three latest type
Cossor Valves, the handsome
one-piece cabinet & the 10 halls
necessary for its rapid assembly
Also for A. C. Mains
operation. Price £15

Fitted with the wonderful

NEW Cossor Valves

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Valve Design

THE past year or so have seen startling
changes in the general design of valves;

first came the screen -grid valve and then
the pentode. This year has shown no
further radical changes, apart from a
general improvement in efficiency. The
efficiency of a valve, whatever the type
may be, is almost wholely dependent on
the filament, and it is the filament of the
valve which has occupied the attention of
the manufacturers' research departments
during the last few months. The sole
function of the valve filament is, of course,
the supplying of a stream of electrons
which are attracted, via the grid, to the
plate. In modern radio this is the only
way in which electrons are provided.

Soft Valves
The all-important electron can be sup-

plied by other means, apart from emission
from the filament. In the soft valve of the
early days of radio the electron supply was
obtained largely by the ionisation of the
gas present. The soft valve was effective
and especially sensitive as a detector, bub
its effectiveness naturally depended on the
fomewhat critical amount of gas left after
the vacuum process had been completed.
Some valves were good sometimes, and
their behaviour was irregular in com-
parison with modern standards. The high -
vacuum valve of the period was much
more reliable, but less sensitive as a
detector. Filaments have been improved
and improved, and the modern valve has
an enormous emission at the expense of.
little filament current which is expended
in a very high vacuum. The high vacuum
makes the life of the valve much longer,
and so improves the efficiency in the
matter of "maintenance" expenses.

The Good Old Days
Going back further than the days of the

soft valve, old -stagers will remember the
early Round valves, in which the degree of
vacuum was regulated by the heating up
cf an absorbent in the stem of the valve.
You switched on the filament and the
H.T.,  and if the valve glowed blue you
knew it was too soft and required further
" exhaustion." And so you switched off,
struck a match, and held it gingerly
against the all -to -fragile valve stem. Then
you switched on the H.T. and L.T., and if
the valve didn't glow, all was well. If it
did, you repeated the process of " exhaust-
ing " the gases !

Reminiscences
I seem to be waxing reminiscent good

and strong this week ! Upon a back shelf
I have a magnetic detector, an instrument
which was considered to be a "marvellous

--".."
advance" in radio quite a few years ago.
Signals were impressed on an evenly
moving band of iron wire and re;tified by
some kind of hysterisis effect in a magnetic

. field. The sensitivity was about two-thirds
as good as that of a modern crystal re-
ceiver ! One of these days I must take
the old "Maggy" down and try it on
broadcasting, connected up with my
latest effort in distortionless amplifiers and
a Lodestone moving -coil speaker. This
will surely show up the distorting effect of
an iron detecting circuit. I tried it on
broadcasting some years ago with fairly
satisfactory results the distortion not
being very noticeable. But at that time
loud -speakers and L.F. transformers were
terrible, to say the least.

Gramophone Growth
In the early days of broadcasting the

gramophone companies regarded the B.B.C.
and its programmes with suspicion. Many
people openly stated that broadcast con-
certs would mean the end of gramophones,
whereas time has shown that broadcasting
has created a stronger demand for me-
chanical music and, moreover, a demand
for good mechanical music as an additional
service to that supplied through the ether.
The result has been that gramophone
recording has improved out of all recogni-
tion, after a period of nearly twenty years
of stagnation, and the design of mechanical
and electrical record reproducers has pro-
gressed by leaps and bounds. Four years
ago the research staff of the Columbia
Gramophone Company consisted of four.
men, whet also put in a good deal of time
at "straight" recording. Nov, that re-
search staff numbers no less than one
hundred and sixty !

Research
Not to be outdone, Columbia's great

rival, H.M.V., have built a magnificent
research building at Hayes, complete with
large auditorium for acoustic experiments.
H.M.V. are doing a great deal of experi-
mental talking film work here, in addition
to working out new designs of gramol
phones, gramo-radios, and the like. The
Vocalian Company ancl, Parlophone are
going ahead, too, and a comparative new-
comer, Metropole, has given us some excel-
lent recordings. All of these companies are
dabbling in talking films in one way or
another. Everywhere there seems to be a
spirit ' of optimism which may not be
unconnected with a marked atmosphere of
prosperity. These are great days for the
gramophone companies !

Sanabria's Television Activities
After a period of seeming inactivity-at

least, as far as public demonstrations are

concerned-U. A. Sanabria, a young
American television enthusiast, collaborat-
ing with a group of engineers interested in
the development of television from a
mechanical as well as the valve angle, has
come into the limelight again. This worker
has been engaged on television problems
for quite a time now, and his original crude
apparatus is being improved considerably,
both mechanically and electrically, while
it is claimed that he is now able experi-
mentally to show pictures of reasonable
detail on a screen 7 in. or 8 in, square. He
uses a disc of 45 holes with a triple spiral.
In a recent demonstration by wireless on
a 200 -metre wavelength, recognisable
images of artistes were seen in the receiver,
and it was noticed that a good deal of pro-
gress had taken place in the "lamp" used
for reproducing the images in conjunction
with the exploring disc.

A Neon Arc
What is known as a- neon arc is now

employed, as this lends itself to enlarge-
ments through a lens system, whereas
such a performance was impracticable with
the old type of neon tube. While the
major portion of the demonstration was
confined to transmitting and receiving the
facial features of the artistes, a change in
focusing and lens network was made
towards the end and a view obtained of a
boxing match staged by meinbers of the
staff. It is not stated definitely with wfiat
clarity this item was received, but one was
led to infer that the movements of the men
in the ring could be followed reasonably
well.

Scanning and Eye Tolerance
I was very interested in the opinion

expressed by a German doctor of science
on the question of eye tolerance when it
comes to observing "hunting" in a tele-
vision image; that is, the to and fro
movement of the picture for horizontal
scanning and the up and down movement
for vertical scanning. He apparently
agreed that the vertical scanning as now
used by Baird was preferable to horizontal
scanning, and put forward the following
novel point. We are fairly well accustomed
to moving our heads froth side to side
somewhat quickly; indeed, most of our
movements in everyday life take place in
a horizontal plane. We are not accustomed
to any rapid or continual movement in a
vertical plane, and, as a result, hunting in
a horizontally explored television image
tends to become a more noticeable feature
than is the case with vertical scanning.
Ary3ne who has had the opportunity of
witnessing both methods of exploring can
prove this peculiar feature for himself.
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On Your Wavelength ! (continued)     
When the Talkies Go Wrong

I came across a most amusing instance
the other day of the way the public is
becoming educated in talkie films. I don't
know quite what had happened to the
operator at the particular theatre, but he
was exhibiting a wonderful colour talkie
which was arranged in the form of a ballet
of sorts. The colouring was exceptionally
crude, but the reproduction was even worse.
Never, since Elwell gave his first demon-
stration of the De Forrest Phonofilm sys-
tem five or six years ago, have I heard such
execrable speech and reproduction. Indeed,
in fairness to the De Forrest system, I must
say my recollection of the original demon-
stration is that it was distinctly better than
this awful atrocity which was put up the
other night.

The audience received the picture at
first in silence of the variety usually re-
ferred to as "stony." Gradually, as it
became evident that the picture was con-
tinuing, and was not a very short exhibit
of how it ought not to be done, subdued
talking became evident, and various mem-
bers of the audience explained to their
best girls or other encumbrances that this
was not really a sample of the whole per-
formance, and that something must have
gone wrong with the works. It was not
very long before somebody tittered, and,
of course, this started the audience off.
Laughter began to trickle about from all
over the house, and in the end the whole
audience was rocking with mirth. The
picture was intended to be serious, and the
whole thing was so thoroughly grotesque
that it appealed to everyone as howlingly
funny.

Sound " Pictures " on Steel
The demonstration given last week at

Elstree of the wonderful possibilities of the
new steel -ribbon sound -recorder marks
another instance of the debt which the
gramophone industry owes to radio. In
the "ribbon" record the spoken word is
stored up in the form of a succession of
invisible magnetic "images," which be-
come audible when the prepared ribbon is
passed under an electro-magnet attached
to the input of a valve amplifier. In one
form the device is described as a "speaking
book," and is used for reproducing a novel
in the author's own words. It is also
being applied for synchronising "talking"
pictures.

The underlying idea is, of course, the
same as that first used by Poulsen, many
years ago, for recording wireless signals.
It was then called the Telegraphone, and
has since been used for " bottling " broad-
cast programmes. Poulsen probably owed
his inspiration to a still older laboratory
experiment. I remember quite well, in -my
early days, writing my name with a bar
magnet on the blade of 'a steel saw, and

then throwing the signature into visible
relief by sprinkling on some iron filings
which adhered to the trace of the magnet.
One can never tell, in these times, 'when a
laboratory curiosity will become a small
gold mine in the hands of the modern
inventor.

The Critics Criticised
Another of those little storms involving

the B.B.C. and the theatre managers has
raged of late. This time it concerns not the
broadcasting of plays or bits of them, but
the criticisms made by the B.B.C.'s
dramatic critic. He rather slated one play,
whereupon the manager concerned said
that he never asked for a criticism to be
broadcast, that he did not want a criticism
to be broadcast, and would the B.B.C.
kindly refrain, etc. The B.B.C. rightly
replied that it wouldn't. Then the managers
rose in a body and said that they would not
send invitations to first nights to the
B.B.C. critic as such. In fact, they went
further. On their invitation tickets sent to
newspapers they printed a request that
steps should be taken to ensure that the
user of the ticket did not broadcast a
criticism. The B.B.C.'s natural report was
to hand its critic man a note when the
next play was due, saying " Here, buy
yourself a nice seat and then come back
and tell the world all about it." So, unless
the theatres install chuckn-s-out who can
spot and eject anything like a B.B.C.
dramatic critic, I really don't know what
they are going to do about it now. ,

Is It Necessary?
But the question rather is : do we want

dramatic criticisms by wireless ? Personally,
I don't think that we do. Most of us take
perfectly good newspapers which provide
us with all the theatre critiques that we
want. It seems to me that in giving
dramatic criticisms the B.B.C. is to some
extent usurping one of the rightful functions
of the newspaper. I cannot, somehow, see
that it is the business of one piovider of
entertainment to criticise other providers
of entertainment. How, for instance, would
the B.B.C. feel about it if every theatre and
music -hall put on some fellow every night
to give a five minutes' criticism of the
B.B.C.'s programmes. My own idea is that
the B.B.C.'s real job, though it is apt to lose
sight of the fact, is to furnish entertain -

NEXT WEEK :
The B.B.C.'s Recommended

Crystal Circuits as Practical

Sets

ment for our leisure hours, and it would
probably be to everyone's advantage if the
cobbler did a little more sticking to his last.

Caught Napping
In summer -time I am most punctilious

about earthing my aerial whenever the set
is out of use, for you never know how
quickly a thunderstorm may blow up on a
hot day. But, really, you don't expect
that kind of thing to happen when it is
cold enough for fires, and probably you
leave the aerial and earth connected up to
the set more or less permanently. At any
rate, that's what I do in cold weather. I
was horrified the other afternoon to hear a
sudden clap of not very distant thunder
and, rushing out, I saw that a storm was
blowing up. I turned the earthing switch
over with a broomstick, thanking my stars
that I had been at hand to do it. That
reminds me, by the way, that if you should
be caught napping in the same way, it is
rather unwise to turn the switch over with
your hand or, as I once saw a fellow do,
disconnect the aerial and earth leads
from their terminals and hold one in each
hand whilst twisting them together.

Aerial Pruning
Since Brookmans Park has got to work, 1

find a considerable amount of moaning
amongst such friends of mine who possess
either old-fashioned receiving sets or long,
high aerials, or both. Some of them tell me
that it is a case of- Brookmans Park or
nothing, since the tuning condensers appear
to have gone completely out of action,
there being very little difference in signal
strength, whether you set them at zero or at
a hundred degrees. What used to be called
the P.M.G. aerial is nowadays something of
a back number. Before broadcasting
began, a regulation was made limiting the
total length of private receiving aerials to
roe ft., and, so far as I know, this regulation
still obtains. There were not many stations
in those days, and those that then existed
came in with no great punch. Hence all of
us who had receiving sets rigged up aerials
containing the last permissible inch of wire.

But with the modern valve receiver the
big aerial is actually undesirable, since it is
apt to ruin selectivity. Years ago I reduced
mine to a single wireand cut its total length,
including the lead-in, down to a little over
5o ft. Now I have hardly any "roof" at all.
I can strongly recommend aerial pruning of
this kind to those who are being swamped
by Brookmans Park. It is also well worth
trying an indoor aerial. I find that with a
wire stretched round three sides of a first -
floor room I obtain greatly increased
selectivity. Further, I can receive pretty
well every station that is receivable on
the outdoor wire and the diminution in
signal strength is surprisingly small.

THERMION.
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HOW TO MAKE THE
NEW "Q" COIL

The New "Q " Coil

THE popularity of the new "Q" coil
has led to a number of inquiries for

constructional details. In response to this
request, therefore, we are giving particulars
this week. It should, however, be em-
phasised at the outset that this improved
type of coil is somewhat more difficult to
construct than the older pattern, and it is
particularly necessary to see that the

21V aderSecondary
Ilinti-clockwtse)

PRIMA,

Inner Secondary

2' (Clockwise)

EEEREACTION

t v
I

2
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'
Fig. 1. Constructional details of the new coil

,dimensions are correct if the best results
are to be obtained.

As was pointed out in the description of
the new type of coil which appeared in an
earlier issue, the switching arrangement
has been greatly simplified, the outer sec-
tion being placed in parallel and in opposi-
tion with the inner section for the short
wave band, as before, but the inner section
is used alone for the long waves instead of
placing the two sections in series. By
doing this, a simple push-pull switch is all
that is necessary instead of the three-point
switch previously required.

Coupling
With this new arrangement it is softie -

what more difficult to arrange the coupling
on both wave bands, which is a feature of
the " Q " coil. After considerable experi-
ment, it was found that the only position
in which these could be placed was imme-
diately inside the inner section. It is there-

.

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

fore necessary to have
three formers-an outer
and an inner secondary,
and a primary former
fixed just inside the inner
section.

These constructional
details are as shown in
Fig., 1. ' First of all, it
is, necessary to take a

tube *s in. diameter and 3 in. long. A
winding of roo turns 38 d.s.c. wire must
be put on this former, starting at r in.
from the end. This must be in an anti-
clockwise direction. Now take a 1% -in.
tube and place on this .310 turns of 38
s.w.g. enamel -covered wire, starting this
at 1,fi in. from the end of the tube. This
winding is clockwise, i.e., in the opposite
direction to the other. These two formers
constitute the secondary and are placed
one inside the other in the position shown
in the diagram (Fig. i.) The bottom ends
are connected together, while the two top
ends are connected to the switch. Terminals
i and 2 are connected directly to the inner
winding, No. 2 terminal going to the
switch end and No. r terminal to the
bottom end.

Primary and Reaction Windings
Now comes the question of the primary

and reaction windings. These are all wound
in a clockwise direction and, as has already
been pointed out, are placed on a separate

y4 -in. former pushed just inside the inner
secondary tube. The windings on this
former depend upon the type of coil to be
used, but in all cases there is a reaction
winding which consists of 6o turns of
40 d.s.c. wire wound in a clockwise direc-
tion and starting 1,4 in. from the bottom
end of the tube. The primary winding is
placed towards the top end and is started
at a distance of 2 in. from the bottom end
of the tube. The number of turns and
method of construction of the winding
depends entirely upon the type of coil,
and, as a matter of fact, considerable
experiment is possible in the actual num-
ber of turns and also, to a smaller extent,
in the position of the winding. The details
already given will serve to give the best
all-round position, but a movement of

in. up or down will have quite an
appreciable effect upon the performance of
the coil.

For the aerial coil 120 turns of 4o d.s.c.
should be placed on the former in a double
layer. This is to make the winding occupy

a slightly less space and give a:somewhat
tighter coupling, so that 6o turns are
wound on first and then a small layer of
insulating tape, after which a further
6o turns are wound on. For the screen -

grid winding ioo turns of 40 d.s.c. wire are
wound on, also in a double layer, in
exactly the same manner as before. For
the split -primary coil there are 4o turns in
both primary and neutralising windings,
and, as is customary in the case of the
split -primary form of coil, it is necessary
for these two windings to be placed one
over the .other and both wound in the
same direction.

First of all, place on 4o turns wound in
a clockwise direction. Then place on a
layer of insulating tape, and then, going
back to the starting point, place on a fur-
ther 40 turns wound in exactly the same
direction and exactly over the first coil.
The end of the first coil is connected to the
beginning of the second coil, and these
two points are taken to terminal No. 4.
The beginning of the first coil is taken to
terminal No. 5 and the end of the second
coil is taken to terminal No. 3.

The reaction winding in this case is con-
nected between terminals Nos. 2 and 6,
while the secondary coils are connected to
Nos. 2 and r, as already described, so that

Primaryo

Reaction
0

2. Scheme of -connections

one end of the reaction coil in this instance
is connected to one end of the secondary.
In both the other coils the reaction winding
is entirely separate.

It will be seen that the construction of
the new type of "Q" coil is a distinctly
more difficult business than before, it
having, unfortunately, been found neces-
sary to make the coil slightly more compli-
cated in order to obtain better results.
The coils can be obtained from Messrs.

(Continued in third column of next page)
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INSTRUCTIONS were given last week for
1. assembling the various units of the
," Music Lover's Gramo-Radio" receiver.
In the special Clarion cabinet, designed
for this receiver, the units are assembled in
the following manner.

The gramophone motor is mounted on
the turntable board at the top of the
cabinet. The receiver unit slides into its
compartment from the back of the case,
the loud-speakei is fixed in clamps at the
bottom of the cabinet, and the H.T. and
L.T. batteries, or mains eliminator, are
housed in the space at the back of the loud-
speaker.. If the receiver is made up as in
the description given fully in " A.W."
Nos . 381 and 382, no difficulty should be
experienced in operating the "Music
Lover's Gram -Radio" immediately the
gramophone, receiver, loud -speaker and
battery units are assembled.

For Newcomers
There are just one or two points in con-

nection with the set itself which may be of
interest, particularly to those who are
primarily gramophone enthusiasts and who
have taken over the "Music Lover's
Gramo-Radio" owing to the extra advant-
ages given by electrical reproduction. To
these folk, the operation of a radio receiver
may not be as an open book, and the
following hints may prove useful.

First, so far as switching on the set is
concerned, it should be noted that the large
throw -over switch operated from the front
of the panel, changes over the receiver
from "radio" to "gramophone," and
switches off the whole installation in the
mid position. The contacts of this switch
are self-cleaning and no trouble should be
experienced.

When making a preliminary test switch
the amplifier over to "gramophone" and
turn the volume control full on. The full
H.T. and L.T. voltages should be applied
and the grid bias should be adjusted accord -

OPERATING THE
MUSIC/LOVER'S
GRAMO/RADIO

ing to the H.T. voltage
and L.F. valves used.
As much as 18 volts
G.B. may be advisable.
Then use the volume
control to make sure
that the variation is
satisfactory and that
as the input strength
is reduced the quality
does not suffer. It
should 'not do so, of
course, but if the set
has not been wired

up strictly according to the circuit diagram
then it is only natural to expect snags.

If the pick-up works well and the low -
frequency side of the amplifier appears to
be in order then it is opportune to test
the installation on radio reception.

Tuning is carried out in the normal way,
the left-hand condenser controlling the
aerial circuit and the right-hand condenser
tuning the secondary of the anode coil.
This latter condenser will be found to give
a slightly finer setting, but both knobs
should be more or less turned degree by
degree.

Tuning ,

It is always the best plan to tune in the
local station first and to get purity and
stability right, before trying to get the
more distant stations. It has been said
that the "Music Lover"S Gramo-Radio " is
very Selective. This is due to the somewhat
unusual connections of the anode and
aerial tuning coils.

To assist selectivity in the aerial circuit
a small pre-set condenser is used, having
a maximum value of .0003-mfd. For a
preliminary test this condenser shOuld be
screwed right in. But when the set is
working nicely, however, and it is desired
to tune in distant stations to the exclusion
of the local broadcaster, then the pre-set
knob may be slacked off a little to increase
selectivity.

The only other control which needs to
be considered in a prelinainary test is the
variable resistance in series with the
screening grid. This should be adjusted
so that the voltage on the screening grid
is in accordance with the maker's published
characteristic curve. There is no need to
test this voltage and a trial and error
adjustment of the knob is quite sufficient.
This adjustment should be made when the
receiver is tuned in to a fairly distant
station.

A final word of emphasis regarding the

battery supply is advisable. To get the
most out of electrical gramophone repro-
duction it is essential to use large power
valves and plenty of H.T. The H.T.
ern -rent consumption is consequently high.
Generally speaking, it is advisable to use a
mains eliminator whenever the public
supply is available.

HOW TO MAKE THE NEW
Q ' 'COIL "

(Continued from preceding page)
Lewcos, Ready Radio, and Wright and
Weaire.

I have been asked several times whether
the older pattern of "Q" coil, as in use
last season, can be used in the newer
designs. This is quite feasible, for in nearly
every case the connections to the ter-
minals are the same. The only alteration
which has been made is that the switch
has been placed at right angles to its
former position, and therefore if' the coils
are so placed that the terminal numbers
correspond, then the switches will run at
right angles in the old type to what they
do in the new type. Thus, if the switch at
present runs through the panel, then with
the old type of coil it will run parallel to
the panel.' The constructor can either
operate the switch in this position or he
can rotate the coils through go degrees, so
that the switch rod comes through the
panel again, and then wire up the coils to
the correct terminals.

As far as the QSG and QSP coils are
concerned, the connections are exactly
the same, and the older pattern. of, coil
may be used, although it is not so efficient
as the new one. The aerial 'coil (QAT) is
slightly different, for none of the old aerial
coils were anything like as satisfactory as
the new type. Those who have the QAA
coil, however, can employ this, the con-
nections being practically the same. The
aerial is connected to terminal No. ,4

through a .000r condenser instead of being
connected directly, as in the case of the
new QAT coil. Nos. i and 2 go to grid, as
at present, 'but the reaction winding on
the QAA is not a separate coil. It is con-
nected between terminals 2 and 6, ter-
minal 6 goingto the reaction condenser,
the other side of which goes to the anode
of the valve. With the new coil, of course,
terminal No. 5 goes to the anode of the
valve, terminal 6 goes to the reaction con-
denser, the other side of which is con-
nected to L.T.-. With this minor altera-
tion, however, the " Q " coils may both be
considered interchangeable.
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Seen the new Switch ?
Some people say "Turn off the wireless"-
and that's just what you do with this rotary
switch. It's an attractive alternative to the
usual pull and push type. All insulated, with
indicating " On- or " Off dial, pointer knob,
terminals, and double contact. Suitable for
use with panels up to t --inch thickness. if 19
Quick make and break action .

B N
RADIO PRODUCTS

5 -PIN

VALVEHOLDER

Designed for use with the new
5 -pin valve with centre leg. The
Benjamin anti-microphonic feature
is incorporated, and also patented
contact, which ensures perfect
contact when using either solid or
split pin valves.

BRANTWOOD WORKS,
THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N. 17

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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A NEW TRANSFORMER
ANOTHER LEAD BY FERRANTI
Recent developments in Radio have created a
demand for a new transformer of the same
quality and reliability as the AF5, but capable
of greater L.F. amplification. In their class of
medium ratio, the Ferranti AF3, AF4 and AF5
are still supreme ; but changed conditions-
notably the advent of the Screened Grid Valve-
have rendered this a necessary addition to the
standard range.

THE AF6 RATIO 1/7
Designed to ensure the maximum volume where only
ONE L.F. stage is employed with Grid Leak rectification.
It is particularly suitable for sets of the S.G.3 type, where
greater amplification is desired than is usually obtained
from one L.F. stage. The curve is better than that of the
AF3, and the amplification is twice as great. This new
transformer is not intended foruse in receivers employing
more than ONE stage of L.F.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

TN

The Slow
Motion Mech-
anism is ex -

cep tion ally
small in size,
protruding

only in.

Here is a small screw which is
-the simple method adopted for

adjusting tension.

Height of
Knob and
Dial together
is only ri in.-
no more than
the ordinary

single Dial.

The Epi-
cyclic Friction

Drive employed in
this D Type Slow

Motion S.L.F. makes tun-
ing an exceedingly smooth and

accurate business. This instrument

anywhere. It is sold in capacities from
.00015 to .0005, and in prices from12/6to14/-

Aacelti.scm..,nt of JACKSON BROTHERS, 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.1.

To Ensure Speedy Delii:ery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

Telephone: Hop 1537
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The loud -speaker requires definite
power to drive it. It is not merely a
matter of putting a loud -speaker in the
anode circuit of a valve, applying a

THE last stage in an amplifier is entirely
different from all the preceding stages

in that the anode circuit has to handle
a definite amount of power.

The conditions for power amplification
are therefore distinct from those which
apply to voltage amplification. In the
latter case our object is to obtain the
greatest possible voltage in the anode cir-
cuit of the valve with a given voltage
applied to the input. Our principal worry
is that of maintaining this voltage at a
maximum over the greatest possible Musical
range, and if we can do this, and also keep
the grid voltage within the limits of the
straight portion of the characteristic, then
we have achieved our object.

Last Stage Demands
The principles underlying this phase of

the amplification (which is applicable to
all the early stages of the receiver) have
been explained many times, and it is not
proposed to deal with them here. When
we come to the last valve, however, the
conditions are somewhat different, for here
we are not interested in obtaining only the
maximum voltage, but we have to obtain
this with the greatest current; so ttiat the
power output, which is, proportional to the
product of these two, is a maximum also.
Indeed, it may pay us not to obtain the
greatest possible voltage variation, but to
be content with something less than the
maximum if we can obtain a relatively
greater,current so that the product of the
two is greater.

How are we to det6rmine the best
operating conditions and, having discussed
these, how are we to compare two valves,
both operating under their best conditions,
to see which will give us the greater power
output? It is possible, for example, to
obtain the same power output as is pro-
duced by a BI2 valve operating at 400
volts H.T. as from a P65o operating at
only 200 volts? Numerous questions of
this nature will arise, and although they
can only be answered fully as a result of
rather careful calculation, yet it is possible
to obtain a rapid indication of the order of
the results to be expected.

Let us consider that the power developed

(p4weftcYcteve

in the anode circuit is m Eg where Eg
is the grid voltage and m is the amplifica-
tion factor. The anode current therefore is
this voltage divided by the valve resist-
ance and the speaker resistance in series.
The speaker resistance here, by the way,
includes the effective resistance due to
the work converted into sound energy,
and we assume a loud -speaker operating
effectively to be virtually a pure resistance.

In order to obtain the external power
we have to multiply this anode current by
the proportion of the total anode voltage
which is developed across the circuit. This

CC

cc
cc
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71
EXTERNAL RESISTANCE

VALVE RESISTANCE
Graph showing proportion of power through

loud -speaker

is the voltage m Eg multiplied by the
ratio of the external impedance to the
total impedance. If we multiply these two

WIRELESS WIT
Answers to Correspondents

" Worried," Brookmans Park.-Now you
have moved to Potters Bar, all you will
need is a piece of cheese and a damp
clothes line.

Wigan.-To stop grunts and
squealing noises in your speaker discon-
nect the speaker from the set.

A MEEK, absent-minded little man was
on trial for failing to take out a wireless
licence.

" Were you ever in trouble before ?I!
asked the judge.

"Well-er--er-once I kept a library
book too long, and was fined fourpence."

voltage to the grid and hoping for the
best. In this article our Technical
Editor shows just what are the neces-

sary conditions

factors together we. obtain the expression
for the external power, which is

p_mzEg2R

(R -Fr)*
where,m and Eg are as before

R= --external resistance in anode circuit.
r=internal resistance of valve.
We can put the expression into a slightly

more useful form by assuming that the
external resistance is n times the valve
resistance. The expression for power
output then becomes

inrEgz n.

(n +1)3
Where n-=-R/r

the other terms being as before.
Here we have our basis of comparison.

The actual power output, of course, de-
pends upon the value which we give to the
quantity n. ' The power output itself is
a maximum if r. But this is not per-
missible in practice, because the anode
swing involved sweeps off the straight part
of the characteristic, and it is necessary to
limit the grid swing to the portion of the
curve which is substantially straight. The
value of external impedance which com-
plies with this condition varies with
different valves.

For small power valves the best condi-
tion usually obtains when the external
impedance is twice the valve resistance so
that n=2. In the case of valves of the
LS5A type, however, the lower ends of the
characteristics curve gradually for some
considerable distance, and it is not possible
for real distortionless working to utilise
such a big anode swing. The factor n in

these cases is nearer 3 or 3%. The actual
value of n can really only be chosen by
plotting the characteristic and discovering
graphically the maximum anode swing
permissible without running into undue
curvature of the characteristic.

For purposes of ready comparison, how-
ever, we can utilise the formtla already
quoted, and we can assume as a first
approxitnation that both valves are operat-
ing under the same conditions, so that the
anode -circuit impedance is a definite
number of times greater than the valve
itself. In such circumstances the second

(Continued at foot of next page)
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THE MUSIC LEADER
(OUR SPECIAL FREE BLUEPRINT SET)

IN AMERICA
By ALAN S. HUNTER

IN a form not greatly different from that
I first disclosed in last week's AMATEUR
WIRELESS, the "Music Leader" had its
first official try -out one bright morning last
June, as the ocean express drew out from
Waterloo. Anxious to gain some idea of the
set's capabilities under the varying con-
ditions it wculd encounter during its
imminent trip across the Atlantic, my
AMATEUR WIRELESS colleague, Mr. J.
Sieger, made an attempt to pick up the
morning service from 5XX. By this time
the train was well on its way and, as luck
would have it, our carriage seat wits
exactly above the lighting dynamo. So
that, although we were able to hear 5XX
perfectly clearly, we suffered from a good
deal of electrical disturbance.

On the Voyage Out
On the s.s. Majestic thaf evening, some-

where near Land's End, the "Music
Leader" was able to prove its metal to an
adMiring group of passengers. In addition
to 5XX, which was not broadcasting any-
thing particularly appropriate to an ocean
voyage, I myself picked up the Eiffel
Tower and Radio Paris at excellent
strength.

On the second night out, Davenb y was
the only station that could be heard, and
although the strength had considerably
diminished it could still be regarded as of
loud -speaker intensity. Followed an inter-
val, until two days from New York, or
roughly a thousand miles from it, we
shared a great thrill when the nasal accents

from the New York stations, WJZ and
WOR, were faintly, though clearly, audible
on the loud -speaker. Mr. Sieger was par-
ticularly pleased with himself when he
logged Kansas City the same evening. We
thought then how good a set we had in
store for AMATEUR WIRELESS readers.

Neither of us will soon forget the last
morning on the s.s. Majestic, when the set
brought in no less than twelve American
stations at really enormous loud -speaker
strength. During that morning hundreds of
passengers were able to dance to real
American jazz bands through the medium
of the "Music Leader." It certainly led
all the way that morning !

New York Reception
In the hotel in New York, we thought

that possibly the immense steel building
would prevent signals from reaching our
diminutive frame aerial; but our fears were
unjustified, and it was not long before at
least ten stations were consecutively tuned
in.

The "Music Leader" followed us all
round the eastern and middle -west States
of America; it was seldom out of arms'
reach of my colleague. Thus, during a
traffic block in Philadelphia we picked up
the three local stations and WJZ as we
waited for our taxi to move on. It was in
Philadelphia that we gave our most
impressive demonstration. The hotel we
were staying at generated its own light
and power, which made normal broadcast
reception somewhat difficult, owing to
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The " Music
Leader " in its
present form

interference. The frame aerial, which is
not so common in America as might be
thought, once again proved that as an
eliminator of interference it has few equals.

Much more could be written of varied
experiences with the "Music Leader" in
America; but it will be sufficient to con-
clude this brief account by recalling a night
journey by train from Washington to
Pittsburg. In our sleeping berth the
"Music Leader" prevented sleep for half,
an hour by giving the delighted passengers
a concert from station WRC in Washington.
Early next morning KDKA. woke us up in
the train by announcing the morning.
physical jerks instructions. The wild -eyed -
look on the face of our black porter, when
he heard this, still stands out in my mind.'

Few sets can have had such a wonderful
preliminary test as the "Music Leader" had
in its 9,,000 mile 'tour.- But if we have
ensured that AMATEUR WIRELESS readers,
have been given a set that will give them
half as much pleasure as it has given us, we
shall be well satisfied.

" WHAT IS A GOOD POWER
VALVE ? "

(Continued from pieceding page)

term in the formula is the same in all
cases, and we are simply left with the first
term which will be seen to involve the
square of the  amplification factor, the
square of the grid voltage and to be in-
versely proportional to the valve,resistance.

It should be pointed _out at this stage
that the grid voltage specified is the
R.MS. value which is 0.7 times the grid
swing. To, estimate this latter quantity
we can take the value of grid bias recom-
mended by the manufacturers as a satis-
factory indication, but we, must multiply
this by .7 in order to convert it to the
R.M.S. voltage.'

Let us now make a comparison between
two valves, both of the super -power class,
to see what the different power output is,
if any. We will take the two valves previ-
ously Mentioned, namely, Bf 2" and a

P65o. The Biz operates at 40o volts H.T.
and has an internal resistance of 2,900
ohms, an amplification factor of 2.85, and
a maximum grid swing, at 40o volts, of
go volts. Substituting these figures in the.
equation and allowing for the R.M.S.
voltage as just mentioned, the expression
evaluates to 11,35. This figure is the total
watts developed in the circuit and not by
any means the wattage output, as we shall
see later.

Turning now to the P65o, this operates
at only 200 volts maximum on the anode,
but has a very heavy filament, the con-
stants being r=r,3oo, and the
grid swing 40, whence the expression
evaluates to 7.55.

We see, therefore, that although the
P65o has a much - lower impedance, it is
not possible to get qUite the same power
output as -it is from the BI2 operating at
400 volts.

These calculations 'are simply given to
illustrate the application of the formula

previously cited. As was pointed out, the
figure obtained from the evaluation of the
first paii of the expression is the total
power in the circuit and the power de-
veloped externally is distinctly less than
this. For example, if the external imped-
ance is twice the valve resistance, then the
internal power is only one -fifth of the total
power, i.e., approximately . 2.4 and 1.5
watts respectively. To assist the reader in
making comparisons, the curve shown
illustrates the faCtOr . which the total
power must be multiplied according to the
value of the ratio n. Note the big difference
between the maximum power output
which occurs when n = r and is equal to
half the total power in the circuit, and the
maximum undistorted output which occurs
when n between 2 and 3; usually. The
power output here is less than one-half the
previous figure, being about' one -fifth of
the total power in the circuit. Hence, for
pure reproduction we must limit our
efficiency to about 20 per cent.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

VI ERE is a real, live piece of mystery
L I which has kept me thinking for many
weeks. In writing of the Brixton Astoria's
opening transmission, I said that the organ
was too loud. The Brixton people tell me,
and most definitely insist, that what I
heard was an orchestral broadcast, and
'not the organ.

, Now, I am the first person in the world
to admit when I am wrong. The Brixton
people are so certain that I am wrong that
I am willing to give their point of view
every publicity and, on the strength of
their assertion, to agree that in this case
I made a mistake. My apologies, Brixton
'.storia I

f The First Second, a "sequence" for
'broadcasting, by Peter Godfrey and pro-
duced by Lance Sieveking, was acceptable,
'although somewhat gruesome and blood-
fcurdling for the homestead. Those screams
accompanied one to bed.

The theme is somewhat the same as
Molt Marvel's recent train episode, the
:'play Outward Bound, a film the name of
which I forget, and, above all, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle's little short -story master-
piece, " How it Happened."

I stress this because of the attempt to
make, The First Second appear daringly

lissenden looks at Ernest Sefton and
Betty -le -Brock

original. Nevertheless, it was by no means
a bad piece of work.

I have received several interesting
letters regarding the respective merits of
the dance bands, and I will deal with them
at some future time.

I didn't hear Gambier -Parry's talk on
"How to Manage Your Wireless Set." I
gather it was quite useful, and he himself
tells me he wasn't at all nervous !

I always thought these chaps at Savoy
Hill had plenty of nerve.

Last week I asked an American friend
of mine, who is over here for a short visit,
to give me his opinion of the average
B.B.C. programme. His answer was that,
although our programmes are, in most
cases, musically superior to those of the
States, he wonders how we can put up
with so much "tall talk" and "hot air."

We went through a typical English day's
programme together, and it was a revela-
tion how much talking there was. Here
are the aural items. Mind you-this one
day: -10.30. Weather Forecast.

10.45. Recipes.
2.25. Fishing Bulletin.
2.3o. Talk on Rural Survey
3.0. Talk on Pigmies.
3.25. Talk on Longer Distances.
6.o. Talk on Housekeeping.
6.15. News and Weather.
6.3o. Talk on Boy Scouts.
7.25. Talk on Village Crafts.
g.o. More News and Weather.
9.20. Debates.

Although the American programmes in-
clude advertising, my friend assured me
that there was less than half the amount of
talking. To quote his words : " I'd sooner
listen to a Yankee publicity man enlarging
upon the delights of somebody's ham than
hear one of your professor-johnnies talking
' bugs.' "

But, as I have observed before, it's all
a matter of taste 1

The B.B.C. has been criticised, and will
still be criticised, however perfect its pro-
grammes. At its worst, however, Heaven
save us from the confusion of American
broadcasting.

Hoorah I-Three cheers I-and Bravo !
for the " Points of View" series. Now, that
is what I call a real scoop-a symposium
worthy of the B.B.C. I should say it ought
to be very easy to get the biggest people
before the microphone. And, by the bye,
the criticism of Mr. G. Lowes Dickinson,
who opened the series, was entirely unde-
served. It was, indeed, one of the best
talks I have yet heard.

To get the "One and Only" Shaw to the
microphone is an achievement that should
hush the most audacious of critics. -

It is a long time since I listened -in to
the Children's Hour. I still think there is
too much back -chat between the Uncles
and Aunts, much of which must be unin-
telligible to the youngsters.

A rather good concert by the Olaf
Sextet, with John Morel as a vocalist. I
see the latter is described as a baritone.
I should say he is more in the neighbour-
hood of tenor. At any rate, he gave us a
charming performance.

Josephine Brown, the accomplished
pianist, played "Dance de la Frayeur,"
by De Falla, which interpreted mean
"Dance of Terror "-excellently.

An impression of Sandy Rowan
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LAST week we gave away a free
'blueprint of an entirely new set,
the "Music Leader." This receiver

is entirely self-contained and can be
carried from room to room without
having to bother about aerial or earth
wires, loud -speaker, or battery. It is not
a portable, but is an entirely self-contained
receiver for home use.

'Tests Over 6,000 Miles
A portable receiver which was taken to

the United States last summer, by two
Technical Staff members, has formed the
basis of the design of the "Music Leader."
An account of this appears on page 634.
The actual history of the set was given
in full last week and all readers who intend
making up the receiver are advised to get
last week's issue-first, because the pre-
liminary notes given on the technical side
of the "Music Leader" will be very helpful
in construction and, second, because the
free blueprint presented with every copy
cuts out any possibility of error in making
up the receiver.

As was explained last week, the set can
be divided into four separate units, the
cabinet, an inner former on which is
wound the frame aerial turns, the receiver
proper which slides into the frame aerial
shell, and, finally a small linen -diaphragm
loud -speaker.

The construction of the receiver portion
will be dealt with first. In brief, the "Music
Leader" is a four-valver having one
screened -grid H.F. stage, a leaky grid
detector, one R.C. coupled L.F. stage and

a final transformer -c oupled
powei stage. There is ample
space in the cabinet to accom-
modate batteries large enough
to work the set satisfactorily for
long periods. The components
required for the construction
of the complete set are given in
the accompanying panel. The
components used, or the
alternatives, should be followed
exactly.

The construction of the
"Music Leader" is not at all
difficult. There are, however,
several points which need to be
noted very carefully, if the set is
to work properly. In addition,
the construction is rather com-
plicated by the fact that the
H.F. stage is -shielded and the
shielding box has to be accom-
modated in a rather small space. Never-
theless, if the blueprint and the following
instructions are exactly followed no trouble
should be experienced.

First, drill the panel, using the blueprint
as a guide. The easiest way to do this is to
take the sheet of ebonite to be drilled and to
fold the print over it, so that the panel
portion covers the front of the panel exactly.
If necessary the paper can be made secure
temporarily with two spots of adhesive.
All holes should then be drilled, including
those for the woodscrews. Then attach the
panel to the baseboard, preferably before
mounting any of the
panel components.

The Entirely Self-contained

0.0.0.000_00-0-0-0-0.0.0.00.0-0.,Q,00000,'J000eJ<><><>00000<><><><><><>0..-^C

Four -valuer which
of the Free Blueprint Presented with Last

The screening box should next be
mounted and it will be noticed that this is
secured to the panel by two small bolts,
and the clamping of the box to the panel
also holds down a sheet of foil arranged to
shield the panel end of the screen.

The following components can then be
mounted; filament rheostat, reaction con-
denser, the two push-pull switches and the
two main tuning condensers. The tuning
condenser inside the screening box

was the subject
Week's Issue

should be clamped down tightly to the
foil without any insulation; nor is there
any need for the switch inside the box to
be insulated from the metal foil.

Mounting the Components
It is advisable at this stage to mount the

slow-motion dials, or at least that which
controls the condenser in the screening
box. The reason for this is that the slow-
motion dial has to be secured by a small
bolt, the nut of which is not easy to fix
inside the box. When this has been done,

The constructional features are well
shown in these photographs. On the left
is the receiver portion and on the right
a rear view of the complete assembly

however', there is no reason why
all the components on the base-
board should not be mounted,
but do not yet place the coil,
condenser and H.F. choke inside
the screening box.

The components which may
be mounted are the three valve
holders, the r-microfarad screen -
grid condenser, `R.C. unit, H.F.
choke, grid condenser and leak,
screen -grid valve holder, coupling
condenser and L.F. transformer.
The wiring so far can then be
carried out, using rigid insulated
Glazite wire where shown, and
for the remainder of the con-
nections using thin rubber -
covered flex. Altogether there
are only thirty Glazite wires and
sixteen flexes, so that the job of
connecting up is by no means
one likely to take any consider-
able time.

Wiring Hints
It will be noticed that the

baseboard has to be drilled at
six points for the passage of flex
leads and at four points for the
passage of insulated wire. A

point which should be noted is that the
terminal marked H.T. + on the. R.C. unit is
connected underneath the baseboard by
means of an insulated wire to the H.F.
choke. A portion of this lead, beneath the
board, is scraped free of insulation and a flex
lead is attached, which, subsequently is con-
nected to one of the H.T. battery terminals.

It will be noticed that the design is
such that most of the wires are very short
and direct. Indeed some of the wires are so
short that they will need to be held with
the nose of a pair of pliers while being
soldered in place. Where bending is neces-
sary the corners should be carefully formed.

When all the

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, x4 M. by 6 in. (Becol, Resiston,

Raymond, Ebonart).
Transportable cabinet, complete with 7 in. base-

board and frame (Clarion).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Formo,

Cyldon, Burton).
.cooz-mfd. reaction condenser (Btilgin, Peto'

Scott).
7 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Lissen, G.E.C.,

Burton, Igranic).
Two "on" and "off" push-pull switches (Bulgin,

Lotus).
Special screening box, 41 M. by 41 in. by 5 in.

(Parex, Ready -Radio).
Screened -grid valve holder (Parex).
Three small valve holders (W.B., Lotus, Formo

Burton, Igranic).
Special dual -wave coil, Arcadian type (Wearite,

Ready -Radio).
Two high -frequency chokes (Peto-Scott, Wearite,

Ready -Radio, Igranic).
3-megohm grid -leak (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit with loo,000-

ohms anode resistance (Lissen, Ashley, Trix).
ioo,000-ohm grid resistance with holder (Lissen,

Ediswan).
.000x-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,

T.C.C.).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser with series clip

(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,

T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Low -frequency transformer (Cossor, 'Worley, R.I.,

Burton, Telsen, Igranic).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
'Two small slow-motion dials (Brownie, Ormond,

Formo).
Four yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Seven wander plugs marked H.T.-, H.T.+ x ,

H.T.+2, , G.B.--2
(Belling -Lee).

Two spade terminals marked L.T.+, L.T.-
(Belling-Lee).

Balanced -armature loud -speaker unit (Ormond,
Blue -Spot, G.E.C., Hegra,Lissen, Watmel).

Nine feet of 3/8 in. by % in. wood.
Half -yard of fine -weave embroidery linen.
Small piece of art. silk.
One foot of strip brass, 1- in. by 3/32 in.
Two 413.A. bolts and nuts, t in. long.
I -lb. 2g d.c.c. wire (Lewols)
2 -volt unspillable accumulator (C.A.V. type 2.AN7)

outside wiring is done, attention may
then be given to the inside of the
screening box. Two wires should ' be
soldered to the switch contacts and these
two leads should be left straight so that
when the coil is subsequently mounted
they can be bent easily to meet the soldering
tags on the coil terminal.

The fixed condenser should be screwed to
the baseboard, on top of the bottom of the
screening box, of course, and this com-
ponent should then be wired up, before the
H.F. choke is mounted. The choke is
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LAST week we gave away a free
'blueprint of an entirely new set,
the "Music Leader." This receiver

is entirely self-contained and can be
carried from room to room without
having to bother about aerial or earth
wires, loud -speaker, or battery. It is not
a portable, but is an entirely self-contained
receiver for home use.

'Tests Over 6,000 Miles
A portable receiver which was taken to

the United States last summer, by two
Technical Staff members, has formed the
basis of the design of the "Music Leader."
An account of this appears on page 634.
The actual history of the set was given
in full last week and all readers who intend
making up the receiver are advised to get
last week's issue-first, because the pre-
liminary notes given on the technical side
of the "Music Leader" will be very helpful
in construction and, second, because the
free blueprint presented with every copy
cuts out any possibility of error in making
up the receiver.

As was explained last week, the set can
be divided into four separate units, the
cabinet, an inner former on which is
wound the frame aerial turns, the receiver
proper which slides into the frame aerial
shell, and, finally a small linen -diaphragm
loud -speaker.

The construction of the receiver portion
will be dealt with first. In brief, the "Music
Leader" is a four-valver having one
screened -grid H.F. stage, a leaky grid
detector, one R.C. coupled L.F. stage and

a final transformer -c oupled
powei stage. There is ample
space in the cabinet to accom-
modate batteries large enough
to work the set satisfactorily for
long periods. The components
required for the construction
of the complete set are given in
the accompanying panel. The
components used, or the
alternatives, should be followed
exactly.

The construction of the
"Music Leader" is not at all
difficult. There are, however,
several points which need to be
noted very carefully, if the set is
to work properly. In addition,
the construction is rather com-
plicated by the fact that the
H.F. stage is -shielded and the
shielding box has to be accom-
modated in a rather small space. Never-
theless, if the blueprint and the following
instructions are exactly followed no trouble
should be experienced.

First, drill the panel, using the blueprint
as a guide. The easiest way to do this is to
take the sheet of ebonite to be drilled and to
fold the print over it, so that the panel
portion covers the front of the panel exactly.
If necessary the paper can be made secure
temporarily with two spots of adhesive.
All holes should then be drilled, including
those for the woodscrews. Then attach the
panel to the baseboard, preferably before
mounting any of the
panel components.

The Entirely Self-contained
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Four -valuer which
of the Free Blueprint Presented with Last

The screening box should next be
mounted and it will be noticed that this is
secured to the panel by two small bolts,
and the clamping of the box to the panel
also holds down a sheet of foil arranged to
shield the panel end of the screen.

The following components can then be
mounted; filament rheostat, reaction con-
denser, the two push-pull switches and the
two main tuning condensers. The tuning
condenser inside the screening box

was the subject
Week's Issue

should be clamped down tightly to the
foil without any insulation; nor is there
any need for the switch inside the box to
be insulated from the metal foil.

Mounting the Components
It is advisable at this stage to mount the

slow-motion dials, or at least that which
controls the condenser in the screening
box. The reason for this is that the slow-
motion dial has to be secured by a small
bolt, the nut of which is not easy to fix
inside the box. When this has been done,

The constructional features are well
shown in these photographs. On the left
is the receiver portion and on the right
a rear view of the complete assembly

however', there is no reason why
all the components on the base-
board should not be mounted,
but do not yet place the coil,
condenser and H.F. choke inside
the screening box.

The components which may
be mounted are the three valve
holders, the r-microfarad screen -
grid condenser, `R.C. unit, H.F.
choke, grid condenser and leak,
screen -grid valve holder, coupling
condenser and L.F. transformer.
The wiring so far can then be
carried out, using rigid insulated
Glazite wire where shown, and
for the remainder of the con-
nections using thin rubber -
covered flex. Altogether there
are only thirty Glazite wires and
sixteen flexes, so that the job of
connecting up is by no means
one likely to take any consider-
able time.

Wiring Hints
It will be noticed that the

baseboard has to be drilled at
six points for the passage of flex
leads and at four points for the
passage of insulated wire. A

point which should be noted is that the
terminal marked H.T. + on the. R.C. unit is
connected underneath the baseboard by
means of an insulated wire to the H.F.
choke. A portion of this lead, beneath the
board, is scraped free of insulation and a flex
lead is attached, which, subsequently is con-
nected to one of the H.T. battery terminals.

It will be noticed that the design is
such that most of the wires are very short
and direct. Indeed some of the wires are so
short that they will need to be held with
the nose of a pair of pliers while being
soldered in place. Where bending is neces-
sary the corners should be carefully formed.

When all the

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, x4 M. by 6 in. (Becol, Resiston,

Raymond, Ebonart).
Transportable cabinet, complete with 7 in. base-

board and frame (Clarion).
Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers (Formo,

Cyldon, Burton).
.cooz-mfd. reaction condenser (Btilgin, Peto'

Scott).
7 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat (Lissen, G.E.C.,

Burton, Igranic).
Two "on" and "off" push-pull switches (Bulgin,

Lotus).
Special screening box, 41 M. by 41 in. by 5 in.

(Parex, Ready -Radio).
Screened -grid valve holder (Parex).
Three small valve holders (W.B., Lotus, Formo

Burton, Igranic).
Special dual -wave coil, Arcadian type (Wearite,

Ready -Radio).
Two high -frequency chokes (Peto-Scott, Wearite,

Ready -Radio, Igranic).
3-megohm grid -leak (Lissen, Ediswan, Dubilier).
Resistance -capacity coupling unit with loo,000-

ohms anode resistance (Lissen, Ashley, Trix).
ioo,000-ohm grid resistance with holder (Lissen,

Ediswan).
.000x-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,

T.C.C.).
.0002-mfd. fixed condenser with series clip

(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
.005-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier, Lissen,

T.C.C., Graham-Farish).
Low -frequency transformer (Cossor, 'Worley, R.I.,

Burton, Telsen, Igranic).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
'Two small slow-motion dials (Brownie, Ormond,

Formo).
Four yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Seven wander plugs marked H.T.-, H.T.+ x ,

H.T.+2, , G.B.--2
(Belling -Lee).

Two spade terminals marked L.T.+, L.T.-
(Belling-Lee).

Balanced -armature loud -speaker unit (Ormond,
Blue -Spot, G.E.C., Hegra,Lissen, Watmel).

Nine feet of 3/8 in. by % in. wood.
Half -yard of fine -weave embroidery linen.
Small piece of art. silk.
One foot of strip brass, 1- in. by 3/32 in.
Two 413.A. bolts and nuts, t in. long.
I -lb. 2g d.c.c. wire (Lewols)
2 -volt unspillable accumulator (C.A.V. type 2.AN7)

outside wiring is done, attention may
then be given to the inside of the
screening box. Two wires should ' be
soldered to the switch contacts and these
two leads should be left straight so that
when the coil is subsequently mounted
they can be bent easily to meet the soldering
tags on the coil terminal.

The fixed condenser should be screwed to
the baseboard, on top of the bottom of the
screening box, of course, and this com-
ponent should then be wired up, before the
H.F. choke is mounted. The choke is
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" COMPLETING THE MUSIC LEADER " (Continued from preceding page)

mounted to the side of the box by means of
a small nut and bolt.

'If the box has not an opening cut for the
screen -grid valve then a U-shaped portion
should be taken away so that the screen
grid valve when placed in its holder can
have the anode terminal end inside the
screening box. The short flex lead attached
to one side'of the fixed Condenser inside the
box is connected to the anode terminal
of the screen -grid valve and this little flex
lead should have a tag attached, so that
connection can easily be made. Finally, the
coil may be mounted and this is held in
place also by means of a bolt passed through
a hole in the side of the. screening box.

Flex Connections
As a matter of interest, it should be noted

that under the head of the bolt, on the out-
side of the box, is placed a soldering tag,
so that a wire from one of the fixed con-
densers can be attached thereto, as you
will see from the blueprint. One of the
wires to the coil (that connected to terminal
No. r and to one side of the reaction
condenser) has to pass through a
hole in the screen.

The connections to the other ter-
minals of the coil are very short and
great care should be taken to see
that good soldered connections are
made. The two wires from the switch,
which were left disconnected, can
now be bent up and soldered to ter-
minals 2 and 3. Two wires come
from the inside of the box (one from
the H.F. choke and one from the
fixed condenser) and it may be found
that the lid of the screening box fouls
these two wires. If this is so, then
no harm will be done if about half an
inch is cut off the lid, so that the

.0005

wires can be passed through the
gap just formed when the lid is in
place.

No difficulty shotild be ex-
perienced in wiring up the L.F.
transformer, for the terminals
are clearly marked
A (anode), H.T. -f-,
G (grid) and G.B.
The flex leads pro-
jecting through the
baseboard connect
up with the bat-
teries. Tags should
be attached, so
that there is no
possibility of the
wrong connection
being made.

Flexes are also
taken to connec-
ting points on the
frame aerial, the
construction o f
which will be

SCREEN

The Music Leader Circuit

Another view of the com-
plete receiver with the
back of the screening box

removed

GB, 681

The arrangement of the components in the screening box is shown in this picture

111*4 loud -speaker. Also instructions will be
0/11.3 given for operating this receiver to the
/1142 best advantage.
1/72.1

L.S

68-2

given next
week. The
linen -dia-
phragm loud-
speaker is
connected by
means of
flexes, one totapping
H.T.d- 4, on
the H.T.
battery and
one to the
anode socket
of the power
valve holder.

In next
week's issue
will be des-
cribed the
construction
of the special

 frame aerial
a n d linen -
diaphragm

The Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker
and the Patent Position
The linen -diaphragm loud -speaker is now

a patented article and with regard to this
the following should be noted.

Until late in August, the linen -double -
diaphragm loud -speaker had not, so far
as we know, been patented in Great
Britain, although the device had been
patented in the U.S.A. by W. B. Whitmore
in August, 1927. The American patent was
communicated to the British Patent
Office in 1928 and the British complete
specification (No. 295,625) accepted on
August 29 this year. This patent is being
worked by Messrs. Ultra Electric, Limited,
Ultra Work 661-663, Harrow Road,
London, N.W.ro, who are manufactur-
ing linen -diaphragm loud -speakers them-
selves and are licensing other manufac-
turers.

It follows then that, while the linen
double -diaphragm loud -speaker could be
made and sold by anybody in this country
up to the end of August this year, the
position is now altered. The device is now a
patented article, but we have great pleasure
in announcing that Ultra Electric, Limited,
give permission through us for any amateur
reader of AMATErR WIRELESS to make up
an experimental model of this type of
loud -speaker for his own purposes, but
naturally the company objects strongly to
anybody making and selling the loud-
speaker, except under licence. For the
benefit of that large number of our readers
who would like to have a loud -speaker of
this type and do not wish to go to the

(Continued in 3rd column of page 640)
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LISSEN HAVE SET
the

WORLD'S STANDARD
for

PURE' CURRENT

LISSEN A.C. ELIMINATORS
A.C. Model "A."

Tappings as in D.C. Model A.
LN 576 for A.C. Mains voltage 200-210 577 220-230 578 240-250 639  100-110

A.C. Model " B."
Tappings as in D.C. Model B.

LN 579 for A.C. Mains voltage 200-210 PRICE 580 220-230 . I .3 581 ., 240-250 640 ,, 100-110

PRICE
13:0:0

IISSEN
wooRs

Lissen know what pure power
for radio is, because Lissen
have set the world standard
for pure battery current. You
cannot get purer power than
Lissen battery power, but if
you want to use an eliminator,
use a Lissen Eliminator.

You know the Lissen standard
of value-for-money-look at
the prices of the Lissen Elimin.
ator and see how that standard
is maintained.

Compare the smooth, silent current you get-
compare the price you pay-compare the neat
appearance, the convenient shape and size-you'll
conclude that this is one more triumph of Lissen
production.

LISSEN D.C. ELIMINATORS
TYPES AND PRICES

D.C. Model  A." D.C. Model " B."
Employs 3 H.T.-'- tappings : H.T. 1

giving 80 volts far S.G. valves;
H.T. -1 2 giving 60 volts at approx.
2 m.a. for detector valves; RT. ' 3

giving 120.150 volts at
12 m.a.

Price 27/6

Employs 3 tappings : H.T.-' 1
and H.T.-f-2 are continuously variable
(by means of two control knobs) and
capable of giving any desired voltage
up to 120;150 volts at approx. 2 m.a.:
H.T. 3 giv m.0;150
volts at 12a for
power valves. Price

If you are buying an
Eliminator, make sure
to ask your dealer for a
Lissen Eliminator first.

LISSEN
LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH,

Middlesex.
Fectories also at Richmond (Surrey)

and Edmonton
Managing Director : T. N. COLE.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, I. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.1.E.E.

Lessen Resistance Holder
FIXED high resistances in the form of

tubular cartridges such as are used as
grid leaks are popular components and one
will often find more than one of these
incorporated in a set. It is an advantage
also to employ the interchangeable type.

Messrs. Lissen, Ltd., who manufacture
resistances of this variety from roo,000
ohms upwards, make a special holder,
which should prove particularly useful to
the constructor This holder consists of two
metal strips terminating in a spade con-
nector for attachment to a standard Lissen
condenser The clips are mounted on an
insulated base, in which there are two
countersunk holes for mounting to the
baseboard.

One of the particular features about this
holder is that, although the leaks are held
firmly in position, they can be removed
without force by slightly rotating the
cartridge, which will slip out of position.
This should certainly prove a useful com-
ponent to readers.

Lissen Resistance Holder

Dual Electric Gramophone Motor
THE trade and quite a large section of

the wireless public are enthusiastic over
the radio -gramophone, not only because it
makes possible excellent reproduction of
records, but it also allows a fine gradua-
tion of volume to be obtained at will to suit
various conditions. It is hardly surprising
therefore, that electrical gramophone
motors are much in demand at the present
time. The designer of an electrical gramo-
phone motor has no easy task to perform,
and if he can produce an instrument which is
silent in operation and perfectly uniform in
speed and capable of standing up to con-
tinuous work without need of attention; he
has accomplished no small achievement.

This week we have tested an electric
motor made by. Messrs. Dual Motors, Ltd.,
of 85-86 New Bond Street, W. This unit is
compact and has overall dimensions of 7 in.

by 41/2 in. by 3 in. from the top board to the
base, excluding, of course, the turntable
itself. The motor is universal in its applica-
tion and it may be used for either D.C. or
A.C. from xoo up to 25o volts. The field
winding is tapped to suit the various
standard voltages. The correct tapping
point may be selected by rotating a three-
way switch actuated by a lever above the.,
top board; no external resistance is required.

Mechanical silence is undoubtedly aided
by the use of very few rotating parts, for
the governors are mounted on the main
armature shaft and this in turn is geared to
the turntable spindle by .a helical worm and
pinion. A sliding speed regulator bears on
the brake disc of the governor.

Since the armature is mounted at either
end on ball joints running in an oil cham-
ber, attention to lubrication is seldom
required, although the worm and pinion
gearing should be greased periodically. If
it is desired to inspect or renew the copper
gauze brushes, these can be readily with-
drawn whilst the motor is in position.

During our tests, the motor was com-
mendably quiet when running and the
speed remained quite constant.at different
settings of the regulator.

The price of this motor, complete with
turntable, automatic on -off switch, and all
the necessary accessories, is LI, whilst a
combined clockwork electric drive can be
obtained for '15s. extra. The instrument
should appeal to readers and can be
recommended.

Marconi Indirectly -heated Valves

VALVES with indirectly -heated cathodes
are deservedly the most popular mains

valves in use at the present time. During
the past few years, they have been con-
sistently reliable and capable of exception-
ally silent operation off raw A.C.

We have recently had an opportunity of
testing a sample of the new Marconi indi-
rectly -heated cathode valves supplied by the
Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210 Tottenham
Court Road, W. These are made of the new
standardised type, with five pins. As is
customary, the cathode surrounds the
heater. The anode is novel in that metal
gauze is employed instead of a solid plate.
The internal structure of the electrodes_
and their fixing appears to be robust. As
one might expect from a valve of this type,
the performance is distinctly good. We
actually tested in our laboratory a sample
of the ML4, and found that with an anode
potential of 12o volts, the A.C. resistance
was 2,35o ohms, with an amplification

factor as high as 6. The mutual conduc,
tance was, therefore, approximately 2.5 mil-
liamps per volt. The correct setting of the
grid bias at 120 volts is approximately 12.
The valve, therefore, makes an excellent
final stage amplifier, capable not only of
amplifying considerably, but of giving a
satisfactory large power output.

The complete series is as follows :
Makers' RatingType

MS4 500,000 550
MH4 23,000 35
MHL4 8,000 16
ML4 3,000 6

Marconi Indirectly -heated Valve

"COMPLETING THE MUSIC
LEADER "

(Continued from page 638)

trouble involved in following our con-
structional directions, we may say that the
Ultra Electric, Limited, have produced a
range of linen -diaphragm loud -speakers in
various sizes and one of them is well
adapted for use in the "Music Leader." As
a matter of fact, the chassis (the complete
loud -speaker minus cabinet) is sold by the
company almost as cheaply as any amateur
can build it. Probably in our next issue,
but certainly in the course of a fortnight or
so, we are describing how the chassis of the
Ultra Electric speaker can be adapted to
the "Music Leader," and our explanation
will .be accompanied by photographs and
drawings making the matter clear to every-
body.

Any reader, therefore, wishing to build
the "Music Leader "-a course to which he
can be confidently recommended-need not
fear any difficulty as far as the loud -speaker
is concerned, because the new development
has made it possible for him to get the
chassis practically ready for incorporating
in the cabinet.

Announcements by the Ultra Company
appear in our advertisement pages and
prices are there given.
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you want any kind of
fhced condenser at all

USSEtict a
47 FIXED CONDENSER

Whether you want a fixed con-
denser for detection or for coup-
ling, for safety or for current
filtering-in whatever circuit you
want it, for whatever purpose,
get a Lissen Fixed Condenser.
Because Lissen Fixed Condensers
deliver all their stored up energy
-they are accurate, they are
leak -proof, they are unvarying.
You may pay more for fixed
condensers, but you cannot get
better value for the money you
spend.

LISSEN FIXED
CONDENSER
Holds its charge and delivers it with-
out leak or loss. In any R.C.C. cir-
cuit, the condensers you use should
be absoutely leak -proof, otherwise 50
per cent. of volume will be lost.
Lissen condensers never leak, never
vary, and they are accurate to within
5 per cent. of their marked capacity.
.0001 to .001. Price, each 11
.002 to .006. Price 1 6 each.
.01. Price 2 - each.

LISSEN
R.C.C. UNIT
Here you have a condenser which
delivers all its stored -up energy,
resistances which will never vary, no
matter what the current load, inter-
changeability of resistance values, at
a price which is far below anything
you can get which is even compar-
able with it. Enclosed .01 4
Condenser. Price /

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS
These resistances are unvarying in value, and all have been

tested. All values, 1/. each. With terminals, 1 3 each.
LISSEN LIMITED Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. Factories also at

Richmond (Surrey) and Edmonton.
(Managing Director : T. N. Cole.)

Mention of f`Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Weekly Tips-Constructional
" Leaking " Grid Condensers

HAVE you ever had a fixed condenser
which could be used in the grid circuit

of a detector without a grid leak? I had one
the other day, but it was not of first-class
manufacture. It was a cheap condenser;
but, unfortunately, amateurs sometimes
buy them, and are not always able to find
what is wrong with their set when they
have finished its construction. A good con-
denser should have a very high value of
insulation resistance. The telephone test
sometimes recommended is not always
reliable, particularly with small con-
densers. A megger test is best, but if you

d doubt the goodness of a condenser it is
best to return it to the dealer.

'Ware Mixing H.F. and L.P.
When high -frequency currents are al-

lowed to pass through the low -frequency
part of the set to the loud -speaker there is
bound to be trouble.

In the first place, the oscillations passing
through the loud -speaker connecting wires
may return to the aerial circuit if the
aerial lead-in to the set lies near the loud-
speaker. This is a frequent cause of in-
stability. But there is a further point that
should not be overlooked, and that- is the
valves in the low -frequency amplifier
become fully loaded before they are dealing
with the maximum strength of signals. As
a result, the quality or the volume suffers.

The remedy is to connect a grid leak of
about roo,000 ohms in each grid circuit.
This will effectually prevent the passage of
high -frequency currents through the set.
Strangely enough, a grid leak is often a
more effective stopper than a by-pass
condenser, and it has the great advantage
of not lowering the tone.

A large condenser, such as one sometimes
sees recommended, always lowers the tone,
as it reduces the strength of the higher
audio frequencies. Sometimes a fixed con-
denser is emplcyal to reduce the strength
of "needle scratch" when playing records
electrically, but, naturally, the higher
tones suffer.

Thin Wire for H.F.
Everyone in these days knows how

important it is when wiring a high -fre-
quency amplifier to minimise stray capaci-
ties and couplings by spacing grid and
anode wires and keeping them short.
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and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
I have noticed, however, that very often

the mistake of using unnecessarily thick
connecting wire is made. Sometimes very
thick wire is used, as it is thought to add
to the appearance of a set. This is clearly
a mistake. The thinnest possible connect-
ing wires should be used in high -frequency
circuits, as by this means the capacity of
the wires is the minimum.

Thick wires are all very well, but for the
best results use thin wires-and make
them short when possible.

Reaction Howl
One of the worst faults that can be

present in a set is a reaction howl.
Most people have experience of it. You
increase the reaction, and at the point

A method of preventing reaction howl

where the circuits should just oscillate, or
oscillate gently, a loud howl is heard.

Sometimes a growl instead of a howl is
produced-it seems to depend upon the
circuit values. But in both instances there
is something wrong with the circuit, and
as the fault is a distressing one it is worth
while taking trouble to eliminate it.

I have found the addition of a resistance -
capacity filter (as in the diagram) a help,

NEXT WEEK !
FULL DETAILS OF THE
" MUSIC LEADER" LINEN -
DIAPHRAGM LOUD -SPEAKER

R being of 20,000 ohms and c of 2 micro -
farads. But this does not always cure the
trouble. Sometimes a new grid leak will
put matters right, or it may be necessary
to join one of half a megohm across the
secondary winding of the transformer.

Then, again, the fault may be due-at
least, in part-to the particular values of
condenser and coil used in the reaction
circuit. Too often a small reaction con-
denser is, used. The fault may usually be
eliminated by attention to these various
points, and, as I have said, it is worth
while spending a little time in putting the
reaction circuit right.

" Spotting " a Good Detector
A question I am often asked is "What is

the best type of valve for detection ?"
This is a question not so easily answered,
as Much depends upon the circuit and the
values of the parts used, as well as upon
the strength to be dealt with.

As a general rule, a valve of the moden
ate -impedance type is the better, particu-
larly when a fairly high voltage, such as
go or more, can be used. Such a valve is
not very easily overloaded, and- will suit
most low -frequency intervalve couplings.
It will also suit most reaction circuits.
The anode current may be as much as two
or three milliamperes, but what does this
matter when the quality and general per.
formance is good ?

There are occasions, of course, when a
valve of the resistance -capacity type is
perfectly satisfactory, but certain valves
have a rather too high value of impedance
for a transformer coupling to be used with
satisfaction. Its high impedance renders it
more suitable for a set having a resistance -
capacity coupling when good quality and
normal magnification should be obtained.

When the detector valve is changed the
reaction circuit may need adjustment.
More turns may be required in the reaction
coil, or a larger condenser may have to be
used. It is therefore better, when it is
necessary to fit a new detector valve, to
choose one whose characteristics are not
very different from those of the old valve.

It is reported from Lille that the local
transmitter (Radio PTT Nord) will be
increased in power within the next few
weeks.
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SIEMENS Radio Batteries are indeed in
the public eye, because they are all of

one quality-the highest, and in service
give the utmost satisfaction.
Quite definitely, there is no better value
irrespective of price. Many thousands
of listeners have proved this for them-
selves, and if your present battery is not
a SIEMENS it is surely worth while to
see that the next one is and judge for
yourself.

POPULAR TYPE.
No. 1200. 60 volts.
No. 1202. 100 volts.

s'-
1 3/ -

POWER -TYPE for Power -Valves.
No. 1204. " Power" 60 volts. 13/6
No. 1206. " Power " 100 volts. 22/6

SUPER RADIO for Super Power
and Pentode Valves.

No. 1035. 50 volts. 251 -
GRID BIAS,

G9. 9 volts. 1/6

643 mntPur Wiretesi

tells you in a booklet en-
titled

"INSIDE
KNOWLEDGE"
how to obtain the best ser-
vice from a SIEMENS
battery. This booklet is
written in a bright and at-
tractive manner and a copy
is yours for the asking-
either from your Dealer or

direct from us.

IEMEN
RADIO BATTERIES-

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.I8

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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In a good set each unit, how-
ever small, must be perfectly
made. It is because com-
ponents are so important
both to the quality of re-
ception and the ease in build-
ing, that Lotus components
are recommended almost
universally by technical men
and the Press. Lotus units are
made in one of the most modern
radio, factories in this country.
They are made to an exceptionally
high standard and each one-large
or small-is carefully tested before
it leaves the works. You can de-
pend upon Lotus components.
Put them into your next set.
The Lotus range includes: Lotus Valve
Holders ; Lotus Variable, Differential
and Reaction Condensers ; Lotus All
Mains Unit ; Lotus Dual and Single
Drum Dials and Dual Wave Coils ; Lotus
L.F. intervalve and power transformers;
Lotus H.F.- and L.F. Chokes ; Lotus
Remote Control units, , Lotus jacks,
switches and plugs and also an ex-
ceptionally fine selection of Lotus re-
ceiving sets.

Send for TWO HANDSOME
CATALOGUES TO -DAY!

Made in one of the most modern
radio factories in Great Britain by

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co. Lti.
Lotus Works, LIVERML

From oll radio dealers
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uncials
COMPONENTS

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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FOUR

Blue Spot ioi

GUINEAS
Four guineas will buy the Blue Spot 99 or
the Blue Spot 101.
You may prefer the 99 because it is a cabinet
model, or you may admire the originality of
design in the IoI, but whichever speaker you
choose, you are assured you are getting a
speaker that plays, sings and talks to you with
the fidelity that has placed the Blue Spot in
the front rank of loud -speakers to -day.

A visit to your nearest dealer will enable you
to judge for yourself.

BLUE SPOT 101
an unusual design of

pleasing taste
Price £4 - 4 - 0

BLUE SPOT 99
the case is a Trolite

moulding
Price £4 - 4 - 0

BLUE SPOT
99 OR 101

'Ace Spat tone -atcoukse!
F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.i

Telephone : Museum 8630 (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland & North Wales : H. C. Rawson (Sheffield & London), Ltd., loo London
Road, Sheffield (Tel.: Sheffield 26006) ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester (Tel. Manchester City 3329).

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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L.F. TRANSFORMER
TYPE "G"

An instrument which has
played a large part in build-
ing up the name Igranic, a
synonym for all that is
reliable, efficient and up to
date in radio.

The curves published from
measurements made by the
National Physical Laboratory
show straight line character-
istics over a wide range of
audible frequencies, giving
even amplification of bass
and treble notes so often
distorted.

For use in first or second
stage or both.

Ratios : 3.6 to 1 and 7.2 to

PRICE 3O/-
Get one at your dealer's, or
write direct to Dept. D. 133.

149
ClueertVtcloriaSi

EOFO

You will Help

646

15/-
18/6

STAND 116
GALLERY
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The new Universal (No. 97b) and the new Power Model
(No. 98) fitted with 91 in. and 12 in. cones respectively, will
take every unit at present on the market, including the new
Amplion BA2. They will take yours.
In each case the cradle is of aluminium, cone of the latest
Vellume type and the beautifully polished octagonal front gives
the speaker a really finished appearance. This is entirely in
keeping with the magnificent reproduction afforded.
See them at the Manchester Radio Exhibition, Stand 116
(Gallery), or drop us a postcard for a fully descriptive leaflet.

97b. Aluminium Cradle, enamelled and polished
fitted with Vellum° cone and octagonal front,
back leg and bracket also included ...
98. Similar in every respect to the above, universal
fitting, etc., with 12 in. Vellume cone and octa-
gonal front, back legs and bracket included.

MANCHESTER FREDK.
EXHIBITION SQUIRE
24, Leswin Road, Stoke Newington, N.16

P. & T
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The Last Word in 4-Pol Units

Price

15/6

Price

15/6

This new four-pol balanced armature unit has
the power, quality and tone of a moving -coil

loud -speaker. Ask your dealer.

TELEPHONE BERLINER (LONDON) LTD.,
Colindale Avenue, Hendon, London, N.W.9
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Yourself and Help Us ty Mentiontng W.' to Advernserb
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AND
THAT
MEANS

547

September gone-NOW is the
time to overhaul your set. The
essential need is a Wates Meter
that gives you all necessary read-
ings on one dial.
The number of things you can dis-
cover about your set with this
useful meter-things you never
knew before-will enable you to
improve upon the reception you
are now obtaining out of all know-
ledge. Seasoned listeners will not
be without it. It saves hours in
locating faults, and tests L.T.,
H.T. and valve consumption in a
moment !
Obtain one now and ensure perfect re-

ception throughout the corn -
YOU NEED A ing season, Sold by Halford's

Stores, Curry's Stores and all
Radio dealers or direct.

74iPi MILLIAMPS

INVATE S
atkee--14-L--crkte

VOLT -AMP
RADIO TEST METER.

00 -AMP

lllllllllllll
'11." //,os,

rS

Rs, M//,amps use ride T.T..¢. bo

C) Its Black lead Cbsdont,

Red Lead toPow6..

11.200

READINGS
0-150 VOLTS
0-6 VOLTS
0-30 MILLIAMPS

Res : 5.000 Ohms.
The "Wates" Range

Standard Model
Price 8/6. Case 2/6
extra. Panel Mounting
Model 13/9. Polarized
Magnet Type Milliam-
meters. 0-50 or 0-25
m.a. 9/6.
THE STANDARD WET

BATTERY CO., (DEPT. A.W.)
184 / 188, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.

816
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DOYOUREMEMBER-7

Stand /Niro?.
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That used to be the usual
finish to each broadcast
item. Sometimes it was
ten minutes - sometimes
even fifteen, somehow we
didn't seem to mind then.
What was a few minute's
silence here and there in
a wonderful " Wireless"
programme ? It wasn't a
programme as we know
it now either - only a
couple of hours in twenty-
four-but we enjoyed it
to the full. Now we ask
for better things - but
that was seven years ago.
Yet, even then --and years
before too-T.C.C. Con
densers were being used
in transmitter and receiver
alike. They were the
standard of those days-
they are still the standard
to -day. Remember this
when next you want a
condenser-use only the
"condenser in the green
case"- and be safe.

T.C.C. Condensers are made in
types far all purposes. Here is
illustrated a 2,000 mf. Electro-
lytic Condenser, price 15s. od.
There is also the Double Type
-4,000 mf price 27$. 6d.,
and the new 500 mf. 40 V.
T jpe, price 2os. od.

ICC.
CONDENSERS
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton, London. 111.3

M 1128

M.B.
To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Just switch it on-the same as you do your
electric light-and tune in programme after
programme with wonderful clearness, wonder-
ful sweetness, and just as loud as you like.
It's a great thing to be able to forget all about
Batteries and have a set that you can abso-
lutely rely on, not one that will let you down
the very evening you want it most. The
Regentone Mains Receiver is guaranteed for
12 months; as a matter of fact there's really
nothing to go wrong, no rectifying valves, no
liquids, no moving parts. It is designed for
all wavelengths and that, too, without coil
changing.
If you want a really good Mains Set, get a

Regentone.
Prices, including Valves and Royalties

3 -valve Cabinet Model £22 : 10 : 0
3 Pedestal ,, £27 : 10 t 0
Of course, you can make your own Set " All -
Electric " with Regentone if you like-it's easy :
our ART BOOKLET tells you how-write

for fred copy to -day.

GOITONEfir PADIOfor the M

6 A IP
,

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 2). Bart/elts B/dgs.
Holborn arCILS, L01101. E.C:f. .761ephooe Cept!rol 9661
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RECORDS FOR YOUR
RADIO GRAMOPHONE

'.T
would appear that the gramophone -

record companies have recently turned
their attention to obtaining a better,
clearer and, what is more important, more
delicate response to the high notes. This
delicacy and greater clearness of detail is
quite apart from what might be called a
brilliant reproduction of treble notes.

Early High -note Recording
It will be remembered that the pre -

electric recordings and early records gener-
ally suffered from 'an exaggerated ampli-
fication of the treble as well as the various
recording resonances which made a piano
record scund like that of a new variety of
harp and characterised all soprano record;
with a nasal tone. You have only to listen
to the most recent record by Andres
Segovia playing his guitar to realise how
Effective good recording of the higher scund
frequencies can be. The pieces recorded
are "Courante" (Bach) and "Allegretto
from a Sonatina in A Major" (Torroba),
H.M.V. E475.

The radio gramophone is usually sup-
posed to appeal on account of its better
reproduction of the bass and its possi-
bilities of overpowering production of
sound volume. It is not always realised
that its reproduction of high notes can at
times have a realism that is almost uncanny.

The Columbia Company, when they
issued the Eva Turner records-"Ritorna
Vincitor," from Aida (Verdi) (L215o), and
"0 Patria Mia," also from Aida (L2r56)-
showed that they could record effectively
the treble notes. Among their recent
orchestral records, "Overture to Oberon"
(Weber), played by Mengelberg's Concert-
gebonn Orchestra (L2312-3), stands cut
because of its excellent recording. Volume
there is in plenty, but not at the expense of
detail, and there is a gradation in tone
which seems to indicate that at last we are
getting away from records which are only
remarkable on account of their extreme
loudness. Another Columbia issue, " The
Fountains of Rome" (Respighi), played
by the Milan Symphony Orchestra
(9833-4), is also distinguished by its good
recording.

Further records of more serious orches-
tral work; which are notable among recent
i sues arc " The Clock Symphony" (Haydn),
played by the Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra of New York, conducted by
Toscanini (H.M.V. 668-71) and "Pre-
lude to Act 3, Tanithauser" (Wagner),
played by the Berlin State Opera Orchestra
(Parlo. Eio886). The recording of both
is excellent, although the second is rather
louder than is desirable for the radio
gramophone. At any rate, the signal-to-
noise ratio-or, rather, I should say the
ratio of intensity of musical sound to

scratch noise, which, if you think a minute
or two, is one of the most important factors
in first-class reproduction-is all that can
be desired. Another Parlophone record
which should be heard is "Morning, Noon,
and Night Overture" (Suppe), also played
by the Berlin State Opera Orchestra
(Eio882).

Light Orchestral Records
To the listener of average musical taste,

light orchestral records represent the
class of music most readily appreciated.
One of the best records of this class that
I have heard for some time is " Waldteufel
Memories," played by D3 Groot and his
Orchestra (H.M.V. B3o84). The clear
violin tones of De Groot which used to be
so familiar in his Sunday evening broad-
casts are particularly well recorded. Da
Groot's other record, "Les Cloches de
Corneville Selection" (Planquette)
B3o41), is almost as good.

There is also a Columbia version of
" Waldteufel Memories," played by Herman
Fin& and his Orchestra (Col. 9836), which
should be compared with the but
the pick of the Columbia issue of this class
of music is undoubtedly " Intermezzo and
Minuet from L'Arlesienne Suite" (Bizet),
played by the J. H. Squire Chamber
Orchestra (Col. 9835).

Whatever faults in your equipment may
show up on other types of records, you
should be able to obtain good reproduction
with the records just given, and also pos-
sibly the following, which are similar in
character : "Ave Maria" (Schubert), played
by the Edith Lorand Orchestra (Parlo.
Eio889), and "II Trovatore Selection"
(Verdi), played by the B.B.C. Wireless
Symphony Orchestra (Regal Glop). The
latter record is rather louder than the
others.

Military Band Records and
Open-air Performances
Some time ago I was requested to

recommend suitable records for radio -
gramophone reproduction at an out-of-
doors sports event. _I made some compara-
tive tests of various types of records, and
found that, although dance and " tea-
time" orchestral music reproduced well
and were quite suitable, the most successful,
from all points of view, were military band
records. Whether or not the fact that one
is more used to listening to brass instru-
ments in the open had any influence on
one's judgment, on the score of realism
military band records seemed the best.

A number of excellent band records have
recently been issued, and the following can
all be recommended : "Stars and Stripes
March" (Col. 5474) and "Marche Lorraine"
(Col. 5473), played by the Grenadier Guards
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Band; "Belle of New York Selection"
(H.M.V. Cr703) and "The Wedding of the
Rose" (H.M.V. B3o64), both played by
the Coldstream Guards Band; and the
Parlophone Company's Massed Military
Bands record, " Torgau March" (Parlo.
E6r9o).  The playing of the Grenadier
Guards is characterised by a smooth pre-
cision, while some effective trombone
recording on the second side of B3o64,
.and drum and woodwind recording on the

arlophone record make these records
worthy of note.

For those who are interested in instru-
mental records, two which can be recom-
mended with confidence are "La Capric-
cioso" (Ries), played by Master Yehudi
Menuhin (H.M.V. DAroo3) and "Ecos-
saise" (Beethoven), played by Levitiki
(H.M.V. E537). The first is a violin solo
which, although rendered by a boy pro-
digy, is marked by a high standard of per-
formance, while the second record contains
the best piano tone I have heard for some
time.
Dance Records

Dance records continue to be issued in
such large numbers that it is quite impos-
sible to deal exhaustively with individual
records. For those who desire a guide in
the selection of their records I give the
following list as representing my selection
of the best of recent issue :-
"Bitter Sweet Selection," played by Jack

Hylton and his Orchestra.H.M.V. C1727.
"Dance of the Paper Dolls," Victor Arden

and Phil Ohman (piano duet).
H. M.V. C3o75.

"Let me dream in your arms again," Jack
Payne's B.B.C. Orchestra. Col. 5500.

" Ninette," Debroy Somers' Band. Col. 5499.
"Hittin' the Ceiling," Carolina Club

Orchestra. Parlo. R400.
"The one that I love loves me," Sam

Lanin's Famous Players. Parlo. R4or.
A. G. McD.

ON THE SHORT-WAVE SIDE
IT is a significant fact that the commer-

cial success of wireless telegraphy dates
from the introduction of the short-wave
beam system. Although long -wave high-
powered stations had then been in opera-
tion for many years, the cable companies
were practically unaffected by their com-
petition. The success of the beam was so
pronounced that it was quickly followed
by the recent cable -wireless merger.

The normal wavelength used in beam
signalling varies from 15 to 22 metres, and
there are various technical difficulties in
reducing it below these limits. Senator
Marconi and Mr. -Franklin have, however,
recently designed a valve generator in
which the whole of the primary circuit,
including the aerial, is contained inside one
glass bulb. The factors which determine
the wavelength to be generated consist of
(a) the capacity between the anode and
grid electrodes and (b) the inductance of
the strip connections carrying the supply
vdte ges M. B.
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TO PERFECT RADIO

fitnat"u-WireiT

In addition to their own extensive range PETO SCOTT offer YOU
every known Radio Receiver or Component. The list given below
merely illustrates our terms for a few well-known lines and we ask you
to fill in the coupon, or send us a list of your requirements, for which
we shall be pleased to quote for cash or on our famous system of

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

111820 LOVER'S GRAMO-RADIO (described in September 243 and
October S issue). Complete kit contains exact parts as specified.
Cabinet and drilled Panel. Full-size Blueprint tree with com-
plete kits. Send only 33/9; balance in 11 monthly instalments
of 19/2. Valves, gramophone motor, and accessories extra.
A.O. ALL -ELECTRIC CLARION THREE (described in "Amateur
Wireless," 21/9/29). Build this remarkable all -maim receiver.
No batteries required. Complete kit contains exact parts as
specified. Cabinet and drilled Panel. Fuld-sihe Blueprint free
with complete kits. Send only WA; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 28/13. Valves extra.
1980 BULLARD " ORGOLA " KIT, including cabinet and
valves. Send only 201.; balance in n monthly instalments of
20/,
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Send only 18/8; balance in
11 monthly instalments of 18/8, valves included.
LIMPER 6.0.3 KIT, excluding valves, accumulator, and cabinet.
Bend only 8/3; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 8/3.
THE BROOKMAN'S THREE (see "Wireless Magazine," October
issue). Complete kit, including cabinet, panel, and valves. Send
only 18/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/11.

[ " THE MUSIC LEADER " (Described in this issue).
For complete kit including cabinet, valves, batteries
and all requisite accessories, send only 25/-, balance

in easy instalments.

THE KNIFE-EDGE THREE (described to " Amateur Wireless,"
21/9/29). Complete kit Including cabinet, drilled.panel, valves,
and vernier dials. Full-size Blueprint free with complete kit.
Send only 14/4; balance inhl monthly instalments of 14/4.
COSSOR 1980 THREE -VALVE HIT. Send only 10,-; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 18/-.
00550K 1933 THREE -VALVE A.C. MAINS KIT. Send only
2703; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 27111 -

COSSOR TWO -VALVE A.O. MAINS SET. Send only 19/3;
balance in 11. monthly instalments of 19/3.
REGENTONE W.I.B. 8.0. (A.C. maims), for. S.G. and pentode
sets. Send only 9/2; balance in 11 monthly instalment. of 9/2.
ER00 31.20 (A.C. mains), also for S.G. and pentode sets. Send
only 7/4; balance In 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
ALL LEADING MAKES OF ELIMINATORS, from 4/7, first
payment.
OLDHAM AUTO POWER UNIT, comprising special 120 -volt
Accumulator, with A.C. Mains Charger, all in metal case. use,,
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Send only 10,10; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 10/10.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURE

LG. BROWN MODEL Three -valve Screened -grid Set.
Complete kit and Cabinet. Send only 18/-; balance in 18
monthly instalments of 18;-.
MeMICHAEL SCREENED -GRID THREE. Complete kit of
components, excluding Cabinet, Valves, etc. Send only 1813;
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/3,
BOWYER-LOWE UNIVERSAL SHORT-WAVE KIT, including
Coils for 10 to 5,000 metres, and Valves. Send only 46/4; balance
in 11 monthly instalments of 25,6.
FERRANTI ELIMINATOR HIT, for home construction. using
Westinghouse Metal Rectifier. Output, 200 volts, 100 In/a, for
A.C. mains. Send only 40/.-; balance in 11 monthly instalments
of M/S.
MAINS COMPONENTS and VALVES of every description are
available on easy terms. Full details In om Catalogue. For
example: WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER, Type R.T.1.
with Regentone Power Transformer, type W.R.1. Send only
9/2; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 9/2.
B.T.H. S.S. UNIT (for G -volt accumulator or D.C. mains).
Send only 11,7; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 11/7.

All goods sent Carriage Paid. Everything available for cash if preferred.

°ELUTION 0.12, in Oak. Send only 10/4; balance in D. monthly
instalments of 10/4. In Mahogany, 10/9.
CELEATION Z.23, in Oak. Send only 14/3; balance in 11
monthly instalments of 14/3. In Mahogany, /9,2.
ULTRA AIR CHROME U.12. Cabinet Model Loud -speaker..
Send only 7/4; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 7/4.
BLUE SPOT 66.1r. UNIT, with SQUIRE MODEL 101 CONE
KIT. Send only 6/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 5/11.
ELIDE 123 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, type W.Y., in Crates.
Send only 8/11; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 6/11.
STANDARD WET H.T. 144 -VOLT BATTERY, 10,000 rola,
absolutely complete. Send only 7/2; balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 7/2. All parts for these batteries available.
THE ADAPTAGRAM converts your existing Radio Receiver to
a modern Radio Gramophone. Perfectly simple. Takeo prac-
tically any set. Garrard Motor, B.T.H. Pick-up, Balanced-arma.
ture Loud-speakre. All fitted in a handsome polished Oak Cabinet,
Bend only 3916; balance in 11 monthly instalments of 22/..
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS of all types by leading makers,
Bee catalogue for full details.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE
contains 48 large pages profusely illustrated and with detailed des-
criptions of the1929-30 products of ALL THE LEADING MAKERS.
Receivers, Components, Radio Gramophones, Pick-ups, etc., all
are dealt with, in fact, you will Lind the new Easy Way Catalogue a

veritable guide to Radio. Get your copy now.

PETO SCOTT ,71
FIRST IN 1919 FOREMOST TO -DAY

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.
62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.
4, Manchester Street, Liverpool.
33, Whitelow Road, Chorlion-cum-Hardy,

Manchester.

Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under ?,d, stamp,

COUPON.
Please send me your Iccw 48 -page Illustrated

Catalogue.

NAME

ADDRESS

20.1.0
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The new British General
Midget Transformer created
remarkable interest. In
accordance with modern
practice of economising in
weight and space this trans-
former has been produced
in a remarkably small size.
The core is of the latest Nickel
Alloy (specially treated) and
the performance is as good
as many transformers at
three times the price.

11/6
From all dealers of repute or
direct from the manufacturers

The British General Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Brockley Works, London, S.E. 4.

II ROAD CAS ELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths). For the purpose of better comparison, the power indicated is aerial energy.

Kilo- Station and Power Kilo- Station and Powe: Kilo- Station and Power Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE "270 x,rra Kaiserslautern 0 2i 453 e62 Tromsoe 0.1
26.5311,75.1 Chelmsford 175 7,72.4 S. Quentin .. 0.1 *276 .2,085 Koenigsberg ... 2 5 953 C63 Aalesund ..., 0.3

(55W)15.0 211.3 7,420 'severs 0. i. *283 1,058 5Iagdeburg ... 0.5 453 662 Porsgrund 0.7
'200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) .,. 0.13 22) 1,364 Fecamp (Radio "283 1,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5 .903 6o8 Oslo 7.5
"242 1,238 Belfast (2BE) ... 1.0 Nor manie) 0.5 "283 1,058 Stettin 0.5 1,07i 2:0 Oslo (testing) ... 7.3
*261 1,148 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0 237 2,265 "319 94r Dresden 0.21 POLAND
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13 ( Juan-ks-Pins) 0.5 "325 923 Breslau 1.5 "31.3 959 Cracow 0 3
288.5 1,04o Stoke-on-Trent 238 1,260Bordeaux (Radio "339 887 Bremen 0.3i "335 896 Posen 1.2

(6ST) 0.13 Sud-Ouest) 1.0 .360 833 Stuttgart 1 5 385 779 Wilno 0.5
288.5 7,040 Sheffield (61-F) 0.13 139 2,256 Radio Nimes ... 0.23 "372 8o6 Hamburg 15 "408 734 Ka ttowitz 10.0
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13 *255 2,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5 *390 770 Frankfurt 1 5 '1,411 2.12.5 Warsaw ...... 8.11

288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13 *265 1,130 Lille (PTT) ... 0.7 .418 7/6 Berlin 1.5 SPAIN
288.5 1,040 Hull (61(H) ... 0.13 268 1,121 Casablanca 0 "453 662 Danzig 0.23 251 .7,2.93 Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh 268 7,12 r Strasbourg 0 3 "456 657 Aachen 0.31 314 956 Oviedo (EAJ19) 0.5

(2EH) 0.35 "212 1,103 Rennes (PTT) 0 5 "473 635 Langenberg 13.0 '349 86o Barcelona
268.5 r,1740 Dundee (2DE) 0.13 '380 Montpelier .533 563 Munich 15 (EA Jt) 8.0
288.5 z,o4o Bournemouth (PTT) 0 2 *560 536 Augsburg 0.23 *368 825 Seville (EA J5) 1.5

(6BM) 1.0 588 1,I49 Radio Lyons ... 0 5 "560 536 Hanover 0.33 403 743 San Sebastian
288.51,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13 288,5 2,040 Mont de Marsan 0.3 675 521.7 Freiburg 0.33 (EA j8) 0.3

'301 995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0 .294 2,010 Limoges (FIT) 0.5 '1,635 183.5 Zeesen 390 '424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
"310 968 Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
*356 842 London (2L0) 2.0

304 986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
305.6 981.7 Agen 0.25

2,100 / 742 I. Norddeich ......10.02,290 3/
453 662 Salamanca

(EAJ22) 1.0
356 842 Brookman's 309 970 Radio Vitus 1 0 HOLLAND 465 645 Barcelona

"377 797 ManchesterPark 2"
*310 95o Marseilles (PTT) U.5
326.5 918.9 Grenoble (PTT) 0..3

31.4 9,554 Eindhoven
(PC J 25.0

(EAJ13) 8.0
SWEDEN

(2ZY) 1.0 331.4 5o5 Petit Parisien 0.3 '293 1,004 Hilversum (until 231 r,3or Malmo 0.6
*393 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0 564 824 Algiers 1 2.0 5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6'5 '257 Hoerby 10.0
'473 626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0 368 8r5 Radio LL '1,071 280 Hilversum 6.5

.2,16o
270 3,112 Trollhattan 0.45

1,654 393 Daventry (Park) 0.5 '1,070 280 Scheveningen. '322 933 Goeteborg 10.0
(5XX) 25,0 *381 788 Radio Toulousf 8.0 Haven 6.0 322 932 Falun 0.5

AUSTRIA in 729 Radio Maroc (from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.) '436 689 Stockholm 1.5
'246 7,22o Linz 0.5 (Rabat) 2.0 *1,875 160 Huizen (after '542 554 Sundsvall 0.6
'283 .7,058 Innsbruck ... 0.5 436 687 Radio Flandre 6.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5 '770 389 Ostersund 0.6
"352 851 Graz 7.0 (Lille) 0.1 IRISH FREE STATE 1,200 250 Boden ...... 0.6
"4.53 666 Klagenfurt 0.5 447 67.1 Paris (Ecole '225 1,337 Cork (IFS) ... 1.0 *1,348 222.5 Motala ..... 30.0
"517 58r Vienna 15.0 Sup. PTT) 1 5 'IL) 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0 SWITZERLAND

BELGIUM 468 640 Lyons (PTT) ... 6.0 ITALY '403 743 Berne 1.0
`35.5 7,273:5 Charleroy (LL) 0.25 1,350 222 Tunis (Kasbah) 0.8 218 1,209 Trieste (testing) 1.0 '459 653 Zurich 0.63
246.1 4,218.6 Schaerbeek- 1,458 205.76 Eiffel Tower... 12 0 '274 1,094 Turin (Torino) 7.9 466 644 Zurich

250 1,200 Ghent
Brussels 0.2 i

0 5
.1,725 274 Radio Paris ... 12 0

GERMANY
"330.3 908 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
"385 779 Genoa (IGE) ... 1.0

(during afternoon) 0:63
680 442 Lausanne 0.6

194 x,c2 , Liege 0.1 '218 1,373 Flensburg .. 0 1 *441. 68o Rome (Roma) 3.0 760 395 Geneva 0.23
313 961.4 Arlon 0.25 "227 1,319 Cologne 4.0 453 662 Bolzano(IBZ). . 0.3 1,010 297 Basle 0.25
339 887 Louvain 8.0 "234 2,283 Muenster 3.0 *501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0 TURKEY

4ou0 590 Brusseis 1.0 .239 1,256 Nurnberg 2.0 NORWAY "1,200 250 Stamboul 6.0
DENMARK '246 1,220 Kiel 0.35 140 1,250 Rjukan 0.18

All wavelengths marked with an'261 .7,067 Copenhagen '246 1,220 Cassel 0.23 *283 1,058 Notodden .05
(Kjobenhavn) 0 75 '263 1,184 Gleiwitz 2.0 "365 820 Bergen 1.0 asterisk have been allotted according

1,153 r60 Kalundborg ... /.d '259 1,157 Leipzig 1.5 '394 761 Frederiksstad 0.7 to the Plan de Prague.

DOWN

SEND FOR ONE FOR ONE WEEK'S TRIAL.
TO -DAY

Test it at your leisure against ANY Speaker at ANY price. We
know it is the equal
of any.
Talking won't con-
vince you, but hear-
ing it on your set
will. If you are not
fully satisfied, pack
it up and return it
to us within a week,
and your  money
and postage will be
refunded.
If you decide to
keep it -remember
your judgment is
final - remit the
balance 30/- or if
you prefer it, 2/6 a
week for fourteen

Teleplion! weeks, 40/- in all.
City 3788. C.O.D. .5/6.

Remember P.R. Speakers are all British Made.
SPECIFICATION. Full balanced clectro-magnetic armature
and powerful cobalt steel permanent magnets. The special P.R.
paper Cone is perfectly.free to move and floats against the baffle ;
the cabinet is of oak heavily .reinforced by a special frame
designed to prevent sympathetic resonance. The whole is
finished in highly french -polished natural oak, and measures

13 x '3- x 6" with i" cone.
GUARANTEE -Money refunded without question if not satisfied and returned

within seven days.
P.R. PRODUCTS, (Dew. S.15), P.R. House, Neweate Street, London. E.C. 40

51. BRINGS THIS
SPEAKER TO YOU
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ALL POSITION

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator

Have you had details of our
new range of high tension
accumulators? Supplied in to
volt units or 3o volt groups of
2,500, 5,000 and to,000 milli -
amp hour capacity, this en-
tirely new and original H.T.
is suitable for every class of
receiver.

The Original
Jelly acid
13 alter

651 mateur WtreLT

NON -SPILLABLE

Weight for weight and size for size the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery has a better capacity
and higher efficiency than other non -spillable types. The special construction

of the container, and the use of Jelly Acid allows it to be placed and
used in any position, without the risk of spilt acid. It is both

the safest and best for your portable. Recommended in
the constructional articles of the Wireless Press, and

standardised in many popular portable sets,
the C.A.V. Jelly Acid Battery provides

the most reliable and the safest
non - spillable battery

obtainable.

kier_sLrrarlaleThr & 0 ;
ACTON. LONDON. W.3.

The New C.A.V. H.T. Accumulator
To those seeking a perfect
source of H.T. current we
recommend the new C.A.V.
H.T. Accumulator. Absolute-
ly silent in operation, hand-
some and compact,inexpensive
in first cost and cheaply
maintained.
* A C.A.V. non -spillable bat-
tery is specified for the "Music
Leader" transportable set des-
cribed in this issue.

The Perfe
allery for

aliPorlables

The New C.A.V. Radio Accumulator Catalogue and Battery Maintenance Handbook will be supplied free on application.

041104141(
SIEW

PATENT
sarvwr

CONE -DIAPHRAGM
SUSPENSION

COMPLETE SOVEREIGN CONE
KIT for 3/-

The Sovereign Cone Kit employs Prov. Pat. No.
9094/29, which is a compromise. between the
fixcd and free edge cone principles. Its chief
advantages are : NO CONE CRADLE RE-
QUIRED, pure natural reproduction, simplicity,
suitable for use with all units. It is the least ex-
pensive complete Cone assembly on the market. Sold in an attractive envelope
with full constructional details. 3,000 were sold during the Radio 'Exhibition.
Obtainable from your local dealer.

Special stockist: CURRY'S RADIO HOUSE (200 Branches)
Or the Manufacturers :

11/41,,J.R. WIRELESS Co. (Dept. A.W.), 6-8 Rosebery Avenue, E.C.1

FREE-
Every wireless enthusiast
should have these books.
They tell you how to build
mahogany cone speakers
for 20/- cabinets for 8/-
and a host of other inter-
esting matter. Full of
essential information for
the home constructor.
One has 20 pages and -the
other 12 pages-both are
free on request. Just
send a postcard now
before you forget. Write
to Dept. 76.
HOBBIES, LTD.
DEREHAW,NORFOLK

WHY PAY 10/6 FOR A VALVE
HERE IS JUST AS GOOD FOR ONLY

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

Type Volts Amp"
Imp.,; Amp.ae.

GPR 23 .095 24,00u. 13.5 il.F.Oet.4,4
No GPR 4

2
2

.095

.095
12,0001
40,000

9
32

L.F.
R.C.

GPR 9 3.5-4 .09 22,000 14.5 11.F.Oet.

EACH 2P111 1r-44 ..2 141Z 41 kt..
GPR17 5-6 .14 20,000 17.5 I.F.let.Post 4d. GPR18 5-6 .14 11,000 9.5 L.P.
GPR19 5-6 .14 75,000 41 R.C.

POWER GPR20 2 .15 6,000 7 Purim
7/6 pos1'13. GPR40 4 .15 6,000 7

SUPER POWYS GPR66 8 .15 6,000 7 "

12/6 Post 44. grig ,f .s 3,000
3,500

4.5 Euper
4.5 I Power

Screened Grid
IS/- AAC t SG 2> 2 220,000 150 \ S.G.

Why pay fancy prices when you can get a perfectly fin-
ished British made valve with a superior coating giving
astonishing selectivity with,. minimum H.T. consump-
tion, which is the general opinion of the thousands who
use P.R. valves. There are many valves on the market
but none are guaranteed-Ask yourself why.
The P.R. guarantee covers seven months with the right
-not a favour, remember-but a right to exchange the
valve under the guarantee. All you have to do is to post
any defective valve to us, complying, of course, with the
terms of the guarantee which is attached and enclose a
note stating defect-You will receive a new valve by
return of post.

P.R. PRODUCTS
13, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE ST.,

LONDON, E.C.4
Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

Two interesting books

Tell us your set-we
will send correct valves.
Matched Valves r/- extra.

Sent C.O.D. if desired.

Telephone: CITY 3788

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THENL
ACCEPT NO OTHER.
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THE MODERN MODE IN HOME MUSIC

YOUR
EXISTING

RADIO
RECEIVER

GOES
HERE

RADIO OR
GRAMOPHONE MUSIC

AT THE TOUCH OFA SWITCH!

The Instrument which converts
your existing Radio Receiverinto
a modern Radio Gramophone

//

Specification: Garrard double spring motor with 12 in. Turntable,
B.T.H. Pick -UP, double balanced Armature Speaker, handsome
Oak Cabinet, french polished antique finish. Height, 3 ft.; width,
23 in.; depth, 17 in.

PRICE 12 198. 6d.
The Adaptagram is also supplied as a complete Radio Gramophone,
incorporating our famous 3 -valve Screened Grid Receiver in the
following models:-
Model B.D., for Battery Operation .. .. £27 15 0
Model D.C. for D.C. Mains Operation .. £30 0 0

Model A.C. for A.C. Mains Operation .. £35 0 0

Stocked by all good Dealer,.
Illustrated folder from:

THE BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.
77 City Road, LONDON, ECI

MION=11111MMOINSO,

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE I
Constructors of receivers described in I
this Journal should make full use of
our Blueprint Service and avoid all risk

of failure.,....1 1 
211111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111P 11'1,

We started easy
payments in Radio !

and we continue to provide
sets, components, and acces-
sories on generous deferred
payments.

For example:- 12,7=.1
Cossor 1930 3 -Valve

Kit .. 16/-
27/6
19/3
14/6
16/6

Cossor 1930 3 -Valve
All Mains Kit ...

Cossor 1930 2 -Valve
All Mains Set ...

Mullard "Orgola"
3 -Valve Kit Includiar
Oak Cabinet. Valves extra.

New Osram Music
Magnet Kit Including
Valves and Cabinet ..

DELIVERED on PAYMENT of FIRST INSTALMENT
Write now for List No. 18 containing prices and
terms of EVERYTHING RADIO.

NEW TintecS SALES CON,
56 Ludgate Hill, London, E .C.4

ma

=-4
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IN the "Points of View" series, listeners
to the London programme will have an

opportunity of hearing Sir Oliver Lodge's
opinions on November r.

A burlesque of The Merchant of Venice,
which 2L0 and 5XX are to broadcast on
November 2, should prove good entertain-
ment in view of the fact that, under the
title of Ikey Gets His, Julian Rose is to take
the part of Shylock.

A further adaptation for broadcast pur-
poses of a Joseph Conrad novel-namely,
" Typhoon "-is being prepared for trans-
mission from all stations taking the London
programme on November 20 . On the same
evening another of A. J. Alan's adventures
will be related by the author; it is called
" A Joy Ride."

On November 6, through 5GB, Clapham
and Dwyer will give their 1929 Concert
Party, which will revive the listeners'
memories of well-known incidents associ-
ated with summer holidays.

Magneshah, a Salty Tale of the East,
from the pen of Dorothy Eaves, will be
the main feature broadcast from the
Birmingham studio on November 7. It is
a musical comedy in Oriental setting, for
which a strong cast has been engaged.

A real Russian cabaret, with music,
singing, and dancing, will be relayed to
2L0 on November 7, and should provide
the unseen audience with a true mental
picture of a Russian entertainment trans-
ported to London.

The radio industry in America has
reached the stage where it now employs
more than 350,000 people and represents
an investment of more than four billion
dollars.

Norway has a population of two and a
half millions, of which 64,00o are listeners.
It is a peculiar fact that many in Norway
who have a wireless set have never seen
a train ! Sweden, with a population of
5,582,000, has 412,000 listeners, with thirty
broadcasting stations to serve them !

Brunn, Czechoslovakia, which now uses
a power of only 3 kilowatts, is to be con-
verted to a 36 -kilowatt station. It is hoped
that the conversion will be completed by
1930. New studios will also be erected.

The new station at Kosice, in Czecho-
solvakia, transmits various programmes
which collectively are interesting to the
varied population of that country. There
are Polish, Hungarian, and Russian trans-
missions, and once a month a service from
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one of the Polish synagogues is relayed.
At Podebrady two ultra -short-wave

transmitters have been erected for direct
communication with the United States.
The transmitting power is 20 kilowatts.

The new Prague transmitter will operate
on a power of 6o kilowatts, and in order to
create as little interference as possible with,
the reception of other stations the trans-i
mitter has been erected five miles from
Prague. The future possibility of increasing"
the power to 120 kilowattS has been1
allowed for in the design. It is exppcted,
that the transmitter will be ready for use
in 1930, and it will have a crystal range of
150 miles. The -frequency of the new,
station will be 67o kilocycles-that is,.
about 448 metres.'

With the disbanding of full B.B.C.'
orchestras in Scotland, the musical back=
ground for studio programmes is now being
supplied by a new octet recruited from
Glasgow and Aberdeen, and under the'
leadership of Mr. Isaac Losowsky, who was.
for several years leader of the Glasgow,
Station Orctiestra. The combination is
composed of three violins, viola, 'cello;
bass, piano and organ, and will be heard in
straight -forward Scottish ballad concerts,'
as well as in the afternoon programmes:,
and the provision of incidental music for
plays and featnre programmes.

The series of special talks for Scottish
schools on "My Day's Work," promises td
be of a most engrossing nature. The series:
given a send-off by Tommy Muirhead, the'
captain of Glasgow Rangers Football Club
includes talks by such various types as a
commercial traveller, a minister, a reporter,'
a sheep -farmer, a postman, a telephone
exchange operator, a railway engine driver,'

. a surveyor, a ship's engineer, and a
financier.

The Radio Circle of the Glasgow station
has just sold a huge collection of silver
paper, which has been in the making fort
the past two or three years. The proceeds,'
amounting to no less than f.ioo, have been
handed over to the Strathblane Children's
Hospital.

Authority to use the maximum power
available to broadcasting stations in the
United States -5o,000 watts-has been
granted to the Western Broadcasting
Company KNX at Los Angeles, California,'
Ly the Federal Radio Commission. The
transmitter has formerly been only 5,000
watts; it will operate on the 1,050 kilocycle'
channel on full time.
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REGIONAL STATIONS CALLING
for R.C. AERIALS

THE NEW R.C. REGIONAL AERIAL, Pat.No.284571,
for all purposes and any type of set. Made of special
Rubber covered flexible stranded wire. Weather proof.
Size 14 ft. x 4 in. Shortening device for smaller span.

Types: Price 6,1-.
The R.C. Collapsible Aerial. Patent No. 284963.
An ingenious aerial invention, containing one
length of high conductive wire, 55 ft., spirally
wound and made to run along support cords. This
enables the user to quickly erect and re -erect if
necessary in a moment, besides being adaptable
to any spaces up. to 16 ft. Capacity can be altered at
a touch thereby increasing selectivity. Price 2/ -
The R.C. Standard Round. Patent No. 284571.
An Admiralty pattern aerial for indoor use, very
efficient and easily erected, size 12 ft. by 2%z in.

Price 2, -
The R.C. Popular Super

A very efficient indoor Aerial, made of special
stranded tinsel wire in eight 122 -ft. lengths threaded
side by side to form a flat aerial. Price 4/ -

The R.C. Super Aerial
A flat type Aerial, 12 ft. by 4 Y2 in., made of multi -

stranded all -copper wire. Price 5,'6
The R.C. Super Silk

For those requiring efficiency with beauty. In
Old Gold, Silver Grey, Maroon, and Red.

Price 8/ -
All aerials supplied with insulators attached.

RIDGED CONE CO.. LTD., York House. Southampton

Tor Threepence-
ENCLOSE two 112.d. stamps to cover

postage, etc., and you will receive
per return an attractive folder giving
you full particulars on how to build for
yourself a magnificent Loud -speaker.

We supply you with a complete Kit
(including cabinet in parts) and for
55:- you can build up a balanced
armature cone speaker that would in
the ordinary way cost £5 or more.

111=11118111mmnimmur
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For the
SENIOR
ORGOLA

RECEIVER

Oak - 36,'-
Maheg. 40,' -

Manchester
Radio Exhibition

Stand No. 5

WATMEL WIRELESS

',fern .C.I

CO., LTD.,
IMPERIAL WORKS, HIGH STREET,
EDGWARE, MX. 'Phone: Edgware 0323

CABINETS
FOR THE

MULLARD ORGOLA
AND ALL OTHER RECEIVERS

with Panels 18" x 7"

PRICE 18  OAK
MAHOGANY 24: -

Prices include 10" Baseboard
Obtainable everywhere

Male by

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD.,
" Cameo" Works, Sanderstead Rd., South Croydon

Telephone : Croydon 0C23

The advice of your dealer will be-

build

`Screened Grid'

ALL BRITISH COMPONENTS.
The SMALLEST, LIGHTEST, and most EFFICIENT obtainable.

" 1930 " L 0 G 'MIDGET' Reaction
CONDENSER CONDENSER

CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

In four Capacities

.00025

.00015
4/.0005

.00035

Capacity :.0002 mid.

INGEALE0
I PIO..

24

'A-- I 34. _

The FORMO "MIDGET" Re-
action Condenser, like all other
Formo Condensers, has incorpora-
ted the patented Formo internal
" PIGTAIL," undoubtedly the
finest collector or " Pigtail" yet
devised, and thereby is absolutely
noiseless in operation.

2/9

VERNIER DIAL \*)
---- 2 3/4

The scale and aperture are inclined at
an angle of 3o from perpendicular,
thereby permitting convenient un-
obstructed view of scale without need
to -crouch or stoop.

BASEBOARD
NEUTRALISING

CONDENSER.

FORMO-
4111 au'DENSOR

Max. coo
oo0005

If unable to obtain from dealer please communicate with us.
Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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EDISWAN
VACUUM RESISTANCES

EDISWAN CiPf
GLASS- P

ENCLOSED
VACUUM

RESISTANCES.
(Grid Leak or Anode)
Ediswan are the only
British made resistances
of this type on the
market. All resistances
are thoroughly tested
before leaving the
works, and are abso-
lutely accurate and noise-
less in operation. Ob-
tainable in values from
5,000 ohms to 5 megohms.
Overall length, 45 mm.

CARTRIDGE
CONDENSERS.

These condensers are
ideal for the man who
likes to experiment. In
a second, you can pull
one out of the clips and
put in another of a
different value. They
are made in values from
.0001 mfd. to .001 mfd.
Overall length, 45 mm.

For the best
results.

DOUBLE THE VOLUME
of your LOUD -SPEAKER
Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker and
you will be positively amazed at the difference,
Double the volume and much greater purity in tone.
All the notes come out in their correct value. Na
resonance-no " drumming "-just pure and real music.

3,
The P.R. Cone is the only one
which ,correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instru-
mental music. That is why it
will improve any cone speaker,

Post 6'. no matter the make or price.
11 in. diameter, correctly pro-
portioned, ready to fit, com-
plete with washers and screws.
Can be adjusted instantly. No
cutting, sticking or wash leather

required.

THE PAPER
WHICH HAS
IMPROVED

SPEAKERS ALL
OVER THE

WORLD

Sent C.O.D. if desired. Telephone City 3788.
P.R. PRODUCTS, (Dept. S.10) P.R. House, Newgate
Street, London, E.C.4. Opposite Post Office Tube.

Made only by
The Edison Swan
Electric Co., Ltd.,
123/5, Queen Vic-
toria Street, London,
E.C.4.

The type H.T.3
0/WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIER
Suitable for incorporation in high-tension elimina-

tors requiring up to 20 milliamps at 120 volts.

Costs only 21/-
There are a number of other units also, from which any type of
eliminator or charger can be constructed. Full details are given in
"The All -Metal Way 1930," our new 32 -page book which shows you
how to run your set entirely from your A.C. Mains. Send 2d. stamp

with your name and address to :-
The Westinghouse Brake C Saxby Signal Co.,

82, York Road - King's Cross - London, Ni.
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HELL_ESEN
DRY BATTERIE5

PRICES
Standard Capacity.

" Wiray 9 -volt Grid
Bias Type 2/-

"Wirin " 60 -volt H.T.
Type ... 10/6

"Wirup" 99 -volt H.T.
Type ... 18/-

"Wisol " 108 -volt
Type ... 20/-

T Hale Capacity.
"Kalin " 60 -volt H.T.

Type ... 19/-
" Kolup " 99 -volt H.T.

Type ... 32,'6

WHY IS IT ?
Ridley had been looking

through the specifications of
various portable receivers.

"Why is it," he enquired," that
practically all portables are fitted
with Hellesens H.T. Batteries as
standard ? "

" Simple, my dear Watson," I
replied, " the makers know that
five valves run away with a lot of
H.T. current, they also know that
there is only room in a portable
for H.T. Batteries of Standard'
capacity. They are equally aware
that only the best H.T. Batteries
can be expected to give good last-
ing service under such conditions,
so they naturally plank for
Hellesens every time."

..It bears out what I have always
told you that for lasting service and
good results the Hellesen Battery
simply hasn't an equal."

hits
N DRY BATTERIES,

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS,
P/H.YMET MICA A.is PAPER CONDENSERS,

NANDLAMPS. TORCHES. iTC,

A. II. HUNT. LTD.. CROYDON. SURREY

P.1 T.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE
for November, now on sale, contains
7o Illustrated Features including :

Full instructions for making the "Brookmans Two," the
"Community Three," The " Outpost Four " and a D.C.
Mains Unit.
A Classified List of 15o New Sets.
Test Reports of some of the New Season's Receivers.
A List of the latest Gramophone releases, with criticisms.

Get a Copy To -day, 11-

2

I3SV.

rust

Ltd.,

A tested and recommended circuit.

STYLE DT 3 4015,

74 1:=3 + 6On

A 2mra

OD

PEEN"1

Or call for a copy at our stand at the MANCHESTER RADIO
SHOW, STAND 78 ITONMAN HALL) CITY HALL, DEANSGATE

Ycu u ill Hap Ytursek ard .Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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4 -POLE BALANCED
ARMATURE CONE UNIT

Central Adjustment. Cobalt Steel Magnet.,
Best Bakelite Casing. Full Volume.
Extremely Serisitive. Pure Tone.

Ifyou are building your own Loud-
speaker the W.B. chassis is what

you want. Holds any Unit. Only
10/6, complete with cone and fittings.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & Co.,Ltd.
NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

Telephone : . 'Mansfield 762.
Telegrams: "Whitebon, Mansfield."

London Office ; 21, Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, E.C.4.
Telephone : Central 6669.

COULD YOU BUT SEE THEM

Not a day, not a post, without letters of praise
from satisfied users of the new

TUNEWELL DUAL COILS
From Brighton, the following :-

"My Mullard S.G.P.3 circuit will not give
complete satisfaction. I think the coils are at fault,
would yours effect a cure 3"

The coils were sent and acknowledged as
follows :-

"My set is now very satisfactory, your coils have
given me plenty of volume and smooth reaction
control on both wave bands.

"I am no longer troubled with uncontrollable
oscillation. They are really wonderful and I have
informed Messrs. Mullard of the great improve-
ment they have made."

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
Mr. S. W. Flood, the chief technical adviser to

the Scandinavian Broadcast Companies Official
journal, has recently specified our coils and

F. chokes in his 2.S.G. set and pentode circuit,
The "Europa." -

He says: "They are without doubt the finest
DUAL -RANGE 'COILS I have ever tested.
They are wonder coils, and I am specifying them
for my new circuits to be published."

INSIST ON TUNEWELLS
Prices : DUAL COILS, complete with

switches, panel mounting or 6 -pin base fitting,
10/6 each (Aerial or Anode) for Mullard S.G.P.3,
Clarion 3, Dominion 4, Broadcast Picture 4, etc.

Special pins for converting panel -mounting
type to 6 -pin base type 1 / - per dozen. Six -pin
bases 21- each. H.F. Chokes, 5/9 each.

Dual Range Coils for Bantam 3, Mullard
Master 3, Favourite 3, etc., 7/9 each; ditto.
panel -mounting type with switches 10/6 each,
Six -pin coils for 20/45 m. to 1,000/2,000 m. from
3/11 each. Two -pin coils all types, from 1/6
each.

Valve holder fitting coils for Censor, Lissen,
etc.: Dual Range 10/6 each; separate types
from 3/11 each.

SEND FOR LISTS

TURNER & CO.,
54 Station Rd., New Southgate, N.11
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does. not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

Are We Progressing ?
SIR,-Your correspondent W. J N P.

(London, S.E.) in the October 5 issue
must be pulling' our legs.

Two V.24 valves and two transformers !
Ant I correct in thinking that these are
H.F. valves of some 6o,000 ohms internal
resistance? Following these valves \\ 11 b

old transformers I
It would be curious to see a laboratory

test of the contraption.
Bass there certainly wasn't, and the

higher frequencies- I should question were
not present. He does not state the ratio
or give any particulars of the transformer
used to couple crystal to first valve (always
a stumbling block).

The old Primax speaker was very sensi-
tive to over -load,, but perhaps this would'
be of no consequence, seeing his output
characteristic would be so appalling.

His views on the two transformer -
coupled amplifiers I agree are quite in
order.

Has your correspondent heard a really
good M.C. instrument functioning from a
first-class amplifier? They are very few
and far between. If he has not, let him
take the first opportunity and hear -one;
I am confident he will eat his words,

L. M. B. (Romford).

A Great Success
SIR,-I must write and thank you for

L-7 the best 2-3 circuit I have seen yet
(the "Talisman 2-3"). It took ine two
hours last night to make up with some parts
I had on hand, instead of those specified.
Sixteen stations come in at full loud-
speaker strength, and on an inside aerial
and water -tap earth. Call sign heard in
each case.

B. (Lower Claptou)

A Plea for Simplicity
SIR, -I have been taking your paper for

some years now, and shall continue
to do so, but I trust that you will cater
more for the "small man" in wireless.
The Radio Exhibition was a mass of expen-
sive apparatus, with loud -speakers giving
great purity and enormous volume; but
here again the small man was not catered
for. Apart from first cost, the cost of H.T.
batteries in running the " super " sets is
beyond the man of small means.

There are still a great number of crystal -
set users, and in this connection research
ought to be concentrated on making head-
phones more and more sensitive, especially
on the lower notes.

Loud -speakers have been improved as
regards volume and sensitivity, provided

(Continued on page 636)
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
IN SEALED CARTONS

LIST OF PARTS AS SPECIFIED
IN " RADIO FOR THE MILLION"

1 Drilled Aluminium Panel (18 in. by rin.)(Crlv,-. v'
I Set of screens . . - ..
I Set of coils (Colvem, type R2R)
2 5 -pin valve holders (Junit)

Valve holder (Lotus)
" Permacore " Transformer (Mullard)
Mullard Combined grid leak and holder
.0001 mfd. fixed condenser (Mullard) .
.25 mfd. Paper condenser, type BB (Dubilier) .

Kit of condensers (Jackson Bros.) .
Differential reaction condenser, type 926 (.0003 mfd.)

s.
5
'2 9

17 0
36
13

I 5 0
611
19
2

1 96

5 0
Trimmer condenser, type 929 (,00005 mfd.) (Pve) .. 4 0
H.F. Choke (Climax) _.. .. .. .. 7 6
Set of terminals (Belling -Lee) ..  . . .. 3 0
Seven -way battery cord fitted with engraved wander

plugs and spade tags (Belling -1,4 .. 5 9
Safety Anode Connector (Belling -Lee) .. 6
Pair of panel brackets .. .. .. 2 6
Set of Junit switches (Junit) . .. 4 6

3 Junit indicating washers, Id. each .. .. .. 3
3 Terminal Mounts (Junit) 8d. each. .. .. 2 0

(Say) 8 oz. 18 gauge copper wire (approximately) .. 1 3
Length of sleeving, screws .. .. - 6

Total £6 11 5

Any of the above parts can be supplied separately
if desired[

RECOMMENDED -ACCESSORIES

I Mullard Valves, as specified ..
P.M. Loud Speaker (Model 0 (Miallar0 ,  
P.M. H.T. Supply Unit (Mallard).
H.T. dry battery, 100-v. type 1206 (Siemens) ..
Grid Bias Battery. 16-v. type G3 (Siemens) .
Accumulator, 30 -amp -hour capacity ...

'Cabinet and baseboard .

s. d.
2 18 0
2 10 0
S 50
I 2 6

36
11 6

1 7 6

READY RADIO " ORGOLA"
KITS IN SEALED CARTONS
KIT A (Cabinet) £6 : 1 1 : 5
KIT B (with Valves) £9 9 5
KIT C and hc atveet £. 1 0  1 6 : 1 1

READY RADIO IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH SERVICE

When you buy radio parts you naturally want exactly
what you order and you want them quickly. You also
would be happier with the knowledge that in the event

'of subsequent difficulties you can obtain technical advice
without trouble.

TO HOME CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post free in -sealed cartons, nr
carriage paid by rail. Note.-You can if ynit desire avail

yourself of the C.O.D. system,
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS

All your goods ate very carefully packed for export and
insured, all charges forward. J

159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET
LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1

(Three minutes from London Bridge Statinn.)
Telephone HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).
Tilzgrams READY HOP 5555. LONDON.
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MUSIC LEADER
H. & B. kit of Specified parts to construct this set,
complete in every detail. Panel drilled, wire, screws,

and Full-size Blueprint
Complete Kit £4 18 6

Ormond Balanced Armature Speaker Unit, 12/6 extra.
H. & B. Hand -polished oak Cabinet, with art. silk
gauze and frame aerial fittings, 35/- extra.

4 Mullard or Marconi valves, 561- extra.
Any parts sold separately, write for detailed list.
This kit together with Cabinet can be, supplied on our
Gradual Payments, first Payment 30/-, and 10

Monthly payments of 14:6.

TALISMAN TWO THREE
Described in "Amateur Wireless," Oct. 5 and 12

Complete kit, containing exact parts as used by
"A.W.," together -with -all necessary wire, screws

and baseboard.
Panel Drilled. Blueprint Free.

CASH PRICE, 68/ -
Cabinet in oak, hand polished, 15/6 extra. Three
Mullard, Marconi Valves, 33/6 extra. Any parts

sold separately. Write for detailed list.
Our gradual payments for this kit are 13/- down

and 6 monthly payments of 10/ -
Kit with three Mullard Valves, Cabinet, 120 -volt
Siemens Battery, Grid Bias, 2 -volt Exide and
Amplion Cone Speaker, 24/- down and 10 monthly

payments of 15/4.

Buy the H. & B. Way
No References. Strictly Confidential.

Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis.
8/7 down and 4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Ultra Air Chrome Speaker, 14 by 14.
Cash Price 52/-, or 11:- down and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 11/-. .

Lissen Eliminators. D.C.,Model A. Cash Price
27/6, or 5:- down and 5 monthly payments of 5"-.
D.C., Model D. Cash Price 39/6, or 6/- down
and 5 monthly payments of 7/-. A.C., Model A.
Cash Price 60/-, or 8:- down and 5 monthly
payments of 11/-.

Anything Radio Supplied on our Gradual
Payments. Send Detailed List, it's a pleasure
to quote you. All goods sent Carriage Paid..

H. & B. RADIO Co.
34, 36, 38, BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET.
LONDON, W.I. Gerrard 2834

YOU CANNOT
GO WRONG

Write for de.
scriptive
leaflets of

Clix
21 varieties
for perfect

contact.

With the present day prac-
tice of widely utilising the
the Mains Supply for
Moving -Coil Speak er s
Chargers, Receivers, etc.,
it is essential to have a
terminal with which you
CANNOT GO WRONG.

C LI X
ALL -IN PLUG

& SOCKET
TERMINAL

is the only Panel Terminal entirely
insulated when connected or dis-
connected, and entirely supersedes
the old type of panel terminal.
Every plug is engraved for its par-
ticular use ; also H.T. + and G.B.
- plug-in sections vary in size and
safeguard your valves.

SAFEST - BEST
CHEAPEST.

Price 0
Od

Complete

Panel Portion 4d. Flex Portion 4d.

LECTRO LINX LTD.
254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1
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" LETTERS TO 'THE EDITOR"
(Ccntinued from page 655)

elaborate sets are employed with super -
power valves that eat up money in the
shape of H.T. current. The sensitivity of
speakers has not been improved. Research
is needed in increasing the sensitivity so
that good reproduction may be obtained
on the ordinary two -valve set.

W. R, W. (London, E.C.).

Television Broadcasts
SIR, -I was pleased to see that "Ther-

mion" had noted my recent remarks.
However, he' ignores the real drift of my
letter which was directed at his remarks on
the Americanising of our programmes, and
prefers to deal instead with the subsidiary
grouse on television.

Let us assume, for sake of argument, that
television will come. The obvious thing
will be to broadcast from BroOkmans Park
with a large " wipe-out." Will "Ther-
mion " tell me how the users of simple sets
are going to receive the alternative pro-
gramme ? By simple sets I refer to those
in which the first valve is the detector.

Now everybody pays (or should pay)
their licence,' and it is unfair to use the
money of the general -public in expensive
experiments, especially when these are
likely to interfere with the regular recep-

NEXT WEEK:
THE B.B.C.'s RECOMMENDED
CRYSTAL CIRCUITS AS PRAC-

TICAL SETS.

tion of thousands of listeners, and when
the money might be more usefully expend-
ed in improving the programmes.

In my former letter I disagreed with
"Thermion" on his eulogy of the American
programmes. I see that he has since
stepped still further off the mark by sug-
gesting that a certain amount of advertis-
ing might be beneficial to our own. Let
"Thermion" make no mistake, the small
amount which he advocates would merely
be the thin end of the wedge, and we should
soon have the programmes entirely run by
the big commercial enterprises.

The programmes radiated in U.S.A., if
one can judge from frequent "doses" of
short waves, are not worth listening to,
being of the most rubbishy kind and inter-
spersed with advertising announcements
about every five minutes. Our own pro-
grammes are miles ahead of anything
America can put on the air; so why retro-
gress by copying a country so far behind
us? F. A. I. (London, W.C.).

Owing to the demands upon
our space in this issue, is has
been necessary to omit the fea-
ture "Our Information Bureau."
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GIVE YOUR SET A CHANCE !
A High Aerial is as good as Another Valve

PATENT STEEL

WIRELESS MAST
DAMP PROOF! ROT PROOF!!

26 Feet high. In 3
sections of in.

Steel tube tapering tot in.
Carriage, London 1/6;
Midlands 2/6; else-
where 3/6. Weight 24 lbs.
OA

i

Feet high. In 4
sections of 11;3 n.

Steel tube tapering to
in. Carriage, Lon-

don 2/-; Mid lands
3/-; elsewhere 41-. Weight 3411;6.

The "SUPER" MAST
AO Feet high. In 5

sections of heavy

tapering to in. A
ti in. Steel tube

real bargain. Car-
riage, London 2/6 Midlands
3/6; elsewhere 4/6. Weight 46 lbs.

ERare made of British Steel
in q ft, lengths, Irons

in tapering to t in.,
supplied withMASTS ca,*nsdt. raorne

bed plate,
steel ground pegs, stay rings.
galvanised steel flexible wire
stays cut to lengths, pulleys,
bolts, and fullest erecting in-
structions. No further outlay
necessary.

NO HOLES TO DIG
Minimum Radius 3 It. 6 in.
The easiest Mast to erect.

Anyone can put it up.
G U A RANTE E.

Money refunded without
question if not satisfied

and returned within
7 days.

Pay C.O.D.

PAINTING Any protective coating applied before.4.
dispatch gets so damaged by the

Carriers that it is essential to paint the Mast before
erection. All P.R. Masts are sent out oxide -finished ready
for painting. One coat of P.R. Colloid covering applied
-a 10 minutes' job-to all parts of the Mast when ready
to erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against
all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES. C
R. Colloid
overing

sufficient for a Mast-with brush. 2/6. Halyard Log
Line-Ryland's patent rot -proof: For 26 -ft. Mast, 1/6.
34 -ft., 2/-. 42 -ft., 2/6. Per 100 ft., Note.-Double
length supplied to make lowering of Aerial easy.

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-28 High Conductivity Pure
Copper Enamelled Wire-each strand insulated from its
neighbour to give the highest signal strength obtainable.
100 ft., 4/3: 50 ft., 2/3.
P.R. PRODUCTS, MS., P.R. HOUSE,
NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Opposite Tube Station.

rTIMINOWN7171
coq TAT

kmH v R EQU
" REDUCED PRICES!

STANDARD. wAs Io Ow 9r6
VOLUME. 8'6 7'6
POWERTypiEs"5,- 13'6

FREE40 Page Illustrated Booklet
with Scale Drawings all
types mains apparatus. etc..

CLAUDE LYONS LTD'
76,OLDHALL ST.,L IVER POOL:

Let "Amateur Wireless
solve your problems
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20 STATIONS in5 minutes £5
GUARANTEED WITH THE WONDERFUL DUAL RANGE

NIGHTINGALE SCREEN GRID 3 KIT
Ask Your Dealer for Free Circuit
The NIGHTINGALE

10/6Super Transformer

NEVER BURNS OUT

DUAL COIL

For All
4 Circuits

THE NEW NIGHTINGALE
4 Pole Duplex Reed Adjustable

Tone with three
interchangeable

impedances,
1000, 2,000 and

3,000 ohms.

15/
CONE

NI UNIT

Adjustable Cone
Chassis fits any

make of unit.

Per 3/. Set
For 8 in. to 15 in. Cone.

TWIN CHOKE
GUARANTEED
4,000 TURNS

41.
HIGHLY EFFICIENT

ON ALL WAVES

BULLPHONE, LTD., 38 HOLYWELL LANE, E.E.
'PHONE : BISHOPSGATE 9180

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Build your New
Set NOW !

PAY AS YOU LISTEN Nam

I

U

a
U

O

Why be satisfied with your old set, when for a
monthly payment you can build the very latest set
yourself, or bring your old Receiver right up to date.
Increase your reception 100%.

P. 13. P.

e.677anta
COMPLETE KITS for all Circuits supplied-sce tie
following examples of cur trims .-
CDSSOR 1930 KIT. CASH 18.15.0. Send only

16/-, bal. I y monthly payments of 16',
NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. CASH £9.0.0.

Send only 16;8, bal. lg II monthly payments of 16 6.
MULLARD ORGOLA KIT, including Oak Celine,.

Send only 14;3, bal. by II monthly payments of 1413.

EKCO MODEL 3 F.20 (A.C.) CASH 13.19.6.
Send only 71, bal. ly II monthly payments of 7,1

CELESTION C.12 (Oak). CASH 15.12.6. Send
only 1041, hal. by I I monthly payments of 10,'4.

KITS FOR THE CLARION 3, KNIFE EDGE 3,
MUSIC LEADER and TALISMAN 2-3. Loud
Speakers, H.T. Units, Accumulators, Mcving Coil
Speakers, Portables, etc.

Everything Wireless
ANY RECEIVER BUILT FOR 10/-

A nominal charge of 101. ONLY is made for building and
testing any receiver (Marconi Royalties extra).

CUICEEST DELIVERY IN LONDON -CARRIAGE FREE.
Cal!, or send a list of your requirements -
QUOTATIONS BY RETURN OF POST

eft

a

a

 The P.D.P. COMPANY LTD. (Dept. AW)
121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2

aaaaaaaTelephone:National 9846M11 IIM

s. - d. (SAVED)
NO RUBBISH SUPPLIED

PANELS for ORGOLA receiver 3'6, Coils 151- All
kits in stock. Cossor, Mullard, etc., Ebonite panels

cut to size at keen prices ; get our price list.
Master 3 Type coils B.B.C. 3/3, 4/9. Titan tope 9/6 S.C.P.
B.B.C. pair 6/.., 7/9, Dual 5/9, Six -pin bases 1/3. with switch
3/3. Formers 1/9, 2/3. R.C. Units 3/6. Four -pin Cossor
type coils 6/9 pair. S.L.F. Condensers 0005. 3/3, 3/6. Mid
Log, ball bearings 3,6. S.M. dials 2/3. Reaction 2/9.
Alumn. panels 2/4. Cone Chassis 6/6. P.P. switches 9d.
Phones pair 6/6. H.F. Chokes 1/6, 2/-, 31.. Combined 3'3.
Engraved term. 2/6 doz. All wave tuners 7/11. Valve
Holders B/B 9d. Volt Meters 5/6. Cleartron Valves 3/-.
Stamp for List. Everything Wireless. fl orders post

paid. Get our coupon, it saves you Money.
Manufacturing Agents:

F. SANDERS,
0A

CHORCHCSTRMBEEE.T,

IT **STAYS
PUT"

Once in and it stays in. The secret lies
in the special spring -metal. from which.
the prongs am matte. Entire flex -
copper and covering -individually
gripped without use of tools. It's the
plug tor every Battery Socket, the plug
that ensures good contact, and thanks
fo its neatly engraved top, ease of
connection. Ask yonr dealer for Belling -
Lee Handbook "Radio Connections"

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Advertisement of Belling Lee Ltd.
Queensavay Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems

Patent
No. *5.62.5

dRCE16-^

CYO. .1 PER SEM.

Tin Rest arkable Performance Curve
of he Ultra Air Chrome Speaker.

. . . incorporates the
Double -diaphragm
Principle...uniform
frequency response
from 60 to 10,000
cycles ... reproduces
the high and the low
notes faithfully.

IN ATTRACTIVE CABINETS.
Model U 12 ... ... Price £3 19 6
Model U 14 ... ... Price £5 5 0
Model U 18 (in oak) Price £11 0 0
Model U 18 (in ma-

hogany) ... ... Price £11 17 6
Model U 24 ... ... Price £16 16 0

IN CHASSIS FORM.
Type L x io" x 31e 42' -
Type K 14" x 54." x 51" 52( -

*Type F 18" x 23" x 515 ... 84/-
Type J 24" X 24.0 6" ... 105/-

*Tr25e F is that used by Mr. Percy TV. Harris
in the Wireless, Constructor All -Electric

Gramophone.

Ultra Electric Limited, 66r-663 Harrow Road, N.W .5o
Telephone: Willesden 5616-7

P & T TELEPHONE

II

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

'11111111NOW
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pousnie

the
`DOMINION'
Sloe motion Dial
A Vernier Dial at 2/6 ! Bring your set
up-to-date by fitting this slow motion
dial. The mechanism is of special
non -back -lash construction which
makes very fine tuning easy. Finished
in smooth black or beautifully
grained mahogany bakelite, this
unique dial gives high-class finish
to every set in which it is included.

BrOtIlJnie
wire

NELSON ST. WOR'<S. LONDON, N.W.1

Y0 3R ELIMINATOR
STRENGTH

6 1111'
OF

HYDRA
HYDRA condensers stand up to high
pressures ; they have long been known as
" the condensers that never
under normal conditions."

e/?7,

pia

You
can safely
buy on the
strength of

break down

That's just the
sort of condenser
you need in
Mains Units, and.
the best manu-
facturers have
realised that for
safety and satis-
feel iris it pays to
fit Hydra. They
have therefore
standardised
Hydra throughout
their e!iminator
circuits.

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

Write for list of manufacturers who standardise
Hydra Condensers in their Mains Units

LOUIS HOLZMAN
37 Newman St., London, W.1

MUSEUM 2641
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BLUEPRINTS C:D71111zZregVI=',1-4
eriptiens of all these sets can be obtainede
at Is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post free.

Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur Wifeless'! sets and "W.bd."
to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SET (6d. eac h)
A Daventry-Local Crystal Set .. AW1S 5

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s.each)
Reinartz One .. WM127
A.1 WM153

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Loud -speaker America Two .. AWtoo
Talisman Two (D, Trans) . .. AWI94
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) .. AW198
Meteor Two (D, Trans) .. WM114
Clipper Two (D, Trans) .. WM135
Continental Two (D, Trans) ..   WM143
Stay -put Two (All -AC, D, Trans) .. WM155
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) .. -   WM156
ABC Two (D.Trans) with copy "WM"-is. 3d. WM160
Brookman's Two (D. Trans) WM163

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s, each)
4 All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans) .. AVV/ 53

The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW17z
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AWI75
1929 Favourite Three (D, RC, Trans) AW179
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) AW192
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AW196
All -wave Fligh-mag. Three (0, z Trans) .. AWrog
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWzoe
Talisman Two -three -(D, RC, Trans) ... AVVzo3
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WMit7
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans) WMt2o
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) .. WMI23
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM129
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) .. WM131
Dynamic Three (AC-SG,.D. Trans) .. WMr36
At Home Three (D. zRC) wWxMili.442t

Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) ..
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM7 52
Fanfare (D, z Trans)    WM[57
Brookman's Three (SG, D, Trans) ..

WWMM161L64Community Three (D. RC. Trans) ..

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d. each)
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, Trans) . AWI33
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC.

Rectifier) ANVzoo
"Music -lover's Gramo-radio ( SG, D, RC,

Trans.-is. 6d.) . AW2oza
*Music -lover 's Gramo-radio (Loud-speaker-

*Music-lover 's Gramo-radio (Motor-board--cd.) AWzoac
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM119
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 212C) WM122
Dominions Four (2SG, D, Tram) .. .  WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. WM14o
Music Player (I -IF, D. RC. Trans) .  WM144Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans).  W
193o Monodial (2SG, D, Trans).. WM158
Electric Four (All AC-SG, D, RC, Trans) WM162
Outpost Four (SG, D, z Trans) .. WM t66

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s, 6d, each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, zRC) .. W111130
All -wave Lodestone Five (IIF, b, Re, Push-

pull) .. V181146

SIX -VALVE SETS (Is, 6d, each)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, 'Trans) AW67 i

AMPLIFIERS (is, each)
"A.W." Gramophone Amplifier (31(C) Alri63
Gramophone Amplifier (3 v.) AW187
Signal Booster (HF Unit) , WM128
Auditrol Amplifier WM133

MISCELLANEOUS (1s, each)
D.C. Unit (I IT) AW173
Short-wave Adaptor (r v.) AWt83
High-tension Battery Charger .. AVVio t
Mains Unit for S'8 Valves .. AW193
Scratch filter (6d.) . AW[95
Simplest H.T. Unit AWroy
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.) AW204.
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains . WIN4125
Lodestone Loud -speaker .. WM 1 z6
lames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains  .. WM133
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit   WM147

A.C. Mains Amplifier .. WM149
A.C.Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM1 51
H.T. Unit for A.C.-Mains .. WM159
H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains . .. VVM165

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG, ID, z Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale)
£5.5.0 Portable (D. Trans) ..
Talisman Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)
Holiday Portable Three (0, RC, Trans)
Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with

Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) .. WMI39
1929 Chummy (SG, 0, Trans, RC) .. WM145
Enchanter Portable (3HF, D, RC, Trans) WM150
 The three prints are obtainable for as. 6d. post free.

ATV' 77
AWISt
AWISs.
AW133

When ordering Blueprints please send Postal Order
NOT STAMPS

AMATEUR WIRELESS

1/6
Sib
1/6

-/4
1/0
116
1/6

55-6IFETTER LANE
LONDON E.0 4

659 ((maws' Wirelets.1

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

COSSOR, MULLARD,
MARCONI, ETC.

VALVES
10/6, 12/6, 15/-.

S.G. 22/6. Pentode 25/-.
COSMOS A.C. VALVES

Splendid 3 -VALVE
READY TO

USE.
In Handsome

Cabinet.
Receives Lon-
don, 5GB,
5XX, and
many Conti-
nental Sta-
tions. Many
testimonials.
NO COILS TO

CHANGE.
SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR CIRCUIT (Simplified)
Jack Hobbs, Esq.

LOUD -SPEAKER SETS

(Musical Comedy Star)
says:
"Please supply me
with another set.
They are SIMPLY
WONDERFUL."

IN CABINET (Hinged Lid),
3 Dull emitter Valves, 2
L.F. Coupled, Dual Range
Coil (200/2,000), Battery
Leads, Grid
Bias, various
panel designs,
Slow Motion

QA WITH MULLARD VALVES. C / NET
4-7-1r/ PACK. & CARR. PASS. -TRAIN %,/ ** CASH

NOT C.O.D.

TALISMAN- 2
KIT OF PARTS. A.W., Aug. 3r1
.0003 S.M. Condenser, .0002 Re -
action, 2 Spring V.H., .0002 and
Series Clip, 2-meg., Wearite Talis-
man Coil 7/6, H.F. Choke, Lotus
L.F., Type' Formo, P.P.Switch,
Panel, Strip, S Engraved. Termin-
als, Baseboard, Wire, Plugs, Clips.
49/6 Cash Post Free
Complete Ready to nee in American
Type Cabinet, Power and Detector
Valves, Tested, Tax Paid. 70/..
Carriage 20.

EASY TERMS
SET READY TO USE

With Valves.
In American Type Cabinet
100 v. H.T. Battery

2 v. L.T. Battery
Cabinet Speaker with
Cone Unit, Aerial.
19 EQUAL PAY- 1 1

MENTS OF " / '"THE BEST 2 YET

KNIFE-EDGE THREE
A.NV., Sept. 21/29

First Selection
Forms .0003, .00033, Lissen 400
ohms, Wearite "Q" Coil, 15/,
3 Lotus valve holders, .0003
19/P Dubilier, 2 meg. do., Livers
R.C. Unit, Lewcos Choke, 7/0,
Igranic 6-1 L.P., TV& Bulgin
P.P. Switch, 4 B.L. Terminals,
P.L. Brackets, Igraine Pre -act.

Total £3-13-9
For 1,1- extra
WITH ABOVE PARTSYOU CAN BUY
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8, 2 Stripe,
Tube, Wire, Flex, Plugs. Spades,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 4-in.Diale.
Not C.O.D.

(Mr. Reyner)
Second Selection

De Mire .0003, .00033, Ormond
400 ohms, "9- Aerial (any good
make in stock), 15/-, 3 Sprung
Valve. Holders, T.C.C. .0003
SIP 2 meg. leak, Lissen 51.0
Unit, P.P. Switch, H.F. Choke
(any good make) about 5/-1.
Jamie 6-1, 17/0, 4 Engraved
T.rruinals, Brackets, Forum -
denser

Tata! £2-19-6
For 2;6 extra
WITH ABOVE PARTS
YOU CAN B U Y
Ebonite Panel 16 by 8 2 Strips,
Tube, Wire, Flex, Plugs, Spades,
16 by 10 Baseboard, 2 4 -in.
Dials. Not C.O.D.

HANDSOME OAK LOUD

SPEAKER CABINETS

1:`(,1' 12/11 Tr
LATEST BLUE SPOT UNIT
665. 4 pole. 12 months guarantee.
CABINET, CHASSIS,
CONE & BLUE SPOT
35/11 The Lot

Carr. NETT
tia oT

DARIO VALVES
TWO VOLTS

Universal, .1 atop. ... 5/6
Resistion, .1 amp. ... 5/6
Super 11.F., .18 amp.... 5/6
Super -power, .15 amp. 7/6
llyper-power, .3 amp. 9/6
Pentodion, .3 amp. ... 18/6

FOUR VOLTS
Universal, .075 amp.... 5/6
Resistron, .075 amp.... 5/5
Super H.F., 5/6
Super -power, .1 amp.... 7/6
liyper-power, .15 amp. 9/8
Pentodion, .15 amp... 18/6

Post 3d. (3 free)

SENSATIONAL OFFER IN LOUD-
SPEAKER SETS (not Parts)

DE LUXE MODEL
READY TO

USE
In Handsome

Cabinet
Receives Lon -
d o n, 5GB.,
3XX & many

Continental
Stations.'

Mullard
Master ,

3 STAR
Circuit

Simplified NO COILS TO CHANGE
JUST SWITCH ON-THAT'S ALL

MULLARD MASTER 3* CIRCUIT
Hill new and wonderful set must appeal to Young and

()Id, amateur and experimenter-In fact, EVERYBODY I
COMPLETE as shown, in Cabinet (hinged lid), all parts en-
closed, Tunewell Dual Coil 20012000 metres,
3 Latest D.E. Valves, Grid Bias. Batter
Cords, Slow

y
READY FOR USE, 10Motion Tuning.

Packing & Carr. Pass., 5/-. NOT C.O.D.
EASY TERMS NO DEPOSIT.
DE LUXE SET READY TO USE.

Valves, MT. 100-v., L. T.2 -v. SEND
12/11 FIRSTOdd Bias, Battery Leads, MONTHLY

CONE SPEAKER, PAYMENT
No coils to, change. S.M. Balance in eleven mont li I.)
Tuning, Aerial equipment. payments of 12/11
' READY TO USE. Carriage extra.
No References. If a fiat or householder send for form.

WE STOCK
J.B. Condensers, R.I. Chokes
Transformers and all usual
products, Leweos Coils,
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,

FOR WE N E W STATION

TALISMAN T111,0-THREE.
A.W. (OPTIONAL 2-3 VALVES).

Above Set in HANDSOME CABINET. Ready to use.
Complete with 3 D.E. SE" 15/8Valves, H.T. Power
Battery, L.T. 2 volts, First Monthly Instalment.
Cone Speaker, Aerial
Equipment.
Flat or householder send
for proposal form. No
references. 15/8

Balance in ELEVEN
Monthly Payments of

CLARION S.G.3
A. W. 9-3-29

KIT OF PARTS
Any other Condenser, H.F. Choke.

or LY. malted. add balance.
2 Variable .0005, 5/9 each.
Reaction, 4/, 2 Clarion
Dual -range Tunewell Aerial
and Anode, 10/6 each. 3
sprung Valve H. at 1/3.
"J" Formo, 1 Infd., 2/6;
.01, 1/9. 3 meg., V, B.O.
ILE Choke, 5/-.
Choke, 6/6. Telsen Radio -
grand L.P., 12/6 (or Lotus,
12/6). .0002 and Series Clip
14x7 Ebonite Panel. Screen
81x6. 8 Engraved Terminals
Push-pull Switch, Flex,
Plop, 16g. Wire, 2 5.31.
Dials.
7n Net Cash. Not C.O.D.tiri. Post Free U.K.

READY TO USE
For the NEW STATION
CLARION S.G.3

A child can use it.
EASY TERMS
SET IN CABINET

READY TO USEB.G.
Valves, 2 D.E. do.

(2 volt), suitable H.T.,
2 voit,L.T., Cone Speaker,
Aerial, etc.
SEND 16/8
First Monthly Payment.

Balance in EL EVEN
Monthly Payments of

16/8
Supplied to fiat or house-
holder. Please send for
proposal form. No
references.

LATEST OSRAM
S.G. MUSIC MAGNET

Kit of Paris
OAK CABINET
3 OSRAM VALVES
Instruction Chart£9

WITHOUT
VALVES 16-14-6

TALISMAN
"TWO - THREE"

A.W., Oct. 5/29.
Set of Pada, with Panel and
Baseboard. Best quality
components. All Screws,

1=Wire, Flex, etc., 0
Post Free. Not. C.0.1).

H.T. BATTERIES. -1/- P. Post (24* f reel. SIEMENS. -00-v., 8 - ;
100-v., 13/-; Power, 60-v., 13/6; 106-v., 226. PERTRIX.-60-v., 8 -
t00 -v., 13,'-; 120-v., I5/6; G.B., 'Special Portable Size, 9x3s3,
100-v., I3/-. Very highly recommended.
7/-; 60-v., 7/8; 99-v.. 1116 ; 120-v 14/-; Pop. Power, 63-v., 13,6;
103-v., P., 24/-; 120-v., 1'., 27/6 CARMALITO.-60-v., 6/9: 100.v.,
9'4. Folly guaranteed. HELLESEN.-60-v., 10,6; 99-e.,18/-.

Furl ALL

PLEASE SEND DETAILED LIST OF REQUIREMENTS

Cash Quotation for Orders over 25/-

Chokes, Anode Resistances, KITS OF PARTSComer, Mallard, Osram, CIRCUITS
F.diswan, Marconi Valves,
Varley Chokes and Trans-
formers, Ormond Conden-
sers, Dials, etc:, etc., etc.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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PRICE REDUCTION
of the Multi -Range

DIX-ONEMETER
The extensive sale and increased use has enabled a
reduced price to be offered below the already excep-
tionally low price. DIX-ONEMETERS are now 50: -
only, a remarkably small price for a meter worth £10

in comparison with others.
Latest Model. To tst Grade Brit. Eng. Standard.
Mirror Double Scale. Moulded Base. The finest
Precision Multi -Measuring instrument is the DIX-
ONEMETER, the acknowledged Radio standard

beloved by Expert and Amateur.
Imitations of its Bakelite case and mirror scale are
inferior. They lack the 5o Multiple Ranges, the
Precision, the Duplex Scales, Knife Edge Needle,
Accurate Bearings and nigh figure of Merit. Re-
member that the DIX-ONEMETER is as nearly
electrostatic in its tiny load and can be used at
2,5oo ohms per volt. On too volts the high value of
250,000 ohms can be used. Micro -Amps., Milli -Amps.
and Amps. to 2oA. Milli -Volts and Volts to 20o0 V.
Resistances from so ohms to 5o million ohms. All
these are measured with ease on, the versatile and

finely made DIX-ONEMETER.

DIX-ONEMETER
50/- only

Range Multipliers 6/6 each
Electrical and Radio Test Booklet free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
Apparatus Depot, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.I. City 0191

Mr* RELIIADIILIITY/WIIIPIELES$ GU II DE IN' TT296
A Compiete List of all vt.

that is best in Pacta
at Keenest Prices.
Trade Enquiries invited

J.II11.1rAYEL© -Cc)
3 Radio Bose. MACAULAY STREET,
HUDDERSFIELD. Rhone 341.

DON'T BUY ANOTHER
RAZOR BLADE!

Money and postage returned if MINIT STROPPER will not
id -onion perfectly one Gillette blade 500 times. 1/6 post free.-
RAZORS, Dept. A, 125 Heathfield Road ,Birmingham.

BUILD £20 GRAMOPHONE
for £3 a';',14.`11"t'org.

3d. Latest InterstIsHives

W.H.G. 185, High Street, DEPTFORD, S.E.E.

TAY1LEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
Lew Prices: Jars 1,3. Pace 1/2. 2incs 101. %Ewe d, ..
Is Volta complete with Lands owl electrolyte 4/1.. pas'. .0 I,

Sample unit Sd. 1 Ilus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
Abll LIF1Eliti. 30', 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5.
P. TAYLOR. 57 Studley Road. Stockwell, LONDON

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or Headphones tepaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
s.ith each repair. 4/. Post Free.

Terms to Truths
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

"Service" Dept.
114 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.13

,Fintlie\113es in Rsdio

W 1-L LIN=DA
(THE DEPT IN THE WEPT)

IP MU STREET, MOSIER SQUARE. IONDON.W.E2.
on,...oupn gd" Pdiu

OPEN 7 P.
WRITE. KIRTILLOUlltA1/40014N.
0051,. 61 relt ID CAM.

tr

660

CHIEF EVENTS OF
THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Oct. 30 Aida (Verdi).

31 Halle concert from Manchester.
Nov. e Vaudeville programme.

2 A burlesque talkie.
DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)

Oct. 27 The Golden Legend, an oratorio by Sullivan
28 Aida (Verdi).
3o Light orchestral programme and soloists.
3 t Vaudeville programme.

Nov. a Symphony concert relayed from Queen's Hall,
London.

MANCHESTER
Oct. 2S Establishing Relations, a comedy by W. W.

Jacobs.
31 Halle concert relayed from Free Trade Hall.

Nov. 2 Eye -witness account of Bolton Wanderers v.
Sheffield Wednesday football match.

BELFAST
Nov. 1 Symphony concert conducted by Sir Henry J.

Wood, relayed from Ulster Hall, Belfast.

Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's speech to the
Council of Foreign Relations in the United
States on October 12 last was relayed to,
some fifty broadcasting stations as well as
to many short-wave transmitters.

Station WENR (Chicago) has been
granted permission by the Federal Radio
Commission to broadcast television with
5,00o -watt power. The station has been
allotted a channel from 2,85o to 2,95o
kilocycles.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of - Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

SUPER- MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other : will pick up whispered

words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify ant transmit speech ant music
over a distance, through Loud -speaker or
Headphones. Splendid instruments for making
Detectaphone, Deaf -aid, Loud -speaking Telephone,
Announcements through Loud -speaker, Amnlitier
for Crystal or Valve Sets, Eiectric Sound De-
tector, Experiments. No other Microphone of
equal sensitiveness known : each in Nrument finely

black enamelled and fitted with a 3-N, ills conneN.113 8/6
coil. Des.tatc'ded by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Super -microphone toRalio Headphones, Loud- C
speaker, Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier. U/

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for was with Super -microphone as a highly varied DEAF AID. Q /
or Detectaphone. Mc, thin 3 -ft. Silk connecting cord fitted. 0/
light detachable headband.

t (MS for use of Super.mierophone for many pur-
poses and Diaorame of emmeetions free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London. W.I. MUSEUM 8320
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged

-THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for thl

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sum: of £1
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addresSed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/6 I FETTER LANE, LONDON, EC4.

EARN MONEY AT HOME by becoming a proficient,
Sltowcard Writer. We train you by post and sell your
work through our specialized Sales Department. Show
Card Service, Ltd., Hitchin.

FIGURED OAK CABINETS.-Mullard Orgola, 15/-;
Mullard Orgola Senior, 23/ti; Brookmans Three, 15/-.
Handmade and french polished. Rubber feet. Carriage
paid. Lists free.-Gilbert, Cabinetmaker. Swindon.

TELEVISION.-Scanning discs, made and drilled. John
Salter, Member Television Society, Featherstone Bldgs.,
Holborn, London, W.C.I.

EI,ECTRICAL.-Model Dynamos, Motors. Xmas Novel-
ties. Wireless Parts. (List, stamp).-Sirrah, 521, Heath -
way. Pagenham.

OAK, MAHOGANY, WHITEWOOD CABINETS AND
SPEAKERS, perfectly machined parts, all joints cut ready
to assemble. Send postcard for list of over 70 " E.T.A."
Furniture items.-Handicrafts Ltd., "Assembly" Dept.,
Weedingtnn Road. N.W

SINQUERS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

SENTRY!
HE'LL NEVER LET

YOU DOWN.
Double the life of your cells! Avoid
being let down by a run -out accumula-
tor. Sinouers tell you the enact state
of your battery ant warn you when it
needs recharging. Just drop them in
and leave them to it.
1/- per carton from most dealer, or
IX post tree from act= makers.
FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,

Oakhill Road, Sutton.
Foie trade distributors, Erie 3, Lever
(TrIE) Ltd., 33 Clerkenwel I Green. EiC.1.
111M111111111111111!Mn

USE

TREBLE
DUTY TERM 1 INALS

AND OTHER WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
J. J. EASTICK E S .S

EELEX HOW 2, L ROW LONDON E.el

AWE SPECIALISE IN CABINETS
Solid Oak American Type. Open Top Cabinets. Well made and
highly polished. Complete with Baseboards.

12 in. x 8 in. x 8 in. 016 16 in. x Y in. a 8 in. 10/6
14 in. x 8 in. x E in. 9/6 161n. x 8 in. a 9 in. 10/3
18in. x 7 in. a 10 in. 12/6 21 in- x 7 in. x 10 in. 12,13

Postage and packing 1/3 extra.
Solid Oak Cone Speaker Cabinets, Fretted Fronts (12 in. x 12 in.)
12/6. postage us. W.C.R.S. Cone Unit tor above, complete 8/11.

SEND NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE.
Sent C.O.D. if desired. 'Phone Terminus 11777.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259 Gray's Inn Road. King's Cross, London, W.C.I,

SUPPLY UNITS
HIGH TENSION

Fcr Multi -Valve Receivers
Guaranteed silent. No valves.
No expensive replacement0.

Component, from

47/6 7 DAYS' FREE 7R1AL AGAINST CASH.
THE TULSEMERE MANFG. CO., Dalton Street, West Norwood. S.E.27.

FOR A.C. MAINS
LOW TENSION

Incorporating Westinghouse Me:al
Rectifier.

2, 4 or 6 volts at 4 an amp.
No renewals. No attention.

Complete Units from

47/6
'Phone: Streatham 673r.

matetu. W eleSti
COUPON

Availableuntil Saturday,
N 'Arm 3ER 2,1929
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DURUM? FOR
STAUNCH
007Oct

DUMETCHMS

5 and 10 Nlegehins.
Other Higher Values
specially to order.
Each 2, 6

DUWIROHMS
10,000 to 100,000 ohms 5/-
150,000 and 200,000 ohms 8.'-
250,000 ohms 9, 9
300,000 ohms 1 116
Helder 1:6

RESISTORS
Any standard value.

Each 1
Holder (Horizontal
or Vertical).

Each 1/ -

.unobtainable from
youi dealer -write direct
to its giOng 'his name
and address.

Free for the asking-
"A Bit about a Bat-
tery." There's a copy

for you at your dealer's.

UBILIE
RESISTANCES

Dubilicr Condenser Co. (1923), Ltd., Ducon Worki, Victoria Road,
N. Acton, London, W.3.

250/1(

Mention of "Amateur Wireless." to Ad:,ertis2rs wi!l Efisure Prompt Atteltion

The new Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. receiver
is the season's greatest success. British
and European stations come in with out-
standing clarity and power. It is selective
to a degree hitherto unattained.
Build this wonderful set yourself at
home. You can buy the complete outfit
ready to assemble from any retailer for
L7: 12 : 6.
Ask for the Lotus S.G.P. Kit . full
instructions are with it and the main
components are already mounted

From all Radio Dealers

01C1DIS
Send to -day for full descriptions, diagrams

and instructions for assembling.
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components,
in one of the most modern radio factories in Great

Britain

..,NIARNETT WHITELEY & CO.,
iliki*N

LIMITED
LOTUS WORKS,MEDLIVERPOOL
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MARCOMPHONE RADIO

now better than ever

OCTOBER 25, 192',

Model 6o, an entirely new and greatly improved
cone speaker in a dignified cabinet. Gives
beautiful reproduction of both music and speech.

Price 43. .

The famous " Octagon" cone speaker, with its
clear, full tone, is now obtainable in two dis-
tinct styles. Always splendid value, at its

reduced price of pi-.

1V

New sets, speakers
and mains units of

splendid efficiency and
attractive appearance

AT Olympia the new Marconiphone models aroused
tremendous enthusiasm among experts and

novices alike.

New Receivers of astonishing efficiency, in beauti-
fully designed cabinets, for mains or battery opera-
tion ; new mains units, simple and reliable, for use
with any set, in place of batteries and accumulators ;

new and improved loud -speakers, including a Moving
Coil model at a new low price.

All these, together with the famous Marconi valves,
are the best that, technical skill can offer you.

Go to your dealer and ask to see the new Marconi-

phone models-the very latest in radio, designed by
Marconiphone engineers to satisfy your every need.

If you cannot easily find a dealer, write for a cata-
logue to the Marconiphone Company Limited,
210-212 Tottenham Court Read, London, W.1.

MARCONIPHONE
The first andgreatest name in wireless '"""'
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